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www.avalanchesafety.ca
1-888-PHAT-POW
Avalanche Safety Specialists
FREE SHIPPING
BEST SELECTION
BEST PRICES IN CANADA
GUARANTEED

Airbags, Transceivers, Probes, Shovels

KATHERINE VALENTINE

W

hen Phil Tomlinson started trying to convince me that
I should be president, I was reluctant. I eventually succumbed to Phil’s arguments and ran, but even after I was elected
at the Banquet I was still concerned about what the year was
going to bring. It was not that I did not want to give back to
the club, but rather that this is such a fantastic club and I was
concerned that I would change it for the worse.
Even after reading Sandra Nicol’s President report about how
the club will survive no matter how bad the president is, I still
didn’t fully believe it.
However, soon into the year I realized why the club has been
around for over ninety years. It does not rely on one person,
or even a couple of people; it relies on the enthusiasm of the
members in the club, their will to get into the mountains, and
their ability to accomplish any task that the club decides to do,
whether that is carrying and installing four 3’ by 4’ windows up
to Phelix or supporting the Canadian Avalanche Association.
Whatever the VOC puts its mind to, it will accomplish…
etween the Banquet at the end of March, and the start of
February this year, the club has run 137 trips, excluding the
bi-weekly kayak polo, avalanche and first-aid courses, beacon
searches, and buy nights. This is an incredible number and executives from the ACC, BCMC and Aqua Soc have approached
me to find out how we do this. This year there was a shift away

B
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GSPN FYFDT SVOOJOH UIF NBKPSJUZ PG UIF USJQT 8IFUIFS UIBU JT
due to the ease of posting trips, thanks to Christian Veenstra’s
new trip agenda tool, or making it mandatory for participants
in Glacier School to run a trip, I have found it awesome to see
newer members stepping up to the plate and running trips, ofUFOJODPOKVODUJPOXJUINPSFFYQFSJFODFENFNCFST
With the addition of ten avalanche beacons, probes and
shovels, the clubs’ gear room supply has possibly finally caught
up with the demand. Now the challenge for future execs is to
maintain what is now possibly the largest rental fleet of telemark
skis and avalanche safety gear in British Columbia.
ćFXFCTJUFBMTPIBEBOPWFSIBVMUIJTZFBS.BSJVT.VKBIBT
worked tirelessly on upgrading the website, and patiently responding to the persistent emails of those who are slightly less
computer literate.
The flashing at Brew Hut was replaced over the summer and
four of the windows at Phelix Hut were carried up and installed.
Hopefully the rest of the windows at Phelix will be replaced this
coming summer. Roland launched a work hike to Sphinx this
year over summer; unfortunately the supplies got there but the
work didn’t quite get done.
The quartermasters’ ability to put gear in our members’ hands
every week, Phil’s dedication to getting cheap gear for us all, and
the smoothness with which Kelly Paton managed to produce
UIJT KPVSOBM XFSF IVHFMZ BQQSFDJBUFE  BMPOH XJUI UIF XPSL PG
every member of the exec and the hours that they have all invested. Although I thought we might have ended up in court for
it, Len Goff ’s weekly Ms. Manners advice columns were something special. The continued involvement of the Veenstras, Scott
Nelson, and Scott Webster has been invaluable. And of course
the Club would have no memory as to what happened ten years
ago if it wasn’t for Roland Burton.
Finally, over the last few months I have started to feel that I
don’t need Phil and Veenstra to hold my hand through every
step, and at times I do wish that I wasn’t graduating this year and
could run for another year. Although this year has had some
NBKPSDIBMMFOHFTBOEEFĕOJUFMZTPNFQFSJPETPGUZQFGVO UIF
people that I have gotten to ski or climb with have made this
year amazing.

President’s Message
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CHARLIE BEARD

Unfortunately, after this year I now feel that I owe the club
even more; with every hour I have spent on the club, I feel that I
owe the club another one. This club is one of those great places
where it is without a doubt true that the more you put in, the
more you get out. Thanks again to all the members of the VOC
for making this club what it is. I owe you all a beer!

Our fearless leader takes the plunge in true VOC style.

KELLY PATON

W

hen I signed up to edit articles for the 53rd 70$ KPVSnal in late 2010 as my ‘work hike’ (a previously unknown
term to me, a VOC beginner), I had no idea that it would be
my first step to editing and producing the 54th edition. Editing
articles that year was easy, and a welcome break from the thesis I
was supposed to be writing: spelling—check; grammar—check;
style—check. So I edited, a lot. Imagine my surprise when Phil
5PNMJOTPOBQQSPBDIFENFJO.BSDIUPĕMMUIFSPMFPGKPVSnal editor for 2011–12. I like correcting spelling and grammar,
I thought.
How much work could it possibly be?

A

nd now, here I am—here we are—almost a year later. The
tome you hold in your hands is the product of the creative
efforts of so many people. I received over sixty articles ranging
from epic tales of mountain sieges and sea crossings, to beginner-friendly skiing debacles, to poetic musings on the outdoors,
to humorous lists of how to survive in the VOC. None were
cut. Must-reads include Martin Berka’s unbelievable story of
crossing the Tasman Sea in a rowboat (page 385), Skyler Des
Roches’ gripping tale of climbing in the Peruvian Huayhuash
(page 150), and Breanne Johnson’s flowing Arctic-inspired
prose (page 79). The true spirit of the VOC is captured in articles such as Jess Litman’s memories of her first time on skis
4
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(page 181), Michael Duncan’s athletic traverse turned alcoholic non-traverse (page 227), and a selection of Ms. Manners’
delicate advice (page 419).
ee Wasilenko designed draft after draft of the cover page and
perfected the final cover that your hands are splayed across
right now. Lee also solicited stunning photos from our most
talented photographers to grace the colour pages. Every black
and white photo was converted by Ignacio Rozada in the fastest
turnaround time imaginable. This year’s team of dedicated editors (turn back to the first page to check out the full list!) dotted
all the i’s, crossed all the t’s, and blew me away with their deUBJMFE NBTTJWFBNPVOUTPGFEJUJOHćJTKPVSOBMDPVMEOPUIBWF
happened without these folks.
EPOULOPXJG*WFFWFSFOKPZFETQFOEJOHTPNBOZMBUFOJHIUT
and early mornings (i.e., sacrificing so much sleep—one of
NZGBWPVSJUFUIJOHT POBQSPKFDU3FBEJOHBMMZPVSTUPSJFTBOE
seeing the words come to life as I typeset each article was beautiful; I hope that you see this beauty too as you turn the pages and
UBLFJUBMMJO&OKPZUIJT XIFUIFSZPVSFSFBEJOHJUBUIPNFPOUIF
couch, or out in the mountains, tucked cozily in a sleeping bag
with the wind howling around the hut—you wrote it, after all.

L

I

“May your trails be crooked, winding, lonesome, dangerous,
leading to the most amazing view. May your mountains rise
into and above the clouds.”
–Edward Abbey
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Evgeny Sorkin near Brew Hut.

HIKING

AND

SCRAMBLING

Greg West scrambles next to the Upper Curtis Glacier.

RICHARD SO

Anne Vialettes points out Mt. Rainier.

Kala Patthar is the closest viewpoint of Mount Everest that is reachable
without requiring mountaineering skills. At an altitude of 5550 m, the air is
thin—50% of what is at sea level.
Left to right: Francis Kwok, Veronica Ma, Frederick Lin, Norman Kwong.

FREDERIK LIN

Enjoying the view from the summit of Crown Mountain (1501 m).
Left to right: Chris Yuen, Angela Phung, Stephanie Grothe, Katie Gibson.

CLEMENS ADOLPHS

Caroline Jung travels across a cable bridge on the way to the Tantalus Hut.
Alpha in background.

CHARLIE BEARD

Top: Maya Goldstein taking a nap above Brazeau Lake. Bottom: Maya Goldstein,
Lake Louise, and the mountains behind with their fresh white coats.

Artem being epic on the summit of Locomotive.

Reinterpreting the view of Kluane Lake from the top of Sheep Mountain,
Yukon. Kluane Lake Research Station is visible on the far side of the lake.

“I’M NOT ESCAPING FROM
REALITY, I’M ESCAPING
TO REALITY.”
16
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GETTING OUT
You have your reasons.
We have your gear.

LOOPING THE BRAZEAU
AND OTHER ADVENTURES
IN THE ROCKIES

W

e were in Prince Rupert, Northern B.C., and it was raining. Not a huge surprise, given that it is the wettest city in
Canada. Still, after spending the previous three weeks cycling in
Northern B.C. (see page 319) in unseasonably cool and rainy
weather, we were ready for some sun. With the aid of the local
library, we discovered that the closest sun was in Jasper, which
XBTPOMZڀLNBXBZ4PXFKVNQFEJOUPUIFDBSBOETUBSUFE
driving east.

HOW I DROPPED A ROCK
ON MY WIFE

O

ur first day trip in the Rockies was to Wilcox Peak. It was
drizzling and gray, but this had the bonus of keeping people away from this popular spot. We were already starting to
FOKPZUIFBEWBOUBHFTPGIJLJOHJOUIF3PDLJFT XJUIWFSZTIPSU
access to the alpine, manicured trails, and a group of mountain
sheep. On the ridge, the wind was very strong, and we could
see dramatic views of the Columbia Icefield on the other side
of the highway. We continued along the ridge and then started
traversing, aiming for Wilcox Peak. There were some interest17
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Gili Rosenberg admiring the dramatic view of the Columbia

ing piles of striped black and yellow rocks that I named “tiger
rocks.” After a while, the trail seemed to peter out near a steep
lingering snow patch which we were hesitant to cross, and it
didn’t look like it continued on the other side.
I decided to try scrambling directly up, and Maya Goldstein
stayed below. A few meters up I stopped, unsure if I should continue, but it looked easy enough, so I kept on going. I passed a
rappel anchor, used by a group that turned around from that
spot, which was never a reassuring sign. The rock seemed a bit
loose as well, but I kept going, doing lots of class four moves to
the top. At the summit, I didn’t see a thing due to the fog and
turned around. I did not feel satisfied at all with the accomplishment. I had a bit of a surprise on the way down, or more aptly
put, an introduction to scrambling in the Rockies: the rock was
absolutely rotten. Somehow on the way up, I managed to find
good holds, but on the descent everything seemed to crumble. I
was dropping rocks left and right. I couldn’t communicate with
Maya since she was too far below, but I thought she was safe.
Somehow a small rock managed to hit her above the eye, narSPXMZBWPJEJOHBTFSJPVTJOKVSZćJTFYQFSJFODFTIPPLVTCPUI
up considerably.

Hiking and Scrambling
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SEVEN DAYS IN PARADISE

T

he next day we awoke to hard rain. We were about to head
off on a seven day hiking trip around the Brazeau Loop in
Jasper National Park. This is an ~80 km hiking loop that is often
done in four or five days, and we added in another two days for
side trips. We hadn’t packed yet and getting out of the sleeping
bags was tough with all the rain, but once we started hiking, we
had only sun and blue skies for the whole week. It was a delight.
We reached Nigel Pass, and descended to the upper Brazeau
River. The trail was very easy to follow, well maintained, signed,
and most creeks had small bridges across them. It was a far
cry from the bushwhacking, delicate route finding, and headscratching “are we on the trail, or not?” that often accompanied
our trips in BC.
e hiked along the Brazeau River on the second day, and
on the third day we set out on a day trip up a ridge to the
northwest of camp. First we hiked through open forest with lots
of blow downs for a short section, but we soon reached a steep
grassy ridge that led us quickly out into the alpine. We could see
the Brazeau River stretching out to the horizon and the exquisitely blue Brazeau Lake which looked like a piece of polished
KBEF FNCFEEFE JO UIF GPSFTU 8F DPOUJOVFE VQ UIF SJEHF  IBE
lunch and a nap in a picturesque spot, and then headed down a
different ridge that led us to a horse camp and the trail. Thereby,
we completed a very nice loop which was almost all off-trail.
We continued by hiking past Brazeau Lake and then up JohnJohn Creek, passing below huge rock walls. Our route took us to
Poboktan Pass, which was a very wide and open pass, with lots
of room for rambling, and great views of Flat Ridge (a curious
name for a peak!) behind us. After a short descent, we arrived
at Jonas Camp.
The next day, we did a day trip up to Jonas Shoulder and
northwest along a long beautiful rocky ridge. At one stage we
hiked through a “rock garden:” we were hiking on soft gravel,
and there were various rocky formations spread out around us
JO DMVNQT  MJLF TDVMQUVSFT 8F DPOUJOVFE BMPOH  FOKPZJOH UIF
views: we could see the domed shape of Sunwapta Peak and
right down into Jonas Pass. The contrast between the brown

W
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Maya Goldstein hiking in Jonas Pass.

rock we were hiking on, the snow on the mountains, and the low
grass in the pass was striking, and two mountain sheep completed the picture.
After two nights at Jonas Camp, we hiked back up Jonas
Shoulder. This time we headed down the other side to Jonas
Creek. The views this day were even more spectacular, since
the sky was a vivid blue. Jonas Shoulder was a very impressive

Hiking and Scrambling
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One of the advantages of hiking in the Rockies: lots of wildlife,
even on the highway.

place, a little niche in the ridge with steep drops on both sides.
We descended and continued along the valley to Jonas Pass and
down Four Point Creek. It was very hot, so we changed into
shorts and took a quick little half dip in the creek, which was
very cold.
At Four Point Camp, we reunited with a Dutch couple that
we had met the night before. It was their first overnight hike,
and they had forgotten their stove pump. We sat by the river,
cooking dinner and sharing stories.
On the last day we hiked back out over Nigel Pass, the opposite of our first day. At the car we used the BBQ to make quesadillas with our leftover tortillas and cheese. After five weeks of
eating tortillas and cheese for lunch, the concept was getting a
bit old, but melted cheese on anything is a delight. It started to
SBJOKVTUBTXFXFSFHFUUJOHJOUPUIFDBS1FSGFDUUJNJOH
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ON THE TOURIST EXPERIENCE IN
THE ROCKIES

A

t times driving in the Rockies felt like a safari: we saw
mountain goats, mountain sheep, deer and elk several
UJNFT SJHIUGSPNPVSDBS0OPOFPDDBTJPOXFIBEKVTUQBTTFEB
sign warning of mountain goats on the road, and 100 m farther
we saw two mountain goats. It was as if when you go to the
Rockies you pay, and they deliver. I had thought we would see
many more people on the trails, but like everywhere, if one puts
in a bit more effort, one can easily be alone.
The next day we headed to the Miete Hotsprings in order to
relax. These hot springs were very developed. They were basically very hot swimming pools, but it was very welcome after a
few weeks on the road and eight straight days of hiking. Driving along the Columbia Icefield Parkway was beautiful, with a
few centimeters of fresh snow right at the highway. At night the
temperatures dropped, and we found some ice on our tent and
tarp in the morning.
Lake Louise is a tourist madhouse, but after a few short
kilometers of hiking we left the crowds, and were heading up
gradual switchbacks and then talus to the summit of Mount
Saint Piran. It was windy and there was snow on the ground, so
we had lunch behind a neat rock wall. We then took numerous
photos of Lake Louise far below us and famous mountains such
as Mount Lefroy, Mount Victoria, and Mount Temple. They had
a glorious new white coat on, which contrasted nicely with the
turquoise lake and brown cliffs around us.

CHERRIES GALORE

I

should explain that we decided to take the long way back from
the Rockies on a whim. When we were at Miete Hot Springs,
we heard two people chatting, and one of them mentioned how
there were fruit stands at every corner and plums and peaches
galore in Creston. Of course we had to go check it out. We man-
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aged to pick fifty pounds of cherries, lots of peaches, pears and
apples, and even some hydroponic strawberries. Finally, after
half a day of picking fruit and gorging ourselves on cherries,
it was time to continue the drive. The next day we drove back
to Vancouver, making a stop to buy enough cheap salmon (fifteen fish) to fill up our freezer completely. Vancouver greeted
us with ten days of beach weather, a very welcome respite, and
a reminder that despite the snow we had in the Rockies, winter
was not quite here yet.

the Brazeau Loop, Jasper National Park.

OSSA OSSA
27–28 AUGUST 2011
JEFF TAYLOR

W

e started the trip out with a respectable amount of faff involving cameras and their batteries. After this, we drove
frighteningly quickly along the Ashlu logging road. Chris Brewer was confident he could get his 4wd up the road but was easily
defeated. Eventually, we started up a beautiful, well marked trail.
We passed a wasps’ nest, and many people were stung. If you’ve
never been stung by a wasp, I must say, it is quite painful.
Eventually we reached a trail branching off to a waterfall that
many of us decided to check out. Some of us dunked our heads
in the water to escape the heat.
After some more hiking we reached a sign for Sigurd Peak. A
quick discussion indicated that the group wanted to bag (climb)
Sigurd, on the way to Ossa, which meant leaving the creek behind. Since we’d all planned to follow the creek, nobody had
brought more than 500 mL of water. Charlie Beard and I were
eager enough to head up to Sigurd that we offered to go back
two kilometres to the waterfall to fill everyone’s water. Charlie
was smart and handed off every single item in his pack, but I
figured (stupidly) that it was too much effort to take my bag
apart. When we got to the waterfall I went into the waterfall
to fill bottles as Charlie dumped them into people’s bladders.
Standing under the waterfall, I got completely soaking wet, and
managed to fill my boots with water.
We ran to catch up; after being exhausted from the water
24
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CHARLIE BEARD

Hiking and Scrambling

Waterfall Scramblers. Front: Charlie Beard; middle, from left to

CHARLIE BEARD

Carolyn Schroyen, Chris Brewer; behind: Faroe des Roches.

Traverse to the lake.

run, we took a short lunch and then pressed on. Eventually we
reached Sigurd Peak, and the view was fantastic. We saw Ossa
and Pelion from here, getting a good look at what was to come.
We left the summit right away, and began scrambling along the
ridge. The scrambling up here was fun and well worth the extra

26
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effort. We descended into heathery bush towards the lake we
were aiming for.
When we got to the lake we dumped everything off and
KVNQFEJO*UXBTTVQFSXBSNBOESFGSFTIJOH8FBUFPVSEJOner at sunset, and had an absolutely amazing view of the stars.
I wish I had brought binoculars for this reason alone. A few of
us slept under the stars which was quite awesome. Dewfall took
us by surprise.
he next day we left our packs with Faroe Des Roches, who
stayed behind, in the bush below Ossa. Some of us had seen
Pelion from the top of Sigurd and wanted to climb it in addition
to Ossa, so we split into two groups. On the way up, we encountered a man named Matthew Baldwin, who had slept on the
summit. We walked up snow towards the ridge, and then along
the ridge towards the summit. There was some fun scrambling
here, so I took the occasional opportunity to scramble up some
interesting rocks.
I started scrambling with Charlie Beard and Philip Daoust
close behind. I grabbed a solid looking boulder which didn’t
budge until I put my full weight on it. At this point the onemetre boulder came right out off the wall, and I tumbled down
a few feet to a quick spot by Charlie, who didn’t even notice it.
Philip was, luckily, not in the way of the boulder. Everything
smelled like crushed rock after that.
Pretty soon we reached the summit of Ossa. Pelion was close,
but there were no obvious routes. We did figure out a pretty interesting multi-pitch route, and a route which scrambles down
towards the glacier. Both required equipment we hadn’t brought,
not to mention that we didn’t really have time. Of course, the
1:50,000 maps don’t show any of this; the col between the peaks
looks like a mellow ridge. There’s even a spire there that doesn’t
appear on the map. I had never been rock climbing before this,
so when people talked of a route I thought they were kidding.
8FCPPUTLJFEEPXOUIFNPVOUBJO:FFIBX"ęFSHSBCCJOH
our stuff, we began heading down the valley. We didn’t reach the
trail until about 6:30PM. Eventually we reached a small broken
log across the creek, with a cable attached at only one end. Some
USJFEUPDSPTTUIFMPH CVUNPTUPGVTKVTUXBEFEUIFDSFFL4PNF
of us already had water-filled boots, so we didn’t even bother to
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take them off before fording.
The rest of the way out was a bit of a slog. Everyone was
bagged. It got dark and we were walking by headlamp. The reflective markers were fantastically effective. Eventually we hit
the wasps again. Philip and Charlie attempted a dramatic finish
by carrying Faroe the last hundred metres, only to find the parking lot empty; all the people ahead of them had disappeared into
the creek. We arrived after 10:30PM.
We packed up, and made the fast drive back to Vancouver.
Everything was closed by the time we got there, including The
Foundation, where I had hoped to meet Marcin Mirski (and
others) for late night food. By the time I got there it was 1:45AM,
and long since closed. I returned the car to my parents’ house in
Langley at 2:30AM and then I faded off to sleep, satisfied from
an amazing weekend in the mountains. It was only five hours
later that I got up to learn to rock climb with some of the same
people on this trip.
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SELF-PORTRAIT

The lake, with Ossa (right) and Pelion (left) in the background.

Summit of Ossa! Left to right, back: Anne Vialettes, Charlie
Marcin Mirski, Philip Daoust; front: Janek Strzelecki, Shane Duan.

TANTALUS RAMBLINGS
SPENCER RASMUSSEN, CHARLIE BEARD,

PRE-TRIP AND DAY 1: SPENCER

W

FXFSFKVTUMFBWJOHUIFQSFUSJQNFFUJOH$BSPMJOFUVSOFE
to me.
“We don’t really have a plan, do we?”
i/P OP w*TBJEi8FWFEPOFKVTUUIFSJHIUBNPVOUPGQMBOning. Enough that the trip will actually go, but not so much that
XFDBOUKVTUMFUUIJOHTIBQQFOw
And happen they did.
ndrew Maurer had posted on the message board someUIJOHBCPVUBi5BOUBMVT$BNQw$BSPMJOFBOE*KPJOFEBęFS
PUIFSQMBOTGFMMUISPVHI BOE$IBSMJFDPNNJUUFEKVTUEBZTBęFS
returning from the Arctic. The “plan” was simple: six days of
peak bagging around Lake Lovely Water. Andrew would stay
for four. Half of us would hitchhike and half would be driven by
Caroline’s family friends.
The first part of the plan mostly worked, as we were dropped
off only two and a half hours behind schedule. Since there are
no bridges over the Squamish river near the trailhead, we would
pull ourselves across the water survey cable: a pair of 200 m steel
lines suspended from towers and used to run a small cable car.
The cable car is locked, but with carabiners and guts, one can
get across anyway.

A
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Andrew warned us of a squatter farther up on the road to
the cable who charged ten dollars a head to cross by his trailer.
Andrew declared he wasn’t going to pay. This all sounded rather
medieval, and the rest of us agreed (with little discussion) that
XFXPVMEKPJO"OESFXJOIJTSJHIUFPVTTUBOE
Cheerful yet slightly nervous, we were soon greeted by a
heavy-set fellow with a one-toothed grin. When he beckoned
for a word with us, we told him we were going hiking and went
on our merry way. He told us that we were trespassing and
that he would call the police. Caroline’s friends stopped to chat
which was the last we saw of them.
Plentiful thimbleberries slowed our progress, but we quickened the pace as we noticed two men behind us. They were
catching up. We kept walking, yet didn’t run. After all, we
weren’t scared.
They soon caught up. We should have stopped to chat, the
one-toothed fellow told us. Now the police were on their way.
He raised the baton he was carrying. I flinched.
The other man was walking a dog.
i)FTGSJFOEMZwIFTBJEi)FKVTUHFUTFOFSHFUJDXIFOIFNFFUT
new people.”
We walked together to the river’s edge, and the two men sat
on the base of the water survey tower. The one-toothed fellow’s
name was Marty, we learned. He owned the land, he said, and he
charges fifteen dollars to cross it. He takes down hikers’ names
and makes sure we return safely. We should have stopped to talk
to him, but now the police are on their way. We told Marty that
he had no right to charge us. Marty disagreed.
At this point Caroline called the police in an attempt to set
things right. Marty probably never called the cops, we reasoned,
but she would call them for real. They said they would come
shortly.
Eventually it dawned on us that since crossing the cable was
likely illegal, the police might cause us trouble as well. Andrew
put on his harness and contemplated making a break for it. He
approached the tower. Marty stroked his baton.
“If I start climbing this, will you hit me?”
“Do you want to find out?”
Andrew didn’t, and we waited for the police.
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A white pickup with “Squamish Nation Unit” emblazoned
on the door pulled up beside us. The officer got out and asked to
have a word with us separately. In a strong stutter, he told us his
name was Dave. His “friend” Marty was rather protective of this
land, though the Squamish Nation Government did not condone his presence there. Dave would explain to Marty yet again
that he couldn’t stop people from walking on this road. Shockingly, Dave also wasn’t about to let us ignore a no-trespassing
sign, bypass a padlocked ladder, and affix our harnesses to government property. We would have to find another way across.
8FXFSFUIFOKPJOFECZ3BOEBMM-FXJT 4RVBNJTI/BUJPO&Ovironmental Coordinator, according to his card. He described
Marty as a “massive pain in the ass.” We asked him if he could
help us find a boat across. He said he could, and offered us a
ride. He drove us around town as we checked residences, talked
to locals, and called numbers. We even flagged down a summer
camp councilor towing a half-dozen canoes to see if she could
help, but we didn’t have any luck.
As Randall drove us back to Squamish, we realized we weren’t
going to make it across the river that night. Andrew, who had
planned to leave early, decided that three days was not enough
for the trip, and opted to hitchhike to Garibaldi. Abruptly, he
exited the truck along Highway 99, and our party was down to
three.
Caroline, Charlie and I retired to the Smoke Bluffs to climb
and plan our next move. I was halfway up a pitch when Caroline yelled that a guy named Jay had returned one of our several
dozen calls. He could ferry us the next morning for twenty-five
dollars a head. We grumbled about the price, but the lure of the
Tantalus range won out. There was no way we would pay for a
ride back though.
4UJMMMBVHIJOHBUUIFGBSDFPVSKPVSOFZXBTCFDPNJOH XFGFMM
asleep under the stars above Pixie Corner. Our trip had regained
some chance at success.
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Travelling in style.

DAYS 2 & 3: CHARLIE

O

ur second day was probably the most predictable of the
USJQ8FNBEFCSFBLGBTU QBDLFEVQPVSOJOKBDBNQTJUFBU
the Smoke Bluffs, and proceeded toward the centre of Squamish where we would meet Jay. We were treated to a spectacular
eleven-mile ride up the Squamish River with great views of The
Chief, Mount Atwell and numerous forests along the way. Talk
about traveling in style!
A ten-thirty start at the trailhead lead us up to the Alpine
Club of Canada (ACC) Tantalus Hut by early afternoon. The
path twisted through steep woodland and past waterfalls. It was
definitely too steep for a comfortable skin track in the winter.
The iceberg-covered lake shore by the ACC Hut was pleasantly cool after our exertions on the access trail, so we relaxed
BOEDPPLFEBOFBSMZEJOOFSXIJMFEJTDVTTJOHQPTTJCMFPCKFDUJWFT
and routes for the coming week.
Later that evening, we set up camp on the Sandspit, ready to
start early the next morning on nearby Niobe, Pelops and Iota
peaks.
e rose to a clouded sky, sleeping through our alarms,
which were set to six in the morning. The extra time in
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the hammock was welcome, and the warmth morning sunshine
permitted a moment of sleep. After morning faff, mediated by
the hope for clearing skies, we departed from camp at a quarter
to eight.
The previous day we had planned to investigate what looked
like either a hard scramble or alpine climb on the eastern ridge
of Niobe, so we carried up the rack and rope. Half an hour of
TDSBNCMJOHVQCPVMEFSTBEKBDFOUUPBHVTIJOHTUSFBNMFBEVTUP
meadows below our three target peaks. By this point, the weather had deteriorated further, so we decided to stash our climbing
gear to save weight and switched plans to the easier scramble
route.
Spencer and Caroline took turns to kick steps up the snowfield to the Iota-Omega col as my two month old boots were
not stiff enough and were leaking from deep scars picked up in
Arctic boulderfields. As we approached the base of the clouds I
committed to memory what was visible of the three mountains,
including locations of impassable cliff bands, many of which
were hidden between the 40 m contours of our 1:50,000 map.
We trudged on, scrambling a short section of rock to the Omega-Iota col, eventually arriving at what appeared to be a summit,
marked by a small cairn.
Spencer and I consulted the route description and map and
agreed that we must be standing at the top of Iota Mountain. We
stopped for a short break and spotted Mount Pelops in a brief
window through the mist. I took a photo, which we later consulted to choose a route up the side of the mountain.
Matt Gunn’s “Scrambles” recommended that we descend
eastward from the summit of Iota. This initially confused us as
we had seen Pelops to our west. We blindly followed the guidebook and decided the lack of walked path and deep heather
could not possibly be the “chimney descent” as described in
Scrambles. Spencer lead us back to our second summit of Iota,
where we found a steep trail descending the west face of Iota,
about 20–30 m south of the summit cairn. This took us below
the cloud line to the col between Iota and Pelops, where we
FOKPZFEMVODIPWFSMPPLJOH.PVOU0NFHBBOEUIFFBTUGBDFPG
Pelops.
In a gap in the clouds we scoped out a route up the side of
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Pelops and followed a series of landmarks up through the fog.
Eventually we reached a snowfield and spotted a cairn through
the mist. We made a beeline for the cairn. Caroline was very excited to have reached the summit, but Spencer and I were more
occupied in discerning which summit we were standing on. I
pulled out my GPS and confirmed that we were at the correct elevation, but the incorrect location for the summit of Pelops. We
were in fact standing on the top of another peak to the southwest of Niobe, which we spotted in a brief gap in the clouds.
After taking a summit photo on our unnamed mountain we
crossed the snowfield again to the summit of Niobe. Here again,
we gazed into the pea-soup of mist, hoping for a glimpse of
Pelops, merely 500 m away according to our map. No such luck.
We took another summit photo and a GPS point and attempted
to trace the route description in Scrambles in reverse.
After summiting Niobe and the unnamed mountain another
one or two times and encountering a very steep, exposed snow
slope we decided to forget Pelops and retrace our footsteps back
toward Iota and safety. The moral of the story was that a GPS
can inform you of precise location and elevation, but will not
help to identify cliff bands! We must have bypassed the summit of Pelops by 10s of meters, as on checking the GPS during
our descent we were directly below the mapped location. Never
mind!
Another summit of Iota (our third!) was followed by a short
scramble back to the Omega-Iota Col and an extended boot ski
down to the climbing gear stash. Watching the sun drop below
the serrated horizon from the shore of Lake Lovely Water was a
great way to finish a full, multi peak day.

DAYS 4 & 5: CAROLINE
(I was designated to write about this portion of the trip because
I was a total grump on this day. Hah!)

I

was almost hoping that the weather outside the tent would be
somewhat miserable when I cracked my eyes in the morning.
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I was aching at a few places for some reason and didn’t feel too
much like moving. When I groggily poked my head out of the
tent though, I was greeted by clear skies and the impressive face
of Alpha standing over the lake.
We had a bit of a slow morning, but we eventually packed
up camp and said goodbye to the sandspit around eight. We returned to the ACC hut and found it empty and locked. The outhouse wasn’t though, so we took advantage of the ACC’s hand
sanitizer and luxurious, thick, soft toilet paper.
We then got on the trail skirting the northern edge of the
lake up towards Lambda Lake. Compared to the trail along the
south shore of the lake, this one was somewhat more overgrown
at places, at times with Devil’s Club which readily pricking us
as we forced our way through (I wonder why this is so. Perhaps
people often take the boats to bypass this part.).
After some steep uphill sections we eventually reached
Lambda Lake, and Alpha seemed closer than ever. I was still
pretty grumpy and feeling somewhat tired, so after setting up
camp I tried to convince Charlie and Spencer that they should
KVTUSVOVQ"MQIBXIJMF*TMFQUBUDBNQ-PPLJOHCBDL *XPOEFS
if my body was still recovering from my self-propelled attempt
at Mount Baker less than a week before.
Both of my sprightly companions were convinced that I was
KVTUCFJOHXIJOZ XIJDI*QSPCBCMZXBT BOEQFFSQSFTTVSFENF
into accompanying them. Once we got moving again I actually
felt fresh for some reason, and we made good pace up the steep
GPSFTUFEUSBJMUPXBSEPVSPCKFDUJWF
As the three of us followed the trail out of the woods and
walked around a forested corner, all of our breaths were taken
away by what we beheld: the Russian Army Camp, a snow-covered cirque surrounded by dark-coloured cliffs and waterfalls,
above which glaciers were baring their gnarly-looking blue seSBDT"CPWFBMMPGUIFNMPPNFEBOVNCFSPGKBHHFE JNQPTJOH
gendarmes that make up the summit ridge of Mount Serratus.
8FTUPPEPQFONPVUIFE FOUISBMMFECZUIFNBKFTUJDCFBVUZPG
the landscape.
After taking in the view, we continued up the snowy terrain
below the Alpha-Serratus col, and eventually found ourselves
at the base of an exposed mossy gully on the west side of Alpha
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The view around the corner from Lambda Lake, toward Alpha.

that is supposed to be the crux of the route. It was wet and slippery from rain showers, so we decided to finally put to use the
trad gear and rope that we had been carrying around with us.
The rest of the way up was a continuous scramble up a mixture of scree and heather. I was getting really tired, probably
from having carried my 60 m-long, 10.1 mm thick cragging
rope most of the way up. Spencer and Charlie were awesome
and put up with me being a whiny slowpoke, and kept me moving.
Near the top, Charlie ran up ahead and I heard him exclaim
KPZGVMMZBCPVUSBJOCPXTBOEXPOEFSGVMWJFXT*UIPVHIUIFXBT
kidding until I climbed over the last little bit of scree.
The view from the top was wonderful; we had caught a brief
break in the clouds. Two rainbows hung over the Squamish
river, and to the South, we could see the ocean and even Mount
Baker.
After a few quick summit shots and a short food break, we
began our descent to avoid doing the technical portion of the
down-climb in the dark. We made quick work of it, catching the
beginning of the sunset upon reaching the snow slope below the
crux. We glissaded the rest of the way down while the sunset lit
up everything we could see with brilliant colours.
The moon was full that night, and beamed down upon us as
we rounded a corner out of the Russian Army Camp. Jaw drop-
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Caroline Jung descends toward the Russian Army Camp.

ping moment number three for the day.
We arrived back at camp at 11PM, refueled with another big
dinner, and crawled into our sleeping bags, happy with what we
had seen and done that day.
FTQFOUUIFNBKPSJUZPGUIFOFYUNPSOJOHTMFFQJOHJOBOE
drying our gear in the hot sun. After a late breakfast, we
DBNFVQXJUIUIFJEFBUPIJKBDLPOFPGUIFCPBUTBUUIF5BOUBMVT

W
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Hut and have dinner on the lake, then head down the trail to
the river to do the crossing at four in the morning in order to
avoid a potentially painful encounter with the now-begrudging
Marty.
We found the boat paddles and oars under the Hut, and we
pulled the rowboat out onto Lake Lovely Water. After some iceCFSHOBWJHBUJPOBOE5JUBOJDKPLFTXFQBEEMFEUPUIFPUIFSTJEF 
wedged the boat in between another set of icebergs and dined
in style.
We paddled back to the hut and began our descent to the
river. On the way down, we could not help but repeatedly tell
each other that we would return to this wonderful area.
As we descended, the sky grew darker and the trail became
more overgrown. We reached the bank of the Squamish River
at almost midnight, and rolled out our sleeping mats under the
stars for a few hours of sleep.

DAY 6: SPENCER

W

e awoke at three-forty five in the morning. My companions told me that it had rained all night. They hadn’t
slept. Rubbing sand off our gear and sleep out of our eyes, we
were soon following a faint trail through dense coastal brush.
Headlamps were our only light, and we might as well have been
bushwacking as we searched for rare bits of flagging tape.
We reached the water survey cable with the sun still tucked
safely below the horizon. Up the tower, harnesses on and the
crossing began. Not wanting to ruin our aluminum biners by
dragging ourselves across, we decided to walk along the lower
cable, using the upper for balance. Charlie and I made it across
in a smooth twenty-five minutes, but Caroline was going slowly.
The stars were disappearing, and the potential for an angry—
perhaps violent—confrontation with Marty was growing.
The light was still dim, and we could make out only the vaguest outline of Caroline. She drew somewhat closer. We heard
grunts and saw her figure swing violently. She now seemed to
hanging below the lower cable. I later learned her pole had be-
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come caught in one of the cones and she got pumped out trying
to regain control.
Charlie and I watched as Caroline struggled to pull herself
up. With a heavy pack, hope of self-rescue quickly faded. I
would have to go back out and pull her up. I clipped in and went
back out on the line. Caroline had weighted the upper cable,
pulling my source of stability from chest height to around my
knees. By the middle of the river, walking began to require acrobatics seen only in Cirque du Soleil, and I sat down on the line.
I took a moment to absorb my surroundings.
There I was sixty feet in the air, the Squamish River churning
quietly below. Caroline dangled beside me, unable to regain the
lower cable. The sun was rising over the mountains to the east,
and the valley had lit up. We were racing against the alarm clock
of a one-toothed squatter.
I briefly pondered the absurdity of our situation before focusing myself on the task at hand. I shimmied the last twenty
feet toward Caroline while sitting on the cable. She was okay. We
attached her pack to the lower line and reconfigured her from
walking to pulling herself across. Friction, fatigue and stress
slowed our progress back, and it was nearing seven o’clock when
we finally reached the other side. Caroline was shaken, and my
adrenal glands were nearly empty. But there was no time for
rest.
We quickly rappelled off the tower and set off down the gravel road. We spoke only in whispers, then not at all.
The clearing opened up, and Marty’s trailer was visible from
the corner of our eyes. There was a faint rumbling of a generator
in the background. Eyes were down and footsteps careful. We
held our breath.
Would Marty hold a grudge? Would his “energetic” dog catch
our scent? Would he call the police again?
The clearing ended and we looked at one another in relief.
High-fives were shared and breathing resumed.
We stuck our thumbs out on the Squamish River Valley Road,
and it was Jay, our boat driver, who first pulled over. After stopQJOHJO4RVBNJTIGPSPSBOHFKVJDFBOEGSFTIGSVJU XFTQFOUUIF
rest of the day at the Smoke Bluffs learning trad from Charlie.
Dinner was eaten at the Brew Pub and we again stuck out our
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thumbs to return to Vancouver. Charlie split off to try his luck
down the road. Traffic to the city was thin, but Caroline and I
finally found ourselves in the back of an SUV, being entertained
by stories of eighties break dance battles and encounters with
5VQBD0VSMBTUSFTFSWFTPGFOFSHZXFSFTQFOUKVTULFFQJOHUIF
conversation going.
I collapsed into bed at half-past midnight that night. On the
first day of our Odyssey, I had mused that when I grow old, I’d
like to have good stories to tell. I nodded off knowing a good
one had been added to the bag.

SCRAMBLING CASTLE
TOWERS

A

mongst all the things I have learned during my short time
with the VOC, the most important is that one does not
need to be really tough to have a lot of fun in the back country; however, one who is not tough enough should not expect to
have fun out there without suffering a lot along the way. Never
did I experience so much type 2 fun than on this hike to Castle
Towers.
Everything started with an invitation to a beginner-friendly
hike to Sphinx Hut organized by Roland. I thought this would
CF KVTU BT NVDI TVČFSJOH BT * XBT MPPLJOH GPS VOUJM * IFBSE
$ISJTUJBO)BKFOBOE.BSUJO.BUFKUBMLJOHBCPVUDMJNCJOH$BTtle Towers on their way to the hut. I asked how difficult it is, and
XIBUXFSFNZDIBODFTPGTVSWJWBMJG*XBTUPKPJOUIFN DPOTJEFSJOH * IBE OFWFS EPOF BOZ SFBM TDSBNCMJOH CFGPSF i:PVMM CF
perfectly okay,” they told me. Indeed, I ended up being “perfectly okay.” The sort of “perfectly okay” I am when clinging to
a rock, strongly believing I’m not able to go up any more, nor
down, nor to the side, nor anywhere, but, well, as long as I don’t
move and the rock doesn’t move, I’m perfectly okay!
he plot was to wake up at an indecent time on Saturday
morning, hike up the Rubble Creek switchbacks before
dawn, walk through Taylor Meadows and up Helm Glacier,
go down Gentian Pass, and up again to the summit through
Polemonium ridge, before going down to the hut. I convinced

T
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Christian and Martin to leave on Friday evening instead and
spend the night at the Taylor Meadows campground to avoid
going up the switchbacks on the summit day.
)FSFXFXFSF UIFO BUUIF3VCCMF$SFFLQBSLJOHMPUKVTUCFfore dusk on Friday night: Christian, Martin, Cameron Cockle
and me. I could keep up with them on the way up, but they
went so fast that those boots that had felt perfect the previous
weekend started giving me blisters. At least it was not too bad
because I succeeded in packing very light and my pack was not
pulling me down. I was very proud of that as it was the first time
I really packed light. But once at the campground, I realized that
the “packing” part of “packing light” means that you actually
have to pack something. When planning to sleep in a cold hut,
or maybe outside, something could be a sleeping bag. Indeed,
mine was a bad-quality bag that left me cold even in midsummer. Since I was going to be cold anyway, I thought it was a
HPPEJEFBUPHPXJUIKVTUBTNBMMBOEMJHIUCMBOLFU*OUIF5BZMPS
Meadows warming hut, I spent most of the night putting myself
in weird positions to try having my feet and my head under the
blanket at the same time, without success. Luckily, we woke up
at 5:30AM, so I didn’t have to do that for too long.
n Saturday morning we started to hike through Taylor
Meadows at 6AM. Thanks to my duct tape and Cameron’s
moleskin, my feet were very good and I could somehow keep
up with the pace of the group. We did some marmot and grouse
sighting near Cinder Cone before going up Helm Glacier. We
XFSFUPMEUIBUJUDPOUBJOTKVTUBDPVQMFPGCJHPCWJPVTDSFWBTTFT
that would be easy to avoid, but there was so much snow that we
didn’t see any; we guessed our way straight up without any fatalities. Going down from the top of the glacier to Gentian pass,
I learned that when using a rented ice axe, one should check that
the leash buckle is properly tightened to a good size for his wrist.
As I started to slide down a steep snowy slope, I saw a huge gap
in front of me, thought “no worries, I know how to self arrest,”
and turned myself to face the snow only to see my ice axe saying
to me “have fun!” from the top of the slope. I was lucky enough
to self-arrest with my remaining pole one meter away from the
gap, before hiking up again to take back my ice axe, which was
TUJMMVQUIFSFMBVHIJOHBUUIFHPPEKPLFJUIBEKVTUNBEF
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We then went up the ridge on the other side of Gentian Pass,
and crossed to Polemonium Ridge as soon as we could to avoid
gaining too much useless elevation. The views over Garibaldi
Lake were very good from there. Above us, the summit was
sometimes clear, but mostly hidden in clouds. Since there is
some sort of gap along Polemonium Ridge halfway up the summit, we had to go down a little bit on the other side of the ridge
before it gets difficult, and follow the ridge to the other side of
the gap. This other side of the ridge is a huge pile of small loose
rocks. I went very slowly to not disturb the rocks’ subtle equilibrium, and saw the rest of the group flowing away in front of me,
as if the ground wasn’t moving below their feet. Being alone at
the back, I felt very lonely. Especially when all the rocks started
sliding down, with me on top. It stopped after a few meters, until
I decided to move again, and the entire slope slid down again
GPSBOPUIFSDPVQMFPGNFUFST8IFO*KPJOFEUIFHVZT UIFZXFSF
wondering why it was taking me so long to catch up, and I was
starting to think that I was not good enough to make it. Since it
was obviously a bad place to bail, I went on anyway.
The somehow difficult part of the climb was going up the
ridge again on the other side of the gap. This included a couple
of short steep scrambling sections, with a short steep snow section in between. I decided to stop there, being quite sure that I
would not be comfortable going down. I mean, even less comfortable than going up. But Martin and Christian told me things
like “I’m sure you’ll be okay” or “quit being a bitch,” which convinced me to continue. We went up quite slowly, for the guys
had to constantly wait for me until the summit. A couple of
summit shots later, Martin and Christian talked about crossing
to the true summit. That’s when I remembered that, though we
couldn’t see it because of the clouds, there’s a higher summit
not far away. Martin and Christian went toward the true summit, but turned back soon. We all went down until we reached
the aforementioned steep section. As expected, I was not comfortable going down, but it went alright, until I heard Christian
shout. I looked and saw him at the bottom of a long sliding trace
UIBUXFOUBMMUIFXBZEPXOUIFTOPXZTMPQF TUPQQJOHKVTUBGFX
feet away from the rocky cliff. Needless to say, I went very slowly
in this section after that. I made it anyway thanks to Cameron
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who taught me how to climb down facing the snow.
The rest of the way down went well, apart from a big rolling
stone that nearly hit Martin. We arrived at the hut at around
5PM and started a deadly battle against the resident mosquitoes. We then realized that we had forgotten to take our summit drink while on the summit, and started to share beer and
rum while wondering if Roland’s group was going to make it
to the hut, turn back, or do neither and sleep in the woods. It
was getting dark, and no-one had arrived. With no fuel to put
in the hut’s half-broken stove and no certainty that someone
would arrive with some, we had to gather some dry wood and
DPPLPWFSBTNBMMĕSF8FIBEKVTUĕOJTIFEEJOOFSBOEJUXBT
really dark when half of those we were waiting for arrived and
told us that the other half of their group was back at home. A
little more beer and rum and cookie sharing later, everyone fell
asleep. Except for Christian, who had been already asleep for
five minutes when he suddenly woke up as we were all going to
bed and asked “is it morning?” Some people react oddly to beer
and rum sharing.
e overslept on Sunday morning, waking up at 6:30AM
instead of 6AM. We went straight up a scree slope, and
then straight up a dirt and grass slope. I briefly wondered if it
is possible to self arrest on this, but considered that maybe I
was better off not knowing, and not trying. Some stones rolling down the slope provided entertainment. Once at the top of
the ridge, we went down to Gentian Pass, up and down Helm
Glacier where the experienced people introduced some beginners to self arrest and part of the group had fun sliding down a
safe slope. We did some marmot sighting again, before going
home along the long flat trail. At this point, I was once more the
slowest of the group. Not because it was difficult anymore, but
because those blisters were hurting like hell, leaving me unable
to walk without pain, even at a very slow pace. The way down
the switchbacks was very long and painful since I tried to go
as fast as possible to not make the others wait for me too long.
8FFOKPZFEUIFDPMEXBUFSPGUIFDSFFLSVOOJOHCZUIFQBSLJOH
lot, and then headed off to the Shady Tree for beer and lasagna.
After saying goodbye to the other group, the four of us went
back home, and again took advantage of this being a sausage

W
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MARTIN MATEJ

fest again to have some strange and funny discussions along the
way.

Cameron Cockle and Maxime Guillerm hiking up Castle Towers.
Garibaldi Lake in the background.

A SNOWY DAY UP THE
NEEDLES
27 FEBRUARY 2011
MARCIN MIRSKI

A

fter a few weekends in a row of being out of town and in
the mountains, I thought I’d take a break and catch up a bit
on my schoolwork. Kathrin Lang suggested doing a day trip on
Sunday, which sounded like a fun idea. After thinking about it
and flying around in Google Earth a little bit, I found Lynn Peak
and thought that might be an interesting destination. Unfortunately, Kathrin had already been there, and apparently the hike
is not all that interesting with few views along the way. I took off
once again inside Google Earth, headed north, and came across
the Needles. I’d seen them before from Dog Mountain, and they
looked pretty neat. We decided that would make a good destination. Checking Bivouac, coming up from Hydraulic Creek
seemed to be the fastest way up.
There was a service road that goes up to Seymour Dam. Logic dictated that since the Seymour Dam was pretty important,
it would likely be plowed during snowy weather (such as the
weather this weekend). Len Goff pointed out to us that it was
a private road, but such designations usually wouldn’t end up
being obstacles (when was the last time somebody didn’t climb
Siwash Rock or the East Lion because “it’s illegal?”). So, we decided we’d bus up to Lynn Valley, cross a bridge/pipeline that
we found in Google Maps, and bike the 5.5 km up to Hydraulic
Creek, taking advantage of the hard work of Metro Vancouver’s
snowplows. I packed my bag and got my usual four hours of
46
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pre-trip sleep.
t was still snowing when I got up in the morning, and coming out of the shower I was greeted by an SMS from Kathrin
asking if we should perhaps reconsider the idea of bikes. Groggily I replied that the road will be nicely plowed, thinking about
the pleasant feeling of rolling along a paved road. I ate, finished
packing my stuff, and went out to catch the bus. And almost
bailed while cycling the two blocks to Main St.
The bus stopped at Homer, and the driver told me no buses
were running along Cordova, which was where the 210 that we
wanted to catch usually ran. I called Kathrin and relayed that we
should find the 210 somewhere on Pender, and then watched
our 210 drive down Homer and turn onto Cordova. We had
coffee and hung out for half an hour. I entertained myself with
thoughts of a pleasant cycle courtesy of MetroVan.
We got to Lynn Canyon Park and set off to find the hidden
bridge. After missing the street, we continued on for about 500
m before turning back. This took me about ten minutes one way.
I should point out at this point that I was on a road bike and
Kathrin on a hybrid, and that shortly after riding away from the
bus, I decided to let air out of my 25 mm front tire down to 50
PSI to keep from breaking through the packed snow in car tire
tracks. After another ten minutes, I was back at the correct road,
and Kathrin was probably wondering why I was taking so long.
We coasted down to the bridge and some people stared.
We then walked across the bridge and walked our bikes up a
narrow trail marked with BC Hydro signs. We reached a plowed
road, followed by an un-plowed parking lot. It seemed prudent
to avoid the person at the gate on the road since we wanted to
sneak in, so we walked/rode our bikes along the fence. Unfortunately, signs about prosecuting trespassers and recording
cameras scared us off, as did numerous Budget trucks rumbling
down the service road. The person at the gate wasn’t about to let
us try to share the road with truck drivers who weren’t expecting cyclists, so my dreams of cycling pleasantly along MetroVan-plowed roads were dashed.
On the plus side, not many people had walked along Seymour Valley Trailway, and cycling through the 10–15 cm deep
virgin snow was much easier than the somewhat-used stuff we

I
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had encountered thus far. We made pretty good progress until
shortly before the 2 km mark, then had to push our bikes for a
bit before deciding to ditch our bikes there and having a snack.
While snowshoeing, Kathrin discovered that it is far easier to
walk along cross-country ski tracks than it is to not do so. We
saw some skiers later and nonchalantly started walking beside
UIFUSBDLT KVNQJOHCBDLJOXIFOUIFZXFSFPVUPGTJHIU"MJUUMF
while later at 5.5 km, we reached the trailhead.
The trail had about a million markers per hundred meters,
probably because it was built by North Shore Rescue, and they
would use it at night when people who forgot headlamps or hurt
themselves needed rescuing. It was quite steep going there, but
the steepness made the terrain pretty interesting. At one point,
an animal of some kind had decided that this trail was convenient for its own use as well, and we followed its tracks along
the trail for a little while. About half an hour in, we found two
Ziploc bags attached to a tree. One bag had a description of the
trail on which we were hiking and the other asked hikers to keep
their eyes peeled for eyeglasses lost on the right side of the trail
between 600 m and 800 m elevation. Presumable, some hikers
bring metal detectors or x-ray vision devices for finding lost
items under the snow.
We continued hiking up and stopped for another snack break.
Around that time I noticed how ridiculously light my backpack
was. I think I had not done a day trip since the summer, so the
lack of tent, sleeping bag, stove, and other heavy items made the
pack liftable by a single finger; it was amazing! I put on an extra
layer against the snow, which was getting heavier and was still
somewhat wet. We had decided to turn around at a time that
would enable us to get down before it started getting cold, as
the snow was wet and coming down the steep trail with ice axes,
but without crampons the trail would have been less than ideal.
We reached a piece of tape that marked 580 m and decided frozen pizza baked fresh in my oven was preferable to reaching
B QPJOU DMPTFS UP PVS PCKFDUJWF XJUIPVU WJFXT *U XBT TOPXJOH
harder, and the additional snow was slowing upward progress
even more. We happily slid/slipped/snowshoe-skied back down
to the Trailway, setting off some decent-sized sluff slides. There
was about two hours up, but only thirty five minutes down.
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After having lunch, we walked back to our bikes. We unlocked them, then walked/pushed them. The snow was now
closer to 25 cm deep and quite wet. Some people stared. About
500 m from the end of the Trailway, the downhill slope made
cycling possible again. Having developed our snow road-biking
skills in the morning, we were able to expertly tackle even nonvirgin snow 25 m at a time. We reached a plowed road and cycled. Then we walked/pushed our bikes down the narrow trail,
across the bridge, and up to the road. Next we rode to the bus
and wet four seats with our gear. I felt bad looking at the people
who were standing. We rode the bus home and ate the pizza that
Len had started baking for us. It was tasty. It was a fun day.

REASONABLY
BEGINNER-FRIENDLY HIKE
TO CROWN MOUNTAIN
CHRIS YUEN

W

e live on the Wet coast. This trip was originally planned
for Saturday, July 16th but after much post-meeting discussion on the message board, we decided to postpone the trip
by one day to take advantage of the slightly better forecasted
weather. That Sunday morning, nine VOCers attempted to
show up at the trailhead at 8:30AM, some by public transport
and some by automobile. After about half an hour of faffing, we
began our ascent up the Grouse Grind—some of us equipped
with mountaineering boots, ice axes and full packs—and proceeded to pass the other hikers taking a break. The plan was to
head off to the BCMC trail for a more interesting way up and
then cut across to Flint and Feather to avoid the crowds altoHFUIFS CVUXFNBOBHFEUPNJTTUIFUVSOPČBOEFOEFEVQKVTU
going up the BCMC trail the entire way. Before long, we were at
the Grouse Mountain resort refilling our water and preparing to
continue to Crown Mountain.
2011 was a particularly snowy year and despite the fact that
the elevation at the Grouse Mountain resort was only about
1000 metres above sea level, there was still about a metre and
half of snow as we went out of the boundaries of the resort and
towards Dam mountain. I had anticipated some snow near the
summit, but never thought that there would be so much. As
such, I had made ice axes optional for the trip.
Eric Brezillon, a fairly new member of the club on this trip,
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MOHAMMAD MOHAMMADNIA-AVVAL

had opted to bring along a clubroom ice axe. Unfortunately,
he, like me when I first began hiking, interpreted “sturdy hiking boots” as “sturdy running shoes.” This was probably the first
time I’ve seen the ice axe and running shoes combination so we
all practiced ice axe arrests many times on safe slopes before
descending into Crown Pass, prepared to have somebody turn
back with Eric if necessary. Eric ended up actually doing very
well on this trip, stopping only about half an hour short of the
summit due to some persistent leg cramps where he waited for
our return at a safe spot.
In another two hours, we finished our slightly-off-course descent into the icy Crown pass and stopped for lunch before continuing on to Crown Mountain. We were essentially hiking inside the clouds, and the conditions changed from foggy to clear
and back in half hour intervals. We made our final push to the
summit and gingerly traversed some snow covered talus slopes,
unintentionally breaking through the snow and completely wipJOHPVUPDDBTJPOBMMZćFXFBUIFSDMFBSFEVQKVTUJOUJNFBTXF
scrambled up the summit, exposing some amazing panoramic
views of Vancouver, complemented with a few puffs of cloud

back: Stephanie Grothe, Clemens Adolphs, Eric Brezillon, and others).
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below us that gave the 1501 metre elevation summit a bit of an
alpine look.
We lingered around for about half an hour, taking many photographs and absorbing the views before heading back down the
same way we came up. We took roughly the same amount of
time retracing Crown pass before having a bit of a pant shitting
moment.
As some of us reached the bottom of Crown Pass at the inUFSTFDUJPO  XF XFSF DBVHIU PČ HVBSE CZ B MPVE BWBMBODIF KVTU
about a hundred metres away, quite close to the route we took
in the morning. The avalanche, likely of class 2 size, was seen
through the trees by Angela Phung and a few others. Since nobody died or was actually caught in the avalanche, we decided
that it would be a good opportunity to have a break and take a
complete group photograph.
We carried on, and an hour and a half later we were back
in civilization—with tourists, restaurants, Grizzly bears, and
a store that sells “I survived the Grouse Grind” t-shirts. Some
members of the group paid ten dollars to take the tram down to
the parking lot. The remainder of us who hated our knees hiked
back down the BCMC trail, for a car to car time of eleven hours.
Overall, it was not a bad day at the office, especially for a transit
accessible destination right in Vancouver’s back yard.

THE BATTLE WITH
LILLOOET RIVER

T

he day began bright (well, dark actually) and early, as all
good hiking trips do, but I was so excited about getting out
of Vancouver and on my first real Canadian hiking trip that I
didn’t mind at all. The plan was for us (myself, Christian and
Line Veenstra, Nathan Tomer, and Mark Styler) to drive the four
or so hours to Meager Creak, meet up with Piotr’s crew (Piotr
Forysinski, Jess Litman, Jeff Taylor, Ben Singleton-Polster, and
Frances Sharpe) who’d driven up the night before (and gotten
to sleep in, the lucky sods), spend the day flagging a new trail
to Harrison Hut—one that hopefully wouldn’t be wiped out by
future landslides—and then walk back and camp at the cars.
This all seemed to be going smoothly and I was collecting
quite a few bruises on my forehead from trying to look out the
window on the bumpy logging road, when suddenly the road
and river became one. Not to be daunted by a little water on the
track, we pushed on. However, when we realised that the river
was now above the road and spilling over, we decided that perhaps it was worth turning around and reassessing things with
our feet on dry land. With the car parked on a high spot ready
GPSBRVJDLHFUBXBZ KVTUJODBTF XFQBTTFEPVUXBMLJFUBMLJFT
in the hopes of contacting the others (and realised we hadn’t
BHSFFEPOBDIBOOFM 8FXFSFKVTUUBLJOHPVSCPPUTPČBOEHFUting ready to trek through the water on foot when Piotr’s car
came charging through the water from further up the road.
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CHRISTIAN VEENSTRA
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seats.

Polster, Line Veenstra, Mark Styler, Christian Veenstra, Frances
Sharpe, Jess Litman, and Nathan Tomer supervise.
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As pleased as we were to see them (and to not have to walk
through the water) and to learn that the river hadn’t risen overnight and there wasn’t a dam somewhere that was about to break
and wash us all away, we still had to decide what we were going
to do now. Although Line clarified for us that the three week old
Veenstramobile was NOT going any further down the track, we
decided we couldn’t let a piddly little river stand between us and
our mission! So we crammed all ten of us into Piotr’s vehicle
and ploughed on up the road, leaving a wake that even a boat
wouldn’t be ashamed of. However, when we reached yet another
section of river which Christian and Piotr got stuck in even on
foot, we decided that perhaps this simply wasn’t the weekend for
flagging the trail.
So, we turned around and drove on to Phelix Hut where we
had to pack our gear (which we’d brought when thinking we
were car camping) into daypacks. Finally, at the crack of 3PM,
we began hiking.
Since this was a workhike after all, the guys figured they’d
better prove their manliness by sawing large logs in half to get
them off the trail. The girls, quite secure in their sexuality, deDJEFEUIBUFOKPZJOHUIFTVOTIJOFCZUIFMBLFXBTBNVDICFUUFS
plan. When the menfolk finally arrived, Christian came striding
in and the “so who’s up for some dinner?” greeting that I was
expecting turned out to be a “so who’s up for climbing Cabin
Hill? I reckon we can make it up before dark!” statement. And
so off we went. I was beginning to regret my decision to come
along on the way up when trying to keep up with Christian and
Jeff ’s rapid pace, but the view from the top was worth at least
three times the climb.
We arrived back to the lake in the dark and spent the evening in a pleasant mix of star gazing, very competitive games of
Jungle Speed (involving at least a few bruises and Jessica getting
dragged across the table), and singing along to Christian’s ukulele—I had Puff the Magic Dragon stuck in my head for days.
We had semi-formed plans to climb Shadowfax the next
morning, but after looking at the weather we decided perhaps
we weren’t so keen after all. So instead we got our fill of excitement when the gas stove started spewing out a little more flame
than usual… I hope someone has replaced the fire extinguisher
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up there since then…
Once the fire was safely out we pruned trees, dug dirt, and
hauled rocks and dead trees in the rain for a few hours before
lunch to improve the trail around the edge of the lake, which
was actually a lot more fun than it sounds. And the track looks
great now!
Finally, we finished our adventure in style at the Shadytree
pub in Squamish, where we caught up with the Brew Crew and
filled our bellies with the most enormous plate of nachos I have
ever seen!

at the top of Cabin Hill (before dark, even!).

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF
RACHAEL AND JONATHAN
SAXIFRAGE MOUNTAIN

I

only met Rachael Bagnall once before she disappeared. It was
Canada Day 2010, and we were both on a large VOC trip to
Sky Pilot Mountain. The weather was crappy and there were no
views, but we still had a good time. I had a short chat with Rachael; she seemed nice. I remember she mentioned hiking naked with a few other girls in Garibaldi Park and coming upon a
somewhat shocked hiker. Two months later, on the Labour Day
Weekend, Rachael and her boyfriend Jonathan Jette went missing. It is believed they were hiking in the Valentine Lake area.
To the best of my knowledge, no meaningful signs of them have
been discovered—no backpacks, no tents, nothing. The search
had only been called on a few days after they were due home,
since no one knew for sure what their plans were and when to
expect them back.
0OFZFBSBOEPOFXFFLMBUFS IFSFXFXFSFKVTU.BZB(PMEstein and I, hiking back to the very same place where Rachael
and Johnathan probably disappeared under mysterious circumstances. I had been wanting to hike in this area for several years
BOEXBTKVTUXBJUJOHGPSUIFSJHIUPQQPSUVOJUZ4PBMUIPVHIPO
the face of it, this trip had nothing to do with Rachael and Jonathan, it actually did. When I suggested going there, Maya was
strongly against it, claiming it was too spooky. Gradually I managed to convince her and she reluctantly agreed. Only during
the trip did I start thinking about this more thoroughly—what if
57
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we found their backpacks, tent, or even their skeletons? I started
constructing various scenarios, some of which could put us in
danger. What if a recluse living in the mountains had murdered
them and would come after us? What if a murderous grizzly or
cougar had devoured them and their gear and was still on the
prowl? I resolved to look more carefully at my surroundings to
try and spot anything that might be associated with them, and
pulled the bear spray a bit closer.
e left Vancouver early on Saturday morning, drove up
to Pemberton, and beyond to the Birkenhead Road. We
turned off onto a logging road and drove for a few kilometers
before being stopped by a washout. This washout adds another
5 km each way on the road, although the road is narrow and at
times bushy enough to almost qualify as a wide trail.
Once we reached the trail head, we climbed up through interesting forest, thankful for the forest cover which provided
some coolness on this hot day. I reflected on the goodness of
cotton clothing on hot days such as this. The very quality that
has made them taboo on winter trips (“cotton kills”), makes
them perfect for hot summer trips such as this. When we arrived at the extensive meadows I realized why I had ruled out
this trip in September of the year before—the bugs were atrocious! They were much worse than we had experienced earlier
UIJTZFBSJO/PSUI#$BOEUIF:VLPO XIJDIBSFOPUPSJPVTGPS
their bugs. There were lots of ribbons to lead us through the
meadows to Valentine Lake, so named due to the fact that it is
shaped like a heart. At the lake we came upon a large wooden
cross, with the writing:

W

“Be Not Afraid”, Isaiah 41:10
In loving memory of
Rachael Bagnall and Jonathan Jette
Lost on this mountain, September 4, 2010
We took a quick dip in the lake and continued on towards
the Saxifrage-Cassiope col, where we had planned to camp, to
maximize the views and minimize the bugs. We went around
the left side of the lake, and then off trail up to some talus slopes,
and eventually the ridge line. The route we had taken included
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a lot of annoying
side hilling, so I
was on the lookout for a better
route for the way
down. It was here
that I started looking behind each
large rock, almost
expecting to find a
hidden backpack
or some clothing. On the ridge
we soon found a
perfect flat spot
with great views
towards the Joffrey Group on the
Duffey Lake Road.
The bugs followed
The cross at Valentine Lake, for Rachael
us right up to the
Bagnall and Jonathan Jette.
col. We had dinner
while watching the
sunset as it spread its orange glaze on the many beautiful mountains around us.
IFOFYUEBZXFXPLFVQBOEIBECSFBLGBTUXIJMFFOKPZJOH
the views and the sunrise. On days such as this the glare of
the sun is very strong midday, so the best lighting and views
are early or late. Sleeping high has the advantage that you can
often take photos from up high early in the day, when the light
is softer. We hiked along the ridge on big rocks, avoiding the
hard and slippery snow. We reached the base of the south ridge
of Saxifrage and scrambled up the ridge line. Eventually we
reached a steeper dark cliff where cairns mark the route, along
rock shelves, then up a gully and finally to the summit.
From the summit we could see Place Glacier, the peaks
around it, Valentine Lake below us, and numerous summits
which I could not name. This is one of the best scrambles I have
done lately—it has a long scrambling section on good rock,

T
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Gili Rosenberg making quesadillas at the Saxifrage-Cassiope col,

A “secret mission” of grandparent love, with Valentine Lake in
the background.

with exquisite views and a remote feel. We studied the summit register carefully. I was very curious to see if Rachael and
Jonathan had been there, whether they had signed the register
(they hadn’t) and if so, whether Search and Rescue had checked
the register. In the past seven summers only 14 ascents were recorded, so it is not a very popular summit. We had a “secret”
mission on this trip, which was to take a photo of us holding
a “Happy Birthday” sign for my grandfather’s 85th birthday. It
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seemed fitting to send this message of love with Valentine Lake
in the background. Of course, it took us a long time to get it
quite right with no one there to take the photo for us.
We returned to camp the same way and packed up while
making toasted cheese sandwiches on the stove, using a flat rock
underneath the pot to “simmer.” I had hoped to summit Cassiope Peak and check that summit register as well, so I’ll have to
return to this area some other time—no big loss!
We headed directly down from our camp at the base of Cassiope, using some sandy slopes and then snow to speed our
progress. We reached the lake and then went around it (this
time on the south side), back to the trail. The trail and logging
road seemed very long on the way down, and after descending
BCPVUڀNUIBUEBZXFSFBDIFEUIFDBSKVTUBęFSEBSL"UMFBTU
XF FOKPZFE IBOEGVMT PG EFMJDJPVT UIJNCMFCFSSJFT BOE SBTQCFSries. We tried to get
some food in Whistler, but everything
was closed since it
was almost 10PM.
Instead we had
some burgers at
the Watershed Pub
in Squamish and
arrived home late,
tired, but very satisfied and glad to
be alive.

Maya Goldstein scrambles up Saxifrage
Mountain, with Cassiope Peak in the
background.

TOMYHOI PEAK
RYAN MCKENZIE

O

n a weekend in August, Kathrin Lang, Ryan Goldsbury,
Len Goff and I decided to head south of the border and
scramble up Tomyhoi Peak. We got off to a leisurely start Saturday morning, and due to traffic and some border issues we
didn’t actually manage to start hiking until about 3:45PM. It
wasn’t a problem since the trip up to the campsite is only a couple of hours.
The area is incredible; probably the nicest alpine meadows
I’ve ever been to. Tomyhoi is nestled between Baker and Shuksan to the south, and the Canadian and American border peaks
to the north. The Cascades stretch off in almost every direction
as far as the eye can see. We could even see Rainier in the distance poking up through the heat haze. The meadows were still
under snow in a lot of places, but wherever the snow had melted
they were lush and green and full of wild flowers.
We went for a quick swim in a very cold tarn, an experience
best described as “refreshing,” and then warmed up with some
pasta for dinner. Len, as always, had his guitar along, and sang a
few songs before we went to bed.
We were up at six, and hiking by seven the next day. The
route follows a fairly broad scenic ridge up to the glacier visible
GSPNUIFMPXFSNBJOMBOE:PVDSPTTUIFFEHFPGUIFHMBDJFS BOE
then scramble up a ridge to the summit of Tomyhoi. The final
summit pyramid looks pretty imposing from a distance, but
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once you get on it the scrambling is reasonably easy and there
isn’t too much exposure.
We made our way back down to the cars, and headed back to
Vancouver. Even after making a quick stop at Trader Joe’s, and a
dinner stop in Blaine, we managed to get back to Vancouver by
7PM. All in all, I’d have to say Tomyhoi is one of the nicest short
trips I’ve done—well worth the extra hassle of crossing the border. Despite the easy access, and the beautiful camping area, we
had the place almost to ourselves. I’d highly recommend heading down there if you get the chance.

STEIN VALLEY TRAVERSE
8–14 AUGUST 2011
JEFF TAYLOR

S

even of us met up Sunday night at Sam Belanger-McKoy’s
place in Pemberton for dinner and planning. The plan was
to spend three days in the alpine, one day going to Elton Lake,
and the remaining three heading out via the trail along the Stein
River. After an amazing dinner prepared by Sam’s parents with
delicious potluck items and an amazing view of Mount Currie
from Sam’s front window, we went to sleep. I think we all slept
pretty well that night.

DAY 1: ALPINE DREAM

S

am’s parents made a big breakfast for us and drove us out to
the trailhead. We arrived full of energy and excited for what
was to come. The hot humid weather got to us as we climbed up
the valley. Every so often we turned around to look down the
valley and felt impressed at how far we had come. Upon reaching Lizzie Lake we stopped for a quick dip before continuing on
our way. We met some hikers at Lizzie Hut who had spent nine
days trying the same route we were about to try and had turned
around; we pushed on nonetheless, heading south up the valley
side from the hut. Realizing we had taken an unintentional side
trip to Long Lake (in the wrong direction), we traversed around
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the end of the valley towards Arrowhead Lake, walking on thin
snow on top of boulder fields and postholing with every step.
At the end of this was an amazing waterfall which came out of
Arrowhead Lake. The lake itself was beautiful and covered in a
thin layer of ice. Our consensus was pretty much instant: this
was where we wanted to stay.
While unpacking, Bruno Godin realized he had left his
sleeping bag at Sam’s place in Pemberton. He slept in his pack
for the rest of the trip. Line Veenstra and I brought a tarp, and
shared a one-person bug net. It was difficult to set up both the
bug net and tarp at the same time, but thankfully whenever the
bugs were a problem, the weather turned out well. We set up a
bear hang by lowering all ~50kg of food in one big pack off the
edge of a cliff.

DAY 2: A “DIFFICULT TRAIL”

W

hen we woke up, we were pretty hungry. Imagine the realization that all your food is hanging off the edge of a
cliff! We had rigged a piece of 3 mm cord to it, but it wouldn’t
budge. Eventually we found some 5 mm cord and managed to
IBVMUIFGPPEVQVTJOHBQSVTJL*UKBNNFENBOZUJNFTBOEXBT
exceedingly difficult to retrieve.
This entire day was a whiteout, which was unfortunate as
it was supposed to be the day with the best views. We passed
within a few hundred metres of a few noteworthy peaks without noticing or caring to summit. After reaching Caltha Lake,
we headed up some scree to a col. Over the col, we saw Tundra Lake with steep rocks and snow surrounding it. We made it
through the steep snow even though most of us didn’t have ice
axes, but the terrain certainly wasn’t something you’d expect to
find marked on a map as a trail.
When the weather cleared a bit we got a good view of the
surrounding peaks, which might have been worth a day trip. We
were upset that we missed our chance to climb them. I would
definitely like to go back for some of these!
After this section, we continued along the side of the lake.
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Passing around Tundra Lake.

We eventually had to hug the shoreline, which meant holding
POUPUSFFTBOEKVNQJOHBDSPTTSPDLT JOPUIFSXPSET GVO 
The campsite was beautiful. It had an open air outhouse facing the lake, which is the best view from any outhouse I’ve yet
to see in my entire life. All the campsites from here on had bear
caches (giant metal boxes), so we didn’t need to do bear hangs.

DAY 3: THE BEST AND THE WORST
“We’re on a floating island!” –Bruno

O

ur camping area dropped off on three sides, and the fog
made it look as though we really were floating in the clouds.
After a quick breakfast, we were off. The weather cleared up after
a few hours and we were presented with a view of everything
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around us: the Stein River far in the distance, a gully up ahead,
BOEBSJEHFUPPVSMFę XIJDIXBTBCFBVUJGVMQFBL8FKVTUhad
to climb to the summit.
After a short snow climb and an easy scramble, we gained the
ridge and scrambled over to the summit. A beautiful view of the
next valley greeted us at the ridge top. Thankfully, we could also
see where we had to go. After the summit, we split up. Bruno,
Sam, and Adriana took the low route, whereas Greg Dennis,
Kathrin Lang, Line, and I scrambled straight up to the ridge and
followed it along. Travel up here was easy and we had a continuous panorama. After meeting up an hour later, we walked along
the ridge top, going up and down over bumps and experiencing
lots of views. Eventually we heard thunder. There was a massive
thunderstorm visible to the north, and it was heading straight
for us. We had a long way to go along the ridge. This worried us,
so we moved as fast as we could.
Eventually the trail descended down the side of the ridge
rather than going up and over as we had thought. In a few hours
we lost 800 m of elevation on sidehill terrain. Kathrin fell a lot,
but got up every time full of energy. Eventually scree and dirt
turned into trail and forest. As we got lower, mosquitoes came
out and took what energy was left from us. Eventually we hit the
river. Most of us were extremely tired and dehydrated. The last
water source had been at Tundra Lake.
By the time we got to camp, it had started raining. Line and I
TFUVQPVSUBSQBTXFMMBTXFDPVMEBOEBEKVTUFEJUNBOZUJNFTUP
get rid of the pooling water. The rain scared away the mosquitoes and dinner was super good. Greg took the opportunity to
go for a quick dip in the lake despite the rain.

DAY 4: FIELDS OF BLUEBERRIES

W

e expected to reach Elton Lake on the fourth day. Despite
extreme persistence in searching for the trail, we could
not find it. Unwilling to bushwhack all the way, we meandered
down the pleasant valley trail after a late start. We crossed multiple cable cars and constantly stopped to pick at the plethora
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Lying on a beach by the Stein River.

of blueberries along the side of the trail. Eventually we reached
a beach at the side of the river. The current slowed down at the
side enough for us to take a swim and wash ourselves off, and we
spent a lot of time by the creek side relaxing, drying out all the
gear that had gotten wet the previous night, practicing skipping
rocks, and napping in the sun.
Afterward we pushed on to Highview Camp, where Adriana
and Greg both saw a bear in the distance. The camp lacked flat
places (it only had room for one tent), water, an outhouse, and
a bear cache, so we pushed further. Eventually we reached Avalanche Creek (the Mid Canyon Camp) which had everything
the previous site had lacked, plus a pretty good view of the valley; we opted to stay here. We found a torn-up gaiter with a note,
which we read…:
“Critters here chew everything (incl. hiking pole straps). Put
everything in the metal locker.”
…and promptly forgot about.
The tarp Line and I set up looked beautiful—like a true tent!
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ćFNPTRVJUPFTXFSFCBE BOE-JOFXBTIBQQZTMFFQJOHXJUIKVTU
a head net, so I wrapped the massive bug net around my entire body. Line said I had cocooned. We were ready for a good
night’s sleep, or so we thought…

INTERLUDE: CHASING RATS

N

ot too long after getting into bed, we heard uproarious
laughing coming from Bruno, Sam, and Kathrin’s tent. I
wondered what was going on, but decided it was more important to sleep. So I did.
I woke up to the feeling of something crawling on my legs.
*KVNQFE.BZCF-JOFIBECVNQFEJOUPNF *GJUXBTBDSJUUFS
then I must have scared it off… Whew.
Then I felt it scurrying on my head. There was an audible
yelp. “What was that?!” Then Line let out a scream. I burst out of
bed and saw a rat scurrying away. I MUST have scared it.
Then I heard one chewing at my shirt (which was sitting next
to me). I got up and grabbed the shirt. The rat didn’t move. I had
to swing the shirt at the rat to make it run away. They weren’t
scared at all.
By this point I was pretty determined to get rid of the rats.
Fully out of bed and still in my underwear, I grabbed a ski pole
and waited. I chased the next one and nearly hit him with the
TLJQPMFIFKVNQFEBCPVUBGPPUJOUIFBJSBOESBOJOUPUIFCVTI
where we lost him while fiddling with my headlamp. I wandered
through the bush for a few minutes before deciding that he was
gone.
When Line asked if I had gotten him, I told her I had and
that I was confident that the rats would realize that we weren’t
BWFSBHFIJLFSTXIPXPVMEKVTUMFUUIFNHPBUPVSTUVČ7JDUPSZ
Clearly, they came back again. I ran after a rat with my pants
half on, which doesn’t work too well, and obviously lost him.
We continued wandering around the bush looking for rats. We
briefly discussed doing a “rat watch.” At that time I told Line
that she could sleep, while I stayed awake watching for rats. So
I did. For probably at least an hour, I sat on top of my sleeping
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bag. I had gotten cold by this point, so I put my clothes back on.
*KVTUTBUGBDJOHUIFGPPUPGNZCFEBOEXBJUFEGPSSBUTUPTIPX
up. At one point I looked towards the head of the bed, and there
was a rat hiding behind and quietly chewing Line’s backpack.
Unfortunately I had to run around the tarp to get at him, so he
escaped.
I decided to move all our stuff between us so the rats couldn’t
sneak up again. Line was fast asleep. I gingerly reached over,
grabbed her boots, and moved them. When I brushed against
her, she woke up the most terrified I have ever seen anyone in
my entire life. It took me a while to calm her down. I must admit
this part scared me quite a bit.
Eventually Line got up and offered to rotate. I was completely
mentally exhausted, so I agreed so that I could sleep for about
twenty minutes. I fell asleep right away and was woken up some
time later. At this point we were both pretty sick of this, so we
got up, packed our stuff, ate, and were ready to go at four in the
morning. It was still dark, so we watched the stars. At around
six we woke Sam, told him we were leaving, and then got on the
trail. The two of us had slept for about twenty minutes over the
whole night.
Nights like these you remember for your entire life. That
amount of cursing, screaming, and crying is indescribable. I
guess this qualifies as “Type III” fun. I don’t ever want to see
someone that scared again. Actually, in the time between writJOHUIFUSJQSFQPSUBOEXSJUJOHUIJTKPVSOBMBSUJDMF *WFEFDJEFE
it was “Type II” fun (which means I now feel good laughing
about it).

DAY 5: DAY 4 PART II

L

ine and I wandered along the trail happily whistling and
singing and occasionally yelling “hey-yo!” to scare off potential bears. After hiking for about an hour we found a nice
rocky ledge where we put down our sleeping bags and instantly
fell asleep. We woke up a few hours later due to the heat and relaxed until the others showed up at eleven-thirty. At this point,
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we found out how the others had experienced the night. The rats
had chewed through the wall of Bruno’s tent and chewed away
at his brand new shirt. The laughing we had heard was at a rat
they could see sitting outside the tent.
We quickly continued on our way. It was hot and dry and it
wasn’t long before mosquitoes were on us again. At one point we
lost the trail, so I climbed a tree but it snapped as I was climbing.
Welcome to the Interior! We stopped to push a big log into the
water, which provided entertainment. The trail got very rough
very fast. There was some bushwhacking involved, and many
times we lost the trail and had to backtrack. We were extremely
tired but pushed on anyhow. After a few more kilometers, we
reached a big creek with a massive waterfall and a big cable car.
Despite the waterfall’s immensity, we almost ignored it in our
exhaustion. I felt like my body could go on for a lot longer, but
the lack of sleep was getting to my head.
We slept under the stars at Cottonwood Camp. It was nice
and warm. I was so tired that I didn’t even want to eat supper;
*KVTUXBOUFEUPTMFFQ#VUXFEJEFBUBOZXBZ BOEJUGFMUHPPE
Sam shared his powdered cheesecake. When we got into bed, we
were asleep in seconds.

DAY 6: A LONG WALK

W

e slept like rocks and got going at eleven in the morning.
The initially well-maintained trail quickly deteriorated to
seven-foot-tall grass, plenty of fallen trees, low branches, and
Devil’s Club. Although we were energetic to start because we
thought it would be easy trail from here on out, we quickly realized this wasn’t the case. It seems that all the areas accessible by
helicopter were well-maintained, but in between the camps the
trails became pretty overgrown.
The trail became nice again around Ponderosa Shelter where
we crossed a suspension bridge—a big improvement on this
section of the trail. We got to Earl’s Cabin, a run down old hut,
and camped nearby—about 12km from the trailhead.
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TO BE OVER

W

FRIENDLY BYSTANDER

e set off on the last day with plenty of energy. People had
a good laugh at the only breakfast food I had left: a melted-then-frozen block of chocolate, caramel, peanuts, sunflower
seeds, and about 100g of pure butter :)
The rest of the walk was kind of silent. We all had energy,
we all felt good, and we didn’t want it to end. Every quip of humour was appreciated, but the thought went through our minds
UIBU UIJT XBT UIF FOE PG BO FNPUJPOBMMZ HSJQQJOH KPVSOFZ *WF
got to say, it was a fantastic week. Everyone was close. I’ve been
touched by this trip and it will sit in my heart for a long, long
time.
We had several hours to kill at the trailhead while we waited
for Sam’s parents to pick us up. The time passed playing silly
games: head spinning, voile strap slingshot, tree climbing, pole
balancing, stick spinning, ski-pole baseball, stare-very-closelyat-the-grain-in-the-wood-of-the-table, and more! After getting
picked up, we took a river-powered ferry across the Fraser River
and stopped at the Home Restaurant in Hope for burgers, pie,
and beer.

McKoy, Adriana Muja, Kathrin Lang, Line Veenstra, Bruno Godin.

FREEZING IN AFRICA
TOM CURRAN

A

rtem Bylinskii and I booked our flights to Morocco in early
May, with the intention of meeting some friends of his,
Gabrielle and Trisha, there. As the departure date drew near,
we conducted some research about the city and surrounding
area. Artem discovered that Marrakech, the city that Ryanair
flies to, is roughly 100 km from the tallest mountain in North
Africa, Mount Jbel Toubkal. So, in addition to finding information on tourist attractions and interesting cuisine in the city, we
researched routes up the mountain as well as transportation to
and from the mountain and lodging at the base camp.
We found that there are a few refuges below the mountain
at roughly 3200 m, while the nearest village is at 1700 m and
the peak itself is at 4170 m or so. I was able to find a number
of trip reports, but none of them had a great map. In the end, I
printed off a combination of a few different instruction sets and
maps. In general, the maps were either cartoonish or had very
little local data on them (i.e., a google terrain map), while the
instructions were ambiguous and mostly consisted of “the trail
veers gradually to the right” and “the trail passes under some
cliff bands.”
We arrived at the Marrakech Airport at around 5PM on the
Saturday, and proceeded to waste time finding a debit machine
and the bus into the city. We disembarked early to walk to the
Grand Taxi station, where we would catch a taxi into the moun73
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tains. The walk was only a few kilometres, but it was exciting
to see camels and palm trees along the road. We also had our
first sightings of ridiculous things on motorbikes, which would
continue throughout the trip.
At the Grand Taxi station, Artem bargained with the taxi
drivers for what seemed like an eternity, eventually agreeing to
250 dirham for the two of us (~$30). The taxi driver then proceeded to take us over to a taxi that was currently being fixed.
All of the grand taxis are huge old Mercedes sedans, and this
one appeared to be in terrible condition. The driver told the
mechanics to get it ready, and they rushed to fill the radiator
with water, and connect the engine air intake with a hose and
IPTFDMBNQ*ڀOPUJDFEBCFMUKVTUMZJOHCFTJEFUIFFOHJOFCMPDL 
and the attempts to start the car were ultimately unsuccessful
(as Artem and I had anticipated). No matter, they took us to
another taxi, and we were finally on our way.
Soon after leaving the Taxi station, we stopped and transferred taxis, to travel with a driver who lived near our final destination. We then headed across the Moroccan countryside and
up into the mountains to the village of Imlil, the starting point
of the trail to Toubkal.
pon arriving in Imlil, we met a shopkeeper who offered to
sell us a map. After using his washroom and determining
that his map was basically the same cartoonish one that we had
printed out, we declined to purchase it for 10 euros, and headed
to the start of the trail. We weren’t entirely sure where the trail
began, so we wandered in that general direction and tried to
convince the shop owner who was still with us to show us the
path. He was attempting to convince us that it was too late to be
setting off for the night, and that we should spend the night in
town and start in the morning with a guide.
In the end, we started off on the road at about 8pm. Everyone we passed on the road warned us that it was foolish to try
and make it to the refuge in the dark. Many offered to let us stay
the night, for a fee of course. Asking them if we were on the correct trail, we were told that we would not be able to find our way
without an experienced guide, particularly in the dark, and that
we would certainly die. But as soon as we told them we had no
money, they wished us well on our way.

U
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After following a logging road up a number of switchbacks
and across a slope, we crossed a bridge into a small, picturesque
town on the other side of the valley as dusk fell.
The instructions mentioned crossing through an orchard
and then walking on a trail alongside a riverbed for a while
at this point, but we managed to miss the trail and end up in
the riverbed. After getting a little wet and worried in the dark,
wandering across the mostly dry riverbed looking for donkey
tracks, we found what we thought was the trail snaking up the
far side of the valley. We followed this and commenced our dark
adventure toward the refuges.
.PTU PG PVS KPVSOFZ DPOTJTUFE PG VT USZJOH UP NBUDI EJN
outlines and rough stone structures and landmarks on the side
of the trail to the vague descriptions of “soda stands” and the
like from our directions. The trail was generally easy to follow, though it seemed to split up at some points. At one point,
we were somewhat concerned by headlamps or flashlights at a
small outpost, as we were told that a bunch of psychos lived at a
point on the trail called “Place of Satan”. It began raining, which
dampened our spirits somewhat, and as we tired we began to
argue.
We stopped and ate the remains of Artem’s breakfast (our
food for the weekend) under a rock the size of a VW minibus
as the rain fell steadily around us. We continued into the night,
growing anxious about our route. We were frightened that we
might be down the wrong valley; a thought that got stronger
with every slippery step.
8FXFSFPWFSKPZFEXIFOXFSFBMJ[FEUIBUBGFXTNBMMMJHIUT
UIBUIBEKVTUDPNFJOUPWJFXBCPWFVTXFSFGSPNUIFSFGVHFT
We initially saw two buildings, one large, one that seemed
abandoned, and one smaller one. The smaller one proved to
include a barn for donkeys, and the sleeping room seemed full
upon tentative inspection. We walked a short distance uphill
and found a third building, which had some lights on. We
knocked on the door and a few moments later a guest of the
refuge let us in. The operator came into the entranceway, but
was reluctant to let us stay there, as all of the beds were full and
people were sleeping. He told us to check out the other, smaller
building, and perhaps come back if that was full. He did not
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seem too keen on this second option.
We returned to the smaller building, and ascertained that it
was indeed full. What we had thought was an abandoned building proved to be the newer refuge, Mouflons de Toubkal, while
the larger, higher refuge and the smaller, donkey-inhabited refuge belonged to the French Alpine Club.
In the end, we slept in a large cooking tent by the smaller
refuge. Its door was propped open and I can’t recall taking the
time to completely shut it. The interior was cavernous, with
more than enough room for us to stand comfortably.
As we were both cheap, we had only brought carry on luggage, which we did not bother attempting to fit sleeping bags
into. How cold could Africa be, anyway? As we went to sleep,
Artem hypothesized that it would not grow any colder than it
currently was, it being 2:30AM or so. So, we bundled up in all
of our layers, myself in fleece pants and long underwear and
Artem in thin track pants. Artem claimed a dirty old sack to act
as the most basic of sleeping mats, and we arranged our sandals
to keep our backs off of the cold earth.
Despite Artem’s predictions, the tent grew unbearably cold
as we slept. This had us up doing funny dances for a time to
keep warm, as well as donning additional layers (note Artem’s
GBTIJPOBCMFCVUUPOVQTIJSUPWFSKBDLFUPVUĕU -JLFMZQBSUJBMMZ
due to the altitude, I was up a number of times to relieve myself.
n the morning, we woke early (6 AM or so) to a beautiful dawn
and set off up Toubkal after choosing a breakfast of chocolate
over the unsatisfying looking fare at the French refuge. A small,
FOFSHFUJDEPHKPJOFEVTGPSPVSKPVSOFZćFSPVUFVQUIFNPVOtain was not at all technically challenging. We crossed some
snow above the refuge, but it was well packed down and easy
to bootpack through. The climb was made more difficult by a
noticeable lack of oxygen as we neared and surpassed 4000 m
elevation. I easily grew out of breath from any brisk walking,
and we rested often.
There were beautiful views when we reached the col, or
saddle, between Toubkal and Toubkal West, and more when
we reached the summit. It was difficult for me to comprehend
being atop the range of mountains separating the Sahara from
Northern Africa, and I peered intently toward the South, try-

I
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ARTEM BYLINSKII

Tom Curran approaches a sturdy footbridge with the refuges and
early morning sky in the background.

Our loyal companion.

ing to make out the desert beyond the mountains. We took pictures and napped for half an hour at the summit. As we did
so, we received a light dusting of snow, which complemented
the small patch of snow at the top. As I napped, the dog that
accompanied us up (and most of the way down) distracted me
with his licking.
The top was crowded with groups of all sorts, many guid-
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TOM CURRAN

ed. One man expressed his regret
at having paid a
guide to take him
up such an easy
trail. I was disappointed to see that
the summit pyramid was covered in
graffiti.
We took a
slightly different
route down, politely declining an
odd offer from a
guide to lead us up.
Artem Bylinskii takes a refreshing shower
8FFOKPZFEB70$
under a painfully powerful waterfall.
style plunge in a
XBUFSGBMMKVTUBCPWF
the refuges. The torrent of water was painful as it pounded into
your body, and we only stayed a short time.
We then headed quickly back into Imlil, taking a break for a
lunch of chocolate and peanuts. We managed to take a bit of a
short cut back (rather, the proper route we had missed on the
way up), and noticed some beautiful cafes over the river that
XFSFGVMMPGMPDBMTFOKPZJOHUIFEBZ
In Imlil, Artem negotiated with the taxi drivers and we decided that we would wait for more travelers to arrive to split a
cab. We tried out some local food (a tagine), which we were told
would cost 70 DH but ended up being 100 DH with drinks. The
food was tasty, although the amount of lamb was somewhat inadequate. We also had to hurry through the meal once other
travelers heading to Marrakech arrived, and then gulp down
our beverages so that the storekeeper could get the deposit back.
The rest of our stay in Marrakech was great, and I would
strongly recommend Morocco to any budget conscious traveller.

AN ARCTIC IMAGE
BREANNE JOHNSON

T

he summer field season is winding down. The short time
during which the High Arctic teems with life is coming to
an end. Snow Buntings and Redpolls flock, flying out over the
ocean where we never see them. The young are spiralling down
and darting upwards, delighting in their newly mastered flying
skills, and getting ready for their long flight south. There is a
sense of urgency among the life that is left. Or perhaps this urgency is only in my own mind as I silently urge the twelve Eider
ducklings to grow up before the ocean freezes over, or the lanky
wolf to find a pack before the late August snows hide easy-tocatch arctic hares in a blanket of white. Every night the sun dips
lower to the north, and sometimes we are tricked into thinking
it has set behind a blanket of clouds. We feel sleepy in that reassuring, predictable way, that the light and dark cycles of day
and night cause. It is cozy in a way that I have missed without
realizing it.
We are on Ellesmere Island doing plant ecology work, studying the effects of climate change on the high Arctic ecosystems:
Arctic gardening. The final poppy plant, grown and nurtured
from seed, is tucked into the thin layer of cold soil accompanied
by the shooting of a bear banger and much cheering and dancing. The arctic fox family watches our erratic dance moves in
awe from the hillside. A lemming dangles from the kit’s mouth
and its fur shines in the orange evening light. The young fox is
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An Arctic fox enjoys a lemming snack.

indifferent to the occurrences of the day before, when the white
wolf dug his brothers and sisters out of their den to devour them.
With nowhere else to be, and no need to worry about tomorrow and the work it would no longer bring, we dance to trance
beats on the shoreline as the sun hangs low over the fjord to
the north. Everyone to their own moves; everyone to their own
unlimited space. The five of us: a tiny speck of movement on
a remote iceberg strewn coastline. Home-brewed beer poured
straight from large black canisters which appear to have once
held any number of unknown substances brings upon a gangster rap duel. The five of us duel with rhymes and rhythms in
backstreet lingo we didn’t know we possessed.
awake to find Matt and Meagan with gear strapped to all sides
of their small field packs, determined to accompany me on
my explorations in the glacial lake direction. We pile into the
rowboat, in our minds a true Viking lorry, to take us around
the large glacial outflow delta and Twin River. Isolation breeds
imagination, and we certainly have an abundance of both after
the past three months. The three of us (Jacques Mousteau, TunESB5JN BOE$BQJUBJOF5PSOCKPSO BSFPČPOBUXPEBZDJSDVNnavigation of the giant mountain to the east in order to find a
glacial lake en route. A fleet of Walrus surface next to us, snorting and breathing large clouds of ocean spray out through their
KPXMT5VTLTHMJOUJOHJOUIFTVOMJHIUBOEIFBETCPCCJOHPOUIF
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off-beat as their large, slippery wrinkled backs keep to the beat
of the waves.
We scramble upwards, struggling to comprehend the immensity of a landscape where depth fails to be distinguished by
trees, and squinting against the intensity of the sun. A field of
dwarf blueberries, growing mere inches off the ground, detains
us for a good long while as we feast from the relatives of tundra plants which have caused us so much worry over the past

An iceberg under the late evening August sky.
(Photo Contest Runner-up, Landscapes)
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months. The berries are so tiny that 100 make a handful, and a
IBOEGVMNBLFTBSBSFBOEKVJDZUSFBUćPSWBME ,OVE BOE#BDIF
peninsulas stretch out into the ice-filled waters to the northeast,
and beyond that Greenland lines the horizon. The walrus cohort
can be seen far down below bobbing about an iceberg sailing in
with the tide. A snow white gyrfalcon flies overhead, its flight
pattern catching our eye as it is so different from the more common glaucous gulls and terns. A ptarmigan family of thirteen
runs about in the rocks as their mother bird keeps watch. Their
fluffy white feet makes them look like a cross between a hare
and a chicken. Hares double-hop about, bouncing temporarily
on their back feet as they stand tall, checking if we are a threat.
An orange ridge contrasts with the purple skyline now that the
evening sun is behind us in the west. The sun is already on its
way north and we have yet to feel hungry. With only small fluctuations in light, it is easy to fall into your own erratic schedule
of sleep and eat.
We glimpse the long sought after glacial lake far below. Hopping from rock to rock and scrambling downwards, we howl
like a wolf pack. Our echoes return to us as they bounce around
the shadowy cliffs and off the icy walls. An hour later we sit
perched on its steep banks thinking that at any moment we
NJHIUTMJEFSJHIUJOćFZBSFBKVNCMFPGMPPTFSPDL OPUIBWJOH
had time to settle since being recently revealed by the retreating ice. Between the glaciers, orange and purple ridges poke up
into the clear blue sky or sweep down towards the water’s edge,
wherever particular minerals feel the need to appear. Gigantic
icebergs float about in the lake’s center, or sit high up on the
shoreline, left behind as the waters receded in late season. The
water, a pure clear blue, is a reminder of the vulnerability of the
ecosystem surrounding us. Although it appears untouched and
pristine, it is changing, and the very lake we contemplate in such
awe would still be blanketed by masses of ice were it not for recent Arctic warming.
The bright night is punctuated by the glacier crumbling into
the lake, the deep rumbling of its icy core sliding along its rocky
substrate, and the dense clunk clunk of rock against rock as
boulders tumble down rivers raging somewhere in the glacial
depths, invisible from sight. The occasional rock slide as loose
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The iceberg strewn coastline of Alexandra Fiord, Ellesmere
Island, Nunavut.

banks cave into the lake has all three of us sitting straight up in
the tent, eyes wide in horror as we temporarily envision our tent
being swept into the water. We are occupying a small slanted
knoll a hundred metres above the lake; the only semi flattish
spot around, and with a small bit of vegetation to reassure us
that it has not moved recently. Thanks to the rocky ground in
which we found small divots to place our hip bones or elbows,
we do not slide off. The morning brings direct sun from the east
and I head down to the lake for a swim. Only after a thorough
scan of the water’s surface for any sign of newly thawed prehistoric creatures which might pull me under, do I dive in. With
accelerated melt during the recent part of the last century, there
is only a narrow band of ice holding the lake back. Melt water
ESBJOTPVUUISPVHIBTUSFBNCFOFBUIUIJTEBN MJOFEXJUIKBHHFE
chunks of ice, like newly shattered glass. An ice bridge collapses
and we retreat to camp where we pack up to head home.
We scramble downwards, through a valley which looks like
cobblestones laid down by some glacial workers from a nonexistent age. And down a steep chute of orange rock, where a
Redpoll mocks us from above as we slide on rickety rocks and
grip the cliff with hands calloused by months of carrying water
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and paddling the kayaks. A stream pours out from beneath this
glacier also, and a waterfall tumbles down from the frozen surface five stories above to meet it. I stand beneath it, among ice
chunks the size of automobiles, soaking up the freezing feeling
of ice in liquid form while munching on an ice nugget I find
floating at my feet. I can not help but feel a primitive sense of
belonging. Cold, hard, reliable ice surrounds me and echoes my
thoughts. This is something important. This is something we
should not lose.
Still five kilometres and a boat row away from home, we take
a nap in the chill Arctic air warmed by the sun only as it peeks
out between the scattered clouds being pulled across the blue
sky like horses manes. How can a sky have so many types of
clouds at once? Horse manes, fish scales, puff balls, layers superimposed and shifting behind one another. The pattern always
seems to be pointing somewhere, yet shifting incessantly. We
stroll along at a tundra gait, raising our knees up to our chins
with every step as we island hop in our hiking boots, from one
green spongy wet sedge island hummock to the next.
ack at the boat we revel in our adventures, like true explorers of times past. With a shot of whiskey and pirate-like
grins we haul our dory down to the incoming tide. Drifting incessantly to starboard, we struggle home and around the delta,
where streams push us out and the tide pushes us in, and the
boat ignores both, heading whichever way it pleases.

B
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An Arctic hare hops about munching willows.

BUT STILL BELOW THE
CONDORS
PART 2: AROUND
SKYLER DES ROCHES

R

on cut the rope. He knew it was the right thing to do. He
knew he had to do it before he thought too much about it.
That morning we had woken up back in base camp, feeling
that oxymoronic tired freshness that comes after long days in
the alpine, days that somehow stretch to fit more than twentyfour hours of experiences. We walked across the meadows to the
bubbling stream to wash our clothes and our bodies in its frigid
water. Removing my clothing, I tip-toed on the frosty bank.
Ron, in a display of true Alaskan grit, dunked in the water and
scrubbed away. By the time I was done washing my clothing,
even the tropical sun was unable to restock the warmth that had
been sucked out of my hands. I stepped into the water, splashed
myself, quickly dunked up to my waist, declared myself clean,
and bailed.
Six mighty condors spun and wove high above the valley
floor. Never had I seen so many of these massive raptors, their
wingspans up to 3 m, in one place. Was there a nest nearby? Or
had the great vultures spotted the corpse of a feral cow? Some
small furry thing, a viscacha UIPTFHJBOUDIJODIJMMBT "OJOKVSFE
duck hiding in the reeds on Laguna Jahuacocha?
Raúl was gone when we arrived back at base camp after our
climb of Rasac Oeste.1 His fifteen year old son was there with a
1 Read Skyler’s story of this climb in “But Still Below the Condors, Part 1:
Up,” page 150.
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story about a sick mother. The kid had clearly never hung out in
a gringo camp, and so we assumed his story was true rather than
some well-practiced routine. He came back from the stream in
the late afternoon with a small mountain of trout. Ron and I
bartered some chocolate and each ate our fill of fried fish.
We still hadn’t looked at the rope since coiling it after the
last rappel off Rasac. Hoping the core shot was near one end,
we ceremoniously uncoiled the rope and found the damage—a
tear in the sheath less than 5 m from the middle. I’ve seen worse.
Without the ability to make 60 m rappels, we could not climb
:FSVQBKÈ UPQPGUIF"NB[POCBTJOBUN8JUITIPSUFSSBQpels we would take days to descend such a massive mountain,
and probably die of cold or altitude sickness in the meantime.
Could we climb on only the good half rope and rappel on both?
Could we rappel on a core-shot rope? Probably, I thought. The
sheath was only partially cut, and the core looked fine. And rapQFMTEPOUJOĘJDUNBKPSGPSDFTPOSPQFT#VU*LOFXJUXBTBCBE
idea, and Ron suspected that if we thought about it too much,
we would probably make a dangerous decision. So he cut the
rope without delay and we were left with 25 m and 35 m pieces.
Bolder climbers might have tied these strands together and rap-

The Yerupajá Massive. Yerupajá is the tallest in the Amazon
basin at 6617 m. Rasac and Rasac Oeste at centre.
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pelled on a single line, using the Franken-rope to pull the good
rope through. But such a method really needs the knot to block
on a chain anchor to work well, and rappelling on a single 8 mm
cord is frightening.
With another week’s worth of food and rope limitations to
keep us off of big, committing mountains, Ron and I brainstormed a new plan. The next day we scrambled up Cerro Mexico, a crumbly pyramid rising to 5052 m above our camp. We
zig-zagged our way up through grass hummocks and over scree
slopes, and up along a loose and exposed ridge. From the sumNJUXFNBSWFMMFEBUUIFDSVNCMJOHHMBDJFSTMJEJOHPČ:FSVQBKÈ
and Jirishanca, and rumbling down into the valley below in a
blocky flow. To the north lay craggy limestone peaks. Laguna
Soltercocha glowed aquamarine beside our base camp below,
and Rondoy’s lethal face rose abruptly and offensively above
us. A squall blew our way, obscuring the broken rows of folded
earth to our north. We climbed back down the ridge and skied
the scree back down into the valley.
We arrived to another pile of fresh trout and feasted healthily.
ćFO XFDBNFVQXJUIBQMBOćFWBTUNBKPSJUZPGUPVSJTUTXIP
visit the Huayhuash range walk the classic Huayhuash circuit

Cerro Mexico with Rondoy (5870 m) and Jirishanca (6094 m)
behind.
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trek, a 10-14 day, often donkey-assisted circumambulation of
the mountain range. This trek is said to be the second best in the
world after Nepal’s famous Annapurna Circuit in the Himalaya.
But another route exists around the Huayhuash range, a much
higher and rougher route that traces a tight circle around the
NBKPSڀNQFBLTBOEDSPTTFTUXPHMBDJFSTćFNPTUMZPČ
trail alpine circuit takes eight to ten days. We would do it in four.
The next day was spent looking at the map, deciding how
to lighten our packs, and waiting for Raúl to return so that his
donkeys could carry our unneeded gear back to Pocpa and store
it in his house until we passed through there in five days. We
would send my 4 kg tent with him. I would use my bivy bag, and
Ron would sleep in his ultralight one-man tent. We now conveniently had a 25 m glacier rope. Our climbing harnesses were
traded for make-shift webbing harnesses. We would need crampons to cross two glaciated passes, but were loath to take our
heavy plastic boots on the hike. We both had step-in crampons
that could not be easily connected to hiking footwear. Besides
my plastic mountaineering boots, I only had a pair of low-top
walking shoes, and these were already developing holes in the
sole. Ron brilliantly suggested we tie our crampons to our shoes
with accessory cord. I had, of course, brought Voilé straps, and
made quick work of it. The mountaineering boots would stay
behind.
he first day took
us back to Rasac pass, at 5100 m,
over the glacier,
and down into
the desolate Segya
valley. What had
taken us two days
with 35 kg climbing packs, took us
only five hours. For
four more hours,
Safety third. This method allows traction
we travelled in new
but provides no ankle support. Not
terrain. Rasac’s unrecommended.
climbed 1000 m
SKYLER DES ROCHES
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tall south face loomed quietly above the head of the valley. We
dropped deeper into its mysterious ambiance. Here the cows
were wilder and more frightened of us. When the afternoon began to dim, we stopped above a creek among some abandoned,
roofless hut ruins. In a boulder field above us we found nooks
and caves that had been walled-in. Here were the ruins of one
of the Sendero Luminoso’s hide-outs. Here, I envisioned, the
guerrillas had fought off the Peruvian military in their mounUBJOCBSSBDLT0SQFSIBQTUIFTFXFSFKVTUUIFCJWPVBDTIFMUFSTPG
herders from distant towns.
As we prepared to leave camp the next morning, a lone man
set his dogs on Ron. A violently swung trekking pole sent the
dogs running.
i:PVDBOUCFIFSFćJTJTBDMPTFEWBMMFZwSBNCMFEUIFNBO
BHHSFTTJWFMZJO4QBOJTIi:PVNVTUHJWFNFUIFQFSNJUGFFw
We expected to pay various trail permits as we travelled
around the mountain range, but we always demanded an official
receipt. This man could not produce a receipt and continued to
try to threaten and extort money out of Ron. Meanwhile, I was
hidden, squatting with my pants around my ankles, behind a
boulder. Just in time, I appeared. The man quickly and wisely
realized that his tactics were not advisable against two fit men,
nearly a foot taller than him, wielding trekking poles and ice
axes. He went on his way.
That day took us over another 5100 m pass and into the valley
below Siula Grande. I beheld the scene of “Touching the Void.”
I stood gaping at the endless moraine that Joe Simpson crawled
with a broken leg. This valley is a dark place. Cruel. These were
OPUUIFNBTTJWFNBKFTUJDQFBLT*ETFFOGSPNUIFPUIFSTJEFPGUIF
range; this was a slaughterhouse where no human is meant to
be. The icefall, a guillotine; the summit, a noose. Standing there
at the toe of Siula’s wicked glacier, I was scared as I’ve never been
on steep mountain faces. We turned and went the other way,
down the valley. The cows were even wilder in this valley. They
stalked us, and when we stopped for lunch, they came from all
around to encircle us and stare. Then some started to charge and
fight each other. It was creepy. We threw rocks at them.
But we had to get some miles behind us. If we could get far
FOPVHIUIBUEBZ XFEFDJEFEXFXPVMETDSBNCMFVQ+VSBVSBKV
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(5365 m) as a short side trip the next morning to get especially
good views. The summits of the nevados remained hidden in the
clouds. The lesser, limestone spires scraped the cold ceiling. We
wandered along the edge of a lake, pulsing in its vibrant blueness, and up polished slabs above a glacier. At about 5000 m,
we found a ledge overlooking the glacier beside a small source
of water, and laid out our camp. A cloudy gloom enveloped
our camp and I shivered in my bivy bag as snow accumulated
around me.
We awoke at 5AM to clear skies and, kicking steps through
TOPX JO PVS UIJO TOFBLFST  XFSF TUBOEJOH PO UPQ PG +VSBVSBKV
by 8AM. I looked east across lines of Andean foothills, down to
the clouded Amazon. There in the distance, a hundred kilometers or more from the nearest glacier, a pyramid rose above the
DMPVET"IVHFQFBLPOUIFFEHFPGUIFKVOHMF/FBSFSMBZUIF
Cordillera Raura, lower and even more remote than the Huayhuash. Its glaciated peaks rose in beautiful ski runs away from
us, then dropped precipitously off to the east.
By now, the sole of my running shoes had all but fallen off.
Only a precious plastic bag prevented the glacier from soaking

On the summit of Jurauraju (5365 m). This time we see Yerupajá,
Siula, and Rasac from the south. (Skyler Des Roches, Ron
Koczaja.)
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my right foot, even if the glacier succeeded at freezing it. Already all my socks were beyond rotten from mud seeping into
this shoe. Nonetheless, Ron and I crossed the second glacier in
our lightweight shoes and plastic bags—sorry excuses for double plastic boots—and made haste down into the valley where
XFCSJFĘZKPJOFEUIFNBJO XFMMUSPEEFOUSBJMUISPVHIUIFPOF
house-hamlet of Huayhuash. We then undertook our second
pass of the day, Siula pass, now on the east side of the Huayhuash range. I took a much needed rest on an unworldly, giant
cushion plant. Ron carried on and waited at the next pass. At
dark we found a camp spot near a lake. The massive east faces
of the Amazon’s biggest peaks towered into the clouds. Ice falls,
lasting five minutes and dropping enough ice to fill all the buildings at UBC tumbled down throughout the night. I swear I felt
the ground shake.
ur last day of slogging brought us over three high passes.
We scrambled up moraines to the base of Jirishanca’s massive, vertical east face. More moraines brought us to a 4800 m
pass, across some interesting karst topography where I found
the mouth to what appeared to be a very deep cave, and then

SKYLER DES ROCHES

O

Lakes in the eastern, drier side of the massive. Siula and Yerupajá
constantly spit ice down these faces.
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faces.

across a grass slope to another 4800 m pass. I spun at whistling
above my head. A condor buzzed by, only meters away, his head
cocked in stern observation. We dropped way down to Mitacocha, a lake at 4200 m, for lunch and the last of the coffee. I
thanked caffeine for a few more high-points, and we smoked
a salute to the last pass of the trip. We set up camp near a road
some time after dark and devoured the last of our carefully rationed calories. The previous two days had involved more than
twelve hours of movement. Before that had been two ten-hour
days of hiking. We had covered more than 80 km and gained almost 5000 m of elevation. Only my legs were not visibly thinner.
We woke up early and skipped along the last three hours of
road, with now nearly empty packs flopping on our backs. We
ate breakfast in Pocpa’s lone restaurant. Then, without stopping,
we ate lunch. Then we ate a whole box of cookies. Raúl met us
with our belongings and helped load everything onto the bus. It
stopped for an hour in Chiquian, where we ate lunch again. And
JDFDSFBN"OEMPUTPGKVJDF#BDLJOUIFCVTUMJOHUPXOPG)VBSB[
that evening I ate a quarter chicken with a pound of fries. Ahead
of me were only memories, calories, and inspiration.
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Ron Koczaja stretches before our second 5000 m pass of the day.

The unclimbed south face of Rasac, shooting up 1000 m from the
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Nick Gobin climbing Star Chek in amazing weather.

CHARLIE BEARD

Unknown climber on the highball Teenage Lobotomy V6, Squamish.
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High Camp on Ranrapalca (6162 m): two nights above 5350 m is hard on the
body. Waking up to breath-taking views of Huantsan (6395 m) above a sea of
clouds helps. Cordillera Blanca, Peru.
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Josh Zukewich on the summit of Yanapaccha, 5460 m, in the Cordillera Blanca
of Peru.
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Cordillera Blanca, Peru.
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ADVENTURES ON THE
CHIEF
TODD MACKENZIE

C

harlie Beard and I had been doing some Squamish climbing
together this last year and we managed to climb the Chief a
few times in the process. Each of these climbs turned out to be
a good adventure, and I figured they’d make good stories too, so
here they are.
Our first outing was to climb Banana Peel and connect it with
Ultimate Everything to the top of the second peak. Along for the
ride to Squamish was my roommate, Kaspar Podgorski, and his
climbing partner, Masaki Nogushi. Their plan was to climb Borderline to Angel’s Crest to High Planes Drifter, and also finish
on top of the second peak. At the parking lot, we both went our
separate ways and agreed we would eventually meet back at the
car. Charlie and I started up Banana Peel by soloing the first two
slab pitches to where we roped up. Using previous knowledge
of the route, we finished Banana Peel in three more pitches and
a bit of simul-climbing, getting us to Broadway ledge in good
time. From here, we linked the two pitches of Boomstick Crack
and began the short hike to the base of Ultimate Everything.
From here, everything went quite smoothly all the way up, despite a few pitches of very wet rock. In case you are wondering,
the ability to climb wet rock is a very useful skill when climbing
long routes.
0OUPQ XFFOKPZFEUIFWJFX BUFTPNFMVODI BOEUIFOHBWF
Kaspar a call. They reported that they were still climbing, but
99
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would be finished soon, so we decided we would wait for them
at the top of their climb and have a nap. When we woke up, we
gave Kaspar another call. They reported they were two pitches
from the top so Charlie and I decided to rappel into the top
of the route to cheer them on. We found Kaspar was leading
the last pitch of a 5.11c overhanging hand and finger crack, but
looked completely wiped when doing so. We cheered Kaspar
on from above while he grovelled upwards. Progress was made,
but when he came to the last V3 boulder problem that finished
their climb, momentum shifted and progress was stalled. Having climbed long and hard all day, both Kaspar and Masaki were
destroyed. Fortunately, we were able to lower a rope from above
and rescue the two defeated climbers. Apparently, climbing at
your limit becomes harder after a long day without enough food
and water, something we were going to learn on our next climb.
ur second outing was up Calculus Crack and then up the
Squamish Buttress to the top of the first peak. Calculus
Crack went without any difficulties and we were again at Broadway Ledge. Instead of climbing Boomstick Crack to get higher,
we opted for Karen’s Math followed by Memorial Crack. I led
up a beautiful flake to where you get to clip a bolt and began a
traverse out left across a series of sloping ledges. Mid traverse, I
became baffled as to how it finished and with my strength waning, I was off the rock and down I went. From below, I could see
the beta and finished the pitch on my second attempt. Up next
was Charlie on Memorial Crack. Without any warning, he too
was spat off and sliding down the slabby crack. He succeeded
on his second attempt, but not before having his top piece slide
EPXOUIFSPQFKVTUBTIFSFBDIFEUIFDSVY TDBSZ &BDIPGVT
falling on 5.9s did not bode well when we were hoping to climb
5.10c later that day!
We then hiked up to the start of the Squamish Buttress. The
first few pitches are quite cruisy and we were soon at the bottom of the Squamish Buttress proper. Unfortunately, we hadn’t
brought enough water or food and it was quite hot, so we were
both suffering. I took the gear and led up feeling absolutely miserable. By the time I had climbed up into the steep corner crux
and found that it was wet, I was ready to puke from exhaustion.
I soon surrendered and took our last fall of the day. Fortunately,

O
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the crux of the pitch is easily aided and I was soon at the belay.
I’ll have to go back and give it another try soon.
ur third outing was up Angel’s Crest. It had been a goal
of mine ever since I started climbing and the plan was
hatched last-minute at a late night party. We were parked again
at the bottom of the Chief the next morning. While sorting gear,
I realized that I had forgotten to bring a helmet. I always climb
with a helmet and couldn’t bring myself to climb a long route
known to have loose rock without one. Fortunately, Squamish
has a couple of climbing shops nearby and we proceeded to
hang out in front of one until they opened. I ended up buying
one of those fancy new foam helmets that I now love.
By the time we started climbing, it was 11AM. This was a bit
concerning since the guidebook warns you that the climb will
take longer than you expect. Strangely, the first pitch starts up
a tree, which Charlie led. From here, it is supposed to traverse
over to some real climbing, but for some strange reason which
I do not fully understand, Charlie instead continued up a hard
dirty loose corner crack that was filled with cobwebs. I was unaware of this at the time and was wondering why Charlie was
taking so long. After seconding up the awful crack, we discov-

CHARLIE BEARD

O
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ered that we were at the top of Angel Crack, which is supposed
to be be one of the better pitches, but at least we were back on
route. We linked together a few pitches to make good time and
we were soon sitting on top of one of the Acrophobes, getting
ready for the short rappel down the backside. From the notch,
we got a bit confused, but eventually found our way to the bottom of the next pitch. Charlie befuddled the ropes a bit on this
one and ended up with so much rope drag that he could no
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longer climb. Fortunately, we were climbing with two ropes and
I was able to second up on free rope.
I led up the next pitch and put us in position for our last tough
pitch. Charlie traversed out to the bottom of the face crack and
after a bit of grunting and squirming, he announced his defeat
and gave the sharp end back to me. For me, this pitch was probably the most spectacular of our adventures with a steep burly
face crack high off the ground and the sun starting to set on
the horizon. Charlie grabbed the gear for the last pitch which is
quite amusing and involves crawling along a small ledge on your
stomach and then awkwardly climbing into a chimney. We were
pleasantly surprised to find the second peak vacant as the sun
set and donned our headlamps for the now familiar hike down.
he Chief has many routes, each with their own adventures,
but they all give you an excellent long day of climbing with
friends or soon-to-be friends. Once on top, the feeling of accomplishment, along with the view from the top, is spectacular.
Despite the aches and pains the next morning, I always feel refreshed. I’ll definitely be going back for more.

T

SMITH ROCK
AFTER DARK
ELLIOT CUDMORE

Participants: Brittany Armstrong, Elliot Cudmore, Fisal Elstone,
Andrew Primavera and Jeff Taylor.

I

t was our second day at Smith Rock, the oasis of climbing in
Central Oregon. Mid-afternoon, our crew of five is satisfied
with a 5.9, the sun-drenched ‘Morning Glory.’ This was my first
5.9. We trucked over to a higher-altitude gully for a three-part
multi-pitch (‘Cowdog’—5.9, 5.2, and 5.9). This is my first multipitch. Two “first-times” done in one day; this was my ceiling for
accomplishment. Or was it?
All goes as expected until Fisal and Andrew realize that their
single rope isn’t long enough to safely rappel down from the
summit. Jeff and I are safetied into the top of the first face and
we can see the duo above us. Central Oregon unfolds at our feet;
the sun is gripping the horizon (4:30PM). Jeff and I resolve to
traverse the easy 5.2 to the foot of the third pitch; I don’t recall
our motivation (friendship, moral imperative, can’t leave without them, etc.).
Happily, tying our ropes together for a safe rappel is uneventful and soon the four of us are all (awkwardly) safetied into the
two bolts at the base of the third pitch. We take one tug of the
dual rope and feel some give. But the movement is quickly reversed when we let go. All movement is suctioned back into the
dynamics of the rope. Try 1, Try 2, and Try 3 yield the same
104
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result. Uh-oh. Our ropes are stuck. Both of them.
It quickly comes out that Fisal and Andrew put the rope
through bare bolts—not chains, nor carabiners. They reasoned
that the risk of putting your rope through bare bolts was simply un-needed wear on the rope, not the possibility of the rope
sticking. Blame put aside, Jeff is a champion. An avid follower
of “The Freedom of the Hills,” Jeff has mastered the art of the
prusik and has brought two with him. After some discussion,
we realize the only ways to get out of this situation are: (i) call
for help via Brittany, who is patiently waiting at the foot of
the multi-pitch, or (ii) Jeff will prusik up and re-tie the ropes
through sacrificed carabiners. We choose the second option and
Jeff pumps himself up for the nerve-racking ascent.
Slowly but surely, Jeff makes his way up the face a foot at
a time. We only have one head-lamp between the four of us;
we cross our fingers it doesn’t fall off Jeff ’s helmet. On second
consideration, we obligingly cross our fingers a second time—to
hope Jeff doesn’t fall off either. Fisal, Andrew and I banter in
good spirits while Jeff diligently climbs through the velvet darkness above. Every now and again, we show our solidarity by yelling encouragement at him, and then get back to conversation.
Finally, Jeff makes it to the top and re-ties the rope. His knowledge of knots is once again invaluable. Without him, we surely
would have no other option than search-and-rescue. We’re glad
to have him back at our anchor station again. The moment of
USVUI JT B KPZPVT POF BT PVS SPQF FMFHBOUMZ TMJEFT UISPVHI UIF
carabiners (which were sacrificed for the greater good).
By this point, we have only yelled at Brittany once or twice.
Mostly, we yelled “We’re okay!!!” She has been barraged by owls
and bats during our uneasy climb; yet she has been relatively
un-barraged with updates from us. Left without information,
she has fallen into a state of combined sleepiness and frustration, or what I call an “angry nap.”
Setting the ropes at this second anchor station, Andrew
throws the coiled ropes down to Brittany. Worryingly, they are
caught on a ledge one-third of the way down. For the sake of
time and for risk of the rope being stuck on rocks, we skip the
first anchor station altogether. Like the hypotenuse of a triangle,
we take the short-cut over an unknown rock face. Andrew rap-
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pels down, brakes himself, re-coils, and throws again, this time
within Brittany’s reach.
Fisal gives me a pump-up talk. He explains how to rappel, although I later learn that he excluded the statistic that most rock
climbing deaths happen during a rappel. That was a good choice.
The night is dark and I set off on my first-ever rappel; this is
my third “first-ever” of the day. Andrew has the only headlamp
(necessarily). The rappel was exciting! I thank the bright moon
for lighting some of the way. Did I mention I was naked this
entire time, too? I go slowly, but once in view of Andrew (the
fireman) I accelerate—as if the night wasn’t exhilarating enough
up until this point. Carelessly, I unknowingly knock a rock off
a ledge. It explodes into pieces as it rockets downwards; sparks
erupt into the darkness. Andrew and Brittany both run for cover
and are unharmed. Fisal follows expediently and Jeff after him.
We’re all on solid ground.
Now is the moment of truth: Will our rope be stuck a second
time? We tug for a while and make some headway. About a third
of the rope is recovered; however, we think this is the part when
the knot will be passing some extruding rocks. Two more pulls
and the dynamic of the rope fools us. It’s certainly stuck. There’s
no doubt. We tug some more. It’s hopeless.
Andrew and I take a step back. Jeff whips the rope—a pulse
radiates up the rope into the darkness above. Somewhere up
there, something gives. We can’t believe it, but the knot has been
dislodged! Relief washes over us.
Our hearts beat a little easier as we descend the gully, leaving
the now-deserted Smith Rock park.

FOUR CLIMBS IN A WEEK
15–23 JULY 2011
MARCIN MIRSKI

T

odd MacKenzie and I made plans during Christian Veenstra’s Summer Traverse to spend a week in the Bugaboos,
climbing some of the easier routes. I’d wanted to go there for a
while, having heard of a paradise of alpine rock routes up pointy
granite spires, with variable weather. After a BBQ at his place
that ran late, I spent Friday running on fumes packing and preparing food before passing out on my parents’ couch at 5PM,
planning to nap for an hour before being picked up. Todd rang
the doorbell and called three times in a failed attempt to rouse
NF CVUNZNPNIBQQFOFEUPDPNFIPNFBUKVTUUIFSJHIUNPment to roll me off the couch and wake me up.
#VHBCPP1SPWJODJBM1BSLJTKVTUPWFSڀLNGSPN7BODPVver, so we had a bit of a drive ahead of us. With three cups of
DPČFF *UIJOL*EJEBOBDDFQUBCMFKPCBTDPQJMPU UIPVHI*EPOU
remember where exactly we pulled off for the night. Two hours
of sleep later, one of us was awake and driving, and by 11am we
were at the trailhead. Packing and organizing gear and food for
an hour was fun of the second type, with many insects keeping
us company. My set of hexes was no match for Todd’s double
set of cams, so most got left behind. We surrounded Todd’s Jeep
with chicken wire mesh to guard against rubber eating rodents,
and set off. Eight days worth of food slowed us down a tad, and
halfway up the trail to Applebee Dome we stopped for a pleasant
40 minute nap. Pretty tired after the gruelling hike in, we were
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happy to cook dinner and get into our tents early. Once we had
settled into our bags, a nice thunderstorm welcomed us with an
inspiring sound and light show.
n Sunday morning we got an early start up the Kain Route
on Bugaboo Spire (5.6), a famous route first climbed in
1916. We were somewhat confused by the silence in the rest of
the tents at the campground as we hiked up to the BugabooSnowpatch col, but finally saw some other parties getting started
as we reached the top of the snow. The sky was blue, the rock
dry, and the birds, if there had been any, would have been chirping.
The route largely consists of scrambling, with four easy 5th
DMBTTQJUDIFTUISPXOJO5PEEMFEUIFĕSTUUXP XIJMF*KVNQFE
on the gendarme for my first alpine lead; great views and tons of
exposure made for fun and exciting climbing. Todd led the final
pitch, which got us onto the summit. There we soaked in the
views of the surrounding peaks, including the nearby Howser
Towers.
After the descent, we had dinner, chatted with some people
including a group that was preparing to climb a new route,
BOEFOKPZFEBOPUIFSUIVOEFSTUPSNGSPNJOTJEFUIFUFOUćFSF

MARCIN MIRSKI
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Todd MacKenzie on the summit of Bugaboo Spire.
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were a few that rolled in that night, with intense rain and loud,
crackling thunder—fun to hear considering how few thunderstorms Vancouver gets.
he next morning, it stayed fairly wet, and we postponed
climbing plans for that day. After reading the guidebook a
couple of times, Todd decided to make a deck of playing cards
PVU PG TIFFUT PG QBQFS 8F FOKPZFE UISFF HBNFT  UIF ĕSTU PG
course being War.
Tuesday morning looked similar, and although we started
PČUPXBSETUIFTUBSUPG#VDLJOHIBN3PVUFćF&OKPZBCMF8BZ
(5.9), menacing clouds made us unsure about continuing. A
poor weather forecast from a passing guide followed by a steady
drizzle convinced us to seek greener pastures. On the way down,
we threw around the ideas of Skaha and Marble Canyon before
EFDJEJOHUPDIFDLPVU:BNOVTLB
On the way to Canmore, we took a dip at Radium Hot
Springs to wash off in between lightning strikes, and ran around
Banff for nearly an hour to track down a guidebook. Fortunately
the guy at the store where we finally found one was familiar with
:BNOVTLBBOESFDPNNFOEFEBOVNCFSPGSPVUFT8FTMFQUXFMM 
had breakfast at Timmy’s, and tackled Grillmair Chimneys (5.6)
to get familiar with the rotten limestone and rusty pitons that
BSFDPNNPOJO:BNOVTLB-PUTPGMPPTFTDSFFNBEFMFBEJOHB
tepid affair, trying one’s best not to knock stuff onto the belayer.
Although 50 year old pitons are obviously not to be trusted, you
PęFO FOE VQ KVTU DMJQQJOH UIFN BOZXBZ BT UIFSF JTOU BOPUIFS
useful option nearby. I hadn’t climbed many chimneys before,
so it was an interesting experience for me, especially getting my
nut tool caught on the rock while trying to squirm my way up.
The climb ends in an interesting way, with the climber popping
up out of a hole in the summit.
he next day, after another Timmy’s breakfast and buoyed by
PVSQFSGPSNBODFPOUIFQSFWJPVTEBZ XFKVNQFEPO%JSFUUJTTJNB  BDMBTTJDUISFFTUBS:BNOVTLBDMJNC8FIBEMPUT
of exposure and nice climbing, and somewhat better protection
than the previous day’s chimneys. A couple of traverses gave us
some cool photos, too. A highly recommended route!
With rain forecast for Friday, we set our sights on the south
ridge of Gimli and drove back across the Rockies. Shortly after
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making the obligatory stop at the hot springs, we heard siren
after siren racing eastbound on Hwy 93. The highway ended up
being closed due to an accident in which a family of four died.
We had Quiznos for dinner and headed up the logging road
to the Mulvey Basin trailhead. Oddly enough, there were dozens
of cars parked about 3 km up the road. It was a bit surprising to
see at first, but it turns out that the Littlefest music festival was
on that weekend. After navigating this partial blockage of the
road, we got to the trailhead and set up the tent.
right and early, a couple of honks from a neighbouring car
woke us up half an hour after we overslept our alarm. Quickly scrambling to our feet, we ate, packed, and set off for the base
of the climb. A nosey goat kept us and two other groups busy at
the base of the climb protecting food and chewable ropes.
Todd let the first pitch, and I struggled to second it while
wearing a pack that seemed to prevent me from getting my hand
properly into the crack. In reality it was probably my technique,
and I had a good workout. Slightly flustered with this inauspiDJPVTTUBSU *KVNQFEPOUIFTFDPOEQJUDIBOEXFOUQBTUUIFCFlay ledge into a wet groove that I couldn’t get past. The description said the pitch was 50 m long while the ledge was around
30 m up, but in retrospect it was a pretty obvious place to stop.
After faffing around for a while and struggling with some rope
drag, I decided to build an anchor and belay Todd up. Having
hung out at the top of the first pitch for nearly two hours, he
was somewhat curious about how I had managed to go past the
obvious ledge. Fortunately, he managed to climb the rest of the
oozing and slightly overhanging groove. We decided it would
probably be better, in the interest of finishing at a reasonable
hour, to have Todd lead the rest of the pitches. The rest of the
climb went quickly and smoothly with some beautiful granite
cracks and ledges, as well as terrific views of the surrounding
mountainous landscape. Some simul-climbing enabled us to
MJOLQJUDIFTBOEUPHFUVTKVTUVOEFSUIFDSVY%FTQJUFTPNF
intense descriptions of the crux pitch that we’d found online, the
airy hold was great once you grab it—perhaps it’s more intimidating for short people? We were at the summit before 4PM,
and had a good time glissading down snow slopes on the way
back to the car.

B
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TODD MACKENZIE

Once there, we met the people who had accidentally honked
in the morning (they’d tried really hard not to). They turned
out to be Aussies we had met at Applebee Dome. While sharing
some pancakes with us they told us that they’d waited until Friday in the Bugaboos before deciding the weather wasn’t going to
break. This made our decision to leave the Bugaboos early more
palatable, since we had managed to get in three great climbs in
elsewhere. Remembering the long drive home, we started makJOHPVSXBZCBDL TUPQQJOHKVTUCFGPSF0TPZPPTGPSUIFOJHIU 
before arriving back to Vancouver in the morning. A terrific
trip with four terrific climbs, great company, and largely nice
weather!

Marcin Mirski and Todd MacKenzie on Gimli Peak.
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Marcin Mirski on the 7th pitch of Direttissima.

TANTALUS TRAVERSE

T

uesday, August 23. Text from Nick Matwyuk: “Tantalus traverse fri-sun?”
With one innocuous text message my best trip of the summer
began. Within twenty-four hours it was confirmed that Nick
Matwyuk, Brad Ward, and I would attempt a fast-and-light traverse of the Tantalus range. We would go North-South, and with
a bomber weather forecast we planned to bivy the first night and
hopefully hit the Jim Haberle hut for the second. We weren’t
sure on the exact days, but this was the centennial year of the
1911 first ascent of Tantalus, so our timing seemed fortuitous.
Our group gear would be minimal: a GPS, a SPOT, one stove,
two pickets, three pitons, five nuts and one 30m rope. The text/
email faff was also minimal, and clearly everyone was stoked.
Nick and Brad picked me up downtown at five on Friday
morning, and nobody said anything as I threw an extra 30m
rope into the car. Over coffee at Tim’s in Squamish, we talked
about ropes, and it quickly became obvious that everyone was
nervous about being limited to 15m raps. We decided to bring
the extra rope.
We locked a bike to a tree in some dense bushes near Marty’s
place by the cable crossing, and at seven-fifteen in the morning
we started up the Sigurd Trail. With cool temps and high overcast skies, we moved quickly. We encountered one interesting
log bridge over Sigurd Creek that was cracked in the middle
113
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and had a broken and barely usable hand cord. The crossing reRVJSFETPNFCBMBODJOHUFDIOJRVFT CVUXFBMMiKVTUHBWFSwBOE
made it across quickly. Little did we realize how many more
UJNFTiKVTUHJWFSwXPVMECFVTFEUPEFTDSJCFTPNFUIJOHXFIBE
to do over the next few days. By ten-thirty in the morning we
were lunching at the bottom of Pelion’s Northeast ridge, and
then we headed directly the valley towards Pelion with pleasant
scrambling mixed with snow slopes.
Upon hitting the first snow, Brad pulled out a pair of borrowed club crampons that looked like they had been used on
the original first ascent of Tantalus. They required significant
strap-faffing, and they balled up in warmer snow.
While traversing one snow slope, Brad blew out a step and
started sliding. He arrested, but before he could slow down
he smashed into a rock pile about ten feet below. The impact
XBTIBSEFOPVHIUIBUIFSFTQSBJOFEUIFBOLMFIFEJOKVSFEJO
1FSV/JDL.BOE*XFSFDPODFSOFEBCPVUUIFJOKVSZHJWFOUIF
technical terrain ahead, but after a brief rest Brad declared that
he would make it, and by two-thirty in the afternoon we were
scrambling through the notch near the top of the NW Ridge
(745, 240). Nick M. and I had unfinished business with Pelion
after we narrowly missed the summit in a whiteout on a VOC

Nick Gobin and Brad Ward travel up a big snow slope leading up
to a wind cirque.
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trip in April. It turns out that there is a steep notch between
the false summit we had stood on then and the true summit.
We surprised a mountain goat who went skittering off as we
down-climbed into the notch and up to the true summit for
great views of what were now bluebird skies. We debated taking the more direct South ridge of Pelion towards the Zenith
Col, but opted instead to backtrack through the notch on the
Northwest ridge and around the lower snow slopes on the south
flanks of Pelion, because this would make for faster travel. We
chased three more goats across these snow slopes before reconnecting with the South ridge. Looking back at the ridge assured
us that we had made the right (faster) decision. We had hoped
to make the Zenith Col, but when a nice flat bivy spot on rocks
presented itself at the col above Mawby Creek (756, 224) around
seven-thirty in the evening we took it. After 2300 m elevation
gain and twelve hours on the trail, we were all bagged. Our bivy
spot had spectacular views and water, and after a hot dinner we
were soon asleep.
e awoke on Saturday at five-thirty in the morning. Damn,
we slept through the four-thirty alarm on the tiny onedollar watch Brad brought back from Peru. We rose and packed
as a spectacular dawn lit up the Black Tusk to the east. We were
off before six-thirty, and dropped low onto snow slopes for
faster travel versus the rocky ridge. To gain the North ridge of
Tantalus required us to cross a steep snow slope above a gaping
bergshrund to a notch (758, 205). We roped up and protected
this slope with pickets, and Brad led to the notch. On the far side
of the notch, we traveled fast over snow slopes on the west side
of the ridge to lunch spot on a high point (762, 197) at ten-thirty
in the morning.
After lunch, we began scrambling along the rocky ridge crest.
Clear skies allowed us to see every foot of absolutely breathtaking exposure on both sides. On the left, a steep cliff dropped to
the heavily crevassed rumbling glacier from which we had views
of the river, highway, Garibaldi, Tusk, Wedge, and Fee beyond.
On the right, another steep cliff led to a snow covered glacier
with views of Jervis inlet, Sechelt, the Georgia Straight, and Vancouver Island. Despite the extreme exposure, the scrambling
was very pleasant and straightforward class three, with lots of
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good hand and footholds, and we continued to make good time.
By one-thirty in the afternoon, we reached the head of the
rumbling glacier, and from here the terrain got more technical. We placed a couple very run-out pickets on the snow slope
there as we traversed above another ‘shrund, and then a quick
scramble on loose rock gave way to a high steep snow slope with
significant exposure. We elected to not protect this due to time
and ran straight up it. Brad led the way but half way up stepped
out of one of his ancient crampons. He found a rock to sit beside
and finally agreed to reinforce the original straps with a couple
VOC Voile straps, and we continued up to the final rocky ridge.
From here the rock got more difficult, and we free-climbed a
few meters of low fifth class before we realized we should rope
up. I led a first short pitch protected by a pin, and then Brad led
a beautiful and airy 28 m pitch to the top of the pillar that is
Tantalus’ northern sub-summit. This was the hardest technical
climbing and I estimate it went at 5.7 or so. A short rap off the
pillar followed by an easy 25 m pitch put us on the summit of
Tantalus shortly before five in the evening
WOOHOO! After years of looking at this gorgeous mountain from the highway and longing to climb it, the three of us
were standing on the summit under gorgeous blue skies and
epic views in every direction. We all kissed the summit rock,
and took a few summit shots, but then it was time to get moving. A quick rap back to the bottom of the north pillar gave way
to three more raps that put us on the traversing ledge system
of the low route described in Alpine Select. Another three raps
dropped us into the “descent gully” and took us to the bottom,
but by this time the light was fading quick. We could see an
enormous scary bergshrund that we needed to cross to get on
the snow and off the steep exposed rock, so we scrambled fast
along a dicey bottom ledge system and barely made it to the
edge of the ‘schrund by dark. A couple of old pins in crappy
SPDLQSPUFDUFEBKVNQBDSPTTUIFATISVOEBUJUTOBSSPXFTUQPJOU
by headlamp. A couple of pickets protected our final run up a
steep snow slope with clear starry skies, and we were finally at a
spot where we could bivy.
We met three climbers camped on the ridge who had helicoptered in and were putting up a new 5.10a sport route on the
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Brad Ward on the summit of Tantalus.

south face of Dione. They were familiar with the area and had
watched our descent off Tantalus. They advised that the high
routes described in Alpine Select are actually easier to descend,
because they don’t require a dicey ledge scramble or a tough
ATDISVOEKVNQ XIFSFBTUIFCPPLTBZTUIFMPXSPVUFJTFBTJFS 
It was now nine-thirty in the evening and we’d been moving for
nearly fifteen hours, so we cut the conversation short and set up
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a bivy on some sloping rocks on the south ridge of Dione (767,
182). Dinner was a little chilly as the wind picked up but the
starry skies, stunning views of UBC, Sechelt, and the Island, and
our day’s accomplishment meant we all went to bed smiling.
unday—We slept in until seven-thirty and had a leisurely
TUBSU"NPSOJOHTDSBNCMFVQ%JPOFXBTWFSZFOKPZBCMFBOE
yielded more good views, and a quick downclimb plus two raps
took us back to to our bivy site for an eleven o’clock lunch. Two
raps (with one stuck rope) took us to the top of a couloir that
looked iffy, so we scramble a little further along the ridge before
making a final 30 m rap down a vertical couloir to the snow.
It was now one-thirty in the afternoon and time to light the
afterburners! Fifty minutes took us to the Haberle Hut for an
outhouse stop, and in another two hours we were descending
the heather below Alpha. Lake Lovely Water was ice free except
for a couple small icebergs, and I’m always blown away by the
beauty of this area. We were at the ACC hut by seven in the
evening and took another short break, but the shadows were
already creeping up the mountains on the far side of Squamish.
We knew that every minute wasted now would translate to ten
minutes walking in the dark so we tore off down the LLW trail.
We gave a whole new meaning to “fast and light” here, as we
took sections of the trail at a full sprint, making it to the boul-
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Nick Gobin, Brad Ward, and Nick Matwyuk on the summit of Dione.
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der field by dark in under one hour from the top! This effort
annihilated our knees and severely depleted our energy, so the
remaining navigation by headlamp down the boulder field to
the cable car went slowly.
t nine-thirty in the evening we were setting up to cross the
cable by headlamp. We all went across kiwi-style without
incident, but it was certainly a rush to be crossing in the dark
with the water burbling below barely visible. As each person
got to a helicopter buoy, their headlamp would light it up completely, making for very cool visuals. The rap off the far cable
tower was our twelfth of the trip and now we were home free.
We tip-toed past Marty’s place without incident, but then we
saw a headlamp coming down the trail towards us and figured
we were busted. It turned out that it wasn’t Marty, but actually
another dude pushing a bike with a trailer and two chainsaws
on the back. He seemed pretty out of it but muttered something
about “cutting down the dangerous stuff.” It was creepy, so we
didn’t ask for details and kept going to the road.
e retrieved the bike at eleven at night, and it took Nick
M. about one and a half hours to cycle back 20 km and
retrieve the car while Brad and I rested. All the decent stuff in
Squamish was closed by the time we got there, so we scarfed
down crappy 7-11 Toquitos, Chips, Pizza, etc. Even with Nick’s
metal blasting through the stereo Brad passed out on the way
home, and I crawled into bed at two in the morning (making for
a seventeen-and-a-half hour day).
his trip was absolutely epic in every sense of the word. We
bagged three awesome peaks in three days and had endless hours of spectacular exposure. It challenged all of us physically and technically, but rewarded us with stunning views at
FWFSZUVSO FOKPZBCMFUFSSBJO BOEBIVHFTFOTFPGBDDPNQMJTIment. Oh, we were also really glad we brought that extra 30m
rope! Huge props to Brad as well for finishing the traverse after
spraining an ankle only one sixth of the way in. I would highly
recommend this trip if you are very fit and very comfortable
with exposure. Perhaps adding a day to relax at Lake Lovely Water would be nice too, but our fast and light packs made the
TDSBNCMJOHBOEDMJNCJOHWFSZFOKPZBCMF8FIBEBHSFBUDSFX
and and a lot of fun!
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Brad Ward eyes the return route, readying himself to go fast, light,
and full speed ahead.
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Brad Ward steps out of one of his ancient crampons, luckily with
no consequences and serendipitously at a moment when Nick
had his camera out.
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SNOWCLIMB UP
MT. MATIER
25–26 JUNE 2011

A

fter three days of self-propelling/climbing in the rain in
Squamish with James Fotouhi and Michael Uhlmann,
Marcin Mirski and I met up with Len Goff and Nick Matwyuk
at the Save-On-Foods in Squamish bright and early at 11:30AM.
Derry Lappin’s car was about 45 minutes behind, which gave us
ample time to re-pack our supplies from our panniers to overnight packs and gorge on bagels with artificial blueberry bits.
Once Derry’s pickup arrived we threw the bicycles on the
back and drove on towards Pemberton—Nick’s extensive metal
collection made for an interesting ride involving some deathgrowling fun. We got to the parking lot sometime mid-afternoon, strapped our skis to our packs, and off we went in search
of Keith’s Hut, and hopefully the top of the pointy Mount Matier.
Our original plan was to camp somewhere higher up past the
hut that night, probably at Motel 66, but this was foiled, since we
managed to take a wrong turn and ended up doing some bushwhacking for a while. After making a big circle, we eventually
ended up back on the logging road and found the summer trail.
Despite it being late June, the summer trail was still snowy,
and this made route-finding somewhat tricky as well, as the
should’ve-been-obvious trail was covered up and markers were
scattered and scarce. After some post-holing and climbing up
some steep bits, we eventually found the hut, and stayed there
for the night.
122
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After dinner, we decided to get going at 4AM the next morning to ensure that the snow was nice and hard for climbing. Most
people went to bed right after dinner, and some remained for a
conversation on how to get with the ladies if you’re a mountaineer. This apparently kept everyone awake upstairs for a while.
few hours later we ate a cold breakfast and began our sleep
deprived skinning in the dark. After some fun skinning on
rock hard snow we arrived to Motel 66, where some of us left
our skis and some of us put them on our packs, all the while
revelling at the colour of the sky as the sun made its way up.
After crossing some avalanche debris we found ourselves at the
Joffre-Matier col, and ate our second breakfast while shivering
in the wind. The view south was breathtaking, but there were
clouds looming low which worried us a little.
By this time our crampons were on, ropes clipped onto our
harnesses, and soon all of us ditched the skis to simul-climb up
the steep section on the Northeast face of Matier. Side note: it
really isn’t that fun to be a girl with a small bladder when you are
roped up, simul-climbing on a steep, exposed snow slope. Some
type 3 fun was had, though fortunately no peeing in pants was
involved. That aside, another group had gone a couple hours
ahead of us and kicked in the steps, which made our progress
somewhat faster. James Murphy led the way and set up the pickets for us. Nice guy.
Somewhere mid-climb we got inside the clouds we had seen
looming earlier, they had made their way up to us from the
south, and this made for a white-out summit. We sucked on a
spoonful of Nutella, everyone happy that we had reached the
summit.
We didn’t linger for long on the summit, as it was getting late
in the morning and the temperatures were rising. We began the
down climb and some type two fun was had by yours truly and
probably some others. The exposure and the occasional tug on
the rope from simul-downclimbing made for some interesting
gut feelings.
Somewhere along the way, the sun came out fully, and we
were rewarded with beautiful views all around us, down towards Joffre Lakes and the Anniversary Glacier, Duffy Lake and
onwards. The temperature was rising quickly though and soft-
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ening up the snow, so we tried to hurry up. It was a strange feeling, having worked hard to gain the summit, yet being in such a
hurry to get out of there after reaching it…
Once the steep section was over, most of us put the planks
POPVSGFFUBOEFOKPZFEXPOEFSGVMTOPXEPXOUIFTMPQF XIJMF
some of us bum-sled our way down. We got back to Motel 66,
and I guess to celebrate, some of us said goodbye to the clothes
(but for some reason kept the harnesses on) then skied the
rest of the way down in our birthday suits holding each other’s
hands. We got back to the hut and had a nice break in the dazzling afternoon sun, and packed up our belongings.
Back at the cars, we were all smiles as we munched on some
delightful hummus James pulled out for us, and I guess we drove
back to Vancouver after that. I slept pretty soundly in the car,
probably with a big smile on my face. Thanks again everyone for
making this happen, especially James and Nick, for organizing/
leading the trip and teaching us!

A crew of happy VOCers on Mt. Matier.

VEEOCEE PRIDE
DERRY LAPPIN

I

t was the weekend of the pride parade and the VOC had its
own little pride parade: a march planned to Mt. Veeocee.
Nick Matwyuk, Nick Gobin, Phillip Daoust and I met at
Marcin Mirski’s house around 5:45PM on Friday afternoon
where we packed into Nick G’s Ford Escape. The ride up to
Whistler was a quick one, and there was no shortage of classy
KPLFTUPĕMMUIFWPJEMFęCZUIFMBDLPGGFNBMFQSFTFODF0ODFJO
whistler we made a quick stop at splitz grill for dinner. I ordered
the splitz burger + egg + mushrooms; Marcin; the spicy lentil
burger; Phillip: the salmon burger with the salmon on the side
and bun filled with almost everything; Nick M: two splitz burgers, yes two, and I don’t recall Nick G’s order but I’m sure it did
not disappoint. After a five minute drive from the village we set
up at Nick G’s uncle’s cabin for the night. Before falling victim
to our burger-coma we discussed the game plan for the coming
days and polished off a bottle of Marcin’s homemade beer.
5AM Saturday morning: breakfast was consumed and packing faff was finalized. We left the comfort of the cabin and took
the short drive over to the Whistler lot while listing to some
song about “Dying with your boots on.” Awesome. Nick G had
a neat hand held scale in his car, so we weighed our bags. If I
remember correctly, I carried 27 lbs; Nick M: 29 lbs; Nick G:
36 lbs; Marcin: 44 lbs; and Phillip: 47 manly pounds. We were
off down the Singing Pass trail at approximately 6:30AM with a
125
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clear sky.
A short while down the trail we met a biker/skier who had
turned back towards Whistler due to a downed bridge. He
wished us luck. The first creek we hit was an easy balancing
act over some wood debris. The second creek was spanned by
a bridge cracked down the middle and sagging into the rushing waters. The wood plank bridge was slimy and very slippery.
There was a piece of lumber precariously attached to aid in
crossing the bridge. We crossed carefully as this was a no fall
zone.
We passed by Russet Lake where snow coverage became
quite solid. Our approach up to Whirlwind involved a few snow
slopes and approximately 500 m elevation gain. We finished
MVODIKVTUCFMPXUIFTVNNJUPG8IJSMXJOE TVNNJUFE BOEUIFO
began our descent down the east ridge towards the southern
slopes of Refuse Pinnacle. Clouds began to move in.
The traverse across the southern side of Refuse Pinnacle was
somewhat exposed, and included a mix of boot packing and
scrambling on terribly lose rock with low visibility. Movement
was slow across the scree/snow slopes. Eventually we made it up
to the perimeter of the Benvolio Glacier.
Contouring around the Benvolio Glacier eventually required
the use of GPS which lead us towards what we initially thought
was the summit of Benvolio. We stopped on the false summit
for a quick snack/water break and began moving shortly after
realizing we were not on Benvolio. This is where I feel most of
the navigational confusion began; we were in a white out after
all. We managed to follow the southern ridge of Benvolio up to
the summit where we had a short discussion on whether it really was the summit. After summit confirmation we descended
the western ridge in search of the Benvolio/Overlord Col. Due
to the terrible visibility we could not find a safe route off the col.
It all seemed pretty exposed and there was definitely a large crevasse blocking our way off the col. Eventually we had a shivering
pow-wow on the westerly ridge of Benvolio. Marcin began to
sing Kumbaya; this warmed me slightly.
We roped up with Marcin at the front as our fearless slope
tester, and Nick M came second with GPS in hand. One last attempt to exit the west ridge of Benvolio failed as great exposure
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was confirmed by the fearless slope tester. Back up to the summit of Benvolio and then back down the southern ridge to an
area that Nick M and the GPS claimed was safe for a descent to
the Diavolo Glacier. Nick M directed Marcin over some edges
that appeared to be drops, but turned out to be wind drifts. This
was our way down. We descended about 400 m down to the
Diavolo glacier avoiding some icy outcrops on the steep slopes
and then traversed across to Detour ridge. Down the remaining
portion of the glacier we walked, where we eventually un-roped
and gleefully glissaded down to where the tree line met Detour
Creek.
Gravity assisted bushwhacking commenced, and we travelled
within ear shot of Detour creek down 600 m to the Cheakamus
river. We followed the Cheakamus south-west until we arrived
at a gravel bar suitable for setting up camp. It was about 8:30PM
when we arrived and this is when I began to really notice the
mosquitoes.
hil assembled his lightweight four-season tent for Nick M
and himself. Nick G and I constructed a shelter using a tarp
while Marcin manned the kitchen (a 1 pot/stove setup between
the five of us). Rain began to pour, darkness settled in and the
mosquitoes were annoying. Nick M and Phil took some hot water for their dinners and Marcin started cooking our two batches of spaghetti. The spaghetti was awesome.
After standing in the dark and rain until our nylon shells
soaked through we decided it was time to hit the sack. Phil and
Nick M. handed off their mosquito nets to Marcin and I. Nick
G, Marcin and I settled in under the cozy tarp around 10PM.
Mosquito nets work best with a brimmed hat to hold the
netting far from the exposed skin of the face. I did not have a
brimmed hat to hold the netting away from my face. Zipped up
in my Merlin -10°C I became very warm and eventually quite
uncomfortable. I began removing clothing: shirt, socks, pants,
and eventually my spandex underwear which proved quite
difficult to remove in a zipped up sleeping bag. I was still too
warm, and mosquitoes were harassing my face through my unsuspended mosquito netting. Now naked but still boiling hot I
unzipped my sleeping bag and used it blanket style which still
seemed to offer some mosquito protection with added cooling
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and ventilation. This is how I spent my night, tossing and turning under my sleeping bag uncomfortable from being too warm
and uncomfortable from the mosquitoes that were eating my
face. I believe I slept a maximum of one hour that night, mostly
between five and seven in the morning.
became conscious and it was no longer raining. The tip of
my nose was numb and very swollen from many mosquito
bites. The edges of my ears were painful and my right eyelid
was so swollen I couldn’t see out of it. Mosquitoes: 1, Derry: 0. I
decided it was best that I get up and put my boots on; anything
but lying under the tarp to get murdered by mosquitoes. Boots
on and face soaked in cold Cheakamus river water, I felt good.
Nick M emerged from the tent curious at what time it was. I
XPLF.BSDJOBOEBTLFEGPSUIFUJNFJUXBTKVTUBęFSTFWFOJO
the morning. We had planned for a 7AM wake up. I think my
swollen eye got a good reaction out of everyone. Nick M let me
keep his bug net for the rest of the day. We ate breakfast and I
wondered around camp collecting my gear.
The attempted river crossing began. Belayed by Marcin, Nick
M attempted a crossing of the Cheakamus River from the gravel
bar our camp was situated on. Bare feet and legs, Nick began
crossing the River and at times he became submersed mid torso
in the fast moving water. Two thirds across the river Nick hit
the Crux of the crossing, and it wasn’t meant to be. The flow
was too high and the risk too great. Nick came back to shore
and regained warmth. It was decided that we would check up
and down the river for another crossing point. None was found
and the decision was made to pack up camp and begin our
bushwhack back up to the Diavolo Glacier. We dried our damp
sleeping bags in the morning sunshine, packed up and moved
on disappointed. The river had won.
Again we followed detour creek but this time ascending the
600 m towards Diavolo Glacier. Bushwhacking was nasty with
gravity against us, but the mosquitoes acted as good motivation
to keep moving fast. Eventually we hit a rocky cliff which forced
us to hop over detour creek; this landed us on Alder Island.
Many tree belays later we had pulled ourselves up and off of the
horrible island. After a few hours of tough uphill bushwhacking
and some light scrambling we approached the alpine where we

I
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stopped on a rocky outcrop for water and snacks. There was a
nice breeze and a beautiful view of Veeocee from here. Only a
brave few mosquitoes dared follow us this high. Some pictures
were taken and we were off again.
he rest of the ascent to Diavolo glacier was quick as we
were pushing pretty hard. Once on the glacier we roped up
and discussed our options as we had one extra day of the long
weekend left. Our options came down to book it back to Whistler or camp up on the Benvolio Glacier and finish the Spearhead Traverse. Nick M. wanted to continue our adventures on
the Spearhead, Marcin and Nick G. were undecided and Phil
and I had a slight urge to get back to Whistler. Dark clouds approached from the south west and it was decided: back to Whistler. Quickly across the glacier we travelled and ascended the
400 meters towards the southern ridge of Benvolio avoiding the
icy outcrop as we went. A light slushy drizzle started and we
traversed the south ridge to the false summit of Benvolio and
hopped down to the Benvolio glacier. Visibility disappeared but
luckily we had our tracks from the day before. We followed the
tracks which eventually disappeared and we found ourselves
peering off the southwest ridge of Overlord. This was a quick
correction, and after Nick M. checked the GPS we were back
on our way beginning the traverse across the southern slopes
of Refuse Pinnacle. The traverse back seemed somewhat more
treacherous as the exposure was more visible, the snow was
much softer, and the scree somehow more loose than before.
It was chilly so we kept moving. We made it off the southern
slopes of Refuse Pinnacle and ascended the snow slopes north
of Whirlwind popping up on the col between Whirlwind and
Fissile. The sky was clear and no more elevation gain was required after this. We glissaded down to the tame slopes above
Russet Lake with a gorgeous view. Three of us had previously
been thinking we would desperately need to use the outhouse at
the Russet Hut, but this feeling seemed to pass as we approached
the lake; so we passed it by.
Out of exhaustion from lack of sleep and a long trek I managed to take what seemed like to the others as a very comical
fall. It was explained to be like an old person falling on flat
ground. Further on down, closer to meeting up with the Sing-
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ing Pass trail Marcin realized he should have used the outhouse.
While Marcin visited the bushes we all sat and snacked. Marcin
returned, full of energy, and we were off again, glissading down
the remaining patches of snow towards the trail. Out of what
seemed like excitement Marcin decided to try and propel himself down the snow slopes by whirling his poles in circles while
glissading. He fell hard; we laughed hard, and then moved on.
Moving quickly down the Singing Pass trail it became dark
and we arrived at the broken in half bridge that was sagging into
the creek we had to crossed the day before. The flow was higher
now, it was dark, and the water was rushing over the top of the
bridge deck. Marcin went first and held onto a piece of webbing
that someone had tied across the creek. Nick M followed, and
then Phillip. Nick G and I both put our crampons on to cross; it
felt much safer as this was definitely a no fall zone. Headlamps
went on after the crossing. A second creek crossing was sketchy
but was no problem and did not require crampons.
We arrived in Whistler village around 11:30PM feeling pretty
tired. Nick G and I went to the bathrooms below the Longhorn
which was holding some sort of club night. We got some looks
as we walked down to the bathrooms and even some comments
from girls wearing lots of make-up. The bathroom break was
good, and urgency seemed to diminish. We met the team back
by the bus stops and headed over to the car in the parking lot. I
took the front seat and watched out for kangaroos on the highway home.

A FORCE TO BE
RECKONED WITH
ARTEM BYLINSKII

T

he year 2011 has seen me use up three of my nine lives.
I’ve had three seriously close calls while in the mountains.
:PVMMIFBSNFLJEBCPVUUIFTFFWFOUTFWFSZTPPęFO BOE*BN
still not the safest person out there, but I would like to remind
everyone that the mountains are a powerful force and no adventure should be taken lightly. Have the necessary skills and
proper gear (and know how to use it) for every outing. Know
how to play safe. Remember that mountaineering is about makJOHHPPEEFDJTJPOT BOEUIFQSJNBSZPCKFDUJWFTIPVMEBMXBZTCF
coming home.
The first story is an account is of me falling into a moat
(where the top of a snowfield melts away from the rock, resulting in a deep trench). The second part describes the time when I
took a rock on the head and got ‘hit’ by lighting, both within two
minutes of each other. The last is a tale of my fall down a long
snow face which put an ice axe through my arm. This last story
is an excerpt from my trip report, left unedited to show my raw
emotions and thoughts at the time it happened.

PART ONE: THE MOAT

T

his occurred on a springtime ski mountaineering ascent
of Mount Pelion (up the Squamish valley). At some point
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maybe a couple of hundred meters below the summit we abandoned out skis and started boot-packing. Christian Veenstra set
a nice track and across a fairly steep snow slope. He tried to
stay close to the rocks above us, which seemed like a reasonable thing to do. All but one of us (he turned around early feeling uncomfortable with the exposure) made it up without any
QSPCMFNT8FBMMFOKPZFEXIBUXFUIPVHIUXBTUIFTVNNJUBOE
relished the whiteout views we’d all seen before.
Coming back down, I was fourth-last sandwiched between
Piotr Foryinski ahead of me and Nick Gobin behind me. We
were a decent sized party of about a dozen. We all followed the
same track. This means all the steps were well established at the
the time of my second passing. Just a few minutes from where
our skis were stashed and the rest of the party was hiding from
the wind, I felt some snow give way under my downhill foot
while passing next to a rock band. I thought that some of the
fresh surface snow gave way and all I had to do was shift weight
the other way to recover.
That’s when the ground, or rather snow, disappeared from
VOEFSNZGFFU"MM*DPVMENVTUFSBUUIFUJNFXBTKVTUBDBTVBM
“Whoa.” Upon hearing this, Nick looked down-slope expecting
to see me self-arresting. I wasn’t there, he then looked up and
TBX1JPUSKVTUBIFBEPGIJNi8IFSFUIFIFMMEJE"SUFNHP w"T
I fell the only thought that ran through my head was “Just how
far am I going to fall down this thing?”
It appears that as we tried to hug the rocks , we were going
precisely over a moat that had simply been covered by about
half a meter of wind blown snow. As I passed over it, that thin
layer gave and down I went. These things have a tendency to be
rather deep, so I was lucky enough to only fall about 4–5 meters
and land an a large snow boulder, narrowly missing a meterwide knee shattering ledge. Jammed between the snow pack and
the very ledge, on the side of this snow boulder I could see deep
JOUPUIFBCZTT XIJDI*ECFJOJG*IBEGBMMFOKVTUBGFXTUFQTMBUFS
Nick, having now discovered me in my hole, helped me take
some pictures and climb out. We then set a new track below us
UPBWPJEBOZPUIFSTVDINJTIBQTUPSFKPJOUIFSFTUPGPVSQBSUZ 
who were starting to wonder what was taking us so long. All this
goes to show you that all routes need to be carefully analyzed
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Artem Bylinskii in the moat.

BOE UIBU KVTU CFDBVTF B QBUI JT USBDLFE BOE USPEEFO  EPFTOU
mean that everything is safe.

PART TWO: THE LIGHTNING

T

his really isn’t as bad as it sounds. It was not a spectacular
direct hit that sent me flying through the air like you see
in movies. It did pass through a part of my body, which was
enough to get me shit-scared and the adrenaline pumping hard.
This transpired as Tom Curran and I climbed the famous
Brigata Tridentina via ferrata in the Dolomites in Italy. A via
ferrata is steel cable (guess where this is going) bolted into rocks
along with ladders, rungs, and bridges to assist climbing gnarly
rock faces and provide protection. These were originally used in
World War I to provide a means of communication and travel
across the vertical Dolomites.
About half way up the route a thunderstorm rolled in. As the
downpour started, we briefly stopped to toss on our waterproof
KBDLFUT BOE EJTDVTT PVS PQUJPOT  BT JU XBTOU DMFBS BU UIF UJNF
whether it would be faster to turn around and descend, or finish
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our climb and take the hiking route down. The thing is, with this
much water coming from the sky, the cliff face instantly turned
into a waterfall, and waterfalls are excellent at dislodging rocks.
Having flown in from Germany, and being budget conscious
travellers, we had make-shift ‘via ferrata kits’ and no helmets.
Not wearing a helmet on a rock face in a water fall is a BAD idea.
"T*XBTTUJMMQVUUJOHPONZKBDLFU *UPPLBDIFTUOVUTJ[FESPDL
off the head. With its blow, apart from the blood, the rock also
delivered a vivid image of a slightly larger rock falling in much
the same way and taking my head clean off.
Immediately we realized that we needed to get as far away
from the face as possible. Seeing a decently wide ledge about 50
meters below us, we started down-climbing as fast as we could.
Not two minutes passed before the immaculate conductor I was
locked into and holding with my bare hand got struck by lightning. Now as the cable is bolted into the ground every so often,
there is better path of least resistance for the electricity to go to
ground than through me, yet all of my hand and wrist shook
violently. No burns or serious damage resulted, but it truly had
me thinking that one way or another I was about to die. This
also introduced an interesting dilemma—would I rather be attached to a steel cable in a thunderstorm, or be down-climbing
a 50 meter pitch of low 5th class on wet rock with no protection.
This is an excellent reminder to always have adequate gear
and proper protection. Also that weather can change rapidly in
the mountains, and can turn quite dangerous. Don’t let it catch
you off guard, and be prepared for any situation as well as have
a backup plan.
Ultimately we made it to the ledge and got off of the cable
and away from the rockfall. The next two hours were spent in
trying to keep warm in every way imaginable that can be done
on a rock ledge in the middle of a cliff. These included, but are
not limited to, stuffing our faces with peanuts, yelling songs at
the top of our lungs, imaginary sword fighting, and some of the
stupidest looking dances you’d ever seen. If only there had been
video. At one point I remember thinking to myself that my girlfriend-at-the-time was a witch—we’d gotten into an argument
that morning which resulted in her going to the spa instead of
coming on the climb, so I figured she’d summoned this storm
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for us to be super cold while she was warm and comfortable. At
the exact moment this thought came through my head, I fell flat
on my face. I didn’t trip, I was barely even moving, yet I managed to fall flat on my face. Hmm… We reconciled later that
evening.

PART THREE: THE ICE AXE

C

PNJOHVQUIFTOPXTMPQFKVTUCFGPSFUIFSPDLZSJEHF POFPG
my prusik bombs came undone and made a low hanging
loop, which I unfortunately did not notice until it was too late. I
was maybe 50 meters behind the last person popping up on the
SJEHF BOEKVTUBTTPPOBTUIFZEJTBQQFBSFEPVUPGWJFX *UPPLB
step into the dangling loop with the front point on my crampon.
Not being able to step down properly, I lost my balance and fell
backwards onto my pack. Since the snow was steep and firm,
which had made it good for going up, I also quickly picked up
speed on my back, head-first. As I went into self-arrest, I managed to turn myself around, but my ice axe popped out of my
hands and bounced around crazily on the leash.
At this point, chaos started. I had to stop myself somehow, all
the while being tossed and turned all over the place. I attempted
some combination of using my crampons (trying hard not to
break my legs or ankles), spreading myself out for more surface
area, clawing at the snow with my hands, and trying to retrieve
the ice axe. As the snow mellowed, I finally managed to grab the
ice axe and self arrest. I sat there for a couple of minutes trying
to catch my breath and examining the damage. Apart from all
the skin that I had scraped off of my legs and arms (in retrospect
t-shirt and shorts weren’t the best idea), I had a large gash in my
right arm., which covered me in blood. The hole was such that
if I attempted to flex my arm, I would see parts of muscle tissue
squeezing out with associated blood.
I took off my pack and sat down on it to assess the situaUJPO "U UIJT QPJOU .BSUJO .BUFK ZFMMFE UP NF GSPN UIF UPQ PG
the ridge asking what had happened and if I was okay. I’d stood
up to show that I wasn’t dead or critically hurt and yelled back
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to him that I had punctured my arm and that I couldn’t move it
anymore. One arm being immobile, and the other putting pressure on the wound, I couldn’t make any explicit gestures. Sadly,
Martin had not heard what I replied and seeing me standing
comfortably, he assumed that I simply turned around and decided to go back down. (My boots were a bit large on me—but
not enough to turn me around in such nice weather with an
BXFTPNFPCKFDUJWFXJUIJOSFBDI CFJOHSBUIFSTUVCCPSOBOEBDcustomed to suffering—but maybe he thought the boots were
the problem.) Since he was at the front of the pack, he didn’t
know how far up the face I had been to properly assess what
happened as I must have slid ~200 meters. He then again disappeared onto the ridge and that would be the last I would see of
our crew for the next 5 hours.
I really should have only yelled one thing: HELP! The miscommunication caused the rest of the party to press on leaving me behind. Not knowing what they were doing, I figured
they would come down shortly and decided to move off of the
snow slope and onto some rocks. Although they were nearby,
I still had to take a break on some mellower snow as I was still
in shock. Once on the rocks, I tied my glove over the wound
with enough pressure to stop bleeding, but not enough to cut off
circulation to my fingers. As I was shivering I put on my extra
MBZFSTBSBJOKBDLFEBOEOPOCSFBUIBCMFXBUFSQSPPGQBOUT BOE
proceeded to drink lots of water and getting some calories. I lay
down waiting for someone to come down, but after a while no
one came.
I thus figured they must have went for the summit, and from
our previous assessment it couldn’t have been more than 1.5
hours away. I knew I needed medical assistance, but I was uncomfortable going down more snow slopes with no ability to
self arrest, and with being in the middle of the glacier by myself. I decided that I should stay put and wait for the party to
come back as we were supposed to down-climb the same route.
I was closely monitoring the north-arete and summit ridge, but
I never saw anyone going up or down it. Perhaps I’d intermitUFOUMZEPTFEPČ"UPOFQPJOU*TBXUXPQFPQMFKVTUCFMPXUIF
arete going down. So I figured someone was descending, but
after another ~1.5 hours no one showed, which I found strange
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BTJUXBTKVTUBUUIFFOEPGUIFBGPSFNFOUJPOFESPDLZSJEHF)BWing waited close to 4 hours, with no one in sight, I figured they
might have gone down another way and that I should get back
to the hut.
I ventured out carefully onto the slope to retrieve some of the
stuff that I had lost on the way down, including my sunglasses,
ski pole, and prusiks. Succeeding at that, I packed up the rest of
my stuff and started to down-climb, sticking to rocks as much
as possible. Scrambling with only one arm was a bit tricky, but
I made it down fine, right to the flat edge of the glacier. I also
cooked inside my water-proof stuff causing a ‘sweat shower’ to
wash the dried blood off (which is nice as the blood had dried
my hairs to my legs and was ripping them out as I walked). As I
proceeded around the lake and to the hut, I asked if anyone had
seen 4 other mountaineers coming down. No one had, which
raised more concerns as to the whereabouts of the party.
At the hut, I ran into a surveyor who told me the glacier had
receded by 17.2 meters in the last year alone. I started bleeding
again, so he helped me tie a second sling for more pressure. He
also gave me pencil and paper and I wrote a note to leave on the
windshield of Christian’s car that I was hurt and had hitch-hiked
to the hospital. I decided to wait for another half hour and then
book it down the trail and call them later to make sure they were
okay as well. Shortly Martin arrived and we cleared up what had
happened, then started down the trail right away. Soon ChrisUJBO)BKFODBVHIUVQBOEXFXFSFCBDLBUUIFDBSJOBCPVU
hours. Spirits were generally high and we made it down with no
problem or breaks.
I didn’t have my BC care card with me, which proved to be
no problem, but was funny as the receptionist took about 10
minutes to take down all of my info as well as ask other silly
RVFTUJPOT  JODMVEJOH UIF XFBUIFS BOE JG * FOKPZFE UIFJS CJLF
park, even though I was standing there covered in blood with
a tourniquet on my arm. I guess once again I should’ve made it
more clear that I was hurt. Only after I sat down to wait did she
come a couple more times to ask some more serious questions
as to when this happened and if I could feel my fingers. That
got me to the nurses office right away, but waiting another hour
until the doctor came. After some anaesthetic, painful cleaning,
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hitchhike to the hospital.

and a second round of anaesthetic, I got stitched up, splinted up,
and slinged up.
As it is, sometime during the mad slide down the slope the
ice axe went diagonally into my arm and cut my bicep. With the
nice weather at the time it was super unfortunate as I was not
supposed to move or flex the muscle to allow it to heal. That
meant no sports for me for at least several weeks. That sucked,
but ultimately things could have ended up a lot worse, as realistically the ice axe could’ve punctured any part of my body with
much more serious consequences. Neither did I break anything,
receive any head trauma, or slide off a cliff or into a crevasse.
Instead, I was soon to be back in business.
All-in-all it was a great trip with fun companions, beautiful
weather, and gorgeous terrain. It was an awesome day trip that
I would like to attempt again sometime in the future. Kind of a
bad year for me in terms of taking damage in the mountains,
including spraining my ankle (or rolling or twisting or whatever
it is that happens to ankles), mangling my feet, being burnt to an
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actual crisp like a roasted chicken, falling into a moat, taking a
rock to the head, getting hit by lightning, and now this…

T

ARTEM BYLINSKII

he above is the relevant section of my trip report, largely unedited to show my raw emotions and thoughts at the time
it happened. This spawned a long discussion on message board
(definitely a worthwhile read) about all the lessons in this event.
ćFNBKPSQPJOUTUIBUFNFSHFEGSPNUIJTEJTDVTTJPOFTUBCMJTI
clear communication with your climbing partners and know exactly what everyone is doing. Never leave your comrades behind
to fend for themselves. And you should always keep tidy and
redundant when venturing for the freedom of the hills.

PRISM OF ICE
A FICTION SHORT STORY
SAM MCKOY

“What is life? It is the flash of a firefly in the night. It is the
breath of a buffalo in the winter time. It is the little shadow which runs across the grass and loses itself in the Sunset.”
- Crowfoot (Blackfoot)

I

’ve been opening and closing my eyes all night. Probably because I’m sleeping on the closest thing to a pillow I could find:
my right hiking boot with a Nalgene stuffed inside it to keep the
ankle support from sloping away. Cold emanates from within.
ćFTMFFQJOHCBHBOEBMMUIFMBZFSTKVTUEPOUDVUJU8IFONZFZFT
open this time, it’s the first time light penetrates through the tent
nylon and my retinas. I start moving around in my sleeping bag,
but seizures of pain hit me and I don’t think I’m quite ready to
leave the warmth. I close my eyes, yesterday’s memories playing
behind my eyelids like a cinema.

A

lpine meadows at night. The headlamp flickering and bouncing with each bobbing step. Black and white flowers, grass,
stones, scattered pines casting shadows darker than the surrounding night. A mouse scurries across, its little eyes gleaming under
the light of the headlamp, almost fiendishly. I can hear the trickle
of flowing water now, so loud in the quiet of the night. We interrupted it with the sound of crunching boots, and the clinking of
our cams and nuts. We moved swiftly, stopping only to fill our
140
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bottles and set up our camp once we finally hit the water.
Continuing up over giant boulders, we’re careful not to slip
and lose a leg in the dark crevices. The headlamps have been put
away now but I doubt their light would have made looking down
into those cracks any less frightening. When we finally reached the
glacier-smoothened granite we put on our climbing shoes, feeling
the cool of the rock through the thin rubber soles. We smeared our
way up the inclined rock at ease, looking at our feet as they stepped
over smooth runnels where water must run at times. The sun! In
our haste over tricky terrain, it had been long since I had looked
to the horizon. Looking up now I could see sunlight touching the
hanging seracs above. The south-facing glacier having pulled away
its cold hands, in fear of the warm touch of the sun, now dangles
high over a cliff, broken into precarious pieces not far above us. We
continued, moving quickly out of the danger of serac fall towards
the base of our climb.

T

he memory of the glacier is vivid in my mind. Had I retreated from his friendship like the glacier from the sun?
We had climbed together but not much else. Always with big
smiles we talked in short sentences about climbing and skiing.
Despite his approach to be friends in the world, ranging beyond
the mountains, I had retreated. Maybe that’s why my life is like
the glacier. Broken, cold, disintegrating, filled with the void of
deep dark crevasses. Had I pushed away those that love me like
the glacier grinds away the rock? Regret casts a shadow over me
now, like the pine trees yesterday night.

W

e arrived to the base of the climb, the west pinnacle of the
mountain. I felt the rope running through my hands as I
flaked it out. The feeling of anticipation. I led the first pitch.
Smooth granite with perfect crack-climbing on the first pitch. Every piece of protection solid in the uncompromising rock. I can
remember the dull brown gleam in his eye when he followed up
and clipped into the anchor next to me on that first pitch. I might
have had the same gleam but I’ll never forget that look on his face.
With a smile he readied himself to lead the next pitch but with a
tap on the shoulder I stopped him. Pointing in the distance, there
was no need for words to explain what I was pointing at.
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The sun broke over the jagged horizon, hues of oranges and
pinks quickly turned to yellow as the sun graced us with our first
rays of the day. Sitting in our harnesses, heads turned, we watched
the sun’s light creep lower and lower on the mountainside, the
meadows starting to steam, the frost in the grass quickly evaporating. The steam rose and the sun added its colour to the mix.
We watched the serenity within our surroundings from front row
seats.

S

omeone once said that I must love nature to be out here so
often. I had shyly shrugged but thought: “I’m merely escaping to somewhere better.”

“

Somewhere better.” I remembered this while climbing. The warm
feeling as the sun caressed the rock around us, like just the right
guitar strings being plucked with perfect timing. The rough grey
and white specked surface embraced the light’s caress, absorbing
its warmth and in happiness sharing it with us. The heat of thermal winds swirled around our skin like musical notes around our
ears, swaying through the grass and pines, playing with the leaves
on the flowers.

I

n this splendour and comfort, I had forgotten how nature’s
warm touch can be equally fierce and cold, completely indifferent. Complacency kills.

C

limbing pitch after pitch went smoothly. Things got difficult on
occasion when the crack disappeared. When this happened
the granite went from being grey with specks of white and black
to being white with specks of grey and black. Ironic that these exquisite sections of granite were much more difficult now, the crack
replaced by small face holds. The crack would then reappear, in
which we could place a good piece of protection. He led the last
pitch and we made it to the top. The winds were no longer warm
as they swept over the peak, coming from the body of the glacier.
We had enough room to eat, but as I took a bite out of my sandwich, the delicious fillings slipped out and fell past my feet and
over the precipice as I looked down in anguish. Seeing this, he
offered me half his lunch. In that moment I could have kissed him;
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I couldn’t believe he would offer me such a delicious looking wrap.
My enthusiasm quickly disappeared when I tasted mustard mixed
with Caesar dressing. The mountain’s summit on the other side
could be seen as a gleaming mixed climb. One day. In other directions different mountains rose, anonymous to the untrained eye,
but in all directions were memories of our past climbs together
and dreams of our future climbs to come.

O
T

ur future climbs? No, not anymore.

he sun was getting high now. Time to descend. We rappelled
again and again, but as we came down our fears grew. The
hair on the back of our necks rose. The warmth of the sun, ironically, was now creating a chill in our spines. The seracs were
warming and we knew it was getting dangerous. They groaned,
rumbled, angry, heavy, powerful and we were of no importance
to them. In their anger at the sun, we knew they paid no heed to
the ants at their feet. We stood at the base of the climb like little
kids too afraid to get in the water: hesitant to take the plunge, for
fear of getting in over our heads. Pondering our timing with no
way of knowing when anything could come down, we knew things
were indeed moving up there. Water running down the previously
empty runnels flowed over the clean slate granite into the field of
giant broken boulders below. He turned to me and gave me a smile
before crossing. Not a happy smile, just a small ‘here goes nothing’
kind of smile. I watched him moving swiftly over the rock, unsure
if I should follow or take avalanche safety precautions and wait. I
realized it made no difference and was catching up to him in long
strides when I heard a huge groan and crack. “No.” As the words
left my mouth, barely a whisper, my spine froze solid. I became immobile. Two, no, five meters separating the two of us. I turned my
head towards the broken ice only to hear a huge ‘crack’ and see a
block of ice releasing from the glacier. I watched it fall and couldn’t
help but feel curiously amazed, a waterfall of snow cascading
around it. Glittering shards of ice amongst the snow reflected the
sun. How odd to look upon the reaper’s scythe and contemplate its
sheen. Another whisper left my lips. “Fuck.” Then thunder.
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M

y eyes snap open. I’m sweating a cold sweat, the image so
TIBSQ*UIPVHIU*XBTMJWJOHJU8BTJUKVTUBOJHIUNBSF 
No, I’m alone in the tent this morning, feeling yesterday’s bruises. It really happened. I close my eyes again, determined to play
the images till closure.

A

n avalanche of shards of ice came at me, bouncing downward
at high speed, I was pelted and knocked over. I tumbled on
the inclined granite but quickly stopped by some dumb luck, on
my stomach. Cowering, I covered my neck as ice rained over my
helmet, arms, pack and legs. When it finally stopped I looked over
to see that he was missing. In the flurry of bouncing ice, a larger
piece had struck him and sent him tumbling much harder than I.
He fell down, rolling with the ice and struck the large rocks at the
base of the smooth granite. That’s where I spotted him—the how
was just a guess. I ran down to meet him but my rock shoe lost its
grip stepping on a leftover piece of ice. I fell hard on my tailbone
and a spiderweb of electric jolts flashed through my lower back. I
wept from the pain and at my inability to get up and go to him.
Finally, some moments later, with my heart in my mouth, I
approached him and there he lay, sitting facing me with closed
eyes. Amongst him were pieces of ice ranging in size from bowling
balls to microwaves. Small red pieces of his helmet’s white inner
foam were all over the rock. I checked the back of his head and
vomited. When I gained control I checked his pulse, listened for
his breathing, for his heart. Nothing… I could feel broken ribs under his shirt.
I quickly grabbed the car keys from the top pocket of his pack
and ran. I’m no doctor but I know enough to say that some trauma is unsurvivable. I could barely see through my tear-filled eyes.
I wiped them with the back of my hand. Like the water running
in the runnels on the smooth glacier rock, tears ran from my eyes
over my cheeks. I had to stop because I couldn’t breathe. Hiccups
and out of time inhales had me gasping for air. At this point the
seracs didn’t matter; they had done their damage.
Barely aware of the steps I was taking, I stumbled over the
boulder field, through the meadows of chirping birds, flowers and
bees, and into my tent and sleeping bag, skipping dinner altogether. I was in no hurry to get back to civilization. I could come
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back later for his body. But how would I confess to his death? How
would I tell his family? It hit me then that I knew nothing about
his family or friends. He had told me, I’m sure, but I hadn’t bothered to remember any wisp of information. Eventually I fell into
a disturbed sleep.

A

fter playing through all the memories one last time I packed
up my stuff and starting walking back with a heavy head towards the car, one not two sets of footsteps crunching in the soil.
I followed the stream of water, originating from the glacier
that killed him. I watched it as it fed life and the forest itself. I
myself drank its cool waters.
I could hear the glacier speaking to me through the water’s
trickle, “Did you find that better place?” in a tone completely
indifferent of the murder.
I would have lashed out at the water in anger but instead answered, “No… Thank you.” My life like the glacier is broken,
cold, filled with the void of deep dark crevasses, but unlike the
glacier, capable of self-repair.
I walked the rest of the trail and got in the car, then reached
inside the glove box for my wallet. I slipped out a few pictures
filled with smiles from those I ignored and held them in my
hand, picking up the pieces.

THE TOP OF PERU

H

FSFJTNZTUFQCZTUFQQPSUSBZBMUPIPX*TPMPFE)BVTDBSÈO
Sur. Each point should probably be followed to the absolute opposite of its intention.
Step 1: Be completely scared and intimidated…

When I got out of the taxi in the town of Musho I stood
at 3030 meters, a pretty high place by my standards. Craning
NZ OFDL VQ  UIFSF TUPPE )BVTDBSÈO 4VS  TPNF  NFUFST
BCPWFNF)BVTDBSÈO4VSJTOPUPOMZFYUSFNFMZUBMM JUJTBNBTsive mountain that dwarfs the six thousand meter mountains
around it. I realized immediately that there was no possibility of
me getting to the top.
Step 2: Go fast and light, then slow and extremely
uncomfortable…
I was acclimatized; I knew I would have to be fast to have a
shot. That meant chancing a 6100 m bivouac. However, I was set
on doing this in my style, without the aid of porters and burros.
I started at 3000 meters at 8:30AM, after forgetting my glasses
in the taxi and contemplating the implications of this mistake,
I saw the dirt cloud signalling a Peruvian taxi coming towards
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me. I quickly recognized the driver, and my glasses on the floor
of the taxi. By 2PM I was rolling at 4900 meters. I decided to
skip moraine camp, have a late day, and go to camp 1 on the
glacier at 5400 meters. Altitude stopped me in my tracks and
the final five-hundred meters took three hours. I got some odd
looks from a few of the climbers descending the mountain; they
probably thought I was lost.
I woke up at 4AM and packed quickly after a lean breakfast. I
would have to pass over many crevasses and two serac zones today, and I wanted to do it in the dark. I took a quick glance down
the bottomless crevasses as I crossed over them—wouldn’t want
to end up down there! As I reached the top of the Candeleta,
the wind picked up. My legs were feeling the elevation and with
every step I took I was blown back another. As I reached the col
at 6000 meters the wind was howling. I had been faster than I
had expected, and my reward was to spend the next 16 hours
huddled in my sleeping bag, being sand blasted by snow and
wind repeatedly. Joy!
Step 3: Lose yourself, and then take a leap of faith…
After having the sensation of my sleeping bag blown off me
TFWFSBM UJNFT EVSJOH UIF OJHIU  * SFKPJDFE BU UIF TPVOE PG NZ
alarm at 2AM. I managed to change into all my clothes inside
my sleeping bag, sometimes performing acrobatics with exacting precision. I picked up my summit pack, which contained
two pairs of gloves and six packets of Oreos. I placed my sleeping bag and other goodies in my bag. I half-heartedly pressed
the bag into the ice and told it not to move. I prayed for my
bag not to be blown off the mountain and ventured off. I had
been warned route finding was very hard, and that I should
veer far left, and then cut in-between a giant overhanging serac.
Sounded easy at the time. I saw a ‘route’ going up what appeared
to be 45 degree snow and ice. I went up, and quickly the slope
steepened and seemed never-ending. I was definitely lost. Fifty
to sixty degree snow and ice for the last two hundred meters miraculously led me to the flagged route—in fact there was a flag
only 10 meters from me at this point. The main problem was the
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gaping crevasse at least three-quarters of a meter wide in front
of me, and there was no snow bridge. It looked like a hard uphill
KVNQćJTXPVMECFTUSBJHIUVQ7FSUJDBM-JNJUT*SBOGPSJU*
TBUBUUIFĘBHUIJOLJOHPWFSXIBU*IBEKVTUEPOF*XBTQSPCably insane, but I didn’t have much energy or mental capacity at
6300 m to really think about it too deeply.
Step 4: Get into the fetal position, and feel free…
I crawled through some seracs that looked like good homes,
and then was met by the crux of the climb. I had been warned
there was forty meters of ice up to seventy degrees steep that
led to the summit ridge. I felt confident, but was extremely exhausted and my brain was dying from the altitude. It was slow
and painful work but I managed. However, the howling wind
started to eat at me. The mashed potatoes from last night were
not sitting well. My feet were frozen. My calves were screaming.
I had three-hundred easy vertical meters left to the summit, and
all I was thinking about was how many toes I was going to lose
if I kept going. I took ten steps and then sat down gasping for
breath. I needed to go faster, the wind was ravaging my face, and
my toes had been numb for over three hours. I looked up—it
was not that far. I took ten steps, looked up—it was still pretty
far. Doing that for three hours got me to the top. I collapsed,
slowly went into the fetal position to get my face out of the wind,
BOEFOKPZFE*IBEKVTUTVNNJUUFEUIFUBMMFTUNPVOUBJOJO1FSV 
solo, and had the top to myself today. I was mentally and physically beat, but felt so free.
Step 5: Poop and test the sketchy looking snow bridge…
After getting off the summit, the mashed potatoes decided
they would not wait. Freedom took another form as buckets of
snow poured down my pants at the same time. One person I had
talked to the previous day warned me that they had fallen waist
deep into a crevasse. I saw this hole on my way up and crossed
twenty meters towards the end zone. Coming down, I saw the
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snow bridge, and misguidedly thought it was safe. One foot on,
next foot, and whoompf. I was chest deep. I slammed my ice axe
and ice tool into the other side, then I grappled with my front
points trying to get them into the front of the crevasse. Four
quick moves and I was out on the other side, gasping for air
from the adrenaline and quick movements. I counted my lucky
stars and carefully went down to camp, following the much easier flagged route that was now obvious in the sunlight.
Step 6: Drink water.
I wanted this mountain bad. I knew I needed to respect the
mountain and understand that this mountain would take more
out of me than I would ever get from being on top. When I got
back to my camp (with my bag patiently waiting for me) I practically ran down the glacier. I can’t imagine what the people sitting at camp 1 thought of me as they saw me going down—probBCMZ*XBTKVTUBOPUIFSFYIBVTUFEDMJNCFSUPUIFHVJEFT*USJFE
to tell them my partner had not died for some reason; I don’t
really remember where my mind was at that point. Honestly, I
XBTTPIBQQZUPCFBMNPTUTBGF*KVNQFEPČUIFHMBDJFSXJUINZ
last bit of zeal. Solid earth! At moraine camp I drank buckets of
XBUFS*SFBMJ[FE*IBEKVTUHPOFUPUIFUPQPG1FSVJOTFBSDIPG
something, and here it was: an appreciation for water.

BUT STILL BELOW THE
CONDORS
PART 1: UP
SKYLER DES ROCHES

T

he coldest part of the night—minutes before the sky begins
to brighten with the promise of dawn. I shivered under my
down parka, my knees pressed into the snow as I leaned back
against a two-picket anchor. I had fed out less than a meter of
rope in the last ten minutes. I glanced up occasionally, squinting
through a constant stream of spindrift. Thirty meters above me
I could see Ron’s yellow boots, toes down, heels up. About two
meters to the right of the boots, a hand and an ice tool chopping
at the snow. He’d been tunnelling horizontally through a sugary
snow flute for forty-five minutes. It was four in the morning.
Through the tunnel and up a short vertical step, I arrived at
Ron’s belay. Ron stood on a kicked-out ledge under the overhanging face of a serac. Three screws were set into its deep blue,
clear ice.
“What the fuck,” I muttered to no one in particular. We were
still several pitches below the official base of the route. This was
the approach.
“I’m not sure where we can go from here,” said Ron in light of
our collective inability to lead overhanging ice. “Perhaps down.”
Unwilling to be turned around after only three pitches of ‘approach,’ I told him to keep me on belay and traversed out under
UIFTFSBDUPXBSEXIFSFJUTTMPQJOHUPQKPJOFEXJUIUIFTQJOFPG
unclimbable sugar. I placed an ice screw where the crystal wall
was about my height, ploughed my tools through the powder on
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top into some more consolidated névé, and ungracefully mantled up onto the hanging glacier. After some steep snow climbing, I sat down on the relatively flat glacier and belayed Ron up
into the glowing pre-dawn.
his was Peru’s Cordillera Huayhuash (pronounced “why
wash”—a good question really), where things seldom go according to plan for climbers. Four days earlier we had bumped
and wound five hours in a bus from Huaraz and its familiar
views of the Cordillera Blanca. Passing over high-altitude rolling plains, down into dusty gorges clogged with hallucinogenic
San Pedro cacti, through the narrow streets of small adobe villages, we arrived in Pocpa—population 100, primary school attendees 40, end of the line.
I crossed an ancient-looking bridge and wandered down the
dusty, creek-side path in search of a toilet and a place to fill my
water bottles. A squat woman wearing typical Andean garb—
several layers of pleated skirt above knit tights, an apron, and a
tall hat perched precariously on her head—directed me toward
a low outhouse on the step above the creek. I crouched through
the low door and could not help but peer into the hole in the
floor. A few feet below, the creek ran unhindered. The solution
to pollution is dilution, they say. Perhaps not. I’d have to find a
place to buy some bottled water.
A boy took me up a narrow, cobble-stepped street to the village square. The eves of tile roofs overhung on all sides of the
river-cobbled square and a few similarly paved steps let up to
the narrow door of the dim, mud-brick church. The coloured
plaster attempting to cover the adobe construction had broken
off in chunks on all corners. I ducked through another door on
the plaza into a dim store and managed to leave with two small
bottles of water for twice their normal price.
A man named Raúl and four donkeys met us in the street.
We loaded two weeks’ worth of food, camping gear, and all our
climbing gear onto the backs of the beasts and we chased Raúl
up the valley side. Kelly Paton and Josh Zukewich accompanied
Ron and I for the trek into basecamp. With a flight back to CanBEBJOBGFXEBZTUIFZXPVMEVOGPSUVOBUFMZCFVOBCMFUPKPJOVT
for any climbs. Having spent the last ten days confined in a river
boat along the Ucayali River at about 100 meters above sea level
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in the thick of the Peruvian Amazon (possibly the most oxygenrich place on the planet), travel over the day’s 4500 m pass was
slow, exhausting and surely mentally taxing for them. I was reminded that despite my relative comfort at that altitude from
weeks of climbing and hiking in the Cordillera Blanca, even the
valley bottoms of the Huayhuash are at high altitude—bodies
are slow to heal, hard to keep warm, and lose weight despite
seemingly adequate diets. After a month and a half in the Andes I was already startlingly thin. For the next fourteen days, I
would not see the underside of 4000 m.
ong-spined cacti, brambles, eucalyptus and kenual trees gave
way to windblown shale and cushion plants as we neared the
pass. And then suddenly the plants were no longer important.
Mountains. Los nevados ćF JDF QFBLT :PV LOPX XIBU UIFZ
look like, but these ones were different. They’re steeper, more offensive. Sedimentary rock lifted into vertical plates—limestone
flakes like giant dishes in a drying rack—in front. Hills streaked
with impossible colours below. And behind, the looming masses
PG 3BTBD BOE :FSVQBKÈ  UIF UPQ PG UIF HSFBU "NB[PO CBTJO BU
 ڀN  BOE B EFBEMZ TIBSQ SJEHF DBQQFE CZ :FSVQBKÈ $IJDP 
Jirishanca and Rondoy. I was intimidated.
We made our basecamp beside a spring in the meadow between two deep blue glacial lakes, Jahuacocha and Soltercocha
(cocha means ‘lake’ in Quechua, the language of the Inca Empire). The large cooking tent we had rented made it feel almost
homey. Nearby among the glacial out-wash debris a shepherd
family lived in a small stone hut. The walls of their one-room
house did not differ much from the sheep enclosures we had
passed on our march up the valley and those that now surrounded us. The roof was made of a frame of notoriously twisted kenual branches over-laid by cut grass and old bits of tarp.
Carla, who claimed to be two years old but was surely closer to
three and a half, shyly watched us. We called her Carlita—‘little
Carla’.
#MPDLTPGJDFDSBDLFEBOESVNCMFEEPXOGSPNUIF:FSVQBKÈ
icefall during all hours of the day and night. Awakening to the
sound of deadly avalanches in the night added to the ominousness of the place and my feeling of intimidation. In the morning
I talked Ron into heading a couple kilometers back down the
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Jirishanca shadows base camp at Laguna Jahuacocha.

Carla.

valley to climb a new short rock route up one of the giant limestone flakes we had seen from up on the ridge. I knew I was
stalling, nervous at the thought of the ice, the cold, and the commitment in higher places. I suspect Ron knew this too, but he
was convinced by thoughts of secret kenual forests between the
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giant rock flake and the greater wall, and by dreams of finding
a condor nest.
osh and Kelly would walk along the steep morained edge of
4PMUFSDPDIBUPXBSEUIFUPFPGUIF:FSVQBKÈHMBDJFSGPSPOFMBTU
chance to play on some Andean ice. In the end they never made
it that far. The altitude was taking its toll on them; walking along
steep loose glacial out-wash proved too exhausting and their hypoxic minds too uninspired, so they returned to camp. I was
surprised they had slept at all the night before.
I, too, was slow and tired on the steep, grassy approach to
the gigantic limestone flake. Perhaps I really needed the extra
EBZ PG BDDMJNBUJ[BUJPO 1FSIBQT NZ UIJO CPEZ XBT KVTU XFBSZ
We scrambled up the steep kenual-clogged notch between the
detached flake and the contiguous face and up onto the flake’s
narrow crest. Ron took the lead where the scrambling turned to
climbing. He wanted to get some trad leading in after following me up all five pitches on our attempt to climb a rock route
PO)VBNBTISBKVJOUIF#MBODB#VUĕOEJOHHPPEQMBDFNFOUTJO
dirty limestone can be a real challenge and he was soon downclimbing back to me.
“Don’t worry about it man,” I reassured him, “you’ll be making up for it as soon as we hit steep ice.”
3PO,PD[BKBJTGSPN'BJSCBOLT "MBTLB XIFSFUIFXBUFSGBMMT
GSFF[F EFFQ BOE UIF SPDL JT IPSSJCMZ DSVNCMZ :PV DBO IBSEMZ
blame him for having done little traditional rock climbing. As
a coastal-dweller, I envy his experience climbing frozen waterfalls, a sport which I’ve always found terrifyingly inspiring (or
NBZCFKVTUUFSSJGZJOH )FXBTUIFJDFUFDIOJDJBOBOE*UPPLDBSF
of the rock. Together, we would climb mountains.
I wedged a nut in a dirty, flaring crack. Perhaps it would
hold a fall, perhaps not. Either way, it gave me the confidence
to climb a few more meters. It wasn’t difficult, I would not fall.
I was quickly able to place a trustworthy tri-cam and then continued for several meters up easier ground. The climbing was
never difficult, surely never harder than 5.8. But good gear
placements were few and far between, and the climb was slow
and nerve-wracking. I stretched the rope out to its limit, built
an anchor and belayed Ron up through some serious rope drag.
We retreated from there, rappeling back into the kenuals, our
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long approach and one pitch of climbing having taken most of
the day. Being unused to making even low-quality first ascents,
we bothered to name this zero-star route anyway—‘Super-flake’
5.8R. Perhaps 5.7 even, but the important part is the R—runout, restricted, ages 18 and up, not worth the walk.
ack at basecamp we found Kelly trying to escape the affection of Carlita who had somehow managed to dominate
her attention for hours with sheer adorableness. Josh wisely
hid in their tent. Raúl had taken the donkeys back somewhere,
but would soon be back. He would stay in basecamp to guard
our belongings while Ron and I were away on climbs. Though
the Huayhuash is no longer considered particularly dangerous,
it has a violent history. During the 1980s and ‘90s the Sendero Luminoso, the ‘Shining Path,’ a Maoist political movement
turned ruthless terrorist group and powerful narco-trafficking
organization made these mountains their hideout. Tourists who
ventured into the wrong valleys were murdered and surrounding towns ransacked. Anyone who was suspected to disagree
with their philosophy was ‘disappeared’ or out-right executed.
Though the Peruvian government mostly succeeded in pushing the guerrillas off the map, at least two central committee
members still live as a fugitives in remote parts of the Peruvian
Andes, openly wearing their PCP—Communist Party of Peru—
paraphernalia in the small mountain villages they continue to
occupy. The rest are dead or living in horrific prison cells. The
Huayhuash Range is no longer home to any organized Senderoistas, but a history of lawlessness is hard to turn around in
such little-populated areas and we worried about stories of robbery.
Josh and Kelly decided to leave early the next morning to
allow themselves an extra day to get back to Huaraz and on
through the chaos of Lima. They were already gone when I
crawled out of my tent into the crisp morning. Ron and I filled
our bags with a rack of ice screws, a small rock rack, nine snow
pickets, four kilograms of tent, all our clothing and climbing
gear, and enough food for five days. Raúl thought our packs
weighed about thirty-five kilograms. A donkey can carry thirty.
It took us two days to reach the camp from where we would
attempt to summit Rasac—‘The Toad’ in Quechua. We stag-
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gered under our packs, crutching on our trekking poles, for only
a few kilometers and gained only about six-hundred meters the
first day. We cleared a rocky tent spot on the end of a steep-sided
tarn. In the morning, desperate for lighter packs, we hid our
shoes under a boulder and continued upward in our stiff plastic boots. An avalanche floated down a particularly frightening
part of Rasac’s upper face. Jagged, blue seracs crumbled off the
ice fall and onto lower rock slabs like broken windshields on
the curb. Ron and I walked parallel to this aging face along the
edge of a sharp-crested moraine. At about five-thousand meters
a loose traverse along a cliff blocked our way to the flat glacier
where we intended to make high-camp. Instead we built an exposed platform on the spine of the moraine so as to make the
traverse with only summit packs. Alarms set for midnight, we
ate our typical meal of ramen noodles and/or instant mashed
potatoes—anything but carbohydrates is hard to extract energy
from at high altitudes—and went to sleep on a bed of foam and
coiled rope.
he route we aimed for up Rasac’s west face, as described in
ex-VOCer Jeremy Frimer’s guidebook, actually only consists of about four-hundred meters of climbing on a band of
DMFBOEFHSFFJDFBOETOPX:FU PVSTVNNJUEBZCFHBOB
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High camp carved into a huge steep-sided moraine.
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Our climbing route followed the weakness in the ice fall to the
right of the large section of bare rock on the left, across the
bench, and up the back side of Rasac Oeste, the pinnacle on the
right.

full kilometer below the top. To get to the base of the so-called
beginning of the climb, Frimer offered two choices. One option
mentioned climbing four pitches of rock slab. The only section
of exposed slab we saw was shadowed by giant, teetering seracs
and littered with ice fragments. The other option spoke of a
TOPXDPWFSFEMJOFKVTUOPSUIPG3BTBDTXFTUQFBL%FQFOEJOH
POZPVSVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGAKVTU UIJTJTBWFSZMBSHFBSFBUPSFGFS
UP8IBUJTJNNFEJBUFMZOPUJDFEKVTUOPSUIPG3BTBD0FTUFBT
the west peak is dubbed—is an expansive icefall coming off a
large bench, where the routes are meant to begin, and extending
several kilometers. Somewhere in this mass of crumbling glacier, Ron and I spotted a narrow line that should escape pulverization by a hair if the seracs above it were to release. We crossed
the flat, lower part of the glacier, winding through debris of avalanches past, and simul-climbed two long pitches up the lower
face. At the top of the second pitch, the ice ran out and unclimbable sugary snow stopped my upward progress. This is where
Ron took over and began traversing and tunneling laterally
through the rotten snow flute in search of more solid climbing.
Dawn seeped off the the peaks and into valleys. One hun-
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pitch up Rasac Oeste.

dred kilometers north, the massive figures of the Cordillera
Blanca rose stoically into the rose light. In between lay iron
hills—great peaks in the lesser ranges—a rippling mineral etching. All around stretched the great serrated edge of the sierra.
The saw.
By now we could see our desired route: a clean, bold, and
direct route up pale-blue ice. But we had arrived on the bench
much later than we hoped and the navigation across the bench
to the base of the route was far from trivial. I led us down into
a crevasse, then traversed its depths, stemming between each
vertical crevasse wall with void between my legs until I was able
to climb up and out. Ron was blocked by another crevasse, fifty
meters deep, thirty meters across, and spanning from the bergshrund to the ice fall. We climbed down into this one too and
out the side of the ice fall. Hours later, it was clear that our only
hopes of reaching the summit of Rasac would involve a thirtysix to forty hour summit push, a feat neither Ron nor I were
prepared to do. Deflated, and impressed, we sat and ate a casual
lunch. We would go down.
But it was before midday and we had managed to get ourselves up onto a rare and lofty place. Following our inclined gla-
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cier bench upward was a col between the great, mushroomed
west ridge of Rasac and the abrupt tooth of Rasac Oeste—a
prism, vertical on two sides with a 60-80 degree on the opposite
sides. We strolled up toward the col, slow and weary as ever,
in hopes of catching a glimpse of Sioula Grande, the site of Joe
Simpson’s epic “Touching the Void.” At the col we found mostly
clouds and frightful exposure down Rasac’s south face. Glancing up to our right, Ron and I simultaneously turned our attention to Rasac Oeste’s east face and its precarious summit a mere
150 m above us.
“I bet I could climb that,” I thought aloud.
i:FBI wSFQMJFE3PO i%PZPVXBOUUP w
Ron led the first pitch up and around some snow mushrooms, making an unprotectable traverse over rock. The snow
mushrooms proved insurmountable and the path was slow and
convoluted. At the belay, I took over on lead and climbed a dry
gully walled on one side by the vertical side of a snow patch,
and on the other by more loose limestone. I placed two widely-spaced screws in the side and continued up the rock, slipping my picks in cracks or hooking ledges, careful not to send
rope-crushing blocks flying down the gully. Eventually I found
a crack solid enough to swallow a tri-cam.
As the gully steepened, I peered down between my legs at
that tri-cam, now four or five meters below me. I moved my feet
PVUPOUPBTNBMMFEHF MFęNZJDFUPPMTKBNNFEJOBDSBDL BOE
stepped up, balancing on my crampon front-points. My gloved
hands groped for some sort of angular surface above me.
“Cachunk!” My front-points slipped, and my hands were
useless.
I fell an inch. Miraculously, my crampons caught another
micro-edge, and I didn’t pinball down the gully, bouncing and
breaking on the blocky limestone. I blinked hard, trying to force
my heart out of my mouth, trying to make my head stop throbbing and my ears stop ringing. I kept climbing, eventually hitting snow where I hammered in my sixth and last piece of protection on the 60 m pitch. Ron’s next lead brought us up steep
and exposed snow to the summit. I wouldn’t tell Ron about my
close miss until days later.
We were above the highest piece of rock on the peak, but
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five meters above us rose a column of snow, an otherworldly
pillar, twice as high as it was wide, a great bird perched on its
roost. Ron and I marvelled at the forces that could create such a
delicate sculpture. We laughingly debated whether we had truly
summited, but we both knew that it really didn’t matter; it was
MBUF JO UIF EBZ  BMSFBEZ QN  XF IBE FOKPZFE B TQFDUBDVMBS
and challenging climb, and we were a long way from our sleeping bags. The height of Rasac Oeste has been estimated at about
5700 m, though never properly surveyed. The Andes rippled
outward in all directions.We looked down at all the streaked
and folded earth, all the creases in the glaciers, all the flying
clouds. But still, above us rose Rasac’s rough summit, and flightpaths of the condors forming a hidden lace.
The west face drops directly down to the glacier at about
5000 m. For some reason, we thought it would be faster and
more interesting to rappel this face, thus avoiding the crevasses
of the upper glacier bench, and the ice-fall.
“Looks like we might be able to down climb after four rappels,” I told Ron. Ron raised his eyebrows in doubt. Turns out I
was wrong.
After five v-threaded rappels down 80 degree ice and over
a few overhangs, and two rappels off less-than-confidence-inspiring pickets, we were indeed able to down climb. We carefully climbed down about fifty meters of steep snow to the top
of a cliff. All light faded from the sky. We rappelled off another
picket, then another v-thread in the dark. Ron had led most of
the rappels to this point, usually untangling his badly-twisted
ropes and setting the next v-thread. We were both physically
exhuasted, but I could see that Ron was becoming extremely
mentally exhausted. The fact that I was able to notice how Ron
was coping told me that I was probably more lucid, and should
take over doing the hard part.
Below the ninth rappel, a large rock band separated us from
the glacier and an easy walk to the tent. I feared the cliff was
taller than 60 m and I was loath to leave any of my tiny rock rack
on the mountain. It had to last me through another six months
of South American adventures. I made an awkward traversing
rappel, aiming to line up with a small snow patch on a ledge
in the rock band for the next rappel. Ron traversed over and
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Ron Koczaja on rappel one of ten. 700 m of air between our legs.

stayed high before trying to lower down to my level. Looking
directly up the twenty-eight blades on boots pointed at my face,
it became even more obvious how tired he was. I snapped at him
to move the hell over so that if he fell, he would not pendulum
right into me.
But I was tired too. Traversing rappels are always a bad idea,
and I had made a big mistake. We pulled the rope, and it fell
across the slope and was ensnared. I pulled hard, yet it didn’t
budge. We both pulled, yet it wouldn’t move. We were exhausted, and this seemed as low a moment as we’d ever felt. We felt
real despair. Giving up, however, is not something easily followed through with, even if your hypoxic, drained mind might
point you that way.
I belayed Ron back across the slope to pull some more and
cut as much as he could off the rope. From the right angle, he
was able to free the entire rope. Now I led directly down the rock
band, uncaring that I might have to sacrifice rock gear on the final rappel. I felt a change pass through my belay device part way
down. Sixty-one meters later, my feet touched down on snow at
the base of the cliff. My whole body relaxed in relief.
Stowing one of the ropes for the meander across the glacier,
over the pass and down across the next glacier, Ron discovered
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a core shot in the rope. Our stuck rope fortunately came only at
a material cost.
At midnight, twenty-four hours after waking up, we stumbled back to our tent. I knew I was extremely dehydrated and
needed food, but all I could do was go to sleep. I half-heartedly
chugged a bit of cold water before passing out. Ron stayed up a
bit and took care of himself with some tea, some ramen noodles
BOE B KPJOU 8F TMFQU VOUJM NJENPSOJOH UIFO NBEF PVS XBZ
back down the valley toward base camp. The grasses, the lakes,
and the feral cows all felt brand new; again I was reborn in the
mountains, but this time more startlingly thoroughly than ever
before. We’d climbed harder and more technical than either of
us had ever before and now we looked at the mountain canvases
with a more skilled eye, our palettes having taken on new depth.
own at our base camp on the edge of Jahuacocha the sheep
munched away, the strange southern geese floated amongst
reeds, and Raúl’s son caught trout by the dozen. Condors reeled
high above the valley, ever the watchmen of the Inca empire.
Carlita quietly asked Ron, “Por qué escalas?” Why do you
climb?
Caught by surprise, Ron looked seriously at the three year
old girl. “No sé. Es loco.”

D
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String of VOCers on Yak Peak, an impressive and fun climb.

Nick Matwyuk skis past the Bookworms, exiting the McBride Range and
entering home territory in Sphinx Bay.

CHRISTIAN VEENSTRA

Sam McKoy skiing Table Mountain.

Colin Vincent and Anne Vialettes posthole along the summit ridge of Matier.

Caroline playing it up for the camera.

Alaskan midnight on Denali, above Camp 2.

Lee Wasilenko skiing above the Flavelle Hut during lunar perigee.

Anne Vialettes enjoys the sunrise on the Northwest Ridge of Mt. Pelion.
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DEDEDEDEDE DE DO…

Ignacio, Pascale, Evgeny, and Murray,1
Skinned up to Brew hut, but not in a hurry.
In blurry fog, with a slurry of flurries,
We arrived by three and made salmon curry.
"SPVOEBCPVUTFWFOXFXFSFKPJOFECZĕWFMBET
On snowshoes and skate shoes—’twas all that they had.
They also brought six bottles of fireball,
And strongbow, and somehow they finished it all.
Next morning a whiteout and bitter cold squall
Enveloped us like a big ping pong ball.
Visibility was nil in this ill gale,
So we accompanied the other party to the trail.
We returned to the warm hut to have lunch,
Then the weather got better, as per our hunch.
We went for a ski, but no gnar slopes were tried,
For the avalanche rating was still kind of high.
We examined the snow pack, we prodded and poked,
Then had a nice run down a mellow slope.

1 Ignacio Rozada, Pascale Cometto, Evgeny Sorkin, and Murray Down.
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Day three was a beauty, where to begin,
I think I’ll need surgery to remove this grin.
We cautiously explored to the Southeast and
Skied yo-yo runs all day, on soft snow we feasted.
We carved graceful lines through thinly spaced trees,
&OKPZFECSJFGTVOTIJOFBOEBQBVTFJOUIFCSFF[F
Dinner was fine with Havarti cheese,
We sang songbook lines and rested our knees,
Simon and Garfunkel, Bob Marley and Beatles,
Stayed warm by the wood stove, no cold pins and needles.
We drank schnapps and traded weird stories and riddles,
Played harmonica—this hut needs a fiddle.
Now it’s 2012, the start, not the middle,
Take dreams off the shelf and go big, don’t go little.

Ignacio Rozada soaking up the sun near Brew Hut.

TURNS ALL YEAR
PIOTR FORYSINSKI

T

urns all year—skiing for twelve consecutive months. I can’t
seem to come up with reasons for attempting such an endeavour that would be entirely logical. I think I did it because I
could. And maybe because I’m not sure how much longer we’ll
be able to do such a thing, at least as weekend warriors based
in Vancouver. A while yet, but times are changing, and not for
the better.
Over the past few years in the VOC, I seem to have developed
the following understanding of the turns all year challenge:
t
t
t

ski at least seven linked turns…
in each of the twelve calendar months, based on the Gregorian calendar…
preferably all within the same calendar year.

I confess I might have invented the number seven myself,
but seven is such a magical number. And in all honesty, some
quantification of the minimum amount of skiing seemed mandatory—sliding across a human-sized patch of snow on skis
shouldn’t be put in the same category as the divine ripping of
nipple-deep pow pow, should it?
The “turns all year challenge” usurped me from my peaceful
life completely unawares. I started ticking months off before I
even knew I was playing the game. It was 2009, October. My
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SPPNNBUF+PSEBO#FTUIBEKVTUUPMENFBCPVU#MPXEPXO1BTT 
where one can drive to over 7000 ft (2130 m) in a 4WD vehicle.
Temperatures dropped below average—it was time to introduce
my fairly recently acquired 4Runner to snow. Veronika “Vroni” Schmitt, François Mettra, Colin Ferster, my then-girlfriend
Anne Vialettes, and I, drove up on a Saturday morning only to
find that we encountered continuous snow even before reaching the pass itself. Skinning straight from the car in October—
score! We hit the pass and skied a few laps down the other side
on mellow terrain. We noticed that the snow didn’t really get
BOZEFFQFSIJHIFSVQBOEUIBUSPDLTXFSFQPLJOHPVUKVTUBCPVU
everywhere except the grassy meadow we were on. The most
logical thing to do was to ski down to the car and abandon all
ski gear including our boots. We then went on a hiking trip instead, wearing hiking boots which we had also brought along.
We hiked along the ridge which heads east from Gott Peak, and
camped on the summit of Cottonwood Peak. It was a very, very
chilly night, but dazzlingly beautiful. The next day we bagged
Gott Peak on the way out, and returned to our urban livelihoods
in the trusty 4Runner.
kiing in the following several months of the year is not a
significant challenge in Southwest BC. I remember summiting Copper Mound by Tenquille Lake on skis that November,
and countless other ski trips with the VOC in the succeeding
months. After a while Anne and I realised that we already had
a few months ticked off, including one potentially troublesome
month (October), so it was only sensible to ski for a few more
months and earn bragging rights about turns all year forever after. That’s how we started counting skiing months. At this early
stage of the illness we were happy to settle for twelve months
spread across two years.
8FPSHBOJTFEBOFOKPZBCMF3JOH.PVOUBJO$BMMBHIBO-BLF
traverse in June 2010 (see VOCJ53) with two counter-propagating groups of VOCers. July saw Christian and Line Veenstra,
Colin Ferster, Anne and I getting non-turns in down the Wedge
Couloir: it was terribly icy and furnished with a giant half-pipe
that a multi-ton piece of rock had created when it slid down the
middle of the couloir sometime earlier. Luckily for us a few real
turns were to be had lower down on the Wedgemount Glacier.

S
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Matt Parisien cranking turns near Cypress Peak. August 2010.

A

ugust is when the “turns all year challenge” becomes spicy.
To complicate things, I also went home to Poland for two
weeks that particular August, effectively eliminating three potential skiing weekends. My only chance was the last weekend
of the month, after my return from Poland. Anne and I were
KPJOFECZ.BUU1BSJTJFOPOUIJTPDDBTJPO BOEEFDJEFEUPUSZUIF
Cypress glacier. The relatively short access from the Roe Creek
FSR makes this a very attractive location for late-season turns.
The glacier on the east side of Cypress Peak is fairly gentle and
crevasse free, and the glacier on its west side even more so. We
bagged the summit, circumnavigated it, and got significantly
more than our minimum turn requirement. That Sunday afternoon we went for a swim in the beautiful big lake west of the
Cypress-Tricouni ridge. The ground on the way there was completely covered in red and blue flowers; the greenery seemed
lusher than I’d ever seen before. It reminded me of the planet
Pandora from Avatar. The air had a foreboding heaviness when
Anne and I went for our swim in that lake. This was to be our
last trip together as a couple, as I found out later that night.
eptember rolled around and miserable weeks flew by. There
was one weekend left in the month, and both Anne and I
needed to ski that weekend to complete our stupid twelve

S
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months. The weather forecast looked grim—hardly anybody
else seemed interested in skiing, let alone enough people to fill
two separate cars. Given the circumstances Anne and I decided
UPKPJOGPSDFTBOEHPVQUP,FJUITIVU CZ$FSJTF$SFFL UPTLJ
Anniversary glacier together. Christian Champagne bravely deDJEFEUPKPJOVTPOUIJTUSJQ8FHPUVQUPUIFIVUJOHPPEUJNF 
carrying both our skis and ski boots on our packs, and went up
to the glacier to get our turns on the Saturday. The skiing was
successful, and the three of us spent one strange night alone in
the hut that night, drinking some mead I had flown over from
Poland.
We got up the next morning planning to simply head out and
drive home—it was supposed to be ugly out. However, after we
finished breakfast we noticed that the weather wasn’t all that bad
after all. Why not go for a wee bimble before heading out? We’re
here now… And so we headed up to Motel 66 in our hiking
boots. On the way down there was this snowpatch on the crest
of a broad ridge that was rather icy, but ended on a flat part of
UIFSJEHFMPXFSEPXO*UXBTEFDJEFEXFXPVMEKVTUIJLFEPXO
this… after all it wasn’t that high and it flattened out at the bottom, so slipping was inconsequential. We didn’t have ice axes. A
grassy path lay a few steps to our right.
Sure enough, I slipped. At the very beginning I wasn’t even
worried—I was going to stop in a moment. Perhaps that initial
optimism is what lost me, and why I didn’t manage to try to selfarrest with the tips of my poles. I had even removed the straps
from my wrists. After a moment I realised I wasn’t sliding where
I thought I was, but a bit off to the side, and then increasingly
so, towards a gully that lay to my left. The snow was sufficiently
icy that I felt like a marble sliding on a smooth surface, changing course at the slightest incline, with no steering ability. As
soon as I was on the steeper slope of the gully I picked up a lot
of speed. Lower down the snow leveled off, and ended abruptly
at a pile of large boulders. Into the pile of boulders I slammed,
luckily after managing to lose a bit of speed using my boots on
the short section of flatter and softer snow.
The other two came down to me, at which point I told them
that I thought I’d broken my knee. I had a deep horizontal gash
across it, and my kneecap was displaced somewhat to the side of
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the knee. I’d managed to break myself the day after completing
my “turns all year challenge”, and on a trip with my very recent
ex-girlfriend. Sweet.
Anne ran down to the truck and drove to Lillooet Lake to
get cell phone reception while Christian took care of me in the
ditch between the snow and the boulders. A helicopter showed
up 5 hours after the accident—to my huge relief, because the
weather and visibility had given me a fair bit to worry about.
Surgery, crutches, and a heap of further misery ensued. I cannot
possibly thank all the VOCers who helped me out during this
time enough, as they truly made me feel like I was among family. I was regularly visited, brought books and movies, fed with
tasty home-made food, and driven around wherever I needed
to go. An alternating crew of friendly drivers even drove me to
work at UBC for three weeks. I know people went significantly
out of their way to help me, but never once let me know that I
was the huge hassle that I was. I have no idea how I will ever
repay this debt.
ctober and some of November involved spending a fair bit
of time on Facebook, looking at photos of my friends skiing fresh snow while I sat on my ass, leg outstretched in an imNPCJMJTJOH CSBDF 8JUI CFUB GSPN QSFWJPVTMZ JOKVSFE DMJNCJOH
and skiing friends I found two very good physiotherapists, and
as soon as I could, I started doing a lot of physio. The shattered
kneecap, now tied back together with screws and wire, started
healed relatively well. I went on a few short walks on the North
Shore with friendly VOCers, and as soon as I could bend my
knee enough to sit in my truck and drive I went out to limp
on my own too. Come December I ventured out on a couple of
mellow hut trips on snowshoes. I was starting to wonder about
what to do with the approaching Christmas break. The fact that
it was my longest period of time off from work for many months
to come necessitated doing something more memorable than
sitting at home and feeling miserable. I didn’t want to overdo
it with the knee though—I was well aware that it was still very
fragile.
I had spent the last few Christmases in the Rockies, with my
friends and ex-VOCers Matt and Charlie Breakey. They invited
NFUPKPJOUIFNBOEUIF"$$$BMHBSZ4FDUJPOGPS/FX:FBSTBU
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the Bow Hut on the Wapta Icefield. It seemed very tempting. I’d
been there before, I knew the route and I thought I could do it
on skis, if at least to hang out at the hut for a few days.
I am extremely grateful to Matt and Charlie for what happened on that trip. I was initially envisioning that they would
take a bunch of my gear, I would limp up to the hut, and likely sit
there for the duration of the trip. Instead, I found myself (at my
own request) carrying a significant amount of wine on top of all
my own stuff, and helping Matt (and Charlie) drag a sled loaded
with a keg of beer up to the hut. Whilst up there, I summited Mt.
Gordon and Mt. Rhondda, on the latter trip with two Brits who
were relatively new to skiing and entrusted to me to be taken
care of. All of a sudden I was back on my skis, and metaphoriDBMMZ PONZIPSTFćJTUSJQBMTPNBSLFEBNBKPSUSBOTGPSNBUJPO
PGNZPQJOJPOPOUIFiUVSOTBMMZFBSDIBMMFOHFw*XBTOUKVTUHPing to keep skiing. I was going to ski every month of 2011, snow
or rain, so help me God.
I came back to Vancouver somewhat invigourated. I started
commuting to UBC on my bike again, and, of course, going on
ski trips on weekends. Many friendly VOCers came forth again
and took me out on moderate trips—a very special thanks goes
to Phil Tomlinson in this regard. The easy winter months passed
by. I have happy memories of skiing on a Blanca Lakes - Exodus
traverse I undertook with Skyler Des Roches and Artem Bylinskii in May (April 30th – May 1st, to be precise). The trip was
significantly longer than anticipated due to a lingering patch of
snow on the Squamish main which we couldn’t drive through.
Hiking back to the truck at the end of the second day, skis
strapped to our packs and many hours after dark, I looked up at
the stars and wondered whether the good old times were back.
had a PhD thesis to finish over the summer, so I had to settle for
pretty tame turns in June and July. Mt. Seymour and Cypress
Mountain had to do. I was however accompanied by the keenest and most enthusiastic beginner I have ever set eyes upon—
Jess Litman, who decided to ski for twelve months pretty much
right after her first time on backcountry skis.1 In August Jess
and I went up to the glacier at the head of Hope Creek, north of

I

1 See Jess Litman’s “What’s a Switchback?”, page 181, for the tale of her first
time on backcountry skis. –Ed.
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Jess Litman carrying skis north of Goat Peak, with the Railroad
group in the background. August 2011.

the Goat Peak—Tenquille Mountain col. We approached from
near Railroad Pass on the Hurley, hoping for more snow and
less bushwhacking than there actually was, and in the end didn’t
have enough time to summit. We did get to ski though, opting
for the purest form: naked. In September I lugged my skis up to
VOC Mountaineering Camp on the Matier-Joffre col, but it felt
like punishment. They seemed extremely heavy when I carried
them up onto the glacier from the Joffre Lakes side, and I only
used them for a couple of short runs. In October a birthday (Ed
Estabrook’s) and PhD (mine) celebratory trip took us to the new
Tenquille Lake cabin, where some fresh-but-already-icy turns
were to be had near Fossil Pass by Copper Mound.
I paid Matt Breakey a visit in the Rockies in November. The
two of us bagged Snowdome on the Columbia Icefield, the hydrological centre-point of North America, on a 5 day howl-fest
via the Saskatchewan glacier. It was cold and windy the whole
time, and the visibility was terrible most of the time. One day we
only moved camp by about two hours, most of which was spent
probing, and had to stop for fear of lurking crevasses we could
miss in the whiteout. On the afternoon we actually made it to
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the summit (VOC “how to summit” classification: “barely”) it
was sunny and there was a cloud inversion. Those turns off the
summit were pretty sweet. I later collapsed in the tent and Matt
had to revive me with soup and dinner – the cold, the wind and
the altitude had gotten to me badly. That did not, however, stop
me from dreaming about returning to the icefield as soon as I
was off it.
efore December rolled around I flew to Cyprus to visit my
MPOH VOTFFO QBSFOUT  BOE B GFX XFFLT MBUFS KVTU CFGPSF
$ISJTUNBT  UP 1PMBOE UP KPJO UIF SFTU PG NZ GBNJMZ UPP * XBT
secretly hopeful I’d be able to ski on Mount Olympus in the
Troodos mountains in southern Cyprus. The mountain does get
some snow most years, but usually later in the season. Indeed I
was out of luck; there wasn’t nearly enough snow to even dream
about skiing. I did manage to see a lot of snow – but it was 80
km across the sea from the island, in Turkey. Snowy mountains
in Turkey are occasionally visible, on particularly clear days,
from high up in the Beşparmak mountains in Northern Cyprus
where I went hiking. It was all going to come down to those last
few days of the year after Christmas, in Poland.
And so it was that a couple of days after Christmas I convinced my family I had to embark on a mission of utmost importance, and got on a train in Warsaw bound for Zakopane, the
Polish ski resort town. I’d never been to Zakopane in winter, so
it was a novel experience. There I took the gondola to the summit of Kasprowy Wierch, the highest gondola on the Polish side
of the Tatra mountains, and got a bit of skiing in up high where
the snow was at east half-decent. Then I skied all the way back
down into town and skinned a-ways back up a trail to get some
non-lift-assisted turns too. And… that was it. On my last run
EPXO*DBNFBDSPTTBHVZXIPIBEJOKVSFEIJTLOFFTLJJOHBOE
was going to be taken down in a toboggan by a ski patroller, so
I offered my assistance. I wasn’t really needed, but they gave me
a first aid backpack to carry down anyway. I was glad to help.
And thus I had finally completed the coveted twelve months,
all in one calendar year, and all within 15 months of breaking
myself. Mission accomplished. Was there a flash of great satisfaction and fulfillment, a moment of triumph, of glory untold?
Well, the knee kinda hurt after skiing on all that icy shite in Za-
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kopane.
t’s definitely easy to get caught up in such a “challenge” and
forget what it’s really supposed to be about. For me, skiing
used to be about being in the great outdoors, in this wondrous
substance of a million faces we call snow, with good friends.
And it still is. I wanted the turns all year challenge to be a means
to doing more of that. Few things ever turn out exactly the way
we anticipate them to, but overall it was quite the experience.
There is no denying that in getting my 12 months I did more
damage to the glaciers I hold so dear than I would have if I’d
KVTUTBUBUIPNFBOEXBUDIFE57UIFXIPMFUJNF0XOJOHNZ
own truck made the challenge significantly easier, and I probably drove further than I otherwise would have to get to places
where I could ski even in the summer. Maybe this makes me a
lying, spiteful hypocrite. I can only hope I get enough new people excited about the outdoors (and protecting it!) to outweigh
the effect of all the CO2 I have emitted. I doubt it.
My knee did recover enough to let me ski quite a lot, but is
far from truly recovered. I don’t know if it ever will. Some weeks
it feels really good and I’m delighted, other weeks it feels terrible
and my future tele-ing prospects seem grim, if not worse. One
day I attack my physio exercises with great energy, other days
*QVUUIFNBTJEFBTBUFSSJCMFDIPSFćBUJTKVTUUIFXBZPGUIF
world, I suppose, and there’s not much I can do other than try
harder and try to make the most of what I’ve got (left).
I am happy these twelve months are behind me now, and I
can ski because I feel like it, not because I feel like I’m on a mission. Well, until next month at the very latest, of course!
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Piotr Forysinski near the head of Hope Creek, north of Goat Peak.
August 2011.

JESSICA LITMAN

T

here was snow everywhere. Tons of deep powder, and I was
frantically trying to climb out of it. Using my skis and poles
as anchors I slowly pulled myself up the side of the trail heading
towards Garibaldi Lake. When I looked up I was greeted with an
unimpressed and slightly pissed off look from Piotr Forysinski.
How the !@#$ did I get myself into this mess?
t all started back in January 2011 when I moved to Vancouver fresh out of Kingston, Ontario. Oh sure, I wanted to get
out and try new things. I considered myself somewhat fit (I did
hot yoga!) and semi outdoorsy… after all I had gone to summer
camp twelve years ago. I figured skiing couldn’t be that hard—I
managed to make it down those bumps we call hills in Onterrible at least once a year, the last time also being twelve years
prior to this trip.
When I turned up in my new lab, wide eyed and green, I was
greeted by Piotr. He was sitting at his desk rubbing his recently
IFBMFELOFFBOETBJE i*GZPVSFHPJOHUPUBLFPWFSNZQSPKFDU
ZPVOFFEUPKPJOUIF70$BOEMFBSOIPXUPCBDLDPVOUSZTLJw
“Ummm yeah, sure, okay.”
After a month and half of hearing him and Kathrin Lang discuss this mystical sport of backcountry skiing I was desperate to
try it. Over the course of a week I begged, “Can I please come to
Sphinx camp with you? Pleeeeeaaaassseee, it can’t be that hard.”
When Piotr expressed hesitation Kathrin would back me up,

I
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TBZJOHUIBUHFUUJOHVQXBTKVTUĕUOFTT )BI*GPOMZTIFIBETFFO
me busting my lungs the first time I rode up the UBC hill) and I
could ski down with my skins on. Finally he caved.
n the morning of February 19th Piotr picked up Caitlin
Schneider, Geoff Dunbrack, and myself from Marine Drive
Residence at UBC. It was shaping up to be sunny with blue skies
and I was dumbstruck by the beauty of the Sea to Sky Corridor.
I was excited to finally take part in one of the many trips I had
heard about. After parking, I got my tele skis on and promptly
fell over next to the car. Damn, I thought, this heavy-ish pack
definitely makes things tricky. 2 km of logging road later I was
informed that we still had 14 km to go (you have got to be kidding me… I thought that 2 km was difficult). Caitlin and Geoff
decided to go on ahead of Piotr and I since we were clearly going to be moving at a snail’s pace. Once we were on the trail I
got excited. “This is so cool!” I exclaimed, “It’s like hiking with
skis on!”
Hike onward we did. It started out alright, but then the skin
track became narrower and the path had a downward slope on
one side. We were moving slowly but we were moving—that is,
until the falling began.
Even to this day I’m not sure how I found it to be so difficult
that first time, but it seemed impossible to be upright and moving at the same time. To make matters worse, every time I fell,
it was off that edge. Down I would tumble, trying to grab onto
branches, not knowing how to maneuver those strange freeheeled skis. At one point I had fallen quite far off the side and
was really taking my time trying to climb back up. Coincidentally Craig Alfredson happened to be skiing out past us at that
very same time. He stopped to chat with Piotr who explained
that no, he was not out alone, but out with the disheveled heap
of tele skis and poles down the hill—also known as his new
lab mate. Ten minutes later I was still flailing, attempting one
of those ‘kick turns’ when Craig turns to Piotr and says, “Hey,
do you think your lab mate down there needs some help?” Piotr glances over at me and replies, “Nah, she’s fine.” Another 10
minutes pass. “Hey Piotr, you sure she doesn’t need any help?”
“No, she’s fine.”
A few minutes more and I’m finally throwing my now re-
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moved skis up onto the trail, followed by my soaked pitiful self
when Piotr smiles and remarks, “Alright, I guess we should give
her a hand.”
Once back on my feet, Piotr informs me that we have to turn
around since there is no way we can make it there before dark—
it is 3 PM and we haven’t even made it to the first switchback.
We decided it was for the best if I kept my skins on, but that
didn’t stop round two of falling. It took about 5 hours, but we
made it back to the car. After one particularly embarrassing fall,
while waiting, Piotr turned around to me and half smiling, half
grimacing said, “I knew you’d be bad, but I never thought you’d
be this bad!” For some reason I couldn’t help but laugh at how
utterly terrible I was.
Once back on the logging road we tried an experiment to see
if I could ski out the last two kilometers without skins on. Three
consecutive falls later I was boot packing and Piotr was snowplowing, carrying one of my skis in each of his hands. When we
reached the car I was close to tears – everything hurt and I felt
like a huge failure.
On that particular weekend there wasn’t a happy ending to
this story. Some people would classify that experience as type 3
fun, and those are usually the people that the VOC calls “one hit
wonders.” Nevertheless, I must be a masochist at heart because I
kept coming back for more. The actual happy ending took place
on my next back country ski trip to Mount Rohr. Words cannot
describe how good I felt when I made it back to the car park
with the rest of the group; it was such a head rush. I was and
forever will be hooked on this sport.
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Jess Litman “skiing” (background) with Piotr Forysinski grinning
(foreground), by Tenquille Lake. October 2011.

EAT, DRINK, SKI, SING,
HOBBIT STYLE
SAM MCKOY

D

ecember 12th, Monday morning. I’m awake much too early,
watching Breanne Johnson and Merick Moritz take off for
BOPUIFS BEWFOUVSF %JTBQQPJOUFE * DBOU KPJO  * TUBSU USZJOH UP
console myself with the reasoning that this past weekend was
more than enough to satisfy my addiction to skiing (for now).
My argument starts out in an attempt to convince myself, but it
becomes more and more legitimate the more I think about the
moon, the dogs, the skiing, the songs, and the people
Twenty two of us gathered Saturday morning at the Petro$BOBEB JO 1FNCFSUPO XJUI UISFF NPSF KPJOJOH VT MBUFS BU UIF
hut. I, the birthday boy to be, came running along a few minutes
late but Kathrin Lang, the birthday girl to be, was there with
everything organized and under control. We all got a quick
chance to say hello and learn names that I would forget at least
five times more. As the last car pulled in, we rushed off to the
trailhead. Fast-forward forty five minutes and the excitement
rose exponentially as we fumbled with our skins. Some were
contemplating their heavy packs with happy thoughts of what
the weight implied: food, chocolate, and alcohol.
As the front group started making their way along the trail,
they were followed by a couple of excited dogs that had greeted
us while we skinned up. Not suspecting that they would follow
us to the end of the world (or at least deep into the mountains),
no one bothered to usher them home. Without too much hassle,
185
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we made our way up the skin track and regrouped at the last
creek crossing.
On the way up we couldn’t help but notice the large craps on
the side of the skin track, some of which someone had tracked
through. Either the dogs come up there a lot and eat hefty meals,
or a big group of people decided to defecate all over the place.
Hopefully the former.
We reached the icy switchbacks, but luckily it had warmed
and edges held. Ran Zhang and Merick Moritz played hero in
UIFCBDLIFMQJOHPVU&NNB-PWFKPZBOE"EBN3FNJMMBSE XIP
were having a hard time split-boarding over the icy sections.
We later found out that it wasn’t due to the ice but because they
had brought food worthy of the effort: eggs, meat, alcohol, and
more. Just a typical hobbit diet, 6 meals a day.
The snow softened with elevation and progress quickened.
The lake came into sight at two o’clock and we literally raced
across in excitement. Trying to sprint across a lake can be demoralizing when you die before making it all the way. Nonetheless, after catching up with the front group who were already
unpacked and ready to ski, Nick Gobin and I dropped our packs
to go back and help out our split-boarding friends. While taking
off our skins we realized this would be our first legitimate run
together. Our last trip together had resulted in a series of unfor-

A skier climbs up and over a ridge.
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tunate events which involved cornices, near peril, lost gear, and
a long day - especially for Nick’s butt as he glissaded down the
Aussie Couloir and Anniversary Glacier. To our surprise Emma
and Adam weren’t far behind so we worked our way back up
UPHFUIFS0ODFBUUIFIVU XFFOKPZFETPNFQSFEJOOFSTOBDLT 
laughs, and discussion. Those who had gone out to ski Cabin
Hill trickled back in with a good snow report.
3FEIPUKFBMPVTZFOTVFEBT*IBEOUHPUUFONZEPTFZFUćF
debate as to whether or not powder is a drug has been going on
for a while. Whether it is doesn’t really matter, but its side effects
of laughing and smiling are infectious.
Dinner followed. There were a variety of meals but overall
the smell of the hut was intoxicating. My stomach felt a whole
lot emptier as a result. Thomas Vogel (or was it Tom Curran? or
+VMJFO3FOBSE PS.BSUJO.BUFK XBTQMBZJOHUIFHVJUBS"MM*
know is that everyone took part in some really good singing. At
this is point you could nod, tap your feet, and sing to the tune
and chorus, but with one look at all the chocolate and alcohol
on the table you would immediately realize: “This is going to be
a good night.”
Before many of us could even touch the alcohol, it was time
to ski by moonlight. When it comes to administering the powder drug, one should keep in mind that doing so via moonlight
JT EBOHFSPVT :PV NBZ WFSZ XFMM PWFSEPTF BOE XIP LOPXT  B
TNJMF NJHIU OFWFS MFBWF ZPVS GBDF :PV EPOU XBOU QFSNBOFOU
damage now, do you?
Nevertheless we skied countless (three) laps as clouds hustled and bustled about like people in an airport, clearly unappreciative of the fun we were having as their shadows played
games with our minds. The white and black world of snow and
shadow is a mystic one.
fter returning to the hut with smiles as bright as that full
moon, the drinking ensued. Much to my dismay, more
chocolate kept making its appearance on the table. Had somePOF ĕHVSFE PVU NZ WJDF  /P  KVTU B GFX HPPE IFBSUFE DIBQT
unaware of the monster that is my tongue and stomach. David
(PPTFO +FTTJDB-JUNBO BOE$ISJTUJBO)BKFOIBEMFęMBUFSUIBO
UIFSFTU CVUXFSFKVTUJOUJNFGPSUIFIFBUPGUIFQBSUZ
The music became louder and even I, the ever serious Sam,

A
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sang a little to music I knew, including the Beatles, House of the
Rising Sun, and the vocal goodness of Great Big Sea. Concoctions of rum and hot chocolate, moonshine, fireball, and who
knows what else were passed around. At one point in time I
had to embarrassingly admit to my addiction to chocolate after
reaching into my pocket, discovering what a miner would call
a bounty of Lindt chocolate wrappers. Remember that for the
future: don’t leave chocolate lying around Sam!
It’s hard to describe merriment at it’s fullest but I like to think
of Bilbo’s birthday. I really wish someone had fireworks that
would form dragons.
As the party continued inside, the dogs kept to themselves
outside near the hut, bundled and comfortable in all their fur.
By eleven o’clock waiting for December 11th to celebrate the
birthdays was getting difficult, but we made the time pass. When
the clock finally struck midnight, there were big hugs and a last
bit of celebration before hitting the hay. Kathrin and I, although
10 years apart, were united in thinking that it was an awesome
idea to come up to the Brian Waddington Hut.
I was resolved to ski one last run, so I yelled about to scout
for interest. Jessica and Artem Bylinskii agreed, and our tired
eyes disappeared upon seeing the brightness of the moon. I’ve
seen a number of moons after spending time in the VOC, but
the sky provides the most flawless one. Not a crack.
And so the fellowship of the skis ventured forth into the
darkness. The outcome was a little different but equally worthy of being told. We made our way across the lake but halfway
across something seemed to hit Artem. An invisible wall? God
no, our good friend CH3CH2OH was the culprit. He fell over on
the flat ground and after getting up seemed to be a bit wobbly
on his feet. Oh alcohol! Artem had decided to have one last (but
excessively large) drink of rum before heading out and needless
to say it hit him hard. When the uphill started, he didn’t make
it five metres. Evidently it was the skins, so Artem sensibly decided to wait on the lake. Jessica and I made our way up, and
BMUIPVHIUIFTOPXXBTOUBTQSJNF CPUIPGVTFOKPZFEBSFMBYFE
run through the long moonlit shadows cast by spaced trees. I
also had the chance to apply my newly acquired ski instructor
skills. From what I hear, my padawan is strong with the force.
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At the lake we noticed Artem had returned to the hut and we
found him in an awkward ball in front of the door, with skis still
strapped to his feet. Jess helped out, carefully avoiding Artem’s
SFQFBUFETLJKBWFMJOUISPXT*OUIFIVUTIFDPOUJOVFEUPIFMQIJN
with his boots as I ignored him and focused on the dogs. My
priorities should be straightened.
After we stowed away the food, we invited the dogs in. They
were hoping for a meal and retreated outside after fruitlessly
sniffing. OK, well, that’s a bit of a lie. I fed them whatever leftPWFST*DPVMEĕOEćFZDMFBOFEPVUKBST DBOT EJSUZDPOUBJOFST 
and essentially acted as a dishwasher for most peoples’ dishes.
Sorry guys. Also a lesson to say that you should lick your plates
before the dogs do. Nothing goes to waste. After being satisfied
with what they got they continued outside. I should have slept
with the dogs...
When it was time for bed, Artem wouldn’t move from the
bench, so Jessica and I headed for the loft. As I carefully tip toed
my way in between two sleeping bodies, Artem came stumbling
in nearly stepping on heads, and collapsed in the fetal position
in between two others. I cringed. Thank God he was near the
window because moments later he got up and fumbled with
the curtain. I can’t remember who it was, but someone helped
Artem open the window before he burst all over the birthday
girl’s head. Applause to you for getting that window open! Our
drunken fellow head-butted his way through the mesh and continued to puke over on the solar panel for a solid half hour. After
all the commotion was over, he passed out on his deflated mattress without a sleeping bag. At five in the morning he would
wake a few people when finally inflating it.
IFOFYUEBZUIFWBTUNBKPSJUZPGVTXFOUPVUGPSTPNFTLJJOH
Although we all went at our own pace, everyone headed for
Peregrin Col, following Tim Blair and Scott Nelson’s tracks from
the previous weekend. When I say everyone, I should also say
that the dogs continued to follow us as well. Surprisingly, here
the dogs split up. Some continued to ski directly down from the
col while others went for Return of the King. I missed seeing the
siege of skiers upon snow but the black dog stuck around guiding the larger half. Nick G, Christian S, Will Beattie, the white
dog, and I proceeded to ski the south side and work our way
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west and back around over the col near Gandalf. The south aspect had a bulletproof crust that made even the metal edges go
ouch, but the views from that little valley were astounding. Being that it was my first time in that neck of the woods, I couldn’t
help but marvel at all the different types of mountains that surround my home in Pemberton. These looked so different.
We continued to contour around the backside of Peregrin
Peak with the dog effortlessly following. We then boot packed
along the ridge following our white wolf as she led the way up
the rocky spine. Stopping for lunch I forfeited my tuna and granola bar to the dog for her guiding. She then sat staring into the
distance looking at the mountains. Her back to us, I watched her
GPSBCJUBOEJUXBTKVTUPOFPGUIPTFNPNFOUTڀ-POHXIJUFBOE
beige fur flicking in the gentle breeze, quietly sitting, completely
TUJMM TUBSJOHPVUJOUPUIFNBKFTUJDMBOETDBQFT"UUIBUWFSZNPment she was probably the most beautiful dog I’ve ever seen. I
want a dog like her.
After eating we reached the top of our line and then skied
the north aspect of Peregrin Peak back towards the hut making
TPNF OJDF UVSOT * FOKPZFE XBUDIJOH /JDL TLJ CBOBOBT  ĘZJOH
over snow. Nick and Christian Sampaleanu proceeded for one
last - and apparently the best - run of the day, while Will and I
KPJOFEUIPTFSFBEZUPMFBWF
Most people had taken off earlier and I made my way down
with Ran, Christian H., and Olek Splawinski, making an initial
sweep. Later I caught up with Kathrin and Jessica and we continued to casually make our way down working through forest
and ditches. Ryan, Nick, and Christian S. would come a bit later
but without any problems. And so, without much more to the
story, our weekend ended there.
ćFNBKPSJUZIFBEFEUPUIF1POZGPSBMBSHFEJOOFSBOEĕOBM
happy hour before heading home, while a few of us ski bums
XFOU UP KPJO NZ GBNJMZ GPS B CJSUIEBZ EJOOFS BOE UP XBUDI
All.I.Can followed by dreams of more skiing.
ooking back on this two thousand word summary of the
weekend, I think I’ve managed to convince myself that this
weekend has temporarily satisfied my addiction for skiing (and
apparently chocolate). In other words, it was an amazing time
and I’m sure everyone would agree.

L
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The ultimate mountain friend.

Forgive me if your name isn’t up there and part of the story,
but this trip wouldn’t have been what it was without Kathrin
Lang, Nick Gobin, Gordon Huestis, Breanne Johnson, Jessica
-JUNBO .BSUJO.BUFK +VMJFO3FOBSE 3ZBO.D,FO[JF +FČ5BZlor, Thomas Vogel, Christian Sampaleanu, Diego Ribas-Cadle,
Olga Lansdorp, Ran Zhang, Merick Moritz, Artem Bylinskii,
Breanne Burkinshaw, Will Beattie, Tom Curran, Emma LoveEBZ  "EBN 3FNJMMBSE  $ISJTUJBO )BKFO  0MFL 4QMBXJOTLJ  BOE
%BWF(PPTTFOćBOLTFWFSZPOFGPSKPJOJOH
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Artem Bylinskii makes tracks with Gandalf looming in the
background.

CASPAR CREEK EARLY
SEASON SKI DEBACLE
ANNE VIALETTES, MARCIN MIRSKI,
& PHILIP DAOUST

N

ice weather combined with high freezing levels made the
Duffey Lake area a tempting destination for the first ski
XFFLFOEPG%FDFNCFS1IJMJQEFDJEFEUPKPJO"OOFBOE.BSDJO
on Friday afternoon, even though the destination was not yet
set. At about eleven in the evening, after fixing skis with P-Tex
and epoxy, waxing them, and finishing packing, we settled on
Caspar Creek. A somewhat early Saturday morning start got us
out of Vancouver by six-twenty in the morning and to the Van
Horlick Creek pullout by eight-thirty in the morning, thanks to
Marcin’s fast driving.
We made up for this fast driving by faffing around in the
parking area, having breakfast in the car and scraping wax off
our skis. When we were finally ready, we started skinning up the
Cerise Creek logging road for about 2 km before turning onto
the Caspar Creek road. Initially slightly overgrown, the road
soon turned into a tangled web of alder that had been crossed
under and over with skis. We continued forward, since we didn’t
have many other options at this point, and made progress at
quite a slow pace. We had time to optimize our distance to each
other. Each group member would be close enough to step on the
branches lowered by the person in front of them but far enough
to avoid the snow they knocked off the trees. For good measure
we included an unsuccessful detour attempt along a hillside and
into a creek, before deciding that the overgrown road was the
193
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Marcin Mirski in front of the overgrown logging road.

better choice. The slow elevation gain of the road ensured that
the alder stayed very much in our way, with the snow coverage staying relatively constant. This destination would be much
nicer to access with a higher snow pack later in the season!
We had a lunch break at around one-thirty at the end of the
road in a cutblock where we decided, by the look of the slopes
east of the Duke-Vantage col, that we would not get awesome
runs there (it was quite rocky and the cornices and cliffs above
didn’t look too friendly). Wanting to keep the repaired skis in
good shape, we settled for going up towards Caspar Peak with a
summit the next day and some good ski runs in the higher basin
described in Baldwin’s guide book.
The route described in the book is up along a ridge from the
clear cut to the alpine. This was definitely not as straightforward
as it seemed, and the easy skinning up the clear cut was soon
replaced by steep old growth forest with low snow coverage. After more than two hours of zigzagging between trees and deadfall up the steep ridge side, we finally popped out into an open
CBTJO 8F UIFO HBJOFE UIF SJEHF QSPQFS XIFSF XF FOKPZFE BO
amazing sunset over the Joffre group. We settled down for camp
at dusk on a flat part of the ridge, behind some trees to block the
XJOECVUGBDJOHUIF%VČFZ-BLFWBMMFZUPFOKPZUIFWJFXT
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Anne and Marcin were itching to ski, especially Marcin who
was trying out his gear swap skis for the first time. Philip decided to be cautious and not ski by headlamp and moonlight.
After digging a pit and finding a very stable snow pack, Anne
and Marcin ripped off their skins and went down some crusty
snow with some unexpected powder pockets. Definitely not the
best run of the year so far! Anne saw an amazing shooting star
go across the sky as she waited for Marcin at the bottom.
Anne and Marcin then skinned back to camp to meet up
with Philip and cooked dinner. The vegetable, mushroom, and
noodle soup was a huge success, especially due to home-made
alfredo sauce and orange Parmesan cheese (Superstore bulk
TQFDJBMJGZPVĕMMVQZPVSCBHXJUI1BSNFTBO KVTUBEEBTDPPQ
of radioactive orange cheddar to alter the colour and pay cheddar price for yummy Parmesan!). Delicious sugar tarts and a
chocolate cookie were consumed too, while drinking warm tea
and a bit of whisky. We spent the rest of the evening huddled together to stay warm as we melted snow until about ten at night.
Phil was in the middle of the huddle, since he was going to be
alone all night. We all found the night cold and humid for various reasons. Philip found it cold because he was in his own tent
without anyone to spoon, Marcin because he didn’t inflate his
sleeping pad enough, and Anne because she had a 2 L bladder
full of cold water at her feet.
orning wake up call was set for seven, and breakfast was
eaten in bed. Following the requisite pack up faff, we
were somewhat delayed as Philip’s boots had become extremely
stiff. He finally succeeded in getting his boots onto his feet after numerous attempts over a half hour period, without losing
his smile and with minimal swearing. We finally left around
eight-thirty to head up to the sub-summit with all of our gear.
4LJOOJOHVQUIFSJEHFXBTHSFBUBTXFFOKPZFEUIFĕSTUSBZTPG
morning sunshine.
There were a few windlips, cornices, and rocky sections to
avoid, but we made it all the way to the col between the subsummit and the summit without much trouble. At this point,
we dropped our overnight gear, had a snack, and scrambled up
to reach the summit of Mount Caspar by noon.
The blue bird skies gave amazing views towards Joffre, Rohr
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Summit shot on Mt. Caspar (Marcin Mirski, Anne Vialettes, Philip
Daoust).

and Mariott, Snowspider, and all the creeks northeast of Caspar.
Even though the wind picked up a bit, we were able to linger and
soak it all in while fooling around and taking pictures.
On our way down to the packs, we had a good look at the
basin and managed to pick a good line. We also avoided skiing below sunny slopes and over a steep cliff band mid-section.
Back at our packs, we walked down into the bowl and put our
skis back on. We only got down 50 cm while digging a pit before
hitting rocks, but that turned out to be enough to keep rocks
well-buried. The ski down was a mix of crust snow with a few
powder pockets here and there. Anne and Philip went first and
watched Marcin take a pretty good bail on the second slope. He
later said that he had been having trouble holding an edge while
completing turns, and while overcompensating had the tip of
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his ski catch the slope. He stayed down a bit longer than expected, and it took three shouts to get a response. He mentioned
he had tweaked his knee. Eventually he got his skis off and proceeded to walk down to us somewhat gingerly. After assessing
the situation and wrapping the knee, Marcin said he still didn’t
feel comfortable continuing to ski, and we agreed that he would
keep descending on foot until the bottom of the bowl. Philip
took some weight from his pack, and Anne took his skis. He
walked down without sinking too much and got to the flat part
almost as fast as the other two, who were side-slipping down
the icy crust. Once in the flat basin, Marcin put his skis back on
until we got to the dense forest.
All of us boot-packed down. Marcin was happy that the other two were doing the trail breaking. Philip, who was carrying a
heavy pack, later mentioned he was actually rather happy to be
boot-packing the steep forest slopes as opposed to skiing, and
even Anne agreed. We first broke trail through some dense alder
on steep slopes and in deep powder. Then we continued in more
crusty old forest
where travel was
substantially easier.
We got back down
to the logging road
before four in the
afternoon, which
was probably as fast
of a rate as if nobody had been inKVSFE"ęFSBRVJDL
break, we put the
skis back on and
fought with slide
alder until reaching
the non-overgrown
part of the logging
road. After the slide
alder became less
dense, Anne was Phil Daoust and Marcin Mirski before
much slower than going back down into the forest.
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the other two. It was dark, but she felt too tired to pull out the
head lamp and kept wondering if it was still worth it to keep
her skins on. She arrived at the fork where the guys were waiting, asked for her headlamp, stripped off her skins, and zoomed
down to the car. We all made it back to the car around six.
"ęFSFOKPZJOHEFMJDJPVTCVSHFST BNVDIBQQSFDJBUFEIFBUFS 
and some refreshing beer at the Shady Tree in Squamish, Philip
drove back to Vancouver and dropped Marcin off at the Emergency section of VGH (Vancouver General Hospital). Following a long day, Philip was getting tired from driving. As he and
Anne neared his house and were no more than a block from
home, he almost drove through a red light at an intersection.
Thankfully, Anne called his attention to the light, and they made
it without incident. Driving home can be the most dangerous
part of a trip!
Anne went back home, unpacked, took a shower, and went
to pick up Marcin at the emergency room. The doctor he saw
told him he had sprained his MCL (medial collateral ligament).
The doctor later determined the tear to be of the second or third
degree. Fortunately the ACL (anterior cruciate ligament) was
intact, but a multi-month vacation from skiing was in the cards,
complete with physio, multiple visits to the UBC Sports Medicine Clinic, and a search for cheap releasable tele bindings.
The weather was pretty amazing, the sunset stunning and
UIFDPNQBOZBXFTPNF*UJTUPPCBEPOFPGVTHPUJOKVSFE CVU
we are all really glad that it wasn’t worse. We didn’t get to use
Anne’s spot tracker, but it was good security to bring it along. If
Marcin hadn’t been able to walk, it would have been too late to
be evacuated that day—we had been at least seven hours away
from cell phone reception.

BLACK TUSK AND CINDER
CONE VIA HELM CREEK

W

ord on the street had it there was already decent snow
in them thar hills near Black Tusk early in the season.
Together with my partners in crime, the intrepid Katherine Valentine and Breanne Johnson, we concocted a plot to take Cinder
Flats by storm (or clear weather) via the Helm Creek trail. We
announced our intentions and recruited Spencer Rasmussen
and Jeff Taylor to our gang.
Over the Lions Gate before 7AM, we reached the Helm
Creek trail head by 8:30AM. We carried our planks through tall,
thick old growth and over the Cheakamus River before reaching the snowline. Partway up the trail, I heard a peculiar ringing
noise followed by a faint voice that said “hello 911 operator?”
I had foolishly left my phone on in my pocket and the apparently unchangeable emergency autodial function had activated.
I scrambled to unzip my pocket only to see the call end due to
bad reception. A few choice words echoed through the forest,
hoping, through some mystical subspace channel, to reach the
ears of the engineer who designed this system without an option
to disable it. I felt old. The next logical step was to contact emergency services via a non-emergency number to inform them it
was a false alarm. Simple right? Not here. My phone was in a
magical reception zone where the only call it could make was
911. Anywhere completely out of service range would be devoid
of this problem because the previous call would not have been
199
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made. I proceeded to call the only number my phone would let
me call, 911. I began the conversation with calm emphasis that
“this is not an emergency” but the connection was spotty so I
wondered if it was cutting out during the word “not”. I explained
the situation and eventually got confirmation that they understood me. I resolved that the next time I went skiing, I would
make sure to turn my phone off before leaving the car.
Putting our skis on was a treat for which we had waited all
summer. It wasn’t Katherine’s first ski of the season, but this
fluffy goodness at negative three was better than the tease of
‘coastal cream cheese’ under her skis the previous weekend. We
swiftly gained elevation on our skins in thinning trees with neither wind nor breeze. The winter freeze gave us sprinter’s knees
as we squinted to see through the splinters of trees the glinting
freeze on the horizon
Then the behemoth showed itself. Piercing upwards from the
remains of the stratovolcano that bore it, the Black Tusk is a
radical sight from any angle. Our approach from the Northeast
was a new angle for me, having only seen it up close from the
South before. Helm Peak came into view and potential routes
to its summit were discussed before continuing to Cinder Flats.
We noticed footprints that ran loosely parallel to our route, but
XJUIBNFBOEFSJOH[JH[BHUPUIFN8BTJUBCFBSPSKVTUBDPOfused, inebriated person? I pondered a bear’s quest to maximize
caloric intake before hibernation.
The moon rose rapidly with a rosy grin. Camp was made
by 4:30 and Breanne brilliantly brewed a bubbling pot of tea to
warm our glowing souls in the fading light. With our lighter
packs on our backs we attacked Cinder Cone, skinning halfway
up and digging a pit to investigate the snow pack: a respectably
stable 1.3 meters. We took note of a fresh layer of hoarfrost on
the surface for future reference. The ski down under the stars
was refreshing.
One by one, our moonlit run with tasty turns was tonnes of fun.
We quickly cooked quite a feast of curried quinoa and cheese.
Breanne shared homemade Limoncello as the wine began to freeze.
Jeff, Katherine, Spencer, Breanne and I, we numbered five.
Good company in rugged land makes me happy to be alive.
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With slushy wine we dined ’til nine and soon we felt inclined
to quit the booze and have a snooze and get up when we’d choose.
The night was chilly but we were really warm surrounded by down.
Clear sky at night with stars alight, counting rhyming nouns.

Venturing beyond the womb of a warm sleeping bag to the
frozen world outside can seem a monumental task at first. A
SFHVMBS SPVUJOF PG KVNQJOH KBDLT CFUXFFO TUPWF UFOEJOH UBTLT
can help warm blood disperse. We pooled our breakfast resources and unanimously concluded that our oatmeal needed
DIPDPMBUF JO B NBKPS XBZ 5XP )BMMPXFFO DIPDPMBUFT HIPTUFE
into the oatmeal instantly, but the chocolate almond fudge cliff
bar stubbornly resisted assimilation. Full of oats and tea, we
carefully wove a path up the Northeast slope below the Tusk.
We skinned up a moraine and took our skis off to walk along its
bare, wind scoured ridge line toward an outcrop, where we admired the view. Wary of the small glacier to the West of us and
large cornices to the South, and nearing our turnaround time,
we prepared for the descent. After another quick snow stability
UFTUQJU XFFOKPZFEBCMJTTGVMMZNFMMPXTLJEPXO4PNFPGVTIBE
a few collisions with rocks that lurked beneath the snow like
chocolate chips in ice cream, but not so tasty.
While gathering our overnight gear, Breanne produced a
large, delicious piece of Brie cheese. It was essential that it be
consumed, lest we be burdened by its mass without benefiting
from its energy and deliciousness. On the way back down the
trail, we were briefly accompanied by the only other party we
saw: two guys traveling fast with day packs. Apparently they had
seen a bear in the area recently.
Keeping one’s skis on as long as possible as you approach the
snow line is about so much more than efficiently sliding downhill and postponing carrying your skis. It’s a riveting game you
play with the difficulty level inversely proportional to altitude. I
UIPSPVHIMZFOKPZFEUIJTHBNFCVU*OPXOFFEUPEPTPNFNJOPS
p-tex repairs to my skis. Somehow Katherine managed to escape
with skis unscathed. We arrived at Jeff ’s van after dark and met
up with friends at the Shady Tree pub for a well deserved meal.
Thanks Breanne, Katherine, Jeff, and Spencer for the awesome
trip. Looking forward to the next one.

TOO MUCH SNOW, AND
TOO MANY BOMBS
STAYING ALIVE IN ROGERS PASS
PHIL TOMLINSON

Participants: Dan Eagan, Katherine Valentine, Jane Valentine,
Pete Valentine, Kristin Warkentin, Colin Vincent, Steve Mullen,
Aisling Smyth, Christian Champagne, Laura Morrison, Vicky
Alfred, Tom Evans, Cyril Tomlinson, and Phil Tomlinson.

R

ogers Pass. Even people who don’t backcountry ski have
IFBSE UIBU OBNF  BOE OPU KVTU CFDBVTF JUT PO UIF 5SBOT
Canada Highway. Rogers Pass is one of Canada’s most legendary backcountry skiing meccas. Being right on the border of the
North and South Columbias, it’s also home to monster snow
falls and frighteningly unstable snow packs that can take a while
to stabilize. The Alpine Club of Canada has a couple of huts in
the area, and after an attempt to push the start of the season last
year, we decided to spend a few days over the Christmas–New
:FBST TUSFUDI JO UIPTF IVUT 0VS HBNF QMBO XBT UP TQFOE UIF
first evening at the Wheeler Hut, and then three nights up at
the Asulkan Hut which sits at the head of the Asulkan Valley.
The problem with Rogers Pass, from the perspective of dirtbag
students with limited time off, even more limited cash flow and
spectacularly crappy cars, is that getting out there takes a while,
on the order of eight hours assuming you take a couple of caffeine breaks.
Luckily the ACC’s Wheeler hut is only half an hour from
the highway, so the first half of us, who had left Vancouver at a
202
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reasonable time, started skinning up the road to the hut, in the
dark, after dinner at the Village Idiot in Revelstoke. We hung
out, drank some beer, tested out my shiny new shot ski and
started wondering where the heck the other half of our party
was—they’d left later in the day, but we’d expected them to arrive by then. Around 1AM almost everyone who had arrived
had decided to get to bed, except me of course. I decided to stay
awake until the others arrived. Then I got bored. Eventually, I
decided that the others simply had to be on the trail by then,
so I went wandering off into the night, back towards the cars,
figuring I would meet up with the others on the way. I didn’t. I
got back to the cars, having walked about a kilometer through
the snow in hut booties, so I took a nap until the others showed
up, blaming lousy road conditions, around 2AM. By the time
everyone finally got to the Wheeler Hut, it was about 2:30AM
and we didn’t actually get to bed until 3:30AM.
he next morning, my brother and his buddy Tom, who
live in Revelstoke, booted up to the hut to meet up with us
GPSCSFBLGBTUCFGPSFKPJOJOHVTGPSUIFSFTUPGUIFUSJQ8FUIFO
started touring up the Asulkan Valley towards the hut. The avalanche danger had been sitting at ‘considerable’ for the last few
days and we knew that we would have to carefully watch the
incoming snow. If it continued to come down at a steady, but
moderate pace, the avalanche danger would probably remain
steady. But if it really started to dump, we were worried the danger would worsen.
As we toured up, it was definitely snowing, but we were more
focused on the crippling weight of our packs than the snow
coming down. Some people might ask how our packs could
possibly be heavy since the Asulkan Hut is fully equipped, but
all I can say is that beer is heavy. ACC huts really are equipped
in ways the VOC can barely comprehend. The kitchen of this
remote, 2100 m elevation hut, is far better equipped than my
glamorous basement apartment. Unlike VOC huts, you’re at
least reasonably sure that the snow melting pots haven’t been
used to empty the outhouse and there are dishes, not made of
BPA laden plastic to eat off of. These are remote huts that have
heat, beds with mattresses and fully functioning carbon monoxJEFEFUFDUPSTUIBUEPOUPQFSBUFPOUIFiPPPQT %BOKVTUQBTTFE
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Katherine Valentine and Vicky Alfred on the porch of the Asulkan
Hut.

out, we should probably open a window” principle.
After getting up to the hut (in my case very, very slowly),
we made ourselves comfortable and started taking in the view.
Actually, that’s a lie. We looked out the window at the snow that
had been dumping down absolutely without stop all day long.
We could see that our hopes of getting to ski ‘The Steps of ParaEJTF BCFBVUJGVMSVOUIBUESPQTGSPNUIF:PVOHT1FBLIFBEXBMM
right back down to the hut, nearly 700 m of continuous, wide
open alpine cruising, were getting buried in the snow dumping
down around us. The irony of the fact that we were on a ski trip
and complaining that it wouldn’t stop snowing, was not lost on
us.
That night we experienced what would become a nightly routine for us. We’d go to bed around 11PM and fall asleep pretty
quickly. At around 1AM, we would all simultaneously wake up
as terrifyingly strong winds would rage around the hut, which,
despite being massively overbuilt, would creak and shudder. We
would lie there, all of us, staring up at the ceiling, quietly praying that the hut wouldn’t simply blow off the mountain, trying
to pretend that we were all listening to Steve explain to Aisling
IPXUIFFYUSFNFMZPWFSCVJMUKPJTUTDPVMEFBTJMZUBLFUIFMPBEBOE
not listen to the sound of the sheet metal on the roof flapping.
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he next morning we got avalanche bulletins emailed to
our cell phones which indicated that the avalanche danger
was in fact climbing and that it was now high at and above the
tree line and considerable below. The Asulkan Hut sits above a
feature called the Tree Triangle, a beautiful, densely treed area,
most of which is at moderate angles which we figured, after digging a couple of quick snow profile pits, would be safe to ski. We
spent the day skiing snow unlike anything any of us had ever
seen before. To say it was deep was an understatement. It was
CPUUPNMFTT :PV DPVMEOU UVSO :PV IBE UP TUSBJHIUMJOF FWFSZthing, laughing hysterically the whole way.
As the day wore on though, we started hearing bombs. The
avalanche crews had started blasting slopes which had the potential to produce slides that could threaten the highway. To do
this, they use artillery cannons which fire explosive shells into
snow loaded slopes. As we skied through the Tree Triangle, we
would hear blasts of the guns firing and then seconds later, the
even bigger blasts of the shells exploding. We continued skiing,
confident that the Asulkan Valley is outside of the areas being
blasted and that we were safe, but as the artillery shells worked
UIFJSXBZFWFSDMPTFSUPVTXFTUBSUFEOFSWPVTMZHJHHMJOH KPLJOH
that maybe they were going to start blasting up the valley because of all of the snow. Eventually, the blasts sounded like they
were so close that we ripped the Restricted Zone paperwork out
of our packs to double check that we hadn’t missed anything.
In the end, the blasts weren’t actually anywhere near us. Rogers
Pass is an incredibly well run park and the crews knew there
were people skiing up around the hut and weren’t blasting anyXIFSFOFBSVT XFKVTUXFSFOUVTFEUPIFBSJOHCMBTUJOHIBQQFOing ‘only’ a few kilometers away.
Looking to score one more run before calling it a day, a few of
us broke off for a few more turns. I lined up above a short face at
the bottom of which I could see Cyril, Tom and Pete. There was
some snow debris around them which I figured was the result
of sluffing when they skied it, but when I called down, Cyril let
me know that the face had actually slid. I took an alternate route
EPXOBOEXIFO*KPJOFEUIFN *GPVOEPVUUIBU5PN XIPIBE
been the first to ski the line, had actually been caught up in a
small(ish) slide that had fully buried him. Cyril and Pete, acting
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calmly and quickly, were on site nearly instantly. Pete managed
to locate Tom, who had been hung up on a tree, purely from
hearing him calling out under the snow. He then excavated a
tunnel to Tom’s face and started sawing away branches from the
tree using a snow saw to facilitate getting Tom out. Cyril meanwhile cleared snow away from Tom’s face to cut down on the
claustrophobia. All in all, Tom was buried for only a couple of
minutes thanks to Cyril and Pete’s quick response.
Cyril, Pete and Tom returned to the hut while the rest of us
went for a final run for the day on the mellowest slopes we could
find. That night, while watching the headlights of cars backed
up on the highway due to avalanche closures, we spent some
time talking about the event and what we could learn. We decided that maybe skiing that one particular face, which was a
little more open, and a little steeper than the surrounding faces,
had been a mistake, but that the consequences of that mistake
had been hugely mitigated by our choice to avoid large alpine
lines and stick to short runs with clear run-outs.
he next day, we headed back out to do some skiing, but we’d
received yet more snow. We dug a couple of pits to find that
stability was looking even worse than the day before. Still gun
shy from the previous day’s close call, we decided it would be an
awesome day to relax in the hut, play board games, and eat food.
All that was left was to escape the hut. With avalanche danger
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still high, we decided that we would head out and try to cautiously pick our way down from the hut, but that if we hit any
slopes we were uncomfortable being on, we would consider unexpectedly extending our vacation by staying in the hut an extra
night or two. We didn’t figure there was much chance of the next
guests showing up under the circumstances. Luckily, we could
stick to the mellowest slopes in the Tree Triangle on our way out
BOEFOKPZFEQSPCBCMZUIFCFTUTLJJOHPGUIFUSJQćFPOMZSFBMMZ
uncomfortable bit of the descent was crossing through a feature
called “The Mouse Trap,” where a number of large avalanche
paths converge. We handled this by having one person at a time
ski through as quickly as they could. Once through, we were
safe from further avalanche danger and quickly made it back to
the cars which had been buried under more than 80 cm of snow
that had fallen in the three days we had been up at the Asulkan
Hut.
When you go into the mountains with a group of great people and everyone comes home safe and sound, it’s inherently a
HSFBUUSJQ8FKVTUDBNFBXBZUIJOLJOHUIBUNBZCFXFIBEĕnally discovered that it’s possible to have too much snow and
that the backcountry isn’t nearly so relaxing when there’s that
many bombs going off around you.

Cyril Tomlinson charging down from the Asulkan Hut.

THE CHRONICLES OF
TAYLOR MEADOWS

I

t was 5:30AM and the sun showed no signs of rising. A brave
group of adventurers were waking up and preparing to emCBSL PO B KPVSOFZ UIBU XPVME UBLF UIFN UP UIFN UP 5BZMPS
Meadows in search of the fabled white powder that Canadians
DBMM ATOPX 0OF CZ POF  UIFZ QSFQBSFE UIFNTFMWFT BOE KPJOFE
their fellow travellers in this epic adventure. All had to hurry,
for they had to cross the Lions Gate Bridge by 7AM to make the
rendezvous at Tim Horton’s where they would all meet and gain
strength before ascending the dreaded trail to Taylor Meadows.
At the foot of the mountain, a group of experienced heroes
began the trek up the trail with no hesitation in their minds.
The young and inexperienced, however, waited to be guided by
those veterans willing to share their knowledge and experience.
For those who have made the pilgrimage in search of the white
powder year after year, this trek proved to be no challenge. For
many who came from other lands or those who sought new adventures, the 8 km long ascent proved to be a difficult undertaking, to say the least. The difficulty lay not so much in the inhospitable terrain, but rather in the boots used by the adventurers
to ride the snow. They were boots which cause much, much pain
to those not used to their rough nature. Luckily for all adventurers, signs of this magical white powder were appeared quickly
in the ascent. Merely a few kilometres into the hike, these lucky
souls were able to put on their skis which made the trek much
208
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Hikers making their way up the switchbacks.

Front to back: Rodrigo Samayoa, Phil Tomlinson, and Katherine
Valentine putting on their skis.

NPSFFOKPZBCMFBOEGBTU
Magical is not a strong enough word to describe the scene
our pilgrims found in Taylor Meadows. Whiteness surrounded
them. Silence surrounded them. Peace surrounded them. What
during the summer are green meadows, were now white fields
whose purity was broken only by snow-covered trees. Life was
still in the meadows. Nature was dormant. Awe was in the face
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of the newcomers.
"ęFSTFUUJOHVQDBNQBOEFOKPZJOHBXFMMEFTFSWFESFTU PVS
adventurers skinned up hills near the camp in search of slopes
that promised speed and adrenaline. The veteran adrenalineseekers went ahead of the group in search of slopes only known
to them. Those with little experience, however, sought only
slopes that could prepare them for the next day’s challenge. The
way back to camp proved to be difficult, for darkness overtook
these explorers in the middle of a forest. Using their head-torches everyone found their way safely, though not easily, to camp.
For some the night was a time to rest, but for others it was a
time to feast. The young and inexperienced were too exhausted
and cold, and barely found the energy to eat before they retreated to the not-so-warm warmth of their tents to rest. A difficult
day lay ahead of them. The warming hut was left free for the
veterans with enough energy to feast and celebrate the coming
of winter and snow. In honour of the snow gods and their own
QSPXFTTUIFTFBEWFOUVSFSTFOKPZFEUIFMVYVSJFTPGCBJMFZTGPOdue and copious amounts of cheesecake that some strong veteran carried up the mountain. They feasted, for they knew the
next day they would face what they came for: The Black Tusk.
awn came as a relief to most. Whether it was because it
meant warmth or because it meant they could begin their
trek up to Black Tusk. Everyone had a warm breakfast before
preparing their gear for the day. The more experienced spared
no hesitation and a group of them left early to reach the heights
of Black Tusk by late morning. As the rest of the party prepared
itself to depart, the group’s fearless leader Katherine, realised
that three men were still comfortably sleeping in their tent. After waking them the second party split in two, one to begin the
KPVSOFZ BOE UIF PUIFS UP XBJU GPS UIF TMFFQFST BOE PUIFST TUJMM
getting ready.
The climb up to Black Tusk proved not to be as difficult as
the climb up to the campground. The steepness of the mountain
was no obstacle to the skins and the strength of the adventurers.
From the bottom of the slopes, the first group to leave could be
seen climbing high up in the mountain. To avoid any interference and possible avalanches, the second group sought another
path up the mountain. Due to time constraints and the large

D
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number of inexperienced skiers, the second group chose a clearing halfway up the mountain to begin their descent. The leaders
studied the snow and their surroundings to ensure no avalanche
would eat them alive and gave the signal to begin sliding down
the mountainside.
This was the moment the entire party had been waiting for.
For the veterans, it was the moment where they could release
their minds from the mundane worries of the world and give
themselves to the rush and freedom of speed. For others, it was
a moment to learn this ritual that so many in Canada and the
lands of the North have practised for generations. For those not
accustomed to this ritual called skiing, sliding down the mountain proved to be a greater challenge than climbing up. One in
particular, coming from lands so warm that snow is known only
through legend, could not make a single turn without getting
buried in the snow. Often, his skis would dig so deep into the
powder, his fellow companions had to go back up and help him
EJHIJTMFHTPVU*UTSBUIFSNJSBDVMPVTIFUPPLOPJOKVSZBTIF
repeatedly sped into trees, creeks and other dangers on the way
down. At one point, not being able to turn in time, he ran into
the forest in such a way that he buried both his skis into the
snow and tangled his right arm in the bushes. Out of his four
limbs, only his left arm was partially free. He could do nothing
to save himself but wait and hope the skiers behind him would
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stop and help him out of his self-made prison. In his name, I
would like to give special thanks to Nicole for saving him from
this ordeal.
In the early afternoon everyone had made it safely back to
camp—even our foreign friend. The group had only a brief respite before having to pack their tents and equipment for the
way down. From this point on, the party got separated and
most went down at their own pace, mostly with the people
they shared cars with. Fearing the sharp turns, steep falls and
thick forest, some inexperienced members of the party opted
for walking down the trail rather than skiing down to ensure
they arrived home safely. For them, this made for a slow (and
rather painful) trek down. One was quoted to have said, “I am
not looking forward to warmth, or food, or rest. I am looking
forward to a pair of shoes.”
Luckily for everyone, shoes, dry clothes and warmth could
be found in the cars at the foot of the mountain. By the time the
slower groups were making it to the cars, many of the veterans
had already left. On the way back home they all gathered under
UIF4IBEZ5SFFUPFBUTPNFCJH KVJDZBOEGBUUZCVSHFSTUPSFQMFOish all the energy these brave adventurers left in the slopes of
Black Tusk and Taylor Meadows.

Aisling Smyth, touring up to Taylor Meadows, with her permanent
smile glued in place.

HELMET
MT. BAKER BACKCOUNTRY

T

he 2011/2012 winter season was off to a good start by midNovember. We had some nice cold temperatures up high
and a whole lot of precipitation, so our favourite early season
zones were becoming very tempting. The Mount Baker backcountry was sounding especially good, so Ran Zhang organized
a trip, and before too long he had a huge list of potential participants. He booked a cabin with about twelve beds in Glacier, WA
and those who check the VOC website often and obsessively
were the lucky occupants.
Saturday morning the drive was uneventful for most of us,
UIPVHI"ESJBOB.VKBTDBSXBTEFMBZFEBUUIFCPSEFSEVFUPIFS
foreign cargo: Kathrin Lang, Ran Zhang and herself. Inside the
customs office, Samuel Belanger-McKoy—the lone Canadian—
was left twiddling his thumbs while his three companions imprinted theirs. Most of us arrived at the parking lot sometime
between 9AM and 10AM and started skinning up to Herman
Saddle via Bagley Creek. The weather was all sunshine and blue
sky, so at the saddle we took in the views and split into several
groups, spreading out the experience and concentrating the desired output level.
Kimble Mooney, Greg Reynen, Sabrina Burkhardt, Artem
Bylinskii and I wanted to make a loop of Table Mountain, get
some runs in, and do some recon for Sunday. We stopped to
watch and talk with some people who were digging a test pit and
213
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Sabrina Burkhardt and the gang approach Herman Saddle with
Mt. Shuksan in the background.

discussed the snow profile. The early season snowpack was approximately 120 cm deep and sliding was observed 8 cm down
and 20 cm down on recent storm snow layers and then was fairly unreactive down to 80 cm where prying with a shovel resulted
in a massive failure on a rain crust layer. Comfortable with this
we traversed west above the north side of Iceberg lake and then
dropped in. Skiing down to the lake we found it covered though
not completely frozen, as expected for this time of year. The surface at the shoreline was supportive but became slushy about
30 cm down so we avoided the center of the lake and took the
long way around. On the other side we were greeted with an
inspiring view of Mt. Baker, Ptarmigan Ridge, and the Coleman
Pinnacle, and were giddy with all the options for great runs. We
got some excellent runs in on the west flank of Table Mountain
and the nearest portion of Ptarmigan ridge before heading back
to complete the loop as the sun began to set.
Before the final leg of our return we ran into a group of
four—two couples, with a dog—and discussed how beautiful
the alpine glow on Mt. Shuksan was. We all crossed the south
side of Table quickly and got our skins off. The plan was to drop
into the chutes near the east arm of Table, ski down to Bagley
Creek and skin out. At some point we became widely spaced
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Lee Wasilenko enjoying the purple sunset on Mt. Shuksan.

out as fatigue hit us at different times. Artem and Sabrina were
having some equipment problems and were a little behind Greg,
Kimble and I. We were getting very cold on the top, as well as
hungry and thirsty, since our high levels of snow-stoke had gotten the better of our appetites and we hadn’t stopped to eat a
proper lunch. All I had eaten since breakfast was a cliff bar and
some cliff power chews, courtesy of the box in the clubroom. I
DPVMEGFFMNZTUPNBDITUBSUJOHUPHOBXBOENZHPPEKVEHFNFOU
starting to wane.
Artem arrived, and after wondering where Sabrina was, we
saw her over a rise southeast of us and called to her. We thought
she said “I’m coming down to you” to which we replied “Ok
yeah, come to us.” Sabrina then disappeared and we waited. And
waited. And then started calling her name. No answer. It was
almost fully dark now and we were shivering in the wind as a
cloud started rolling in and everything went the purple black
of a sunken sun in a rolling haze. Finally we saw a headlamp
and called “Sabrina!” A reply came with a female voice and the
figure started making her way over. Not Sabrina.
“Have you seen our friend Sabrina? She was wearing white
ski pants.”
“No, I’m Sahara, I thought you were calling to me. Have you
seen the couple with the dog or my friend Nelson? I’ve lost my
group and this is my first day in the backcountry, can you help
me get down?”
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“Sure, are you a good skier?”
“Kind of, I learned last year.”
Red flags. Warning. Danger. When someone says they
“learned” what they are trying to say is that they do not “know.”
This was my second trip to the United States in as many
months. The previous crossing was a surf trip to Seaside, Oregon
where my friends and I tried unsuccessfully to save a drowning surfer at Shortsands beach. Thirty minutes of CPR were
not enough to erase what seemed like an eternity in troubled
water and so when Duncan Green McCowen finally arrived at
the hospital his three children were pronounced orphans. My
record of saving Americans not being very good thus far, I was
a little apprehensive about our having replaced Sabrina with Sahara.
At this point we figured Sabrina had followed the ridge down
and taken the cat track out to the parking lot as she had suggested we all do earlier in the day. Greg had no headlamp so he
and Kimble went down to scout the run with Kimble’s headlamp before it got too dark. We knew there was a cliff/steep section but did not know where we were in relation to it. Artem
and I patiently and painfully waited for Sahara to make her way
down. She was very frightened and tired so Artem and I went
slowly and gave her a lot of verbal encouragement. We found
the cliffs and traversed away from them and after a very long
time we made it to the bottom and got ready to skin back to
the parking lot. It was probably about 6PM at that point and
pitch black out. We were supposed to have met at the cars at
4:30PM so we were anxious to get back to our group and make
sure Sabrina was there. We badly wanted to be warm and full
of food. I had brought my radios and distributed them at the
beginning of the day among the groups, but the batteries by now
had been drained by the cold and didn’t have enough energy to
transmit. We could not communicate with the others, though
we could hear them talk on their radios between their cars. Sahara hadn’t figured out skinning yet and was walking pigeon
toed with her skis despite our repeated efforts to convince her
that gliding would be faster and less exhausting. It was a beautiful clear starry night despite the cold and Artem was inspired to
serenade us with some Russian folk singing, perhaps to encour-
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age Sahara to go faster. We could hear the others on the radio
and it sounded like some cars were going to leave so I sent Artem speeding ahead to make sure that everyone from our group
XBTBDDPVOUFEGPSBOEXPVMEIBWFBSJEF4BIBSBBOE*XFSFKVTU
about at the parking lot when Artem came back and said “We
have to go back and find the other guy in their group, who is out
looking for the other lost guy.”
“Ok...” I said, “but I was so close to the cars!!”
We went back out calling the guy’s name and blowing a whistle. Artem’s skins eventually failed completely and we were not
willing to split up and expose ourselves to more danger so we
discussed what to do. Soon Craig Alfredson got us on the raEJPUPUFMMVTUIFPUIFSHSPVQTMBTUNFNCFSIBEKVTUBSSJWFEBOE
luckily I was able to transmit a response. We went back and talked to the other group. They thanked us, gave us some delicious
cookies and offered us a pitcher of beer at Graham’s in Glacier
if we were headed that way. We were happy we could help and
I was able to raise my Samaritan success rate to an even 50%.
We hopped in the cars and headed for Glacier, stopping for
beer on the way. The hut Ran rented was really great and everyone was happy. We had a delicious dinner and then broke out
the guitars and the songbook and increased the rate of alcohol
consumption. Artem played guitar and sang us some more Russian folk songs and we marvelled at his ability to read Cyrillic
tablature. We had ambitious plans to get up early for skiing, but
did not go to sleep until very late.
When we finally rolled out of bed the next day we had another delicious meal, cleaned up the hut, and headed for the
hill. Taking the cat track to traverse behind Table we headed
straight for Ptarmigan Ridge to ski the slopes we coveted the day
before. Some of us planned to head toward Coleman Pinnacle to
ski the fresh snow on the north side of the ridge so we formed
a faster party and made our way out there. We stayed high and
found a great run to drop in on. It was about noon by then and I
dropped in first. After charging through the first pitch of the run
I ran into some avalanche debris on the second pitch. The debris
was buried a bit and wasn’t that solid but on collision my left
TLJJNNFEJBUFMZQPQQFEPČćFJNQBDUBOEFKFDUJPOTQVONF
BSPVOEKVTUJOUJNFUPCFTUSVDLBCPWFUIFGPSFIFBECZUIFSPHVF
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Sam Belanger-McKoy shredding the steeps on Ptarmigan Ridge.

ski. It hit me very hard but didn’t knock me out. I was conscious
but was knocked down and dazed for a bit but I forced myself up
when I had enough sense and realized I could at least get photos
of the other guys coming down. Priorities I guess.
Soon after that I realised I was bleeding rather profusely from
the head. I skied down. Sam sterilized and bandaged the wound
for me but with all the hair and blood it was hard to say how
bad it was. All head wounds bleed a lot so sometimes they look
worse than they are, but either way you have to be extremely
DBSFGVMCFDBVTFZPVSFBMMZKVTUDBOUUFMMIPXTFSJPVTJUJTVOUJM
you get to a hospital. Even then, you can appear to be fine and
then die 4–6 hours later from rupture or swelling. None of this I
really knew at the time, it wasn’t until the doctor told me many
hours later how serious it could be. The point is: Go to a hospital
right away. And wear your damn helmet, weight weenie. No, it’s
not that heavy.
I wasn’t dizzy or nauseous, I didn’t get knocked out and I
knew where I was but I had a bad headache, a lot of pain particVMBSMZBUUIFQPJOUPGJNQBDUBOEUISPVHIPVUNZMFęKBX XIJDI
it turns out did not disappear for many months. I was feeling a
bit shaken but my pupils were even and responsive. We took a
break so I could recover and ate lunch and then continued on
the ridge another twenty minutes to ski the long fresh run we
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DBNFGPSBOEUIFOIFBEPVU:FT JOSFUSPTQFDUUIJTXBTTUVQJE
and we should have gone straight back. I took it easy and tried
to keep my heart rate down. We ran into the others near Table
.PVOUBJOBOETLJFEEPXOUPHFUIFS8FBSSJWFEBUUIFDBSTKVTU
before 4PM. I got out no problem even though I wasn’t feeling
too good.
We headed back to Canada and though bleeding profusely
from the head the border guard said nothing. After dropping
everyone off Craig took me to the UBC Hospital ER. I didn’t
have to wait long for a doctor.
It was a lot worse than we thought; the doctor described the
wound as “gaping” several times. She wanted to use the staple
gun to ensure it would stay closed but they couldn’t find it so
she settled for stitching me up. Apparently they don’t usually
stitch wounds after 4–6 hours. It had been 8.5 hours but she still
thought it best since it wasn’t likely to heal anytime soon on its
own. The laceration was about 6 cm long and required 8 stitches. She said I had a minor concussion but nothing serious so she
HBWFNFBCVODIPGIFBEJOKVSZJOGPBOEMPUTPGQBJOLJMMFSTBOE
sent me on my way. I had to have my roommate wake me up every two hours to make sure I was still responsive and coherent.
This incident was 100% my fault; I made at least two bad
choices while preparing for the trip. Firstly I knew my DIN was
way too low for my size and style of skiing and thus that my
skis come off too easily yet I didn’t fix it beforehand. Secondly, I
started wearing a helmet in the backcountry last season yet I left
my recently warrantied helmet in the box at home, since I “did
not have time” to unbox it and fit it before the trip. I figured I
would be fine as usual, that the weight in addition to my heavy
camera gear wouldn’t be worth it.
This whole incident made me rethink my stance on helmets
from “probably a good idea, bring it most of the time” to “necessary piece of ski equipment” and while I don’t think they should
be required by law or by convention, I think you should have
enough common sense and intelligence to make the right decision yourself and take one with you. All the arguments against
wearing one are pretty lame if you really think about them. If
you’re reading this there’s a good chance you’re a UBC student,
and as your tuition bill reminds you, your head is worth a lot of
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NPOFZ1MVT ZPVKVTUXPVMEOUCFZPVXJUIPVUUIBUIFBE#SJOH
the damn helmet.

accident.

THE DISMAL SKI TRIP
OF DOOM
BREANNE JOHNSON

W

hile the Friday potluckers trickled home in the early
hours of Saturday morning, I set my alarm for a few
hours later. A snippet of sleep, and I was suddenly zooming up
the sea to sky. Having given up a nice sleep in, a mellow wander
up Seymour, and a longhike party, the four of us (Natalie Stafl,
Nick Matwyuk, Sam McKoy, and I) were off in search of the
powder beast. Little did we know, he was about to eat us.
The trailhead was ominous, indicative of what was to come.
Other early morning risers were cheerily chatting about the
white blanket that covered the Duffey road summit. Natalie told
UFSSJCMFKPLFT1FPQMFMBVHIFE
White fluff began to fall from the sky. It was cold and wet.
What was this stuff anyways? We skied into the storm. Up ahead
Natalie’s exuberantly bright toque bobbed, Nick’s pack emanated spot signals to cyber space, and Sam strode swiftly through
the forest which was slowly suffocating in the white blanket.
Branching east off the trail to Marriot basin, we began climbing up towards Rohr Lake. The atmosphere of gloom intensified
as Natalie hogged all of the trail breaking to herself. The rest of
VTXFSFMFęCFIJOEUPFOKPZUIFUFSSJCMFWJFXPGNPVOUBJOQFBLT
occasionally peeking out in blue patches through the clouds
thick with falling flakes. The slopes in Marriot basin and above
us on Mount Rohr were that terrible shade of pure white, smooth
and speckled with gnarly trees like gnomes sitting around with
221
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nothing better to do than
hoard their own little pile
of powder.
A snow pit revealed
excellent stability in the
trees. We all secretly
cursed for having to ski
this white stuff after all.
1FSTPOBMMZ * KVTU XBOUFE
to sit down and sulk in
the face of all of these
snow gnomes and their
intimidating mountain
lair.
Run after run, we got
eaten one by one by that
powder beast.

Natalie (upper left), Sam (upper right), Breanne (lower left), Nick
(lower right).
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Nat and I almost drowned from face planting a few times.

Natalie.

SAM MCKOY

Nick certainly should have brought a snorkel, as he had to
hold his breath for entire runs at a time.

Nick is somewhere in that powder cloud.
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Sam tried to knock the snow beast out from above, but even
his pillow fighting techniques failed.

Sam knocking out the pillows from above.

The powder grins, contagious, swept through our little group
as we trotted up the slopes below Rohr Lake time after time.
There is only one cure for this alpine affliction: food. Lots of
HPPEGPPE$IFFTFBOEKBNCBHVFUUFT TVOESJFEUPNBUPQBTUB 
cranberry pumpkin seed couscous, soup… at some point I lost
count as we sat around our snow kitchen in the falling, blowJOHTOPX$P[ZJOPVSEPXOKBDLFUTXFEFWPVSFEDPVSTFBęFS
course, the camp stove willingly roaring away for hours.
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Breanne devouring dinner on Rambo, the knife-turned-spoon,
over the course of many hours.

Then Nick brought out the Worst. Idea. Ever.
$IPDPMBUFGPOEVFXJUI'VKJBQQMFT

Natalie almost died of excitement.

"OEUIFNPPOQFFLFEPVUUPKPJOVT GBUMJLFIFXBTCVTJMZ
feasting on his own chocolate stash. I worried that he might explode and douse our powdery mountains with a chocolate crust.
What a terrible thought.
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We crept into our sleeping bags in a snow hole beneath Nick’s
Tarp tent. Waking up occasionally as the wind buffeted the tent
to send our own breath tumbling back down on us in ice crystal
form, I noticed I was actually warm; another rare and terrible
discovery.
A solid effort was made to conquer that snow beast on Sunday. But once again, he was too big and fluffy.

Sam.

We trod back to camp and ascended Rohr ridge from the
North, with the intent of skiing its SW runs back down to the
highway. Ascending up into a white-out, Natalie continued to
greedily hog all of the trail breaking, until we eventually turned
around for lack of visibility.
Down through the trees we skied, dodging our coniferous
friends and their attempts to steal our toques with branching
BSNT1PQQJOHPVUBUUIFSPBEKVTUBTUIFMJHIUCFHBOUPGBEF XF
OPUJDFEUIBUUIFGSFF[JOHMFWFMXBTKVTUCFMPXVT8IBUBOVUUFSMZ
terrible, dismal, gloomy way to spend a weekend.

FULLY ALCOHOLIC
NON-TRAVERSE
MICHAEL DUNCAN

E

arly in the ski season, while the entirety of the VOC was anxious to get in some turns, a small team of Len Goff, Adriana
.VKB +FTTJDB-JUNBO 1JPUS'PSZTJOTLJ BOE.JLF%VODBO HPU
excited about suffering through a high output trip from Brew to
Brandywine. The plan was to bag all the alcoholic-named peaks
along the way. To make this a true alcoholic traverse, at the pretrip meeting we divided up the alcohol everyone was going to
bring—whiskey, gin, vodka, brandy, wine, and home brew—to
be consumed at the top of each peak.
Friday morning arrived and the crew set out. Requiring two
cars for the traverse, it was a relatively quick send off (for the
first time in his life, Mike was on time). After spending a long
break at Timmy’s, hoping the rain would stop, we finally got
our wits about us and started the trek to the Brew forest service
road. We dropped our gear off at the trailhead, and then drove
both cars to the Brandywine forest service road where we left
Piotr’s car well below the snow line. When we finally got back
to the Brew trailhead and started the hike six hours had passed.
Fortunately, our desire to suffer made up for the morning car
faff and we made it to the hut in less than three hours, passing
3PMBOE#VSUPOTQSFA#SFX)VUEFCBDMFUSJQKVTUCFGPSFSFBDIing the hut, and thus failing in our promise to break trail all the
way for that group. We decided that with only a few hours of
daylight left we wouldn’t push past Brew Hut; instead we would
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summit Malt and come back to the hut that evening. Daylight
left quickly, and by the time we summited Malt we were already
using headlamps. At the top of Malt we drank some whiskey
and home brew and unfortunately discovered that Piotr’s entire
binding was moving relative to his ski (something that bindings
are normally not supposed to do). Field examination revealed
that two of the four screws holding the toe piece onto the ski had
sheared completely; the ends of the screws were still in the ski,
while the heads were torn out. This was definitely not a fieldfixable problem, so Piotr had to post hole from Malt back to
Brew Hut where he would attempt a fix.
Back at the Hut, after determining that the ski could not be
fixed in a fashion worthy of its newness, we promptly opted to
have an easy ski day the following day, and to ski out. This meant
we had a lot of alcohol to drink and a lot of food to eat. Undaunted, we finished all the alcohol, which in the end involved
Len, Piotr, and Mike drinking straight brandy, gin, and whiskey
respectively. After successfully turning Roland’s calm hut trip
into a drunken debacle, the team packed it in for the night…
and didn’t wake up very early. Quite hungover, the entire team
slept in despite the hammering that was used by Roland to simultaneously fix the hut and test how good hammering is for
curing hangovers (result: it’s not good). Mike was definitely the
most hungover, and was fairly useless all morning. The rest of
the group helped fix the outhouse and do maintenance on the
hut. As Roland’s group finally left, we were astounded to see that
all of the remaining mess actually came from only our group.
No skiing was done (except by Adriana) until we finally left
the hut for the cars. The beginner-friendly Brew Hut debacle
ski trip was coming up the mountain, so clearly we should ski
down bottomless to welcome them. Donning only shells on our
bottoms (for easy removal), we took off. When we cleared the
first windy lip, Len and Mike stripped, wearing only their down
KBDLFUT*UXBTDPME3FBMMZDPME
We passed the first few groups uneventfully, until both Len
and Mike tele-face-planted on the same wind lip right in front
of two VOCers neither of them recognized.1 After brushing off
 " CFNVTFE $BUISJOF 'PHU )KPSUI TIBSFT IFS TJEF PG UIJT FODPVOUFS JO
“Memoir of a Newbie Conquering Mt. Brew”, page 231. –Ed.
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the snow and attempting to attach bandannas (for wind protection) to their precious bits, they continued on past the rest
of the group. Finally clear of the Brew debacle crowd, they decided very quickly that this was turning into a bad situation and
heat needed to be applied to their penises. They re-applied their
shells, and used hand warmth to unsuccessfully warm their respective manhoods. Finally, it was determined that more blood
flow would be needed. More blood flow was achieved, rendering moot Ms. Manners’ discussion topic of backcountry etiquette regarding a person’s private needs.2
own to the cars we went. We managed to fit everything into
Adriana’s hatchback, with Len sitting on Piotr’s lap in the
front seat. Back at the highway, this fun story split into two.
Len and Mike were left on highway 99 to hitch-hike while
the other three went to rescue Piotr’s car. Wrapped in a tarp in
the rain on the side of the road, Len and Mike had little success
hitch-hiking until finally a dark truck pulled over. Excited about
the prospect of a ride, they watched as a policeman came around
the side of the truck. “Shit, I’m not sure if this is legal,” they each
thought. After explaining to the officer what was going on, they
were told to hop in the vehicle and that he would drive them to
Squamish. At first he seemed unimpressed and very ominous,
but he actually turned out to be a wonderful man. They asked
him many questions and he dropped them off at the Shady Tree
pub. Len offered the man a drink but was turned down. Neither
Len nor Mike had wallets, but figured that the rest of the group
would show up sooner or later. Two and a half hours later (and
about as many pitchers in) Len and Mike were starting to worry
about the group, but moreso about how they were going to pay
for all the beer they had drank.
Meanwhile, the rest of the group was driving the very snowy
highway 99 corridor. Finally they reached the turn off, but despite winter tires, driving up the Brandywine access road with a
2WD on a layer of snow proved quite treacherous. They couldn’t
DBSSZFOPVHITQFFEEVFUPCJHSPDLTBOEFOEFEUIFJSKPVSOFZ
with wheels spinning and digging into the ground. Once again,

D

2 For more on this intriguing, er, “matter in hand,” see Ms. Manners’ conUSJCVUJPOUPUIJTFEJUJPOPGUIF70$KPVSOBMi%JTQBUDIFT'SPNUIF'SPOUlines of Etiquette,” page 419. –Ed.
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the story fragmented.
Jess and Piotr decided to walk to the truck, which they believed was a kilometre or so away. Piotr told Adriana they’d
be back in twenty minutes. A few sudoku games later—while
peeking out in the hope she’ d see the cougar that had left some
fresh tracks in the snow earlier—she realized that an hour and
forty minutes had passed. This was the point where the waiting
became worrisome. All sorts of scenarios started haunting her,
from Piotr’s truck not starting, to encountering a hungry bear,
to the summer truck tires losing traction on the fresh snow.
Walking up would not have helped. Driving up would have
meant revving the engine and driving at high speed over nasty
big rocks, which wasn’t very appealing either.
Meanwhile, Jess and Piotr donned their headlamps and fleeces and left Adriana alone at her vehicle in the dark of the snowy
night. They marched up the ever snowier logging road into the
darkness, and hopefully towards the truck which contained all
of the ‘how to drive to the trailhead’ instructions. A good half
IPVSJO BUUIFKVODUJPOXIFSFUIF8%BDDFTTSPBECSBODIFT
right and the 2WD access road (on which they were parked)
branches left, they went right. This was, of course, wrong. After
about a kilometre and a half, and a fair bit of elevation gain,
they reached a giant switchback instead of the truck. This confirmed their suspicion that this was in fact the wrong road. Now
they the right road (the left one, ironically) and made it to the
USVDLQBSLFEBLJMPNFUSFPSTPQBTUUIFUSJDLZKVODUJPO"ęFSB
thorough de-icing and de-snowing they drove down to Adriana with no further incident, glad to see her still parked at the
bottom of the steep hill and not caught on a rock somewhere
halfway up it.
After reuniting with Adriana and exchanging gleeful hugs,
the trio drove back towards Squamish. By the time they got to
the Brew exit, Mike and Len were already gone, which was a
relief given the nasty weather. Their arrival at the Shady Tree
was welcomed with beer, smiles, and hugs. Another two pitchers and a lot of food later this happy gluttonous group had, this
weekend, consumed more alcohol and traveled much shorter
than ever anticipated. The full alcoholic traverse really had
turned into the fully-alcoholic non-traverse.

MEMOIR OF A NEWBIE
CONQUERING MT. BREW

A

t 5:50AM I found myself waiting for my Scandinavian driver and crew in Fairview. Everything was very quiet, which
is uncommon for Fairview—the party place for all exchange
students—and gave me space to really start thinking of the quest
lying in front of me: To conquer Mt. Brew on skis. Considering
the fact that I’ve never ever, to cite Line Lund Veenstra, “had
anything sliding underneath my feet before,” the very thought
made my knees shake a bit.
But then Mattias Johansson and Jacob Magnusson arrived,
taking my mind off things as we loaded the car and went to pick
up the semi-Scandinavian Kristofer Rhude. The trip up to our
meeting point with the others went by pretty quietly as we were
all tired.
Arriving before our trip-leaders Line and Christian Veenstra, I had some time to check out the eager telemarkers who all
looked very cool and professional in their fancy gear. Not that I
looked any different, I guess, having borrowed all of my Norwegian friend’s equipment, but the feeling that this trip might turn
out to be a bit out of my league kept popping up in the back of
my head. Fortunately, everybody seemed very welcoming and
happy, eager to get started with the trip.
After the arrival of the trip-leaders we began to climb the
first part of the trail by car. Driving as far as we dared, considering that we eventually had to get down, maybe in snow, we
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parked the cars pretty close to the trail start. Then the real fun
began with people gearing up. Finally, we started our hike.
Within the first 10 minutes I had established two very fundamental facts:
1. Ski boots are not hiking boots (!).
2. Do not bend over in front of someone when you have skis
attached to your backpack.
Being a fairly experienced hiker, I had expected the first part
of the trip up to the hut to be the easiest. What I quickly realized though was that this was not going to be a walk in the park.
With boots that were trying to eat my toes and a really heavy
backpack due to the extra ton the skis weighed, I started to look
forward to the point where we could get the skis on. Sliding
and cursing my way up the mountain, patiently accompanied
by Frances Sharpe and Line, I finally made it to the meadows
where it was time to get the skis on.
Feeling like an excited five-year old trying to ride a bike for
the first time, I attached the skis to my boots, and with a few
tips from my peer skiers, I took my first step as a skier. Aside
from one little fall into a creek (which was followed by a pair of
very slow skis) I quickly fell into a good rhythm and was actuBMMZFOKPZJOHNZTFMGćFMBTUQBSUPGUIFUSBJMVQUPUIFIVUXBT
B CJU DIBMMFOHJOH EVF UP UIF SFUVSO PG BO PME LOFFJOKVSZ  CVU
turned out to be rather interesting in the end. Almost at the top,
we were approached by two alcoholics, who, it seemed to us,
were wearing some rather peculiar skin-coloured tights. Staring
quite a lot to try to figure out what they were wearing, I quickly
looked away when I realized that they, in fact, weren’t wearing,
well… anything.1 Not exactly what I had expected to see up here
in the beautiful outdoors, and while I tried to figure out the reason why any man would choose a rather chilly environment to
show off his, ehm, capabilities, the reaction from Frances and
Line told me that this wasn’t in fact unusual. Which then made
1 To see this incident from the viewpoint of Len ‘Bottomless’ Goff and Mike
‘No Pants’ Duncan, turn to Mike Duncan’s tale of the “Fully Alcoholic
Non-Traverse”, page 227. –Ed.
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me wonder what exactly I could expect the night to bring, considering all those crazy Canadians all together in a small hut.
Also, I remembered some old VOCer telling me that it really
wasn’t necessary for me, being female and a newbie, to bring either booze or a sleeping-bag, a piece of advice that I at that time
IBEPOMZDPOTJEFSFEUPCFBOJOOPDFOU UFFOBHFTQJSJUFEKPLFy
Climbing the last bit wrapped up in my own thoughts, I
reached the hut at around 2PM—as the very last. But having
listened to Line’s stories about other hopeless exchange students
whose backpacks she’d had to carry and how it had taken them
17 hours to reach the hut, I actually felt proud of myself. Especially when they told me that this was their fastest beginner trip!
:FBI *MMCFMJFWFBOZUIJOHZPVHVZTUFMMNF 
fter being greeted with a small applause from the cool and
fast telemarkers in the hut as well as a very cold Rittersport
chocolate, I decided to stay in the hut with Kaley Crawford-Flett
while the others went skiing around the hut. I resisted the urge
to crawl into my sleeping bag for a small nap, and instead decided to do some research on what to expect from a night in
Brew Hut by reading the guest-book. Quite an interesting read;
a lot of things have gone down on Mt. Brew!
When the very eager skiers returned to the hut after a couple
of hours, we all started to prepare our fantastic dinners. Having
teamed up with Kristofer, I had the delicious choice of lasagne
or a beef stew—both very good, though a bit liquid.
To my relief (or disappointment?) the rest of the night went
by chatting, drinking hot chocolate, and melting snow for
drinking water—that is, no nudity, excessive intake of alcohol,
PSJOWJUBUJPOTUPKPJOQFPQMFTTMFFQJOHCBHT*OTUFBE UIFNPSF
experienced VOCers entertained us with stories about the olden days, while the newer/international members bonded about
their educations, backgrounds, and a common passion for the
outdoor life, biased towards skiing, of course. Being a beginner
skier surrounded by very passionate skiers and ski-instructors,
I quickly picked up on the whole skiing world including the, for
me, very weird concepts of heli- and cat skiing.
Since hut-time of course is three hours in advance, and since
no one was that keen on going with Sam Belanger-McKoy for a
last run, we all went to bed around 9PM. Having brought ear-

A
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plugs (thank God!) I had a pretty good nights’ sleep, and we
all woke up to a beautiful day the next morning. The sky was a
lot clearer and even though the wind started out pretty strong
it eased up a bit over the morning. All of us, except Ditte Juhl
BOE,SJTUPGFSXIPEFDJEFEUPTUBZJOEVFUPJOKVSJFT IFBEFEPVU
for some skiing. This was yet a new thing for me: to ski down a
hill! Chris Petrus had the doubtful honour to lead me to my first
hill, and after some basic tips from him and Frances, I fought
off my fear of heights and went for it. And I actually managed
to survive!
The next quest was then to get down the whole mountain.
I was on the first of two teams to take off at around noon, and
aside from some difficulty with finding the right way down, we
managed to do the descent in about four hours. I chose to keep
my skins on, which made me a lot slower than the rest on the
steep bits, but it was nice when we had to climb a couple of hills.
All in all I think the descent went all right. I mean, I did fall. A
lot. All the time. But the others were great at laughing at me in a
nice way and I always managed to get up on my skis in the end.
I was even a bit sad to get off the skis when we hit the forest, but
I must admit that was mostly because of how uncomfortable the
boots were, rather than out of affection for my telemark skis.
We reached the cars at around 4, and after the great relief of
getting out of the ski boots, we had our farewell and the Scandinavian car began its slow way down. It had snowed quite a
lot since we came up the day before and despite the fact that
we didn’t have any snow chains, we managed to get to the main
road without any detours over cliffs.
I had a really good time on this trip. Christian and Line were
the greatest leaders. I think our whole group was excellent, even
though I felt like the only proper beginner since everybody was
so freaking good at skiing. But that being said, I didn’t feel that
NVDIPGBCVSEFO:PVSHPPETQJSJUT SJHIUGSPNUIFQBSFOUMJLF
enthusiastic cheer for my first run down a hill, to your patience
when it took me half an hour to attach my skis, really made me
want to do more skiing. Which I did, shortly after this trip. And
it was AWESOME!

HOW I CAME TO LOSE NINE
BEGINNERS IN DIAMOND
HEAD
ARON ZAHRADKA

T

he departure time was set to be early—seven in the morning
at Timmies in Squamish on the nineteenth of November so
that even with nineteen people, mostly beginners, we would get
a nice early start. We started skinning from the Elfin parking lot
at around ten.
I was co-leading the trip with Julia Stafford, and Caitlin
Schneider was helping us along with a couple of other reasonably experienced folks. Our destination was the Elfin Lakes hut;
I was not experienced at leading trips, so I had chosen the most
gentle and friendly place possible. The skin up to Red Heather
went fabulously and without mishap, and clear sky made for an
easy climb. We had a quick lunch there and continued on, following the marked trail through the maze of skin tracks. I was
leading, and once on the ridge-top I radioed down to Julia to
see how the tail group was progressing. We were a ways apart
and so couldn’t account for everyone, so Caitlin and the lead
group continued onwards while I decided to wait on the trailside for everyone to pass me. An impressive forty-five minutes
later Julia showed up with the last of our crew. Except that this
wasn’t supposed to be the last of our crew—nine people were
unaccounted for! With no idea where they could have gone in
their wanderings off the trail and night not far off, I switched
into emergency mindset. The nine lost souls, all under-prepared
beginners, could only be somewhere between Red Heather and
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the Elfin Lakes Hut.
Taking Shuvi Haramati with me, I set off back for Red Heather, sending Julia and her group of suffering beginners onwards.
Once at the hut Julia could radio to me if the missing group had
somehow made it there, or continue the search from that end.
Skiing back to the hut, even with the weight of our situation on
my mind, I couldn’t help but wonder at the sunset. I hoped it
wouldn’t rise as red as it was setting. “Please don’t let me spill
blood this night,” I thought. Arriving back at the warming hut
after dark, I called in the multitude of campers in the area for an
FNFSHFODZNFFUJOH*OUIFCBDLPGNZNJOE*FOKPZFECMPXJOH
my whistle for real. No one had any information, so I alerted
SAR (Search and Rescue) to our possible situation and began
the skin up to the high point of the trail, where I would have
radio contact with Julia and she could establish if the missing
persons had made it to the only other safe haven in the area.
Roland Burton, who was on a different parallel trip camping
at Red Heather, accompanied me on the skin up, and an hour
later we were at the high point with a clear line of sight to the
hut. I radioed down to find that Julia had still not made it to the
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IVU 8F XBJUFE XIJMF UIFZ ĕOJTIFE UIFJS KPVSOFZ  BOE XFSF BU
last treated by her excited voice on the radio—the missing people were found!
A careful role-call was taken and it was established that we
did know where every person we had set out with currently was.
Roland and I skied back to Red Heather to break the news. In the
light of our lamps, the hoar sparkled brighter than the brilliant
TUBSTBCPWF BOEUIFDPMEMJHIUQPXEFSKPJOFEXJUINZFMBUJPO
at not having committed homicide. I soared weightlessly down
the rolling slopes above Red Heather, pausing only to scour the
hillside for the twinkle of the next orange retroreflective pole.
Taking advantage of a hopefully once in a lifetime opportunity, I made use of our officially declared “emergency situation”
and spent the night on a picnic table in the warming hut. The
next day dawned as beautifully as the last. While Julia, Caitlin
and the rest of my trip made the trek back from Elfin to the shelUFS *KPJOFEXJUI3PMBOETHSPVQBOEIBEBXPOEFSGVMNPSOJOH
skiing the slopes above the warming hut.
Reunited once more with the rest of the trip, I discovered
that most people still didn’t realize that they had ever actually
been lost. Based off the TR (trip report) one of the lost beginners later posted for us, they never did.1

1 Kate Wootton’s “My First Ski Trip,” page 241, recounts the trip from the
perspective of one of the ‘lost beginners,’ while Roland Burton’s “Lessons
Learned at Red Heather,” page 238, provides the story from his point of
view. –Ed.

LESSONS LEARNED AT
RED HEATHER MEADOWS
ROLAND BURTON

R

ed Heather Meadows is an easy destination, and the first of
the season when you want to see if you still remember how
UPTLJ*KPJOFE"SPO;BISBELBBOE+VMJB4UBČPSET70$USJQBU
the last minute. I wasn’t exactly part of Aron and Julia’s trip (as
my carload tented at Red Heather meadows instead of trucking
on to Elfin) but I did get to participate a bit, as you will see.
A beginner-friendly trip to Elfin was announced for November 19–20, and all sorts of inexperienced people correctly decided it was their kind of thing and signed up. I usually do a trip
or two up to the Diamond Head part of the world each year, but
I prefer to camp at Red Heather Meadows. Elfin offers warmth,
but also crowds. There are subtle advantages to the Meadows: no
crowds at night, nice skiing, and you will have time to actually
ski because you didn’t waste all the daylight getting to Elfin and
back. I searched around for passengers who might understand
my desire to tent, and soon had a carload: Andrew Ng, Maki
Sumitani, Noriko Okamoto, and Carla Burton. By the time the
pre-trip meeting was happening, my carload was already organized and planning dinners.
The drive was uneventful, though the road was icy and I
did use my 4WD. At the chain-up area we chose not to put on
our chains and instead walked the 1.9 km to the parking lot. A
pickup truck with chains showed up and we hopped in the back
to increase traction. Soon we were at the parking lot, except for
238
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Carla, who said it would be unfair to our kids to get both their
parents killed riding in the back of a pickup truck.
Eventually Carla showed up and we put on our skis and
skinned up to the Red Heather Meadows warming hut, where
it was warm and not yet crowded. After a bit, the VOC party
started trickling in. Shuvi Haramati had ferried most of them
up to the parking lot as their cars weren’t dealing with the ice on
the road. Our group went for a run, going half way to the high
point on Paul Ridge before skiing back to the warming hut for
lunch. Snow was pretty good—excellent, even. We went for a
second run, found some even better powder, then skied back to
put up our tents.
ust as we decided to move our tent under some trees where
it would be warmer—the “radiation shield” effect —Aron arrived and announced that he had people missing. It seems that
IJTGSPOUQFSTPOBOEIJTCBDLQFSTPOIBEKVTUDPVOUFEUIFQFPple between them and they didn’t have nearly enough people.
What to do? It was already -10°C and promising to be a cold
night, and some people on the trip were definitely not experienced. A hasty meeting resulted in the decision to first phone
4FBSDIBOE3FTDVF 4"3 KVTUJODBTFXFOFFEFEUIFN UIFOUP
go out and see what had happened to the missing nine people.
Nine people. SAR was pretty cool and started planning. Aron
and I set off for the high point, hoping that his little line-of-sight
radios would reach to the Elfin Shelter. It took us an hour to get
to the high point, slowed by the dark and my ‘find the outhouse’
headlamp. As soon as we got radio contact, we established, one
person at a time, that all the missing people had arrived at Elfin
okay. So Aron and I headed back to the Red Heather warming
IVUUPUFMMUIFDPODFSOFEQFPQMF BOEQIPOF4"3 XIPIBEKVTU
started driving and were happy to call off their adventure and go
home. Aron and Shuvi decided to overnight at the Red Heather
Meadows warming hut.
So what had happened? There are two trails to Elfin: one goes
on the south side of Paul Ridge and the other goes on the north
side. The N one should be clearly marked “summer use only,”
but it probably wasn’t. We’re not supposed to use the N side
in the winter because it is sometimes swept by avalanches, but
some people had made various paths across the N side of Paul

J
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Ridge, and our missing nine people had followed some of these,
cunningly escaping from being sandwiched between the VOC
AGSPOUQFSTPOBOEACBDLQFSTPOćFTVNNFSUSBJMSFKPJOFEUIF
winter trail, but not until after the place where the roll call had
detected the missing nine. So the last stragglers were arriving
BU&MĕOKVTUBCPVUUIFUJNFXFBSSJWFEBUUIFIJHIQPJOU*ODJdentally it is indeed line of sight from the high point to Elfin,
because we could see their headlamps as they arrived.1
So what do we learn from all this? We probably acted appropriately by calling SAR. In bygone days we would have totally
dealt with it ourselves, but nowadays we expect to be rescued
if necessary, and to try and rescue yourself is considered to be
irresponsible, and if people were indeed lost, it would be irresponsible to have not called SAR.
A more useful take-home message is that it is way harder and
far more work to find missing people than it is to not lose them
in the first place. Organizing VOCers is not unlike herding
cats. Probably the best herding method is to organize them into
bunches, maybe carloads, and then make sure that each carload
knows where the one in front of it is. Stopping occasionally until
everybody is caught up will save time in the long run. Posting
people at trail forks is not a bad idea, but some times there are
too many forks.
hat night it was quite cool, perhaps -15°C. Some people
with -10°C bags had cold feet. The next morning all the
water bottles left in the warming hut had frozen pretty hard. I
lit the fire and various tenters from an up-valley Bible College
started to trickle in, mentioning that four people had slept in a
two man tent, and seven in a four person tent—both tents were
pretty crowded, but not cold.
We went for another excellent run or two, then hung out at
the warming hut for a while. One of the SAR people showed
VQ KVTUTLJJOH OPUSFTDVJOHBOZCPEZ )FXBTRVJUFOJDF)F
told us that they didn’t really believe we had lost nine people,
because the usual number to lose up there is only one or two.

T

1 See the tale of the missing VOCers from Aron’s perspective in “How I
Came to Lose Nine Beginners in Diamond Head”, page 235; and from
the viewpoint of one of the nine lost skiers, Kate Wootton, in “My First Ski
Trip,” page 241. –Ed.

MY FIRST SKI TRIP

I

t was the first ski trip of the season. I was so excited. I’d been
looking forward to trying my hand at backcountry skiing for
months. Christian Veenstra was leading a trip to Brew and I
signed up as soon as it opened (good thing too, it was full within
minutes—it would seem I wasn’t the only one excited to try out
skis!). I rented skis and avi gear, went to the pretrip meeting…
and then got sick. So that was the end of that idea.
Take two: next weekend, a trip to Elfin Lakes hut. This time I
stayed healthy. It was a crisp, clear morning which lead to some
problems of its own—the logging road was basically a sheet of
ice. After faffing about with chains and carpooling, we eventually got everyone to the trail head (with only one minor accident and no damage). We kitted up, I put my skins on and tried
out this whole skinning thing—hey, this wasn’t so bad! People
must have been exaggerating when they told me how hard it is
to telemark ski. (Ha! I quickly learned that they weren’t referring to skinning when they told me that…) We had fantastic
weather; skiing through snowy trees with the sun shining on the
GSFTIQPXEFSNBEFNFGFFMMJLF*EKVTUTUFQQFEJOUPB$ISJTUNBT
card. We stopped at Red Heather for some lunch and met some
friendly Whiskey Jacks, checked that everyone was still with us,
and then continued up the ridge. Which is where things got interesting…
I was right behind Caitlin Schneider and Aron Zahradka
241
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when I stopped to take a photo. By the time I’d put my camera away they’d gone. But it was okay—someone else from our
HSPVQ XBT KVTU IFBEJOH BSPVOE UIF DPSOFS XIFSF UIFZE HPOF 
so I followed them. First mistake. After climbing up and up a
hill—which I was convinced we didn’t actually need to climb—
on a steep track through the trees, the guy ahead yelled back to
us that it wasn’t the right way. He wasn’t following Caitlin and
Aron and didn’t know where they were. Great. We spotted some
other members of the group further down the slope who were
HPJOHBSPVOEUIFTJEFPGUIFIJMMBOEEFDJEFEUIBUKPJOJOHUIFN
was a far better plan than continuing to slog our way up this hill.
ćFSFXBTKVTUPOFQSPCMFNUIFSFXBTRVJUFBCJUPGTMPQFUPHFU
down before we could get to them and I didn’t have the slightest
idea how to get down there on skis. However, with a healthy mix
of snow plow, face planting, and finally bum sliding, we eventually made it down to them. This group was all beginners too,
also without any idea where the hut was. We asked directions of
a passing skier and followed a well-defined skin track which did
eventually lead us back to the trail.
The skiing after that was wonderful. I caught the sunset as
I was going through the trees; suddenly the light on the snow
around me turned pink and I turned around to catch the last
rays piercing through the trees and lighting up the mountains
around me. Then the stars came out and my head torch made
the snow look like it was made from stars too. Suddenly I was
glad we hadn’t made it to the hut before dark.
We were nearly there when we spotted a head torch coming
towards us. Turns out Caitlin and Aron had stopped to wait for
us after that awful hill, and when Julia Stafford, who was bringing up the rear, turned up and there were nine of us missing they
got a bit worried. Aron turned back to find us, didn’t, and called
Search and Rescue (SAR). The head torch coming towards us
was Julia’s search party. She radioed Aron to let him know that
we were fine and that he could tell SAR not to come, and he
ended up sleeping at Red Heather.1
1 Read Aron’s anxiety-inducing perspective in “How I Came to Lose Nine
Beginners in Diamond Head”, page 235, and Roland Burton’s clear-headed analysis of the mix-up in “Lessons Learned at Red Heather,” page 238.
–Ed.
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nce we did all make it to the Elfin Lakes hut, it was beautifully warm and cosy with all the bodies in there. Julia
looked after us by making large amounts of delicious hot chocolate. I taught Tom Vogel how to play Suicide Chess and his initial scoff of “What, Suicide Chess? No way that can be as good as
regular Chess,” quickly turned into multiple requests of “Who’s
up for another game?!” I went outside to admire the stars and
UFTUIPXXBSNNZEPXOKBDLFUSFBMMZXBT WFSZXBSN $PEZ
Reaume taught me some Northern Hemisphere constellations.
Next morning Stephen Bridenstine, Cody, and I cooked up
CBDPO BOE FHHT  NVDI UP UIF KFBMPVTZ PG FWFSZPOF FMTF JO UIF
hut. Then after a sufficient amount of faff, we eventually headed
out in three smaller groups that stuck very closely together! And
then came my first ski lesson. I’m not sure I can adequately deTDSJCFRVJUFIPXCBE*XBT-FUTKVTUTBZUIBU*TQFOUTJHOJĕDBOUly more time attempting to get back up from the deep powder
(which is very difficult with a full pack) than actually standing—
let alone skiing. I did eventually make it down to the Red Heather Shelter, however, and after some lunch and emptying my pack
I headed back up for another run. Which was marginally—but
not a lot—better. I did manage to make it back down from Red
Heather to the carpark without falling over, except for one tight
corner on an icy road where I shot straight off the road and cartwheeled into a pile of powder, skis and poles flying. Hearing
something, I raised my snow covered face to see everyone ahead
PGNFXBJUJOHKVTUBSPVOEUIFDPSOFSUSZJOH BOETPNFOPUUSZing at all) to restrain themselves from laughing uncontrollably
at my predicament.

ADVENTURES ON THE
COLUMBIA ICEFIELD

M

ay is the ideal time period for ski traverses. There is a
deep snowpack, long daylight hours, and generally better weather. Originally, I was planning on a month long expedition, but work put a damper on those plans. My good friend
Brad Ward suggested we explore the Columbia Icefield, and
I was totally game for it. It wasn’t until the week before leaving that we found a third person, Ira Sutherland. The planning
was completed in a short time period. We met up one evening
and poured over Alpine Select, Google earth, and Bivouac. We
produced a rough itinerary, which included a start date, an end
EBUF .PVOU$PMVNCJBBTUIFNBJOPCKFDUJWF BOEBMJTUPGPUIFS
peaks to be climbed, if everything cooperated. Note: Mount Columbia (3741 m) is the second highest mountain in the Canadian Rockies to Mount Robson (3959 m).

SATURDAY MAY 7TH

W

e drove to Jasper via Kamloops/Mount Robson and
picked up a backcountry pass as well as food at the local
supermarket. Brad had lost Fabienne’s Park Pass, so we had to
buy a new one. He later redeemed himself by finding it in his
toque. After eating in a park (delicacies such as SPAM, cheese,
244
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CSFBE BOEESJOLJOHTBMTBPVUPGUIFKBS WJFXTPG.PVOU&EJUI
Cavell stoked us. The drive down to the icefields parkway is always amazing and didn’t disappoint. We suited up at the trailhead and started skinning up the glacier for a suitable spot to
camp. We ran into a party of three coming off the glacier, and
UIFZIBECFFOTVCKFDUUPXIJUFPVUDPOEJUJPOTGPSUIFJSUJNFVQ
there.
After setting up camp on a moraine, with a nice wind wall
due to the heavy snow, I promptly fell asleep as I was tired after
the long drive. Brad and Ira kindly melted snow, so we would
have water for the next day.

SUNDAY MAY 8TH

W

e awoke to slight winds and a whiteout. Camp was packed
up quickly, and soon we were on our way. When I was
about to make a comment about the hip belt of my pack being
too big, the belt decided to break. This called for a VOC Voile
strap, which fixed it quite nicely, despite being a tad uncomfortable. While we approached the headwall of the Athabasca

Ira Sutherland and Brad Ward skiing out of the parking lot with
Mt. Athabasca and Mt. Andromeda in the background.
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Glacier, we saw the
start of a wanded
route. We agreed
to follow this route
because it was our
best option. It was
tricky sometimes
to find the next
one, but we managed without too
much
difficulty.
At one point Brad,
who was leading,
had a snow bridge
crack—with cracks
under the tips and
tails of his skis—
while he was on
it, but he was able
to step back safely.
Nick Matwyuk all ready to go, with a
After he stepped
bright orange VOC Voile strap on his
back, we protected
broken hipbelt.
that section with
an ice screw. We
then heard a group of people in the distance, so followed the
voices to an area of safety. They were the ones who set the wanded route and were heading out. After the headwall, we got some
visibility and finally some views. We contoured around Snow
Dome and setup camp with great views of Mount Columbia.
With a favourable “mountain weather forecast” for Monday, we
set our alarm for one-thirty to get an early start.

MONDAY MAY 9TH

W

ith an early start, we headed out by headlamp towards
Mount Columbia. The stars were amazing, and the Milky
Way was in full force. After Brad lead for a bit, he let me take
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over. We weaved our way through the crevasses and thankfully
avoided any incidents. We went through “the trench,” a truly
amazing geographical feature of the area, and started the long
slog up the ramp towards Mount Columbia.
There was an amazing sunrise, and soon we were taking our
skis off after crossing the bergschrund. At this point a group of
four caught up to us. They gave us some space and decided to
not use crampons, as we had done. This seemed slightly ridiculous, but they seemed to do fine. Ira masterfully lead the way up
the slope like a man possessed. Brad and I kept up with him and
followed his wonderfully kicked steps. There was a short tricky
section with low ice and snow cover over rocks, followed by a
DPVQMFPGDSFWBTTFTUPKVNQPWFS0OFSFRVJSFEBHPPEQPXFS
move, and I promptly cut a hole in my pants.
Before the final section to the summit, we stopped for water. The other group decided to turn around there, as the sun
was starting to warm up the slope. Within twenty minutes from
that spot, we were on the top. After having views the whole way
up, we reached the summit in a cloud. We didn’t hang around
too long on the summit, because we wanted to get off the slope
before it heated up too much. Climbing down was fine, and the
snow was still in good condition when we got off. All that was
left was the long slog back to camp under the beautiful blue

Mount Columbia at sunrise.
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skies. We even got some good turns in going down the trench.
In hindsight, we would have camped closer to Mount Columbia; the distances are deceiving on a vast icefield!

TUESDAY MAY 10TH

W

e got up early with thoughts of climbing Mount Kitchener and Snow Dome. These were dashed when we saw
the whiteout. As today had bad weather, we decided to move
camp for an assault on the twins (North and South Twin). We
fumbled around in the thick pea soup, while trying to avoid the
DSFWBTTFT*UDMFBSFEVQBTXFOFBSFEPVSQSPKFDUFEDBNQTJUF8F
ended up not getting as close to the twins as we wanted, because
we found an old snow wall that we could use. With a good base
already there, we beefed it up substantially and made a pretty
JNQSFTTJWFTUSVDUVSF/PXXFKVTUIBEUPXBJUGPSHPPEXFBUIFS
to climb the twins. Note: The North Twin is the third highest
mountain in the Canadian Rockies at 3731 m.

WEDNESDAY MAY 11TH

W

e awoke with plans of going to North Twin and set out
with good visibility. There were strong winds (gusts of
about 60-80 km/h), which had us bracing ourselves to prevent
us from being blown over. While skinning towards North Twin,
there was a persistent cloud covering the top third. As we got
the col, we decided to veer off and climb Stutfield Peak. As the
mountain was wind scoured, we strapped on our crampons
and made short work of the climb. While nearing the summit,
I postholed into a crevasse with one leg. Brad and Ira quickly
and efficiently removed me from the situation; luckily this was
the closest we ever got to having someone go into a crevasse. After that I advanced forward using an old man’s technique, while
I was hunched over probing the ground with my ice axe. The
views from the summit were similar to that of being in a ping
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pong ball. After verification from the GPS that we were on the
summit, we headed back down. With clouds still surrounding
North Twin, we headed back to camp.
At camp we had a leisurely lunch with tea. This was a welcome change and a comforting escape from the winds. After lunch we headed off towards Mount Kitchener. This was a
straight-forward ascent but seemed to have an endless climb.
At the top, we were greeted with views of Mount Athabasca
and Mount Andromeda. Snow Dome was partially covered in
clouds. We decided that was good for the day and headed back
to camp.

THURSDAY MAY 12TH

A

fter getting up early, all I saw was white so we went back to
sleep. With continual checks outside, we saw no improvement. At one point Brad saw blue sky, so we got ready to head
out. Once outside it had socked in again, so no climbing was
to be done today. This was my first storm day. It was strange
being in such a vast yet isolated area compared to a small snow
structure and smaller tent. We passed the day by reading Alpine
Select and playing the mountain game, where someone says a
mountain, and the next person has to say one that starts with
the last letter of the previous mountain.

FRIDAY MAY 13TH

A

gain we woke up early with hopes of climbing the twins.
The visibility didn’t look good, so we went back to sleep.
We got up later around four-thirty, I think, and saw better visibility but clouds over the twins. As we wanted to descend the
headwall before it heated up, we decided we would head out
today and maybe try Andromeda on Saturday. After packing
up, the visibility continued to improve although the winds were
still with us. We headed off towards Snow Dome and ran into a
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group of three going to the twins. One of the guys was the same
one who “sold” us a backcountry pass for free (he understood
our situation and knew that we wouldn’t be using any of the
park’s services so let us off; he didn’t recognize us though).
8IJMF FOKPZJOH UIF WJFXT PO UIF TVNNJU PG 4OPX %PNF 
we had our backs to the wind and didn’t realize the pack train
coming up. Brad was the first to view it and alerted the others.
A guided group of ten to twelve people from Thompson River
University showed up at the summit. We talked with them for a
bit before heading down. We skied down, roped up, and missed
out on some nice powder, which, however, I’d rather miss than
fall into a crevasse. Someone died in that area last week when
they were unroped. We made good time going down Snow
Dome and to the headwall. With visibility, it was much easier to
navigate the crevasses, and we had no problems descending the
Athabasca Glacier.
Once on the gentle flat section I got the idea to streak the
tourists on the glacier. I kept my beacon, harness, and helmet
on for safety. Ira set off first, as he wanted to get some video
FWJEFODFPGNZTLJJOH*UXBTUPPĘBUUPKVTUDSVJTFBOEUVSO TP
I skate skied in front of a whole load of tourists walking on the
glacier. Later on while cranking turns in the nice spring corn
snow, we got passed by a snowcoach as we were paralleling the
road. After reaching the bottom, we all took a quick dip in the
glacial water at the toe of the glacier. That was really refreshing.
From our relaxing spot there, we eyed up the Skyladder route
up Andromeda. There was a real lack of snow on it and seemed
more like a mixed climb. This was unfortunate so we would have
to bail on that option.
After putting on our comfortable car clothes, we headed to
the ice field center to get an update on the weather and possible day trip options. The weather looked hot and sunny the
next couple of days (twenty-two degrees in Banff!). This would
not bode well for avalanche conditions. When we went into the
tourist gift shop to look for Alan Kane’s scrambles book, and
UIFTIPQLFFQFSTHBWF#SBEUIFSFTQPOTF i4DSBNCMFT :PVNFBO
like word search?” we knew we were out of place there. In the
end, we decided on checking out Chephren Lake with hopes of
climbing Mount Chephren.
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After a short scenic drive, we arrived at the Waterfowl Lakes
Campsite. We cooked up our dinner and basked in the facts
that it was warm, and there was no wind or blowing snow. Soon
after, we were skinning towards Chephren Lake in super soft
TOPX8FEFDJEFEOPUUPUFNQUDSPTTJOHUIFMBLF TPXFKVTUDPOUPVSFEBSPVOEMPPLJOHGPSBHPPEDBNQTJUF0VSPCKFDUJWFXBT
Mount Chephren, which has a scramble route up it. After crossing some avy paths, we found a campsite in the trees. We dug
out a platform for the tent and settled on a one-thirty wake up
time.

SATURDAY MAY 14TH

D

uring the night, Brad had a realistic dream that a bear was
eating our backpacks and walking around the tent. Ira
heard the alarm but was unsure about the avalanche conditions.
I woke up at four-thirty to the sound of an avalanche. We all
EFDJEFEJUXBTCFTUUPKVTUIFBEPVU JOTUFBEPGBUUFNQUJOHUIF
snow slope up to Mount Chephren. Thankfully, Brad’s dream
XBTKVTUBESFBN BOEUIFPOMZGPPUQSJOUTPVUTJEFXFSFPGUIF7J-

Brad Ward, Ira Sutherland, and Nick Matwyuk on the summit of
Mt. Columbia.
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bram kind. We ate our breakfast and proceed back out towards
the Jeep.
"ęFS TPNF EJTDVTTJPO  XF EFDJEFE XF XPVME KVTU IFBE
through Golden, stop at Emerald Lake in Field, and head home.
It was very hot out, and we later verified the temperature to be
over thirty degrees! The scenery was spectacular, and we saw
some touristy things, such as a train going through the spiral
tunnels in Rogers Pass, and Emerald Lake. In Golden, we got
some pizza and then only had stops for gas on the way home.
Over the Coquihalla, we ran into fog and then around Abbotsford, the rain started and welcomed us to Vancouver and the
coast. All the while, my new stereo was continuously pumping
out the metal.
In conclusion, this was a stellar trip with a great group of
guys. Mount Columbia was an impressive climb and ranks high
on my list of summits. There is some unfinished business there
(Twins, Andromeda, Athabasca), so I will be back!

(Ira Sutherland and Brad Ward)

FAST AND LIGHT
EASTER MCBRIDE
CHRISTIAN VEENSTRA

B

y Thursday it seemed pretty clear that the weather window
wasn’t going to allow for the original plan: a fast and light
three day McBride over Easter. Tales of hardmen trapped or attempting to escape in bad weather from the McBride are not
IBSEUPDPNFCZJUTFFNFEMJLF QFSIBQT JUXBTKVTUOPUNFBOU
to be. Eventually, though, I started to realize that it might be
QPTTJCMFUPEPJUJOKVTUUXPEBZT ĕOJTIJOHJO4QIJOY#BZSBUIFS
than falling asleep at the wheel, and taking the bad weather day
to sort out the car-faff and drive home. Nick Matwyuk and Laura Morrison took a little, but not much, convincing. Productivity in the lab was seriously impacted for the rest of the day as my
stoke reached unprecedented levels. I couldn’t remember the
last time I felt this nervous and excited before a trip—it was like
Line and I had a hot date lined up. Thursday night we drove up
to Whistler, deposited Nick’s truck at Rubble Creek (although
we would forget the keys in Whistler), and slept in Laura’s parents’ condo.
We were in the lift lines pretty early, and by 9:45AM were
among the throngs of slackcountry skiers heading out to enKPZUIFCFBVUJGVMEBZ8FLFQUQBDFXJUIBHSPVQPVUEPJOHUIF
Spearhead in a day (careful to take breaks such that they were
usually the ones breaking trail) and passed over the Quiver-Ripsaw col at 1PM. Soon after we were splitting off from them and
getting fresh tracks down the Naden glacier off to the head of
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Laura Morrison follows Nick Matwyuk down the Nadan Glacier, out
of Whistler Slackcountry and towards the McBride Range.

the Cheakamus River.
Getting down to the head of the valley took more effort than
anticipated—next time I’d probably try and conserve elevation a
little less—but we still made good time and (after fishing water
out of the creek) were soon looking up at the 1100 m slog up the
McBride glacier up and over the shoulder of Sir Richard. Since
it’s only an extra 160 m or so of elevation gain, Nick and I felt it
OFDFTTBSZUPHPBMMUIFXBZUPUIFTVNNJU SFBDIJOHJUKVTUCFGPSF
sunset.
he camp that night was a little ways down towards the Gatekeeper on the shoulder of Sir Richard; we didn’t want to
lose any elevation to go camp on the flats. My dinner that night
QVTIFE UIF iCVUUFS SBUJPw IJHIFS UIBO * FWFS IBWF CFGPSF KVTU
over 50%. The main course was 100 g of potato flakes, 40 g of
sauce mix, and 150g of margarine. Caloric goodness. I was surprised to find that this ratio gave me no digestive troubles and
was even quite tasty. I plan it to be the new standard for backcountry meals. Laura had borrowed Christian Champagne’s
new Megalight (basically a circus tent shaped tarp) which, aside
from being very light and setting up with stuff we needed anyway (poles, skis, etc) has no floor and made for comfortable

T
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CHRISTIAN VEENSTRA

cooking inside. After a good night’s sleep we got up at dawn
and were packed down, ready to ski, in under an hour. Castle
Towers, marking our destination that evening, looked very far
away—a distant ripple on the horizon.

CHRISTIAN VEENSTRA

Laura Morrison looks toward Castle Towers when leaving camp
on the shoulder of Sir Richard.

Nick Matwyuk skis toward Fake Peak.
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We passed quickly down and around under The Gatekeeper’s infamous steep south facing slopes while they were frozen
solid. Although they posed no avalanche risk it seemed that all
the steep, refrozen avalanche debris certainly posed a risk of
its own—especially since we’d deemed both ice axes and helmets were too heavy. I think Laura was glad she’d brought her
whippet. I know Nick and I would have been happy to have had
one. Somehow we all made it down to Wolverine Pass without
serious incident. We quickly climbed up and out, gazing back
towards Veeocee Mountain, which would have to remain unclimbed by us. It pained me a little bit to pass by the mountain
named after our club, but it was too big a detour to add to an
already fairly long day. Soon we were hooking up and around
the Snowbowl Glacier, climbing up over the shoulder of Forger.
After this “the route” generally goes around the south side
of Fake Peak—but we couldn’t help notice some tracks going
around the North side. It seemed that by doing so we could save
having to cross south facing sun soaked slopes, as well as 120 m
of elevation gain. It did put us on a substantially steeper sidehill
for substantially longer, but the snow thus far had shown itself
to be bombproof, well settled, boot-top powder on North aspects. We decided to give it a go. It worked out well, although
the line we followed ended up in some fairly steep terrain right
as the snow firmed up on the more western aspect. We bootpacked down and continued the elevation-gain-free traverse

Christian Veenstra skis along the ridge to Sinister Peak with
Hour Peak behind.
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Top: The Snowbowl Glacier. Bottom: Nick climbs out up from the
Snowbowl Glacier.

CHRISTIAN VEENSTRA

into Drop Pass. Looking back we could see that either higher or
lower would have worked out fine for the traverse—something
to keep in mind for next time. Soon we’d climbed up out of Drop
Pass and were skiing along the Watchdog-Sinister ridge toward
Hour Peak.
We opted to ski mostly over Sinister, rather than around under the massive scary cornice on its North aspect. This made for
BMJUUMFCJUPGFOKPZBCMFTUFFQ JTI TLJJOHUPHFUCBDLEPXOBOE
en route to Hour Peak, and avoided what others have labelled
one of the route’s “terror traverse” sections. The snow was great
corn, and although steep it was sheltered with a safe runout. Not
to mention the location was fabulous. This brought us quickly to
the mellow touring around Hour Peak and the impressive Minute Hand gendarme. This sub-peak remained unclimbed until
the early 90s not because it is terribly difficult (5.10, apparently)
but due to its situation in the middle of nowhere in a park where
air-access is forbidden. Despite its proximity to our route we did
not even think about climbing it. After skiing up and around
Hour peak we contoured Isosceles toward the impressive Crosscut ridge and the gap with Luxor which marked the beginning
of the home stretch.
Soon afterwards we dropped down sun-soaked slopes toward
Gray pass. This marked the first occasion on the trip where I felt
there was some non-zero chance for an avalanche incident—not
bad considering the go-go-go nature of the trip and gener-
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ally committing terrain. It didn’t feel too bad though; the runout
was okay and it was mostly threat from above. Shortly after we’d
all passed by, a mid-size (2?) wet sluff came down off the rocks
and passed over our tracks.
In Gray pass we had a few last bites of food, Laura downed
an energy goo, and we got ready for the last climb up to the rim
of the Sphinx Bay bowl. Climbing up out of Gray Pass, it was
amazing to see that Sir Richard, the location of our camp that
NPSOJOH BQQFBSFEKVTUBTUJOZBOEEJTUBOUBT$BTUMF5PXFSTIBE
earlier that day. Coming up over the edge I was stoked to see the
GBNJMJBSPVUMJOFPGćF#PPLXPSNTBQQFBSKVTUCFGPSFTVOEPXO
we were home.
After that it was time to get down to our friends waiting for
VTJO4QIJOY#BZ XJUIKVTUFOPVHIUJNFUPDSBOLPVUBGFXMBTU
turns. I wish I could say the snow was excellent for that run
down from the Bookworms, but most of it had turned to breakable crust. We found only a few sections of acceptable snow.
That night it was great to meet up with friends in the Burton
Hut, especially since they fed us, before skating the lake and
skiing down the barrier the next morning to hitch to Whistler
since the keys for the getaway car were at the wrong end of the
traverse…
All in all it was a fantastic trip – thanks Nick and Laura for
making it so!

Top: Nick Matwyuk skis around Isosceles and toward Crosscut
Ridge. Bottom: Looking back at the McBridge Range from above
Grey Pass.

CHRISTIAN VEENSTRA
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N

ot quite the 18.5 hours those ski theory rando-racers managed to pull off (of course, they didn’t take breaks to sleep),
but not too bad:
Day 1 (Blackcomb to Gatekeeper, climb Sir Richard):
Distance: ~26km
Elevation gain: ~2500m
Time: ~10 hours
Day 2 (Gatekeeper to Sphinx Bay):
Distance: ~25km
Elevation gain: ~2100m
Time: ~12 hours
Day 3 (Sphinx Bay to Rubble Creek):
Distance: 15km
Elevation gain: <100m
Time: 2 hours
Total time, lifts to cars (including all the luxurious sleeping):
~48 hours.

A MOVEABLE PEAK
MOUNT MATIER AND
THE SUPER MOON

“But climbing was fun and no one minded it in those days. You
set a certain pace well under the speed at which you could climb,
and it was easy, and your heart felt good, and you were proud of
the weight of your rucksack. Part of the climb up to the MadlenerHaus was steep and very tough. But the second time you made
that climb it was easier, and finally you made it easily with double
the weight you had carried at first.”

I

f all goes well you never develop any relationship with the
NPVOUBJOZPVDMJNC:PVTVNNJUBOENPWFPOPODFJTOPU
FOPVHIUPHFUUPLOPXUIFDIBSBDUFS:PVHFUBMJUUMFUPQP SFNFNCFSBDPMPSUXP BOEIPQPČUIFTVNNJUUIJOLJOH i:PV
were great, but next weekend it’s the mountain down the line.”
But sometimes there is a mountain which seems to foil you season after season. These are the special ones, the ones that challenge you and mean something to you. The ones whose names
you hear and cannot resist the urge to gush about how many
times that peak has eluded you. The ones your friends taunt you
over, especially those who summit on their first attempt and
move on, forgetting. The ones you’ve been near and tried so
many times that you can’t clearly remember how many attempts
you’ve made. For most people Mount Matier is not a likely candidate to be one of these, but for me it was.
260
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“What we really loved was unroped glacier skiing, but for that
we had to wait until spring when the crevasses were sufficiently
covered.”

A

t 2783 m, Mount Matier isn’t nearly the highest in the coast
range, nor is it the most technically challenging to climb.
The first ascent was made on the eighteenth of August in 1957
by Dick Chambers, Joe Hutton, Roy Mason, Paddy Sherman,
and Cyril Scott. The party originally intended to call it Anniversary Peak in commemoration of the BCMC’s (British Mountaineering Club) Fiftieth Anniversary. However that name was
SFKFDUFE CFDBVTFJUSFGFSSFEUPBTQFDJĕDPSHBOJ[BUJPOćFĕOBM
name became “Matier,” and rumours abound that the name refers to a World War I French general. In that sense it is similar
to its neighbour Joffre, but some argue that it was named for
a former prospector well-known in the area. The Anniversary
label persists in the naming of the glacier that connects the two
peaks and is the chief source of access. The glacier provides a
mild technical challenge when the crevasses are exposed but is
a long and excellent ski run when the crevasses are covered and
avalanche conditions allow.
“You climbed on foot carrying your skis, and higher up, where
the snow was too deep, you climbed on seal skins that you attached to the bottoms of the skis.”

F

eatured prominently on the cover of Matt Gunn’s Scrambles,
Mount Matier is an aesthetic peak attractive to beginners and
experienced mountaineers, offering great views and minimal
technical challenge. The Joffre group is an extremely popular location for many backcountry users due to its ease of access and
the close proximity of the Cerise Creek Hut, also called “Keith’s
Hut” in memorial of Keith Flavelle. It is a fantastic ski destination in the winter and a great scrambling location in the summer. Joffre and Matier are high on the to-do lists of all coastal
climbers, and hardly a weather window passes without a party
on the summit. How then did my summit attempts become a
saga that would span nearly all of my years at UBC? Joffre and
Matier together form their own weather systems. Between that
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and the constant threat of an avalanche, I was foiled in my attempts for several years, two of which I will briefly recount here.
“We became great students of avalanches, the different types
of avalanches, how to avoid them, and how to behave if you were
caught in one.”

M

y first attempt on Mount Matier came in June of 2008 during my first year with the VOC. A group of us had gathered at the high camp known as “Motel Sixty-Six” to celebrate
the birthday of Piotr Forysinski by bagging Mt. Matier. It was
one of my first VOC trips, and I met many of the people who
would become my dear friends and constant weekend companions over the next few years on that trip. It was the middle of
the spring thaw cycle, which is the time of year when the mountains throw off their slushy white coats and welcome the warmth
PGUIFTVOCBDLUPUIFJSKBHHFECMBDLSPDLT8FQMBOOFEPOBO
alpine start to lessen the danger of avalanche, but during the
night we were woken up constantly by the sound of wet snow
sliding in great quantities all around us. When we got out of
bed and dressed for climbing, we found that the temperature
had remained high all night and that the clouds had closed in
around us. Nothing had frozen overnight, and the visibility had
dropped uncomfortably low. As a result, we stood around discussing the dangers and options for a very long time. A bird, a
rare sight at that elevation and hour, ended the discussion when
it dive bombed Anne Vialettes. We took that as a sign to give up
on the peak and went back to our tents.
“I remember all the kinds of snow that the wind could make
and their different treacheries when you were on skis. Then there
were the blizzards when you were in the high Alpine hut and the
strange world they would make, where we had to make our route
as carefully as though we had never seen the country.”

I

n the early winter of the next year, I was up at Cerise Creek
TLJJOH XJUI TPNF GSJFOET BOE FOKPZJOH TPNF HSFBU XFBUIFS
and fresh powder. The clear skies encouraged us to attempt
Matier the next morning, so we rose early. It was cold morn-
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ing but acceptably clear and calm as we started from the hut.
As we climbed higher the temperature dropped significantly
and the wind picked up to a furious pace. On the glacier I was
wearing nothing but my base layer and shell. As the temperature dropped below minus thirty-five degrees Celsius with wind
chill, I did not want to stop to put on more layers. I pushed on
as fast as I could to get to the col, in order to hide behind a rock
and put more clothing on. I waited at the col for my three companions and tried to stay warm as the arctic wind howled. One
GSJFOE  %VTUJO 1FSSZ  BSSJWFE BOE KPJOFE NF CFIJOE UIF SPDL
The next, Chris Davis, came shortly after, and we were shocked
UPTFFXIJUFQBUDIFTPGGSPTUCJUFBMMPWFSIJTGBDF)FKPJOFEVT
behind the scant protection of the rock and tried to warm himself. We began to worry about the last member, Tom Owen. By
the time Tom arrived his nose had turned white with frost bite,
and he had to put a glove over it to warm it. He looked like some
kind of crustacean-like alien out of a science fiction novel, but
it did the trick. There was very little discussion about the peak;
the wind was too strong and the temperature too low. We skied
carefully down the long Anniversary Glacier on snow hollowed
by the wind and retreated to the hut.
“We drank together, and we all sang mountain songs.”

I

believe it was Anne Vialettes who suggested the trip to Matier
in March 2011. We were at a VOC social event, where we were
sharing drinks and potluck food and loudly singing the usual
assortment of half remembered tunes. On the weekend, Colin
Vincent drove Merick Moritz, Anne Vialettes, Fabienne Meier
and myself up to the Duffy. I had been spending a lot of time
with the UBC Photosoc recently and was carrying three cameras with me: my Nikon DSLR with an assortment of lenses,
an old Vivitar V2000 32mm film camera, and a plastic Lomo
fisheye camera, both of which I borrowed from the Photosoc. I
also had my tripod, several flashes, and a variety of other photogoodies. Needless to say, this was all very heavy, and although I
was the first to arrive at the hut, my companions were still quick
to poke fun at the bulk whenever the opportunity arose.
There was, however, a method to my madness. On the eve-
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ning of Saturday, March nineteenth, the lunar perigee was supposed to happen. This full moon, or the so-called “Super Moon”,
was to be the brightest and biggest within the last twenty years
and would appear about fourteen percent bigger and thirty percent brighter than a full moon at apogee. The weather was uncertain, but it was an opportunity I couldn’t miss.
We got some turns on good snow in the afternoon and waited for the evening. As the sun set the clouds all vanished, but
darkness fell only for a brief period as the Super Moon rose and
fully illuminated the snow covered landscape. I set to work with
all the camera gear, but it was bed time soon, and I had a rematch with Matier in the morning. I found myself wishing we
XPVMEKVTUMFBWFSJHIUOPXBOEDMJNC.BUJFSVOEFSUIFMJHIUPG
the full moon. Ran Zhang, Eva Kaltenbacher, and Laura Morrison were also out to climb Matier that weekend, though their
plans took them to camp high on the col. I hoped they were up
UIFSFFOKPZJOHUIJTUPPBOEXBTPQFOMZKFBMPVTUIBU3BOXPVME
have the better vantage point for photo taking.
It was truly the most dramatic moon I had ever seen, and it
was driving me wild. I tried to sleep but couldn’t. How could
I sleep through the largest brightest moon I might possibly
ever see in my entire life? And to top it off, I was up at Cerise
Creek surrounded by a landscape that would make Ansel Adams drool! The moonbeams crept through windows and cracks
even, as I crept around the full hut collecting all my things and
dodging prone bodies.
“Where are you going?” whispered Anne.
“I can’t sleep, I have to go out and ski and get some photos of
this! Want to come with me?”
“No, you’re crazy!”
She was right, but many sleepless nights churning in the bowels
of engineering physics have taught me that sleep is a luxury I
can live without while still performing at an acceptable level. I
slipped out the door and started skinning up toward Motel 66,
looking for an ideal spot to setup the tripod and get some shots
of myself skiing under the light of this rare moon.
I had a remote trigger for the flashes. After setting everything
up, I had to walk up the hill out of the frame before the timer
opened the shutter, get my skis on, ski down, and press the
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remote trigger all before the shutter closed. Needless to say, it
was frustrating, and it took an extremely long time to get a good
shot. I found myself giddy with all the possibilities for unique
photos. However, without a partner to help me with the camera
HFBS PS UP CF NZ TVCKFDU  JU KVTU XBTOU HPJOH UP IBQQFO ćVT
I resolved to be content with what I had. After many hours of
photo taking, I skied back to the hut and got two hours of sleep.
“But to the peasants at the far upper end of the Montafon,
where we hired porters to go up to the Madlener-Haus, we were
all foreign devils who went into the high mountains when people
should stay out of them. That we started before daylight in order
not to pass avalanche places when the sun could make them dangerous was not to our credit. It only proved we were tricky as all
foreign devils are.”

I

was feeling remarkably good in the morning even after not
having slept. The weather was still fine and clear as we made
our way up to the col. The sun rose bright and red and gave
me more opportunities to prove to my companions that all that
photo gear was worth the effort.
At the col the wind started picking up, but there was still not
a cloud to be seen. It got cold with the wind, and snow was swirling and dancing everywhere. Eventually we decided to leave our
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Summit Ridge of Mt. Matier.

skis as the route got steep, the snow hard, and the wind fierce.
The strong winds and blowing snow gave me another opportunity to break out the cameras and temporarily sacrifice any
sense of feeling in my hands to capture some great moments.
“We all knew the different snow conditions, and everyone knew
how to run in deep powder snow.”

O

n the summit ridge we watched Ran, Eva, and Laura ski
down. As we climbed higher the wind lessened and stopped
altogether as we reached the summit. I had finally made it after
nearly four years of misadventure chasing this peak and many
others in between. The spectacular view was worth the wait. We
had a good laugh on the summit over lunch about all the times
I had attempted and failed on this mild peak, while even most
beginners make it on their first trip. But for me it was one of
those peaks, and in a way I was glad. I got to know the lore and
history of these mountains in the last few years as I made my attempts, which is something I would not have done if everything
had gone right, and I had summited in my first attempt.
“Finally towards spring there was a great glacier run, smooth
and straight, forever straight if our legs could hold it. Our ankles
locked, we were running so low, leaning into the speed, dropping
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Mt. Matier group summit shot. Left to right: Merick Moritz,
Fabienne Meier, Anne Vialettes, Colin Vincent, Lee Wasilenko.

forever and forever in the silent hiss of the crisp powder. It was
better than flying or anything else, and we built the ability to do it
and to have it with the long climbs carrying the heavy rucksacks.
We could not buy the trip up nor take a ticket to the top. It was
the end we worked for all winter, and all that the winter built to
make possible.”

O

ur group split up as we skied down. Merick, Anne, and I
wanted to ski all the way down the north face of Matier to
the glacier below before skinning back to the col and back down
Anniversary. We had very good snow on the north side and
excellent snow down Anniversary. The glacier run is long, and
before it got steep, we stopped every so often to regroup before
continuing to negotiate the crevasses unroped. We hooted and
IPMMFSFE EPXO UIF SVO  FOKPZJOH FWFSZ UVSO BOE UIFO CBTLFE
breathlessly in the warm sun. I gazed up at the towers of Matier
and Joffre. With my time at UBC drawing ever closer to an end,
I wondered if I’d ever make this trip again. With my cameras
stuffed with photos, that sad thought was easier to bear, and I
reflected that my time in the VOC had been my moveable feast
and the mountains my Paris.
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“There is never any ending to Paris, and the memory of each
person who has lived in it differs from that of any other. We always
returned to it no matter who we were, or how it was changed, or
with what difficulties, or ease, it could be reached. Paris was always worth it, and you received return for whatever you brought
to it. But this is how Paris was in the early days when we were very
poor and very happy.”

All quotations taken from “A Moveable Feast” by Ernest
Hemingway.

Moon shadows on Matier.
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MOUNT BAKER IN A DAY,
SELF-PROPELLED
5–7 AUGUST 2011
& MARCIN MIRSKI

C

aroline:
For some crazy reason (probably climbing with Marcin
too much), I started self-propelled trips this summer. They
began in early June when a few of us biked to Squamish to
do some climbing in the Bluffs for the day.
In late June, I ended up doing a multi-day self-propelled
climbing trip with some wonderful people; at the end of the
trip, Marcin and I got picked up by Nick in Squamish for
James Murphy’s trip up Mount Matier. Nick was beginning
to do self-propelled trips as well, and we started throwing
around new ideas…
A month or so later, at the Phelix window-hauling work
hike in July, I ended up skiing with Nick and the self-propelled ideas really started to gain momentum. I originally
had my eyes on Sky Pilot near Squamish, but thanks to
some liquid courage (plenty on that trip), Nick convinced
me that we should try for Mt. Baker instead.
We set up final plans a few days before the trip. Marcin
and I would meet Nick around noon in Richmond on Friday. We would camp close to the trailhead that night, ski
up Mt. Baker on Saturday, and then cycle back on Sunday.
I was still skeptical about whether I should even come
along as Friday approached; the distance we would cover
seemed ever more ridiculous. I let Nick know about my ap270
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prehension, and his response was, “Oh, it’s over two and a
half days, it should be leisurely!”
After a home brew party at Marcin’s on Thursday night,
I woke up sleep-deprived and began packing for the trip.
Sometime around ten in the morning Marcin called from
UBC to ask me to pick up his gloves (by which he meant
passport) at his place. I made my way to his place and
found his roommate, James Fotouhi, packing up for his
own self-propelled trip! Must be a bug going around…

M

arcin:
As the home brew party wound down the night before
the trip, I started thinking about how I was going to attach
all of my gear to my bike. My vague, alcohol-aided memory
of how Len Goff ’s bike looked during his and Nick’s previous Baker attempt gave me some ideas. By the time I had
it all figured out, it was two in the morning and my bike
needed very little coercion to tip over backwards. I placed
my bike on the scale, which read out 46.6 kg (the bike, rack,
and lock are 13.7). Knowing Nick’s lightweight packing
prowess, I pictured his entire setup weighing closer to 25
LHXJUIBUPVDIPGKFBMPVTZ0GDPVSTF IFXBTCSJOHJOHB
similar amount of stuff, so that wouldn’t have made sense. I
took my bike for a wobbly test ride and decided it was stable
but no longer fit well into small places.
trips for me this summer, I had a peach for breakfast and
headed out to the gear room with a bottle of home brew for
tele boots. Of course, I forgot to bring my passport, which
Caroline was kind enough to grab for me. I was supposed
to meet her at the Canada Line Bridge at noon. At ten minplanned to leave. I took off quickly.

C

aroline:
Anyway, Marcin and I met on the Canada Line Bridge and
biked down to meet Nick. Biking with 70 pounds tied on
the rack plus skis took some getting used to (I rode into
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Marcin a couple times – oops).

M

arcin:
The peach ran out somewhere in Delta, and a wonderful
Subway appeared in the middle of a sugar crash. Breakfast
close to three in the afternoon was delicious!

C

aroline:
ćF DZDMF EPXO UP 4VNBT XBT B NPTUMZ ĘBU  FOKPZBCMF
one. As we rode through Abbotsford, we started to get
really hungry, partially due to going past raspberry fields
with their delicious smells. I was so starving by the time we
reached the border that manure from the farmlands was
starting to smell really toasty and inviting…
After receiving some funny looks from the US border
guards, we chowed down on great amounts of Mexican
food at Sumas and then continued on towards Glacier. The
sun was beginning to set at this point, and the uphill began. Then my rear wheel started exploding… the first out
of many times on this trip.

M

FRIENDLY BYSTANDER

arcin:
I was impressed by the ability of Caroline’s bike to deflate its own tires, and at her ability to not swear at it. Af-

Marcin Mirski, Caroline Jung, and Nick Matwyuk, fully loaded at
Subway #13855, Delta, BC.
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ter four patches, things were looking pretty good until the
valve core blew out with a bang. The one spare tube we had
between the three of us was put to use, leaving us with one
more patch.

C

aroline:
After a few (or many) repairs later and riding through
pitch black darkness, we reached the ranger station at
around midnight. We slept under the stars, then woke up
after three hours of sleep at 3:30 in the morning.
There was about 1000 m of elevation gain on the bikes left
to do for the second day, and wow, did it break me up good.
My bike was not built for biking uphill with a large load in
the back. I learned the hard way that the gears do not go
low enough (i.e., not low enough for touring) on this trip as
I grunted with each pedal stroke instead of spinning along
smoothly. I was getting pretty trashed by this, and somewhere along the way up, I decided that I shouldn’t be climbing Baker as there was still the ride back home to do. When
I reached the Heliotrope Ridge trailhead, I found Marcin
sleeping on the picnic table, got him up, then quickly rolled
out my sleeping bag on his spot and proceeded to sleep;
meanwhile Nick and Marcin set out to climb Baker.

N

ick:
Marcin and I packed at the trailhead and got psyched up
for the hike by catching a few zzz’s before Caroline showed
up. With her arrival we notified her of our plan. We told her
that we shouldn’t be expected before dark, so there was no
reason to worry, unless we aren’t there in the morning. We
started up the Heliotrope Ridge trail at 9:15AM. It seemed
like we were making good progress and soon passed some
heavily loaded groups hiking up. As my first time up the
ridge was in a whiteout, I was now able to soak in the splendid views ahead of us. The trail wound its way up a ridge
with the rugged Coleman Glacier on the left. Mt. Baker
stood prominently in front of us and didn’t seem too far
away… Transitioning to skis was a glorious moment, and
soon we were “in the zone.” We passed a couple of groups
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and one solo person along the way. I chatted with them for
a bit and they were more than a little surprised to hear what
we were doing.
The route up was really straight forward with clear visibility. Clouds were lower at approximately 1000 m or so. We
were really hoping it wasn’t pouring rain on Caroline, as we
had visions of her setting up the tarp and huddling around
the trailhead map sign. The crevasses were easily negotiable
although a couple of the snow bridges were “airy” as we
looked deep down into the blue depths.
Soon we were at the base of the Roman Wall. The snow
was firmer here due to the wind, so we decided to ditch
UIFTLJT8FXFSFKPJOFECZUXPPUIFSTXIPBMTPDBSSJFEUIF
skis up to a point slightly lower than us. Strangely enough,
that group of four (with two sitting out the summit) carried their skis up the entire way even though they had skins
on them… Marcin was pretty optimistic and said it would
only be a half hour for us to reach the summit. I gave a
more conservative guess of an hour, but the final ascent
took slightly longer than that. There were great steps the
whole way up. We didn’t even use our crampons because
the terrain was soft enough. Once at the top, it was a short
walk over to the real summit. What a glorious moment that
was! It felt great to stand at 3286 m, knowing that we had
gained all of that elevation under our own power. There was
a fierce wind so we took the obligatory summit pictures and
then headed down for some refuelling with our “baby loaf ”
of Tillamook Cheese (1 kg).
While post-holing our way down the Roman Wall, we sure
wished we had brought up our skis (the conditions lower
down were worse but the upper third quarter was great).
Marcin also found out that his gaiters didn’t fit his ski boots,
so with capris on (Marcin: MEC called them shorts when I
bought them!), he had a snow filled descent capped off with
bloody shins.
Our skis were waiting patiently for us to strap in and let’r
rip. The group of four was still faffing around with roping
up as we sped past them. Excellent fields of corn lay before
VTKVTUCFHHJOHUPCFIBSWFTUFEćFUVSOTXFSFHSBDFGVMBOE
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Obligatory summit picture on Mt. Baker (Nick Matwyuk, Marcin
Mirski).

wide grins were plastered on our faces. We had many photo
opportunities, and made sure to gather the attention of the
UFOUDJUZBTXFFWPLFEHSFBUKFBMPVTZ
The snow came to an end too soon, and we started to
trod back down the trail. Amazingly we completed the
round trip in ten hours. This exceeded our expectations by
far. In the parking lot we met up with Caroline, who was
still sleeping in her -10°C Merlin (I still can’t believe how
she didn’t sweat like crazy in that thing…). Marcin and I
couldn’t contain our excitement from the skiing and summit we had. It was really unfortunate that Caroline couldn’t
experience it with us.

C

aroline:
Approximately ten hours later, a bit after seven in the evening, I was woken by a group of hikers who asked what in
the world I was up to sleeping on a picnic table surrounded
by three bikes, one of which was still loaded up with skis.
As I explained to them what we had done so far and how
my friends were in the process of summiting Baker in a day,
they raised their eyebrows and gave me a “you’re really stupid and I’m genuinely worried for your sanity” response. I
shrugged and laughed about the whole thing too. I did end
up sleeping at the trailhead after all…
Just as the skeptics began walking towards their cars, I saw
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Marcin Mirski (left) and Nick Matwyuk (right) carving gracefully
down the slopes of Mt. Baker.

tips of skis poking through the bush, and heard familiar
voices! I was impressed. These two rode 170 km and gained
1000 m elevation on fully loaded bikes, then gained another
2000 m on skis to summit Baker in under ten hours?
Wow, I’m friends with monsters.
After some celebratory faffing, we hopped back on our
bikes and flew down the road. It was a pretty scary and
bumpy ride on a fully loaded road bike, and some hairpin
turns and pothole navigation made for a harrowing descent. We sat down for dinner at the ranger station: green
curry with mashed potatoes, and mac ‘n cheese.

M

arcin:
The ride down the forest development road an obstacle
course of potholes and gravel patches in the waning dusk
light. We hit 69 km/h, and the one on the black road bike
nearly didn’t make a corner due to his enthusiasm. The ride
down itself nearly made the early morning slog up worth it.
The fact it was after a 3010 m day made it that much more
rewarding! The last patch was used up as we rolled towards
the ranger station.
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C

aroline:
We then went to sleep for a well-deserved (well, for Nick
and Marcin anyway) nine hours of sleep, which summed
up to nineteen hours of sleep for me on Saturday!

N

ick:
On Sunday morning, we slept in until eight. I watched
people walk to the front door of the station, including the
ranger who opened the door, but nobody saw us. It was only
when Caroline went to use the (indoor) washroom that we
were spotted. The ranger politely told us that we weren’t
allowed to camp there, but that there was a logging road
slightly east of the station that had a suitable gravel pullout. As long as you are packed up before seven, though,
I would still recommend the ranger station as a camping
spot, due to the open bathroom with running water and
convenient lights and benches for cooking.
The cycle back was uneventful but included a very pleasant 70+ km/h rip down some twisties. We stopped in Abbotsford for some breakfast at IHOP., then our only other
stops were for blueberries, a patch kit, and a tire tube.

M

arcin:
I peeled off in Langley to go over the Golden Ears bridge
to my parents’ place. Riding down towards the highway
crossing, my rear tube took its turn to explode violently,
making me glad we had picked up the spare. Soon afterwards I was at home, showered, and enthusiastically refuelling.

N

ick:
I still can’t get over the trip. It was such a great experience with wonderful people who made it happen. I have
also cracked my SP goose-egg for this year and am now 1-2.
MOUNT BAKER SP IN THE BAG!!!!

M

arcin:
WHOOOOO!!!

THE GREAT ONE AND ITS
VOC VISITORS

GETTING THERE

M

y friend Peter Anderson was the one who put the idea
of climbing Denali (6194 m) into my head some three
ZFBSTQSJPSXIJMFIJLJOHUIF8FTU$PBTU5SBJM)BWJOHCPUIKVTU
read Jon Krakauer’s gripping, raw, and often brutal exposé on
the 1996 Everest disaster, “Into Thin Air,” we hiked together
along the last kilometers of the trail lost in conversation, musing about what climbing big mountains is really all about. I then
said something like, “I’m not sure if I’d ever want to climb Everest… but climbing Denali… that would really put a cap on my
climbing career.” After I got home I pushed the idea to the side,
in favour of years of smaller scale and cheaper trips, but it was
always in the back of my mind. Every so often I’d find myself
reading an article, looking at pictures, or skimming other people’s trip reports when I should have been studying or working.
Sometime during the fall of 2009, I finally decided to make it
happen. All I needed were some partners and an excuse to go.
Next thing I knew I’d managed to seduce Mike Duncan, Laura Morrison, and Christian Champagne with visions of standing on the Great One. By May we’d acquired permits from the
National Park Service, arranged for flights into Base Camp from
K2 Aviation, prepared our bodies as much as we could for the
278
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rigours of high altitude climbing, dehydrated twenty-four days
worth of food, acquired all the gear we needed, and consulted
with a high altitude doctor at the UBC School of Human Kinetics. Dr. Michael Khoele and his researchers Martin MacInnis
and Eric Carter provided us with medical advice and prescriptions for preventative and emergency medications needed for
the climb. They also included us in his team’s research into altitude illness. We were to take readings of our vital signs and test
our balance during our ascent to provide them with data for
their study.
inally June fourth arrived. Laura, Champagne, and I packed
up my parent’s minivan and headed north (Mike had already
flown off to Quebec City for a conference, later to meet us in
"ODIPSBHF 8FOJOKBDBNQFEUIFXIPMFXBZ OBSSPXMZBWPJEing capture by a NPS ranger on the search prowl in Tok, Alaska,
and arrived in Anchorage on the eighth of June, killing some
time wandering around before meeting Mike at the airport.
Then we drove through Wasilla (home of Sarah Palin) and on to
Talkeetna. There was a point on the highway, less than an hour
away from Talkeetna that we turned a corner and saw Denali
looming above in the distance outlined by the red glow of the
Alaskan night. We were still more than 150 km from the mountain, but its size awed me. I think Mike was sitting beside me,
and we turned to each other saying, “Holy shit! We’re climbing
that?” In two hours we were under the shadow of Denali.
We were up early the next morning for our ranger orientation where we met with a Denali climbing ranger. He gave us
some advice via power point, but mostly he taught us (without demonstration) how to use a Clean Mountain Can (CMC),
the NPS’s (National Park Service) answer to “Pack It In, Pack It
Out.” Basically they were cylinders about 20 cm tall and 10 cm
XJEFMJOFEXJUIBCJPEFHSBEBCMFDPSOTUBSDICBH:PVXPVMETJU
on them when nature calls and they contain your solid waste.
Later, when the bag is full, you would toss it in a deep, thin crevasse to maintain the cleanliness of the mountain. There was no
natural pooping allowed on Denali. He gave us one of our very
own and let us go.
"U , "WJBUJPO XF XFSF HJWFO KVTU B GFX NJOVUFT OPUJDF 
and suddenly it was time to go! Our one hundred pounds of

F
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gear each was loaded from the hanger into a single engine Otter (a great classic of a northern bush plane), and our pilot fired
up the plane and taxied us out. Being a pilot myself and headover-heels excited for the ride, my friends let me ride shotgun
in the copilot seat. It was incredible! Otters are slow, but powerful, and within seconds we were in the air soaring over the
Alaskan wilderness. We turned towards the mountain leaving
Talkeetna behind and followed the Tokositna River that drains
Denali’s southern glaciers flying low over the wild land through
some light weather for about 20 minutes until reaching Denali’s
flanks. The weather wouldn’t allow a direct route to Base Camp
so we took a longer route through Pika-Pass over the Pika Glacier. We passed between rock towers on Denali’s flanks in a
spectacular flurry of ice below, rock beside and above. It was
dramatic. But suddenly we were through the rocky defenses that
the Great One had prepared for us and were flying low over the
Kahiltna Glacier, the beginning of our route up Denali.
The size of the glacier was staggering. More than 100 km
long and as much as 5 km wide at its head, it was an impressive
sight. Even in the Otter we felt like we were standing still as we
travelled over it. We flew up the Kahiltna for a few minutes with
Mount Foraker (5303 m) on the left, Mount Hunter (4257 m),
and right ahead Denali. Then suddenly the Otter banked to the
right down a minor fork (the Southeast Fork) of the Kahiltna
and began to descend towards base camp. Base camp appeared
before us at the foot of Mount Francis and Mount Hunter, on
UIF4PVUIFBTU'PSLKVTUBLJMPNFUFSPSTPJOGSPNUIFNBJOĘPX
of the Kahiltna. As we descended the pilot pumped a handle
that lowered the skis below the wheels and aimed for the sloping
hill that appeared crevasse free, marked with old multicolored
sleds that would be our runway. The Otter touched down and
bounced along it towards the camp. My favorite part was when
UIF QJMPU MBVHIFE BOE TBJE  i8IPPQT 8F KVTU KVNQFE B MJUUMF
crevasse!”
Base Camp had twenty or so tents, but it grows and shrinks
in size depending on the weather. It was filled with characters,
many of whom we would meet again and again on our trip: a
Kiwi father-son duo who climbed three routes (Denali’s West
Rib, a route on Mount Foraker, and a new route on an un-
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climbed section of Denali) all successfully; a couple of French
Canadians attempting the difficult Cassin Ridge; Ben and RoNBO UXPTLJFSTXIPXFSFSFMBYFEBOEGVOMPWJOH KVTUUIFSFUP
ski; and an RMI (Rocky Mountain Institute) guided climb. The
latter two would leap frog us right until the very end. Denali was
filled with characters: many experienced climbers and many inexperienced ones.

THE CLIMB:
LOW ON THE GREAT ONE

I

t was the daytime temperature of 40°C on the lower glaciers
that urged us to leave at three in the morning when the glacier
was hard and safe to travel over, so at that time we roped up
and clipped into our skis, having packed all our gear and food
into our sleds and packs, and headed towards the Kahiltna. The
travel between Base Camp and Camp One was relatively easy.
The difference in elevation was minimal; Base Camp was at at
2200 m and Camp 1 at 2400 m. As we left I was having trouble
with the most unruly of my sleds, and I managed to knock down
the American flag flying by Base Camp. Not being American, I
pretended it didn’t happen, and moved on, but I wish I could
say this was the last of my sled-related trials. The Loose Cannon
BTNZTMFEXPVMETPPOCFOBNFE XBTPOMZKVTUCFHJOOJOHUP
screw with me.
After leaving Base Camp we skinned down Heartbreak Hill
onto the main section of the Kahiltna Glacier and turned north
up the glacier. We travelled in a white out, seeing very little of
the whole 9 km of gently sloping terrain. The challenge was that
we were travelling with our entire store of food and gear. We
pulled into Camp One around ten as the day was heating up.
Mike found that he had already sun burnt his arms, only twenty-four hours into our month long adventure.
We set up camp near the base of Ski Hill, a section of the
route that is the first real elevation gain which climbs towards
Kahiltna Pass (the head of the glacier), where we relaxed. Soon
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Camp 1.

the whiteout broke, and we found ourselves to be in the middle
of the massive glacier surrounded by mountain walls that were
staggering in size. I had never seen terrain so huge. The scale
of the mountains surrounding us was absolutely astounding!
To the north was Ski Hill, our route towards Kahiltna Pass and
Camp Two. To the west was Foraker and the Kahiltna Dome.
To the south was the Kahiltna’s run out of a hundred kilometers or more, and to the east was the Valley of Death bounded
by Denali on the north and the Kahiltna Peaks on the south.
Every so often we saw a serac calve off from a peak striking the
face below, setting off spectacular avalanches that rumbled to
the glacier floor. This was particularly common in the Valley of
Death (hence the name).
We spent the whole of that first day lounging around napping, chatting, reading, and admiring the scenery. Mike made
the observation that it was a lot like lying on the beach, except
that the ground was cold. He spent a lot of the day with his shirt
off working on this tan; the rest of us were too pasty to risk a
burn. That night we went to bed early in preparation for a trip
up to Camp Two the next morning, to cache a load of food.
Soon after three in the morning, roped up, ready, and towing
only food, I led the group up Ski Hill through another whiteout.
After a couple hours, the whiteout broke, and the sun came out
from behind Denali. We were rewarded for our labours with
spectacular views down the Kahiltna behind us. We crossed over
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yawning crevasses and passed by a large icefall off to our right.
On our left the Kahiltna Dome came into view, and in front of
us we soon saw Kahiltna Pass, the top of the Kahiltna glacier.
At Kahiltna Pass, at about 3000 m, we turned east between two
ridges and climbed another 300 m towards a flat section about
100 m below Camp Two. Here we dropped our packs and took
a break. Deciding that this was a decent place for our cache, we
dug a hole about a meter deep, tossed our compression sacks
filled with food into a trash compactor bag, and dropped it into
the hole. Leaving our cache marked with our VOC logo, we
turned tail and skied back to Camp One.
he next day we pulled out of Camp One and moved permanently to Camp Two (3400 m) after chugging up a small rise
above our cache. Camp Two sat in the centre of a small basin
surrounded by steep cliffs and ice falls. The camp itself didn’t
feel nearly as secure as Camp One or Base Camp was, with
open crevasses surrounding it and large serac falls occurring
KVTUPVUTJEFJUTCPVOEBSJFT CVUJUXBTTQFDUBDVMBS8FIBEOPX
gained some serious elevation and there were some real views

T

Mike Duncan, Laura Morrison, and Christian Champagne move up
Mount Hunter (4257m) in the background.
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with more of the fantastic alpine scenery on a scale with which
*XBTVOGBNJMJB)VHFTFSBDTXFSFDBMWJOHPGBOJDFGBMMKVTUUP
the south, which was above the hill we had climbed into camp.
The north side was bounded by a huge ridge with one weakness,
Motorcycle Hill, our route up from here. We still had our view
down the Kahiltna, but now we could see over Kahiltna pass to
the northeast as well as south. The camp itself had about twenty
tents, representing a number of parties.
The next day was the first rest day of the trip. At 3400 m we
weren’t at any serious altitude yet, but you could certainly start
to feel the air thinning. Acclimatization was important, and we
weren’t prepared to neglect it, even if we felt good. It felt like a
lazy Saturday back home, including the late sleep and the big
breakfast (eggs, hashbrowns, and bacon bits). Camp Two was
still pretty warm, definitely above freezing, but sometimes required a sweater when the sun went behind a cloud or something. I found it to be the most comfortable camp on the mountain, temperature-wise.
That night we decided that we’d had such a good day, and
were feeling so good, that we may as well try to make a cache below Camp Three overnight. So we packed up the food and starting hoofing it (the route was now too steep for skis) up Motorcycle Hill. The hill was the first steep one we had encountered,
probably forty degrees of incline or so, and Mike led us up it,
about three hundred vertical meters. Unfortunately, Mike takes
longer to acclimatize than the rest of us1 (something about having big tri-athlete muscles that need too much oxygen), and he
wasn’t ready. Getting up the hill was a real slog, and more than
that, we hadn’t brought enough warm clothes for the trip, thinking the temperature wouldn’t drop as much as it did. By the time
we reached the top of the hill our feet were freezing. We decided
UIBUXFKVTUXFSFOUQSFQBSFEUPDPOUJOVFBOEDBDIFEPVSHFBS
at the top of the hill, a third of the way to Camp Three, and
resolved to try again tomorrow. We cached our food on a thin
ridge and headed back down, which was probably a good idea,
since by the time we were heading down I couldn’t feel my feet.
It wasn’t a total loss, though. I took some of the best pictures of
1 Mike discusses this issue in “How NOT To Train for Denali”, page 424.
–Ed.
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the trip up there. The Alaskan midnight sun was beautiful.
he next day we headed out before noon, climbing Motorcycle Hill in much better form and picked up our cache on
the ridge above. Then, with our food in tow, we continued up
another few hundred meters to the top of the ridge, where there
was a long, flat, gently climbing section called the Polo Field. It
was wide and climbed towards the beginning of the West Buttress. We walked slowly across it and climbed steeper snow field
that rose to the infamous Windy Corner, an exposed traverse
following the base of the West Buttress, dropping steeply down
towards an icefall far below. Climbing up to the Corner was slow
going, but we passed it without incident, dodging a few crevasses along the way finding ourselves on a wide glacier that rose
towards Camp Three. This was at about 4000 m and we decided
it was a good place to cache. Back at Camp Two we dusted the
snow out of our beards (except Laura, who didn’t have a beard).
In the morning we struck camp, cached our skis, and headed
up. This time Mike was in much better form (when climbing
high, sleeping low helps with acclimatization), and we made it
to our cache in much better time, leap-frogging an RMI group
the whole way. At Windy Corner, snow from the previous night
covered a crevasse, and I stepped right into it, but I was apparFOUMZUPPGBUUPĕU TP*KVTUQVMMFENZTFMGPVUUIFPUIFSTJEF8F
passed our cache and continued up along the glacier towards
Camp Three, through large crevasses and over snow bridges.
Soon the area began to open up into a large plateau. The West
Buttress on our right pulled back towards the north and Camp
Three, at 4300 m, came into view.
Windy Corner is the dividing line between the low and high
parts of the mountain. It divides weather regions and it’s where
most people begin to feel the altitude. Having passed Windy
Corner and arrived at Camp Three, we were definitely high on
the mountain.

T
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THE CLIMB:
HIGH ON THE GREAT ONE

C

amp Three was the largest camp on Denali, except Base
Camp. It was the highest sheltered camp, and climbers
would wait at Camp Three for a good weather window before
moving up the Camp Four for a summit attempt. Thus it would
usually be full of people waiting, because it was a good place
to take a few days break for acclimatization before moving up
to the much more uncomfortable Camp Four. Situated on a
large plateau, protected on three sides (north, east, and west)
by the West Buttress, Camp Three was comfortable and reasonably warm (for 4300 m). The open south side, nicknamed the
Edge of the World, dropped off more than a thousand meters
down to the Valley of Death where more technical and challenging routes like the West Rib and the Cassin Ridge were located. There was a semi-permanent ranger station located there,
staffed with climbing rangers that would perform rescues and
make sure people would be following the poop rules. All in all,
the location was pretty cushy for being so high on the mountain.
We arrived at Camp Three sometime in mid afternoon and
chose a couple of previously occupied spots for our tents. The
next three days were rest days, and there was nothing to do but
FOKPZ PVSTFMWFT BU $BNQ ćSFF * XPLF VQ BOE XFOU XBOEFSing, checking out the ranger station, saying hi to other groups,
and taking a look at the next section of our route: the Headwall.
North of Camp Three rose the West Buttress, and right up the
centre of it is a long, steepening climb of about 700 m to the ridge
above. From my vantage point I could see a small line of what
looked like ants working their up the hill to the Headwall. Here
the route steepened to a max of sixty-five degrees of incline on
a snowy ice sheet. Rangers and guided groups had placed fixed
lines there to make it safer, but it seemed they mostly caused a lot
PGDPOGVTJPOBOEUSBďDKBNT'SPNUIFSFZPVGPMMPXBMPOHUIJO
SJEHFBMPOHUIFUJQPGUIFCVUUSFTTUP$BNQ'PVS*UXBTFOKPZBCMF
to watch other people’s progress. We hiked down and picked up
our cache. On the way down we saw a helicopter fly up to Camp
Three, then slowly make its way through the thin air to Camp
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3 behind.

Four. It came down a few minutes later with a form wrapped in
white dangling from its long-line. A body. Some poor fellow had
expired up high from a heart attack.
he next morning, after pancakes, Laura and I played scrabble on a board she’d drawn on her thermarest, and we chatted with people around camp. We watched some skiers lap the
lower section of the headwall and decided that we’d head up
the next day to leave a cache. That way we’d be ready when the
weather improved.
It was slow going, working our way up the Headwall. The
route went straight up from camp, climbing to the fixed lines.
We clipped our ascenders into the “up” line and worked our way
up the ice sheet, climbing over a bergschrund along the way. It
was steep and airy, but a lot of fun. On the way up, though, we
got to witness a guided group’s ridiculous faff going down. A
few members were pretty terrified and refused to move, with the
guides trying to coax them. Our climb up the ropes was done
in the clouds, and eventually we topped out on the ridge. It was
too late to continue, and Mike was still a little slow on the acclimatization (those big muscles, I tell you) so we cached at the
top of the fixed ropes with Camp Four still a kilometer and three

T
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hundred vertical meters away up the ridge. Heading back down
UIFĕYFESPQFTXBTMFTTGVO3FBMMZJUXBTKVTUBOFBTZXBMLJOH
rappel, but unfortunately the guided group on the line below
was moving at a snail’s pace. So we spent more than an hour
balanced on our crampon points waiting for the guys below us
to move. It wasn’t all bad, though. Champagne made a friend
and spent most of the time talking in French to a couple of guys
stuck waiting with us. Eventually we got of the ropes, after seriously considering using the “up” rope to go down (a Denali
faux pas). We were a little down when we arrived back at camp.
Mike’s difficulty acclimatizing had slowed our climb and had us
concerned that he wouldn’t be able to make it, but thankfully
our fears did not come to pass.
few days later a decent weather report up high encouraged
us to pack up camp and hoist our packs. We cached our
sleds; they were of no more use. We then moved back up the
Headwall. This was a good day; we were really moving. Mike
had caught up to us in acclimatization and was back in fine form
(except for his now infected sun-burnt lips). We moved up the
fixed lines and continued up the ridge. This was the most spectacular part of the climb and my favorite part. The ridge was the
pinnacle of the West Buttress and often less than a foot wide
with a drop of more than a thousand meters on either side. As
we moved up the ridge, it was Champagne’s turn to start really sucking wind. I could hear him gasping for air from the far
end of the rope! However, we moved steadily, climbing a steep
section below a rock feature known as Washburn’s thumb and
gaining on Camp Four. Suddenly the ridge ended, and we were
standing on a small, exposed plateau at the foot of Denali’s south
summit with four or five tents on it. Camp Four (5300 m) was
small and exposed, with only half the oxygen that there is at sea
level. Above and to the north of the camp was the long traverse
across the Autobahn (nicknamed this due to a number of German climbers who fell down it) to Denali Pass, the col between
the north and south summits. The route then continued up to
the south summit along a climbing snow field and a short ridge.
We dropped our packs and set up camp.
After a sleep in, we awoke to find the camp had emptied.
Out on the Autobahn above us we saw climbers stretched out

A
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Ridge at 5200m, just below Camp 4.

like ants heading for the summit. The weather was beautiful
and the day was perfect for reaching the summit. However,
Champagne and Mike were acclimatizing, and we needed to
pick up our cache. I had experienced an altitude-related headache overnight, which probably due to some mild AMS (acute
mountain sickness), and we thought it prudent to wait another
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day. So Laura, Mike, and I headed down the ridge to collect or
cache after breakfast. This was a fun outing! With empty packs
and good weather, we had no worries. We strolled down the
spectacular ridge un-roped while taking in the views, chatting,
and snapping pictures. We had a snack by our cache, dug it up,
and returned to Camp Four. This time it was my turn to suck
wind. Mike was strong, climbing loaded with his cache, his giant strides leaving footprints a bit too far apart for Laura and
me. Struggling to keep up, I arrived at Camp Four and said, “I
think you’re finally acclimatized, Mike!” We decided to go for
the summit the next day.
After dinner, we watched the returning climbers roll in. Most
had left at around ten in the morning, when the sun hit the Autobahn, and most returned twelve hours later, though some later.
ćFZXFSFQSFUUZFYIBVTUFEBOEQSFUUZNVDIKVTUDPMMBQTFEJOUP
bed. We went to bed too, in preparation for our summit day, but
I don’t think any of us could sleep. I lay awake all night, reading
PDDBTJPOBMMZ SFWJFXJOHUIFSPVUFJONZNJOE FOKPZJOHUIFTVC
-30°C temperatures in the tent, and waiting. In the morning,
nothing happened. Laura popped out of her tent around nine
only to find the mountain shrouded in clouds. Above our camp
you couldn’t see.
As the day progressed the weather degraded, and soon it became a snow storm. The temperature dropped, and snow began
to fall, so we got into our sleeping bags and prepared to wait
it out. We knew that storms at Camp Four tended to be pretty
serious business, often lasting the better part of a week accompanied by winds in excess of 100 km/h and a lot of snow. This
one didn’t disappoint. In thirty-six hours more than a meter
of snow fell, and despite our snow walls built to hold off the
wind our tents still were whipped around a bit. Every couple of
hours someone would have to get up and shovel out the tents
to prevent them from being buried, a task that turned out to be
extremely difficult with half the usual oxygen present to fuel the
shoveling
After four days we knew our chances of summiting were
pretty much gone. The huge amount of snow that the storm
dumped on the Autobahn made the avalanche risk extremely
high. Itt wasn’t a matter of if, but when, a slide would occur.
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Christian Champagne shovels out the tents during a 4 day storm

Moreover, swimming uphill through waist-deep snow wasn’t going to make any kind of ascent easy, and we didn’t have enough
food to wait for it to settle. At this point we started looking for
a window that would allow us to go down, rather than up. The
Headwall below suffered from similar avalanche conditions as
the Autobahn, making a descent dangerous as well. Then, on
the fifth day, Laura was chatting with two climbing rangers, who
were also stuck at Camp Four. They told us that the Headwall
had already avalanched and that it was now safe to go down. The
storm had broken by this point, and despite some pretty strong
winds we headed down.

THE RETURN JOURNEY

B

reaking camp was a bit of a challenge. My tent pole segments had frozen together, and the fabric was stiff and no
longer stuffable. All the gear was covered in snow and ice, and
it was impossible to take our gloves off to manipulate items, because it was too cold. We managed eventually, and we began
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moving towards the ridge and the route down. As soon as we
stepped off our camp spot, we sunk into thigh deep snow, having to force our way through towards the ridge. The winds had
blown the ridge clean but were making walking on the small,
exposed knife edge a bit dangerous, particularly for Mike who
was carrying the foam pads on the outside of his pack like sails.
I clipped into some snow and ice protection as we worked our
way down, and despite the rather epic conditions we reached
the top of the fixed lines in relatively short order, though not
before the wind brought me to my knees a couple of times.
Descending the fixed lines and the lower part of the Headwall
was quick and uneventful and soon we found ourselves back at
Camp Three. It was decided that we would rest at Camp Three
overnight and for the following morning. Then we would push
overnight all the way to Base Camp, leaving Camp Three around
four in the afternoon and traveling over the lower glaciers at
night. We were starting to feel pretty excited about flying off the
NPVOUBJOBOEFOKPZJOHPVSĕSTUUBTUFPGOPOEFIZESBUFEGPPE
in twenty-four days!
The next morning we ran into Ben and Roman. They had
NBOBHFEUPTVNNJUBGFXEBZTBIFBEPGVTBOEXFSFOPXKVTU
hanging out skiing. We snapped a few pictures with them and
hung out for a while. The RMI group that we had been leapfrogging the whole way up had been stuck with us up at Camp Four
in the storm, and they too were bailing. They also planned on
heading all the way down to Camp Two right away. Only a lone
Austrian climber remained at Camp Four, making a summit attempt a few days later. Sadly, his body was found at the bottom
of a steep runnout a couple weeks after disappearing.
We left Camp Three around four in the afternoon, descending back to Camp Two in a matter of few hours. We were happy
to find our skis safe and sound in the cache where we left them.
After a snack/dinner we skied down to Camp One. It was good
to be on skis again, but my sled was truly earning its title of “The
Loose Cannon.” It had spent the whole trip down sliding all over
the place, pulling me over, pulling Mike behind me, striking my
heels, and flipping upside-down. Finally it put the icing on the
DBLFCZHPJOHĘZJOHQBTUNFTUSBJHIUJOUPBDSFWBTTFKVTUBCPWF
Camp One while I was crossing a snow bridge. Laura was kind
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enough to take quite a number of pictures of me extricating it. I
XPOUMJF*DPOTJEFSFEKVTUDVUUJOHJUMPPTFNPSFUIBOPODF
As we pulled into Camp One around ten at night, we met
a couple Alaska Mountaineering School Guides boiling water
for their group of Russians. We spent a couple hours hanging
out with them before moving on. They were guiding a group
that didn’t speak English and had already had members fall into
crevasses. Their account of the logistics of crevasse rescue with
a group that didn’t speak any English was pretty entertaining.
Around midnight we continued down the Kahiltna towards
Base Camp, starting off in a whiteout. The going was mostly flat
and we were making good time, but the glacier had changed significantly in the weeks since we had last passed, and there were
many more crevasses (many with snowshoe-er shaped holes in
the bridges) to negotiate. The whiteout broke, and in the Alaskan night we could see exactly how small we were, standing in
the centre of a 5 km wide, 100 km long glacier. It was humbling.
The distance was only 9 km on gently downward sloping terrain. However, the glacier was pocked with sun cups and crevasses, and the scale of everything made it feel like it took us
forever to get anywhere. My sled was getting caught on every
single sun cup pulling painfully on my already scarred hips, and
I was nearly at the end of my rope. I bit down and forced myself
forward as fast as I could go. The way home was in sight now,
and my sled was the only thing standing in my way.
After what seemed like days we skinned up Heartbreak Hill,
past the American flag that I had knocked down, and into Base
Camp right around four in the morning. Laura and Champagne
slept outside in their sleeping bags, and Mike and I collapsed in
our tents. Our twelve-hour retreat was over. All we had to do
now was wait for a plane.
n the morning Laura asked for a ride out with the Base Camp
manager, and soon we were packed and waiting for the first
plane to arrive. I had removed my ski boots in favour of my down
booties and refused to put them back on, even for the plane ride.
The weather was good. In no time at all the first plane appeared
from behind Mount Hunter’s buttress and overflew the runway,
checking its safety before landing. Mike and I loaded our gear
into a four-seater Beaver (another classic northern bush plane);

I
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Laura and Champagne loaded into a Single Otter. Up we went,
zig-zagging to-and-fro around the Denali’s outer defenses, and
UIFOTVEEFOMZXFCVSTUPVUPGUIFXIJUF KBHHFE SPDLZXPSMEUP
which we had become so accustomed. We were suddenly overwhelmed by green; the world was green! I had never seen anything so bright and vibrant. It was a sight for sore eyes.
On the ground in Talkeetna, we loaded up the van and
changed back into street clothes, bee-lining straight to the
greasiest burger place/brew pub in town. I weighed myself in
the hanger: one hundred fifty pounds, which was twenty lighter
UIBOXIFO*IBEMFę:BNGSJFT ĘJHIUTPGCFFS BOECVSHFSTXFSF
ordered. Our faces were stuffed, but our stomachs had shrunk.
After a nap in a park, a shower, and a night of drinking at the
Fairview Inn (a bit of a blur, but there was certainly drinking,
dancing, singing, and I’m pretty sure I wandered around the airport before climbing on a diesel engine and crossing a railroad
bridge), we loaded back into the van and four days later found
us regaling Mike’s family at their dinner table in Langley with
our epic tale of Denali and her VOC visitors.

PHOTO CONTEST 2011

Melting Snow
(Winner, Miscellaneous)
BREANNE JOHNSON

Mountains in my eyes (Winner, Portraits)
SKYLER DES ROCHES

Brew Hut and the Stars (Winner, Club Activities)
FREDERICK LIN

Menacing Plant on North Africa’s Tallest Mountain, Jbel Toubkal
(Winner, Flora and Fauna)
ARTEM BYLINSKII

Abominable Snowman Emerging from the Deep
(Winner, Action Shot)
CHARLIE BEARD

VOCers rest under Locomotive Peak after a beginner-friendly “Intro to
Postholing” trip (Winner, Landscape & Overall)

Stopping for a soak at St. Leon hotsprings
(Runner-up, Miscellaneous)
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Maya Goldstein cycles past Bear Glacier, BC, near the Alaskan border.

Spencer Rasmussen puts his feet up during a row to the Tantalus Hut.

SPENCER RASMUSSEN

Looking down on a glacial lake in the Arctic.

BREANNE JOHNSON

An Arctic berg beach bum.

CHARLIE BEARD

Noriko Okamoto paddles up the Indian Arm during the annual trip to Granite
Falls in October, 2011

ROBERT

MARSHALL

Sunset over Cable Beach, Broome, Western Australia.

CHRIS PETRUS

REPLACEMENT LINERS FOR ANY BOOT!

CYCLING JOURNEY
TO THE LAND OF
SOCIALISM AND ENDLESS
COCONUTS

W

hen you think of Cuba, what do you think of? Perhaps
Fidel Castro, Cuban cigars, cheap rum, old American
cars, communism and the US embargo. But the experiences we
had, such as riding alongside more horse carts than cars, gulping coconut after coconut given to us for free, and watching kids
ride to school on a tractor, never failed to surprise us, and gave
us a glimpse of another Cuba. Not all Cubans are happy, naturally, but Cuba, despite being a very “poor country” can teach us
a few things about social solidarity, education, health care, and
materialism. If only we would listen.
We had been rolling around the idea of traveling to Cuba for
a while. There was some urgency: when Obama was elected, he
announced that he would allow Americans to travel to Cuba and
lift the embargo. Surely everything would change? Fidel Castro’s
illness and imminent departure was also worrying. When we
heard Cuba was an excellent cycle touring destination, the stage
was set: three weeks in Cuba in November, the best time of year
to get away from dark and rainy Vancouver.
We flew to Varadero, and only on the flight, did we realize
that the airport isn’t actually in the world famous resort town,
and we sighed in relief. The weeks before we had left went by
in a flurry, and we stepped off the plane at six in the morning
with lots of photocopied information, but no clear idea where
we were going and in urgent need of some sleep. Maya promptly
303
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rolled out one of our sleeping mats, located her ear plugs, put on
an eye mask, and collapsed into an undoubtedly peaceful slumber on the airport floor. Gili, in the meantime, spent two hours
putting our boxed bikes back in to ride-able shape.
Our first destination was Havana, so at least we had a plan for
the next two days. We cycled the 6 km from the airport to the
nearest village, Carboneras. There we chatted with Alexi, who
offered to lend us a snorkel and mask for free, trusting that we
would return it in three weeks. Cuba is all about sharing and
helping each other. We made a few stops along the way at beautiful beaches and imposing sea cliffs. Riding through Alamar,
possibly the largest public housing complex in the world, reminded us of older buildings in Israel: simple, dense, rough, but
UIFZEPUIFKPC8FLFQUPOTFFJOHCBTFCBMMĕFMETBOEDPODMVEFE
that it is a national obsession.
In Havana, we stayed with friends of friends and spent a
day roaming the streets. Some highlights were the “hot corner”
where locals debate baseball for hours, the side streets with
gracefully peeling colonial houses, the archetypal old American
cars from the fifties, and creamy coconut ice cream in a coconut
shell.
As we left the outskirts of Havana, the roads became narrower, the traffic thinner, and we started seeing rural scenes:
farmers tilling their fields with oxen, tiny rural schools in every
village, always sporting a Cuban flag and the bust of Jose Marti,
huge Ceiba trees, a bucket of tomatoes by the side of the road,
SJDFHSBJOTESZJOHPOUIFSPBE BOEUIFMBSHFNFUBMNJMLKVHTCFing delivered every morning. In the tiny village of Palma Rubia
(seven families), we spent time with Gregorio, who took us on
a tour of the village, pointing out banana, papaya, guava, and
soursop trees, followed by a deeper conversation on socialism,
communism, the embargo, and the meaning of life. We often
TUPQQFE UP ESJOL GSFTIMZ TRVFF[FE TVHBS DBOF KVJDF HVBSBQP 
and to eat the ubiquitous soft serve ice cream (eight cents each).
hen we reached Viñales, we started seeing many tourists.
4JODFMFBWJOH)BWBOBXFIBEFOKPZFEUIFMVYVSZPGCFJOH
in a tourist-less world. In Viñales, it seemed that almost every
single house was a casa particular—a house with a license to
IPTUGPSFJHOFST:PVHFUUPTUBZJOQFPQMFTIPNFT FBUXIBUFWFS
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they cook, chat with them, and see how they live.
Sending a short email here proved to be a more complicated
mission than we had expected. This town had only two computers connected to the internet via a slow modem connection
which was operated by a government office and very expensive.
Most people in Cuba are not allowed to have internet in their
homes. When Gili asked a local about it, the guy switched from
Spanish to English and said, “you understand that I can’t talk
about it.” Big brother is not only watching, but he’s also listening.
"SPVOE 7J×BMFT  XF FOKPZFE SJEJOH CZ UIF QJDUVSFTRVF
NPHPUFT  XIJDI BSF TUFFQ TJEFE MJNFTUPOF IVMLT KVUUJOH PVU PG
the flat plains. They formed when the ocean receded and many
of the underwater limestone caves collapsed, leaving only the
pockets of stronger rock. We visited a cave that has seven levels,
of which only two are open to tourists. When Maya got a flat
tire, we stopped to fix it, which never fails to get the locals’ atUFOUJPO BOEXFXFSFTPPOKPJOFECZBTIJSUMFTTHVZXJUIBIVHF
belly and two barefoot twins.
Before reaching Cayo Jutías, the weather became stormy and
windy. This place is in fact a small island, but it is connected to
the mainland by a causeway, which gave the ride a dramatic feel
of being surrounded by the raging ocean. The wind was strong,
and we were getting wet from the waves and the rain. When we

Camping on the beach at Cayo Jutías.
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SFBDIFE UIF CFBDI UIF SFTUBVSBOU XBT KVTU BCPVU UP DMPTF  CVU
UIFZXFSFIBQQZUPDPPLVTEJOOFS*OUIFNPSOJOH XFFOKPZFE
the private beach for a few hours by swimming and snorkelling.
When the tourists and a few locals arrived, that was our cue to
pack up and leave.
We took some small rural roads, on which our only companions were carriage horses, oxen, and very few cars. In the late
afternoon, we reached the fishing village of Puerto Esperanza,
where we slept at the home of a lovely elderly couple and had
fresh lobster for dinner.
We arrived back to Viñales on Sunday and were surprised to
discover that almost everything in town was closed. Even the
most popular street food stalls, such as pizza (often baked in
a tin drum) and soft serve ice cream were closed. It took some
time, but eventually we realized that this was not for religious
reasons. It’s socialism, and everyone deserves at least one day
off.
Over the next two days, we cycled to Playa Maria La Gorda
(Fat Maria Beach) on the western tip of Cuba. On the way we
came across a grapefruit peeling factory, with very impressive
piles of the yellow-green peel. After a flat and boring section, we
finally reached the beautiful coastline again, where we camped
on the beach and spent the next day diving. The dives were incredible, with plenty of colourful fish and underwater canyons.
e decided to spend the remainder of our trip in Central
Cuba, so we caught a bus to the town of Cienfuegos. Back
on our bikes, we were surprised by how busy the road was. After
riding mostly with horses around us, it was a bit overwhelming
to face cars and trucks. There were no advertisements on the
side of the roads, but there were many political signs, most of
them quotes by Che Guevara, no doubt the national hero. The
signs were mostly against imperialism and in praise of the revolution. Deciphering the signs was a great way to practice our
Spanish. We cycled to Santa Clara, which is one of the biggest
cities in Cuba. As we entered the city, a huge monument to Che
welcomed us.
In the ‘cultural house’ locals played and sang music. The
atmosphere was low key, and some very talented people perGPSNFE  BMM GPS GSFF  KVTU PČ UIF NBJO QMB[B JO UIF DFOUSF PG
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oxen.

One of many political signs along the way, featuring Che
Guevara, a local hero.

town. In the morning we went to the market, where we drank a
few cocos de agua (small yellow coconut). We bought the usual
bananas, guavas and papayas, but we were also offered, very discreetly, to buy a potato. We were curious what all the whispering
was about, and discovered that it is illegal to sell potatoes, since
they are reserved for export.
Then we faced typical tropical rain that came down hard for
fifteen to thirty minutes at a time. Some locals invited us to hide
in their home and watch a Cuban musical talent show. Our next
hiding place was an abandoned house on the side of the road.
8F XFSF KPJOFE CZ B $VCBO PO IJT CJLF )F XBTOU UPP IBQQZ
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about life in Cuba and kept on asking how much money people make in Canada and how much various items cost. It was
hard to explain that everything is relative, because of course he
thought the minimum wage in Canada is a fortune, but one can
barely pay the rent with it in Vancouver.
We spent the night in the small town of Remedios, where our
hosts cooked us a real feast. In the town plaza there was a small
“amusement park,” consisting of a train that went in a circle and
a swinging boat. It was all very basic, but you don’t need much
to get a child excited, a fact which highlights the ridiculousness
of Disney World.
As we left Remedios, we came across the ‘milk cowboys.’ A
bunch of guys were on the side of the road with a dozen metal
KVHT GVMM PG NJML 4USBJHIU GSPN UIF DPX BOE OPU QBTUFVSJ[FE 
they were waiting for their customers (the milk cost twelve cents
per litre). We were getting a bit tired of eating ‘Cuban pizza’ for
lunch every day, so we were happy to randomly find ourselves
in the middle of a Sunday fair on the main boulevard of a small
town, where we had a fish sandwich and piña colada. We reflected on how busy the streets were compared with most North
American towns.
On our way to Trinidad, the scenery changed. The sugar
cane fields were replaced by mountain views of the Sierra Escambray. We hadn’t seen any other western cyclists in days, so
we were surprised when a German cyclist by the name of Sönke
DBVHIUVQXJUIVT ESFTTFEJOBSFEDZDMFKFSTFZ XIJDIQFSGFDUMZ
matched his gloves and four red Ortlieb panniers.
Trinidad has a well preserved old section with cobbled
streets. It was one of the most touristy places we had passed
through, with the advantage being the many live music venues.
Cuban music and dancing has a way to touch your heart and lift
ZPVSTQJSJU8FEJEBEBZUSJQUP1MBZB"ODØO XIFSFXFFOKPZFE
relaxing on the white sandy beach and swimming in the clear
turquoise water.
Then it was time to continue along the coast and to say goodbye to Sönke. The road outside of Trinidad was surprisingly
quiet and passed some nice beaches. We spent the night in Rancho Luna where we had molluscs for dinner, a snail like animal
that lives in large polished shells. Our host dove with snorkel-
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ling gear and picked them up from the ocean floor, making up
a significant part of his family’s diet, together with the rabbits in
their garden.
The next day we took a dirt road along the ocean which was
an adventurous escapade. The sea was rough and the beaches
were rocky, but luckily we found a picturesque tide pool which
was deep enough for a refreshing swim. We met a man hunting
for deer, and two men with a big Russian truck. They were on
vacation with their families at a camp about 9 km away. When
we reached the camp and the friendly group, they offered us
pork from a pig which had been butchered the same day. The
goat, they said, was for lunch tomorrow, and the chicken would
also be eaten over the next few days. Organic, free range, and
local, we couldn’t ask for more.
At dusk a sign welcomed us: “Playa Girón: The First Defeat
PG :BOLFF *NQFSJBMJTN JO -BUJO "NFSJDB w SFGFSSJOH UP UIF JOfamous Bay of Pigs invasion. We stopped at a submerged cave
which was 70 m deep, with many colourful fish and a long narrow canyon to swim through.
rom Playa Larga, at the end of the bay, we caught a bus to
Varadero and cycled back to Carboneras. One last ice cream,
one last pineapple, and one last lobster dinner. We really didn’t

F

Maya Goldstein cycling along the spectacular dirt road to Playa
Girón.
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want it to end, and we were left with a taste for more. We returned the snorkel to Alexi, and as a courtesy we gave him some
spare tubes - it is almost impossible to get bike parts in Cuba. He
barbecued us two lobsters that he had caught the same morning, served with lettuce and fried plantains from their garden.
After a short sleep we cycled in the dark to the airport to make
it to our early morning flight. When we reached Vancouver, we
happily cycled back home from the airport.
It was very interesting to travel in Cuba, especially while in
many places around the world protestors were calling for social
KVTUJDF 1FPQMF EFDSZ DBQJUBMJTN  CVU IPX GBS XPVME QFPQMF CF
willing to go? It seemed to us that most people want only the
good things from socialism: affordable housing, free child care,
free education, and free medical care. Well, Cuba has all that. It’s
true that Cuba also has governmental power over everything,
and life is not simple there. But maybe we all should take a trip
to Cuba, an experiment in socialism, a
land where materialism is refreshingly absent, a country that in
spite of many obstacles
is doing very well, with
warm hearted people
that will reach out
to you wherever and
whoever you are.

Powered by coconuts: Maya Goldstein
with one of the many coconuts drank
along the way.

A MORE CIVILIZED SORT
OF BIKE TOUR
PARIS TO FRANKFURT VIA
4 STAR HOTELS
PHIL TOMLINSON & VICKY ALFRED

A

couple of years ago I did a solo bike tour through Vietnam
where I spent an average of $20 per day. With a close cousin
planning to get married outside Paris in August, and Vicky having never been to Europe (or even off the continent), we decided
that after a week in Paris for the wedding we would catch a train
up to Amsterdam and then ride our way to Frankfurt over a
period of a little over two weeks.
As the wedding approached, we attempted to rigorously plan
our tour, pre-booking hotels in the cities we planned on staying in. Vicky scoured various travel websites for hours every
day looking for hotel deals. Periodically, I would hear excited
noises from the direction of the computer, followed by demands
for credit cards, which would generally indicate that Vicky had
scored some sort of impossible deal on yet another hotel.
Three weeks before the trip, as all of our plans crystallized, my
cousin phoned me. The wedding was off. Apparently his fiancée
wasn’t so sure she wanted to move from Paris, France to Guelph,
Ontario after all. While we understood her trepidation about
moving from one of the world’s great cities to, well, Guelph, a
town that perpetually smells like manure, we all agreed that it
would have been awesome if she could have come to this realization before the entire family had spent thousands of dollars
on plane tickets. Putting on a brave face, I informed Vicky that
we would simply have no choice but to spend a week loung311
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PHIL TOMLINSON

ing on the patios of french cafes and visiting world famous sites
instead of the now cancelled wedding, before starting our tour.
Vicky loves cheese. It’s her raison d’etre. When Vicky discovFSFE UIBU DIFFTF JT BO JOUFHSBM QBSU PG KVTU BCPVU FWFSZ TJOHMF
meal in France, her eyes lit up in a way that’s normally reserved
only for large, well marbled slabs of beef. We spent the first week
of our three week trip wandering through downtown Paris, eating until we felt we were going to burst, then wandering through
beautiful churches and museums until we could imagine eating
again. In the evenings we would hang out with my family, both
those who, like us, had already bought plane tickets to the wedding, and the half who actually live in Paris.
After a week of lounging around getting fat, we said goodbye
to my family and hopped a train to Amsterdam. I’m not even
sure why we decided to start the tour in Amsterdam; my impression of the place was that it was where idiot North American university students went to go party while “backpacking”
through Europe. I sort of figured it was like a giant frat house.
We were both totally caught off guard to discover that Amsterdam is beautiful, has some amazing sights including obvious
ones like the Anne Frank House and the van Gogh Museum,
and is full of incredibly friendly people and more delicious food.

Vicky Alfred gives her stomach a break outside Notre Dame in
Paris.
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Enjoying the quiet bike paths of The Netherlands (Vicky Alfred).

O

ur first day of riding was from Amsterdam to Rotterdam. When I have toured in North America, roads go in
straight lines. When I toured in Vietnam, well, there was only
one highway to follow the entire length of the country. In Europe, some goat got drunk several hundred years ago and the
drunken path it wandered about, in search of a she-goat, beDBNFBNBKPSSPBE.ZBUUFNQUTUPOBWJHBUFVTJOHNZĘBXMFTT
sense of direction were foiled by the town of Harlem where we
stopped for lunch. After our third attempt to get out of town, in
any direction, failed, I went and bought a local SIM card for my
cell phone so I could use Google Maps to rescue us. This proved
to be a seriously good choice, especially since it turns out that
the prices we pay in North America are absolutely ridiculous
compared to Europe. I think I spent the equivalent of $30 to
get a SIM card and a large enough data allowance to cover us
for the remainder of the trip. Once again making progress in
the direction of our hotel in Rotterdam, we set off from Harlem riding roughly parallel to the coast. I spent the afternoon
FOKPZJOHUIFXJEFPQFOĕFMETPGĘPXFST UIFTNPPUI RVJFUCJLF
paths, and the frequent beer breaks. Vicky spent the afternoon
politely informing me what would happen if I ever again took us
on a bike tour through a country known for its windmills. The
headwinds were less than ideal in her defence. Cross winds too,
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now that I think about it. It was sort of fun riding your bike at
about a forty five degree angle to try and keep from being being
blown over, though.
We arrived in Rotterdam and started looking for our hotel.
Vicky fished out the paperwork for our reservation and informed
me that we would be staying in Rotterdam’s only five star hotel.
Apparently she had scored us a night at a five star hotel for only
slightly more money than the cost of the two of us staying in a
hostel. I don’t know how she did this but I’m assuming it wasn’t
legal. We rolled up to our hotel and I was definitely a little worried about the reception we would receive. We were tired, dirty
and smelly from a day of riding. Vicky waited outside with the
bikes while I went inside to check us in. The staff were mortified
that I had instructed Vicky to wait outside and when I explained
that we didn’t want to leave our bikes unattended, they insisted
that we bring our dusty, greasy bikes into their white marble
MPCCZ8FCSPVHIUPVSCJLFTKVTUJOTJEFUIFEPPSBOEHJOHFSMZ
leaned them against the wall. The clerk behind the desk then
informed us that a staff member would immediately take the
bikes to locked storage and that we had but to call the front desk
if we required the bikes, which would be waiting for us by the
time we got down from our rooms. We’re more used to having
to fight with hotel staff to get our bikes anywhere near the front
door of the hotel, so to get valet service sort of blew our minds.
After experiencing the complementary bath robes, king sized
bed and the fact the the in room entertainment system knew her
name, Vicky immediately began petitioning to cancel the rest of
the trip in order to stay in the hotel. I think she’d still be there
if I hadn’t managed to convince her that they probably wouldn’t
continue giving her the hilariously inexpensive rate they’d given
her over the Internet. Despite a grumpy Vicky who attempted
to steal a bathrobe until I pointed out how much they would
charge her credit card for it, we headed off the next morning for
Antwerp where we didn’t do much except laundry and eat chocolate. Laundry is sort of fun on bike tours. In Vietnam, clothing
was so cheap that I would wear stuff until it got too smelly and
then either have the hotel wash it for me at a cost of about $2 to
HFUFWFSZUIJOH*PXOFEXBTIFEBOEGPMEFE PSKVTUCVZOFXTUVČ
for about the same price—plus the new stuff came with fun stuff
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A grumpy Phil Tomlinson rinses laundry in the shower.

written on it that I couldn’t read. In Europe, the cost of laundry
BUBIPUFMXBTBCPVUQFSJUFN TPUXPKFSTFZT GPVSQBJSTPG
bike shorts, a few pairs of underwear, times two people, could
clear $100 without much effort, so that wasn’t a go. In order to
have more money for food and beer and not have to spend time
hanging out in laundromats, we decided to do laundry in our
hotel room sink, rinsing things in the shower. This was for some
SFBTPOEFFNFEi1IJMTKPC wBOE7JDLZJOWBSJBCMZGPVOEUIFTJHIU
of me rinsing clothing off in the shower hilarious.
fter Antwerp, we rode through the rest of Belgium. Our
general routine was to ride until thirsty, then stop and pay
about two bucks at a pub for a beer that costs four times that
back home, then get on our bikes and ride until the beer kicked
in and we needed a bathroom. We would then have no choice
but to have a pint of beer at whatever pub we stopped at to use
UIFJS XBTISPPNT 8F KVTU GFMU JU XBTOU GBJS UP VTF UIFJS XBTIrooms without supporting their business and it was a sacrifice
we were willing to make.
We left Belgium and crossed back into the Netherlands in
order to visit Maastricht, which was one of our favourite towns
we visited. The place is beautiful, full of winding cobble stone
roads, great restaurants and plenty of churches and museums
to keep us interested. Instead of my usual North American bike
tour accommodations of whatever ditch looks comfiest, Vicky

A
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had us staying in a four star business hotel with locked bike storage.
Wandering through the sites of Maastricht, we discovered
that it’s not only beautiful but really tourist friendly as well. It’s
sort of a little thing, but for us anglophiles, the fact that most
of the info cards on exhibits were also in multiple languages
(including English) was sort of nice after a few days of not really knowing what we were looking at in various display cases
without resorting to googling from our cell phones (we refuse to
pay for translated audio tours because we’re idiots). It’s definitely
high up on our list of places to revisit. It’s the sort of place that’s
touristy enough to be accessible but quiet enough that you don’t
feel lost in a crowd.
Once again well fattened by a couple of rest days in Maastricht we wheeled our increasingly pudgy selves back onto the
road in search of good German beer. We crossed into Germany,
TUPQQJOHGPSMVODIJO"BDIFO*ĕHVSFEJUXBTKVTUBVOJWFSTJUZ
town like, well, Guelph, so we hadn’t planned on stopping, but
after sitting in Aachen’s central square and looking around at
the beautiful architecture, we quickly tacked it onto the ‘places
we obviously should have spent a day or two visiting instead of
KVTUQBTTJOHUISPVHIMJTU*UXBTBQSFUUZFQJDMJTUCZUIFFOEPG
the trip. There’s so much history in Europe that it’s impossible to

Vicky Alfred annoys locals by behaving like a small child.
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Saying good ridance to the windmills as we leave The
Netherlands and cross into Germany (Vicky Alfred).

pass through any town and not feel like it deserves more exploration.
p until this point in the tour our trip had consisted of riding reasonable distances and then spending a couple of
days at a time in key cities we were interested in visiting. Upon
reaching Cologne, all semblance of athletic accomplishment
EJTBQQFBSFE8FKPJOFEUIFMFHJPOTPGSFUJSFFTSJEJOHDSJQQMJOH
distances such as our 50 km leg to Bonn, where we stayed in
yet another gorgeous four star hotel (which came with a complementary buffet breakfast where Vicky attempted to eat the
entire cheese plate) and wandered through the house where
Beethoven was born (and more churches) or our 60 km leg from
Bonn to Koblenz. We actually celebrated Vicky’s birthday in Koblenz. We wandered around the evening we arrived and found
a little restaurant and wine bar where we were probably about
one third of the age of the next youngest patrons. We spent the
evening tasting a huge number of local wines, laughing with
locals (who didn’t speak any English) and wishing good wine
wasn’t so expensive in Canada. Oh, and celebrating that Vicky
was getting old.
8FXFSFOUTVQFSFYDJUFEUPSFKPJONBKPSSPBETTJODFXFXFSF
now so fat we were worried that we would exceed the width of
a single lane, so we caught a train from Koblenz to Frankfurt.

U
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With only a few days remaining before our flight back to Vancouver, we spent the days searching for bike boxes to ship our
bikes back in, packing a few last sights into our over stimulated
CSBJOTBOECBTJDBMMZKVTUMPVOHJOHBSPVOEBTXFGFMUXFXFSFEVF
a well deserved break after all that gruelling riding.
I always figure it’s the sign of a great trip when you sort of feel
like you need a vacation from your vacation before you get back
to work. While it definitely wasn’t our most physically strenuous vacation, if you’re at all interested in history, visiting any
European country is guaranteed to saturate you. Visiting four in
UISFFXFFLTKVTUBCPVUNFMUFEPVSCSBJOT
In retrospect, bike touring through Europe is great, but we
would have loved to have had three times as long to cover the
same distance. The distance between points of interest is super
short; you either ride short distances each day, or you find yourTFMGXJTIJOHZPVXFSFOUKVTUQBTTJOHUISPVHIDJUJFT BOEUIBUZPV
had the time to properly explore and absorb the culture. On the
flip side, I guess that’s the beauty of travelling through any great
destination: it’s pretty much guaranteed that no matter how long
you spend exploring, you wish you could stay longer.

Rhine and the Moselle in Koblenz.

LOOKING FOR SUNSHINE
SUMMER CYCLE TOURING IN
NORTHERN BC, THE YUKON,
AND ALASKA

CLOUDY

S

ome people say it rains a lot in Vancouver. I suggest to them
to take a trip, or better yet, a cycling trip to Prince Rupert, the
rainiest and cloudiest city in Canada. In an average year, Rupert
gets only 100 days with some sun, and the total precipitation is
2552 mm. But this year wasn’t an average year. It was a cold and
wet summer in this part of the world. Ignoring all those facts, or
simply not knowing the exact details, this is where Gili Rosenberg and I chose to start our cycling trip through Northern BC,
UIF:VLPO BOEUP4LBHXBZ"MBTLB
As we were getting close to Prince Rupert the song “Cloudy”
by Simon and Garfunkel was playing on the radio. We didn’t
realize how true these words would ring for the rest of the trip:
Hey sunshine, I haven’t seen you in a long time,
Why don’t you show your face and bend my mind?
These clouds stick to the sky
Like floating questions, why?
And they linger there to die,
They don’t know where they are going, and, my friend, neither do I.

The first couple of hours were nice and dry, but after lunch
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it started raining. We put on our rain gear and soon enough we
discovered that there was one thing we hadn’t thought of: shoe
covers. Within minutes our shoes were soaked. Riding wasn’t
pleasant. We reached a rest area and hid in the outhouse, it was
the only dry spot we could find. Then we rode for about 20 km
to the next rest area and decided to stop for the night. Gili declared that if it’s going to continue like this for three weeks he
would rather quit. We were grateful that we had brought a tarp.
We changed clothes, cooked dinner and went to sleep. Our hope
was that it must get better, because it couldn’t get much worse.
When we woke up it was still raining hard, so we slept in for
two more hours, and when it seemed that the rain had weakened, we packed up slowly. We rode along the Skeena, ‘the river
of mist.’ Near Terrace we came across the Riverboat Days event
of the Kitsumkalum nation, they were cooking salmon on the
fire and selling it for $1 a piece. We finally felt like things were
TUBSUJOHUPQJDLVQBOEXFFOKPZFEĕWFQJFDFTPGEFMJDJPVTMZGSFTI
salmon. As we were leaving, the rain started again, but this time
the sun came out too and we rode towards a beautiful rainbow.
Cycling in the rain finally felt worthwhile.

BETWEEN THE LAVA FIELDS

C

anada’s last volcanic eruption occurred in the Nisga’a valley
about 250 years ago. It destroyed villages in the area and
over 2,000 people were killed. Today this area is a provincial
park with huge lava fields. We cycled along Lava Lake which
was created in the eruption. While we were having lunch the
sun came out for real for the first time since we started the trip.
I took the opportunity for a short nap in the sun. Then we rode
along the lava fields which were incredible, and the road had
very little traffic.
The next day we slogged along the gravel road for about
45 km. There were a few encounters with bears and cubs, and
the amount of raspberries along the way made it clear why there
were so many bears around. When we finally reached the Cassiar Highway it was time for lunch. We reached Meziadan Lake
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remnants of a volcano eruption about 250 years ago.

campground at about 8:30PM and were ready to collapse. We
took advantage of the dry air to dry out our damp clothes and
sleeping bags. We were encouraged by the optimistic forecast
for Stewart for the next few days, which showed only sun.

STEWART AND HYDER

R

iding to Stewart was a magical experience: mountains, waterfalls, and glaciers surrounded us. The Bear Glacier comes
right down to the road. The sky was blue, the sun was shining,
and we couldn’t ask for anything more. Stewart is a small community of about 500 people which lies at sea level at the bottom
of the valley. The combination of big mountains and the ocean
is stunning. It felt to me as one of the most remote towns I’ve
been to in BC, with Terrace being the ‘closest big city,’ about five
hours drive. Our first visit to Alaska was to the not so glamorous
town of Hyder (population 100), which is not connected to any
other place in Alaska.
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The very impressive Mt. Edziza looms behind Maya Goldstein.

THE HILLY CASSIAR HIGHWAY

W

hen you are cycle touring you are affected by everything:
the weather, the road surface, the traffic, the grade and
the lines on the road. When it started raining again, we weren’t
too excited about it. Also the quality of the road decreased significantly, now little stones stuck together, and in some cases
did not. The lines on the road disappeared, and there were no
shoulders. At one stage it was raining so hard that we had to stop
for about an hour, hiding under our tarp and praying for sun.
The next evening we reached Tatogga Lake resort. Reaching
this place felt like the first little victory; friends had dropped
off a box of food for us which we now picked up. Finally we
could relax a bit, and not riding for a day was a relief. We were
exhausted—we had ridden for eight days straight, a distance of
780 km, without rest days. We took the next day to relax, shower, check our email and re-organize our bags, now with an extra
20 kg of food.
It was quite ironic that the day that we added so much weight
to our panniers was the biggest uphill day of the trip, with two
significant passes. We reached the first pass and from there it
was a nice long descent to the Stikine River. We had lunch by
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the river and by the time we started climbing to the other pass it
got quite hot and we were actually sweating. The first 5 km of the
climb was steep, and then came 30 km of moderate climbing.
The downhill part wasn’t so nice though. The road turned into
gravel with many small rocks.
The views on the road changed all the time, from snowy
mountains to brown and dry scenery. We passed many lakes;
some were huge, some were small, and some were turquoise,
blue, and green. It felt very remote—we rode for hundreds of
kilometres without passing a village or any sign of civilization.
The places we did pass were very small, such as Jade City (popuMBUJPO JUJTCBTJDBMMZKVTUBTUPSF CVUBMPOHUJNFBHPJUXBTB
booming mining town.
We met a few cyclists on the road. All of them were on much
MPOHFS USJQ UIBO VT ćF WBTU NBKPSJUZ XFSF HPJOH UP 1BUBHPnia, and a few were on trips from Alaska to Vancouver Island.
On the last section of the Cassiar we met Monika and Robert
from Switzerland. Cycling is actually their life, as they are on
a round the world trip, with no finish line or end date in sight.
They started from Switzerland two and a half years ago, and are
now making their way slowly to Patagonia. From there they will
probably catch a boat to Africa.

INTO THE YUKON AND THE
ALASKA HIGHWAY

O

n the last day on the Cassiar we went through a long section of burnt forest which seemed recent. Then all of a sudEFOXFXFSFJOUIF:VLPOćFSFXBTBCJHTJHOUPHSFFUVTi:Vkon, larger than life.” This part of Canada raised our curiosity.
There are only 35,000 people living there in an area of 482,443
square kilometres. Coming from a country that you can drive
across in six hours, this was quite amazing.
The Alaska Highway, which is mostly in Canada, was built
during World War II by the US in order to connect Alaska with
the lower 48. It had way more traffic, but also some luxuries that
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come with it, like road lines and shoulders. A few months ago a
group from the VOC was driving to Skagway for a ski tour and
made a VOC sign from rocks, which we managed to find.
*O3BODIFSJBXFFOKPZFEUIFQMFBTVSFPGEPJOHOPUIJOH8F
spent time in the restaurant talking to the owners. The wife
mostly had stories about how they ended up living there and
how difficult it is to run a business in the middle of nowhere.
The husband, on the other hand, shared mostly Grizzly stories. There was another guy there, a passing motorcyclist from
Alaska. He was surprised that in Canada people don’t carry
guns. One of the memorable sentences from the conversation
was when he said “I’m American, so I like to carry a gun.” He
also told a story in which two Grizzlies arrived to their hunting
camp, they shot them, and “Rich made his Griz into a rug.”

TWO CINNAMON BUNS AND
ONE GRIZZLY BEAR

T

he campground at Johnson’s Crossing had a bakery, so in
the morning we had a fresh cinnamon bun. The problem
was that two people told us that we have to try the cinnamon
buns at Jake’s Corner. It was 50 km away which made it a perfect
location for lunch. Their cinnamon buns were even better, big,
gooey, and full of cinnamon and “in the place where you least
expect it.”
It had been days since we’d seen the last bear, so I kind of
forgot about them. I was riding in front of Gili when a car that
came from the opposite direction stopped me and the driver
said that there was a Grizzly about 150 meters away. He said he
would turn around to go past the Grizzly, honk and try to scare
him away. We could see the Grizzly, and we could also see that
the car and the honking made very little impression on him.
The guy came back and said that that Grizzly was “bad news.” It
turned out that is was a collared Grizzly, which means that he
was already in contact with people, was relocated and now he’s
not afraid of humans.
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It seemed like we had a big problem. Luckily this guy, Barry,
offered us a ride. We shoved my bike inside, Gili’s bike on the
roof, and Gili stood and held them while I sat in the front. The
bear was quite fast, and when we saw him Barry honked again.
The Grizzly stood on his rear legs and growled. Barry dropped
us off about 4 km away and we thanked him deeply. We reached
Carcross 20 km later, reported the Grizzly, and found a place to
sleep. The wind had picked up and it was raining.

DOWN TO SKAGWAY (BUT FIRST
UP)

S

kagway was about 100 km away, which is one day of riding. It
felt close and far at the same time. It rained during the night
and didn’t stop in the morning. The forecast didn’t seem too encouraging either. We moved slowly. It was a combination of the
rain, wind, uphill and low energy and it was also very cold. A
few raspberry bushes improved our mood, but not our progress. We knew that the last 24 km to Skagway are all downhill
but we didn’t realize how much we’d have to climb before that.
Our biggest enemy that day was the wind which was against us
the whole day. But when we reached the alpine it was all worth
it. The landscape was very unique, moon-like. We climbed to
White Pass and it felt great to reach such an impressive pass on
a bike. Then on the top of the pass a sign greeted us: “Welcome
to Alaska!”
There were only 24 km to go and it was freezing to go down
the hill. The border crossing was very casual. It finally got a bit
warmer as we descended. The road levelled, and we entered
Skagway. It felt like a ghost town, way too big for the 700 people
who actually live there year round. We found a pizza place that
was still open, and ordered a large—we rode 1632 km to get
there, so we deserved it.
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downhill from here… literally, a 1200 m descent in 24 km.

CLOSING A CIRCLE

T

he next two days were relaxing. We caught the ferry back
to Prince Rupert which took two days. There was a casual
atmosphere on the ferry and we made conversation with many
people. It was great seeing people doing creative things like
drawing, reading books, playing games, building puzzles, making friends. We arrived at Prince Rupert early in the morning
and rode back to our car in the rain. As we reached the car, we
closed a circle—we started in the rain, and now we were finishing in the rain, but with a lot of adventures in between. This trip
was not without challenges, but it was a great experience and an
excellent way to get to know Canada, and the wonderful people
who live here.

the Alaskan highway, evidenced by their discovery of this sign.

CAVING ON VANCOUVER
ISLAND
JULIA

STAFFORD

W

hat do you think of when you hear the word Thanksgiving? Pumpkin pie? Family reunion? Turkey coma?
Well, when I think of thanksgiving I think of wandering for six
hours through a cold, wet, muddy, dark abyss of Swiss cheese
passageways in a cave christened after this day. I haven’t always
connected such strange concepts to Thanksgiving, but my adventure caving has altered my definition of this theoretically relaxing and warm-fuzzy feast.
Our adventure began when Aron Zahradka decided his
heart’s desire for the long weekend was to go caving and he
smeagled Paul, Nicky Erdle, and myself onto one of UVIC’s
caving club extraordinaires. (In case any of you are still confused, Aron and I are NOT dating. Paul and I are.) So we all
sprinted out of our last class on Friday and commenced the six
IPVSMPOHKPVSOFZPOQVCMJDUSBOTJUDPNCJOFEXJUIGFSSZGVOUP
stay at Aron’s house on the island. His parents treated us to a
fantastic Thanksgiving dinner and we went to bed dreaming of
rappelling through deep chasms and wandering through magical stalagmite forests.
The next day we embarked on our driving mission to the far
reaches of Tahsis, which, for those of you unfamiliar with Vancouver island, is a lovely town of 350 residents at the end of an
extensive gravel road complete with a sign that says “Turn the
lights off when you leave!”. We made a quick stop at Wal-Mart
327
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to pick up rain boots, gardening gloves, and chocolate, which
were all integral parts of caving necessities. Driving north on
UIF JTMBOE XBT RVJUF FOKPZBCMF CFDBVTF PG UIF NBOZ DPMPVSGVM
leaves that had yet to fall and the winding roads past lakes and
mountains. As we approached the first turnoff to get to the cave,
Aron switched on his GPS and we started trying to reach the
UVIC caving club via walkie-talkie.
The GPS lead us to an abandoned road that had been dug out
in parts to try to stop cars from continuing farther. Undaunted,
and with fancy driving maneuvers (with the Pirates of the Caribbean soundtrack on full blast to increase epicness), we managed to reach a white truck at a small pull-out which appeared
to be the place to park. At this point it was raining quite hard
but we had managed to get in contact with members of the caving club who said they could pick us up. A huge truck came
barreling down the steep rocky road and two friendly UVICers
introduced themselves and helped us stuff all of our packs into
the truck. We confidently sped up the bumpy hill and came to a
clearing in which a small shack awaited us.
After we had unpacked our gear, we entered into the caver’s
home away from home and met a group of about fifteen cheerful students and four old men. These men were our guides for
the caving experience and it was they who had built the hut for
cavers to use. All sorts of cave exploring action shots we taped
up on the walls and it was clear that these men were experts in
their field of caving. Everyone was already getting their gear on
to go out, so the caving club president offered us four sets of
coveralls to put on, otherwise known as glorified old mechanic’s
work clothes. For those of you curious about our equipment and
apparel, we wore fleece layers, rain boots, coveralls, gardening
gloves, knee pads, a helmet and lamp, and were advised to bring
nothing more than a bit of water, maybe a snack, and a mandatory extra light.
The plan was to break into two groups of people with two
experienced cavers per group. The two groups would then enter
the cave from opposite ends, pass by in the middle, and then
continue on to exit on the other side. We headed off to our respective entrances and our group came to a sliver shaped opening next to an overhanging rock face. At this point we switched
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on our headlamps and submitted ourselves to the knowledge
and leadership of the cavers.
The beginning part to the cave reminded me very much of
the old mummy movies and the hollowed dirt passageways that
the treasure seekers would wander through, minus the copious amount of large flesh eating beetles. However, our walkway
quickly turned into a maze of tunnels that we had to crawl and
belly slide through. Our first act of blind trust was going down
the “slide.” At this point, the atmosphere of being in this otherworldly cave had dulled our questioning instincts and we went
right on down the slide without too much thought, except for
the excitement of what lay ahead. This slide consisted of two
parallel slabs of rock with about two feet between and water
running down the
bottom slab. It
was more of a butt
scootch with quite
a lot of friction,
but if your rain
boots had slipped,
you could definitely have picked
up speed. We then
IBEUPKVNQQBTUB
fairly sizable hole
in the ground,
which disappeared
into a dark mystery. Being in the
cave gave us a
strange confidence
JOPVSOJOKBDMJNCing abilities and
we had no sense
of exposure the
way you do on the
side of a rock wall
A cave-exploring action shot of Julia
overlooking an expanse hundreds of
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meters below.
As we continued through the labyrinth, we began to lose our
sense of time, and most of all our sense of direction. The caver
in front was quite sure of his path so we followed him without
question; up tubes, across streams, below waterfalls, and around
deep chasms. This cave is a karst formation made of limestone
that had been dissolved slowly over time by the water running
through the cave. The walls are covered in tiny calcite veins and
stalactites and billions of water droplets that shimmered in the
light of our headlamps. Our coveralls, made of one hundred
percent cotton, began to soak through and soon we were all covered in a thick layer of light brown cave mud. Even so, the four
degree temperature didn’t seem to bother us. Instead, we were
mesmerized by this underground world that we had the privilege to explore. We came across a couple of wide open caverns
with substantial waterfalls and all got a chance to recover from
the claustrophobic tunnel maneuvering.
In case you are still confused about the cave architecture, I
would describe this cave as a Swiss cheese cave rather than a
stereotypical large open pizza crust bubble cave (you know the
big air bubble on the crust piece that all kids fight to get?). There
were not many grand open views but we eventually came to the
largest of the caverns and stopped for a break. We all decided
to turn off our headlamps and spent a good twenty minutes in
complete blissful darkness all hugging each other for warmth.
The other team interrupted our wandering imaginations and we
talked to one girl who was completely soaked from water we
had yet to cross. We soon left them and went in opposite directions, taking a detour for a lengthy chimney traverse to visit a
waterfall. This was probably the most sketchy of moves, because
we could not see the bottom of the chimney and had no idea
what could be in store for us if we fell. We all made it safely and
continued on to some of the more well known parts of the cave.
The most absurd part of the trip was when our leader decided it would be a good time for a smoking break and proceeded to sit down and have a good old smoke in the midst of
our cramped cave. It was fairly drafty and windy in the cave,
CVUJUTFFNFEQSFUUZVOOFDFTTBSZUPFOKPZBQSBDUJDFUIBUXPVME
only contribute negatively to the air quality in the already musty
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cave. He also mentioned to us that he was slightly unsure about
the correct way to get out. Our cave stupor began to diminish
and we all started to question our original choice to enter into
this muddy tomb in the first place.
Our leader eventually managed to figure out the correct way
onward, and after much faffing about to fix his carbide headlamp, we then went on to some of the more famous spots in the
cave. One spot was called the “car wash” and you had to pass
through about a foot wide of space between two vertical walls
where water was flowing freely from the ceiling. We then had to
squeeze through an extremely tight section called the “fucking
ballerina” in which the only efficient way to fit through was to
hop between the walls on one foot with the other foot high up in
the air behind you. Our final test was to inch down a steep slope
BOEUIFOKVNQPWFSBNFUFSMPOHEFFQDIBTNUIBUDPVMEIBWF
dipped into infinity for all we knew… We then went past the
spot where all you had to do was “follow the air” and you would
find your way through. After more stomach slithering, vertical
tube climbing, and last crusade like rock hopping (Jehovah begins with an I Indi!) we made it to the grand exit of the cave
where some animal bones had been left for display. In my cave
delirium coupled with an over stimulated imagination, the idea
crossed my mind my mind that perhaps we were meant to become the UVIC thanksgiving dinner. With a swift look at Nicky
I could see she was thinking the same thing…but I quickly discarded that thought for more logical musings. I was beginning
to tire of this muddy, damp, claustrophobic nonsense but we
soon made it to the final climb where moonlight, vegetation,
and freedom awaited us.
Just before we got out, someone from the last group came
running by and told us their group had gotten lost and the
soaked girl from earlier had broken down because of the cold
and their current predicament. The plan was to take us back
to camp and then a couple of experienced members would return to help them find their way back. As we emerged out of
UIFNVDLZFOUSBODF*XBTFOWFMPQFECZBTFOTFPGKPZBOESFMJFG
at being in a place where a ceiling was not inches above one’s
head and where the ground was not a slippery mud puddle. We
hastily returned to camp and it was at this point when all the
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mysticism of the cave had worn off and we realized how lucky
we were to have made it back safe and how much we did not
want to go caving the next day…or possibly ever again. Everyone made it back in the next hour and the girl had recovered
from her scare but we still did not feel comfortable with the idea
of caving and decided to take an early bedtime.
The next day we swiftly packed up or things, thanked our
guides, and returned home. Although we don’t plan on pursuing the sport of caving in the future we now have a incredible
memory to look back on and laugh at the ridiculousness of it
all. On the ferry ride over, a middle aged man spotted our large
backpacks and talked to us about the trip we were going on. He
said something to us that really struck me. The people we went
with and met on these crazy trips would be our friends for life.
He smiled to himself as he walked away and I have cherished
his words ever since because I know the truth in them. Outdoor
adventuring is one of my passions that will endure for life, and
it is times like these when I remember how lucky I am to get to
explore this world and how many great people I have met and
will meet through my never ending escapades.
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maze on Vancouver Island.

BUSHWHACKING 201
MT. MESLILLOET SELF-PROPELLED

Prerequisite: Bushwhacking 101 (see VOCJ53: “Mount Skihist”)
Course Description: The course builds on the techniques learned
in 101, but has a strong emphasis on the use of vegetation for
overcoming obstacles. These “veggie belays” are useful when
ascending and descending bushy terrain. The student shall gain
an appreciation for Mother Nature, despite cursing the plant’s
existence in the first place. To pass this course, the student must be
subjected to both wet and dry bush. A summit is not mandatory
but allows the student to pass with “honours.”

M

ount Meslilloet is home to the closest ice field to Vancouver. This holds some appeal to this otherwise regular
mountain. It is also a difficult mountain to reach, due to long
distances on logging roads. With Jason Addy (SPOC [Self Propelled Outdoor Club] founder) providing some inspirational
trip reports, I was stoked to give it a go self-propelled. This
lead to my first foray, which was a bike trip up through the Coquitlam Watershed. Due to the lack of time and wrong choice
of bike for the road, I had to abandon my summit attempt. Ever
since that failure, I had been looking at giving it another go.
After resurrecting an old email thread on the topic, Ben Singleton-Polster seemed exceptionally stoked to get the trip going. Much email faff ensued as we fleshed out details such as
334
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getting a canoe, figuring out the tides, which route to take, and
what gear to bring. By Friday we had things sorted out, and Ben
would pick up Piotr’s Forysinski’s fabulous wheely device and
leave it at Faroe des Roches’ place, where we would borrow Skyler Des Roches’ canoe.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 8TH

I

awoke at four-fifteen to gather my belongings and bike up to
meet Ben at Faroe’s place. With my fully loaded 70 L bag, I
set off on my mountain bike up the Cambie bike route. It was
a great morning out. The ride was going fine, until the sound
of increased rear traction alerted me that my tire was flat. “No
problem,” I thought, as I knew I had two spare tubes with me.
Then it hit me that my only working bike pump was for Presta
valves, and that I had left it at home (though Ben had a Schrader pump he would bring). To make things better I had left my
cell phone at home to save weight. Maybe Ben would check my
SPOT track on his smart phone and deduce that I had gotten
a flat. As I walked my bike up Cambie, I was delighted to see a
gas station only a couple of blocks away. I didn’t want to get too
excited, though, as some gas stations charge for compressed air.
Luckily this place didn’t charge, so I was able to get my bike back
in operation!
Ben was waiting patiently on Faroe’s lawn when I showed up.
We loaded up the canoe onto the trailer and secured the canoe
and all of our gear to it. Voile straps saw some more use as they
held the trailer to Ben’s panier rack (my mountain bike doesn’t
have a panier rack). From Faroe’s place, we headed over to PiPUSTUPQJDLVQBMJGFKBDLFUGPSNZTFMG BTXFMMBTUIFCBJMFSBOE
throw rope. The trailer is super burly. When a curb got in its
way, the wheels promptly mounted it with no difficulties. After
waking up Piotr to find the gear (his roommate had put it away),
he approved of our setup and wished us luck. I attempted to take
over biking duties. However, I was unable to lower Ben’s bike
seat, which had probably corroded itself in place. Well, it looked
like Ben would be lugging the canoe the whole way. I tried to as-
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sist matters by hitting the crosswalk buttons and lending a hand
on the trailer while going up hills. After a scenic sunrise, we
slowly braked our way down the road beside Chevron’s BurnaCZ3FĕOFSZ XIFSF*DVSSFOUMZIBWFBQSPKFDU 8FDSPTTFEUIF
train tracks and were now face to face with our next obstacle,
the ocean.
The morning was perfect: there was water that was as smooth
as glass, the tide was low and would soon begin to flood, and
the sun was still in the process of rising. We brought the canoe
down to the rocky beach and started contemplating how to attach the trailer on it. It occurred to us that we had not asked
Piotr about this. After some thought we loosened a bolt to allow
the tongue of the trailer to rotate slightly. This combined with
an offset allowed the front occupant (me) to sit comfortably and
have relatively no obstruction while paddling. The trailer was
Voile-strapped to the center yoke of the canoe, and the bikes
were then ratchet-strapped on top of the trailer. The whole setup
felt bomber, but the mass wasn’t centered. This was easily fixed
by placing our ballast (gear) on the light side of the canoe (opposite the side which the canoe carrier and greater bike weight
was situated) and centered front to back. My 10 L water bladder
made a great ballast. Then the gear was loaded once the canoe

Ben Singleton-Polster hauling the canoe transport apparatus.
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was in the water as to not strain the canoe. Soon we were paddling our way towards Indian Arm.
It felt great to be back in a canoe again, as both Ben and I
have fond memories of riding in them. The paddle up the “arm”
was great, and we encountered no difficulties. We admired the
houses in the area and were surprised to see so many up for
TBMF KPLJOHMZTBZJOHUIBUXFTIPVMETUPQJOBOEUBLFBMPPLBU
them. After going non-stop for some time (about five hours),
we reached the end of the “arm” and were ready to start on the
logging roads. We took a well-deserved lunch break after unpacking the canoe. After stashing the canoe and cart by locking
them up to a try behind a berm, we remarked that the items not
locked up (dry bags with random paddling stuff along with my
10 L MSR Bladder) were probably worth more than the locked
items. It was while repacking into biking mode that I realized
I had forgotten my “Veenstra style” back panel, a therm-a-rest
folded to fit in a MEC Genie 30 DSL. Oh well, I wanted to be
fast and light, so this would help compensate for the tent I was
carrying.
Due to our non-standard approach, it actually was a relief
to be using the legs again after kneeling in the canoe and pad-

Nick Matwyuk in phase two of the self-propelled trip to Mt.
Meslilloet.
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dling for a while. The mountain biking went well as we ate up
the kilometres on our way to Norton Lake. There were numerous hills that we had to walk up, but as we were carrying backQBDLTJOTUFBEPGQBOOJFSTUIJTUPPLMFTTFČPSU"UUIFKVODUJPOT 
we verified our position with the GPS to ensure we didn’t waste
any time heading down a wrong spur. While nearing Norton
Lake, we got passed by a late eighties Ramcharger and midnineties F-150. They were on their way to party at the lake. After notifying us that the road ended at the lake, Ben remarked,
“That is where we begin.” They laughed and weren’t too sure
what to think of us. We soon caught up to them at the Norton
Creek crossing where the Dodge was close to undergoing some
reconstructive surgery on its passenger side door. With the help
of a winch at the front and a chain tow from the rear, they were
able to manipulate the vehicle to avoid damage. In typical redneck fashion, the driver of the Dodge commented after getting
out, “That ain’t bad for being half drunk.” We sure weren’t looking forward to spending the night near these party animals, but
had already planned on heading up the old spur road to an elevation around 853 m.
The spur road was old, rocky, and soon very bushy. We soon
TUBTIFEUIFCJLFTJOUIFXPPETBOEXBMLFEVQUIFSPBEKVTUBT
UIFSBJOTUBSUFE"ęFSEPOOJOHSBJOKBDLFUT XFUISBTIFEUISPVHI
the wet bush looking for a flat area, preferably with water. Once
we reached a suitable spot (no water though), our pants were
drenched from the bush. We then got a game plan ready and
soon had the tarp and tent set up. As we sat huddled under the
tarp eating dinner, we contemplated what the weather would
CSJOHGPSVTUPNPSSPX*OUIFNFBOUJNF *FOKPZFEBTQFDUBDVMBS
chicken Parmesan dinner (dehydrated chicken and Parmesan)
with a bagel, while Ben had some more of his food which was
the same for all meals (various energy products, bagels, chocolate, and cheese). To save weight, we went without a stove or pot.
Ben beat me, though, as his food didn’t require a container or
TQPPO)PXFWFS NZڀHPGDPPLXBSFXBTFOKPZFE BT*DPVME
add cold water to my oatmeal, although a Nalgene bottle could
have been used. After dinner, we promptly went in the tent. We
were both glad that we decided to bring the extra weight of the
UFOUBTPQQPTFEUPKVTUBUBSQ*OTJEFUIFUFOU XFUSJFEUPMFUPVS
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pants dry out before going to bed, but this was futile and soon
dismissed. In order to protect my precious down sleeping bag,
* CPSSPXFE #FOT KBDLFU BOE VTFE JU BMPOH XJUI NZ KBDLFU BOE
pants for an extra layer on tent floor. Sleeping without a mat
wasn’t too bad, because your body can still find some comfortable position. I found it best sleeping on my side, so there was
less area contacting the cold ground. Meanwhile Ben was comQMBJOJOHBCPVUBSPDLJOIJTBSFB*UIPVHIUIFXBTKVTUXVTTJOH
out, but later saw that it was a good couple of centimeters tall.
Hence the rock would be felt through any therm-a-rest unless
you had a car camping pad. It was a mostly uneventful night
with the faint sound of a chainsaw to put us to sleep, but then I
heard three gunshots around four. Ben put in his earplugs (extra
weight) and didn’t hear anything.

SUNDAY OCTOBER 9TH

W

e awoke to the sun and clouds on Sunday morning,
which was a welcome surprise. After donning full rain
gear and eating breakfast, we set out with light day packs. We
went on through the wet bush until the logging road ended.
From there we contoured around the mountain towards Joseph
Lake. We ended up a bit below the lake and saw a spectacular
waterfall near the point of co-valence with a stream from Little
Anne Lake. More bushwhacking brought us to the shore of Joseph Lake which had to be confirmed with the GPS, as I had
incorrectly thought of it being Anne Lake (Ben was unsure so
felt we should ask the magic box where we were). It should be
OPUFEUIBUUIFPMEHSPXUIGPSFTUNBLFTWJTJCJMJUZUPVHI:PVSFally don’t see the lake until you are at the shore, and we only saw
one small glimpse of Meslilloet before we were halfway up the
ridge. We had intermittently seen orange and yellow flagging,
which seemed to be going the right way but was far to sparse to
actually follow.
Once on the ridge proper, we encountered some intense
bushwhacking. This meant hauling yourself up steep slopes by
grabbing multiple blueberry bushes. In other areas we had to
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use tree branches to ascend steep gulley sections. The bush was
also delightfully moist from the previous night’s rain. Ben and I
had numerous falls during this section. We would also encounter rock bluffs, at which we would take a right or left. There was
one bluff that we had to go up. We started going up the bluff
with an interesting move, and at the end we had to duck under
branches with our packs and ice axes catching on it. This continued for a while, along with more swimming through dense
blueberry bushes. Luckily, we didn’t encounter any devils club
or stinging nettle! Despite wearing Gore-Tex all over and gaiters, we got soaked all the way through. It was a great relief once
we got to a fairly open section, where we could walk without
touching vegetation. We had lunch at a decent outlook, from
which we could see Joseph Lake and some surrounding mountains interspersed with the cloud cover.
The small open sections led to a bit of scrambling on dry
rock, as we made our way up to a bump in the ridge. From here
XFDPVMETFFPVSPCKFDUJWF BOEJUEJEOUMPPLUIBUGBSBXBZ8JUI
renewed enthusiasm, we down climbed to the narrow land
CSJEHFUIBUDPOOFDUFEUPUIFNBJOSJEHF*UXBTUIFOKVTUFBTZ
third-class scrambling up to the summit. What a relief it was
to finally be on the summit! After months of contemplation
and one failed attempt, it felt great to be at the massive summit cairn. We ate our lunch while admiring the views, although
clouds in the distance prevented us from seeing the ocean or
nearby peaks, such as the Judge. Our descent was mostly the
same as the ascent, because the bush was still there except a little
bit drier. After a minor route finding error, we pulled out the
GPS and kept tabs on it. We stayed more to the West side of the
South ridge and were able to avoid some rock bluffs such as the
scrambled one we had difficulty going up. Our path then took
us right to the outlet of Joseph Lake and then contouring on
around the mountain onto a flat bench. The occasional flagging
made us happy that we might be on some sort of track. It was
starting to get darker. We decided that once we stopped and put
on headlamps, we would refuel, because we wanted to make as
much progress as possible while it was still light out. The final
section to the logging road involved following a creek. As our
boots and lower half of our bodies were drenched, we could care
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Ben S-P and Nick Matwyuk on the summit of Mt. Meslilloet.

less about occasionally getting soaked. When we got to the logging road, we were relieved and put on our headlamps. It was a
simple bush walk back to camp. The night was also clear, and a
near full moon was rising. Dinner was exquisite; I had dehydrated ground beef, macaroni noodles, chili powder, and Parmesan
cheese while Ben had more of his usual.

MONDAY OCTOBER 10TH

W

e had contemplated the tide charts and found that in order to paddle in the daylight, we would have to start at
nine-fifteen to have it going in our direction. This was unacDFQUBCMF TPXFEFDJEFEUPKVTUHJWFJUBSFTUBOESFTVNFCJLJOH
when it was light out. While we went to bed with a clear sky,
we woke up to the sound of rain. This was mildly discouraging, but as we were on our way out, it was okay. We packed up
our wet gear and huddled under some semi-dry trees to eat our
breakfast. The walk down the logging road to the bikes got us
properly soaked, though nothing had dried out from yesterday’s
excursions. We retrieved our bikes and made our way down the
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rough roads to Indian Arm. We cycled on most of the sections,
but walked on some, due to the exceptionally rough terrain.
While on the flat section beside the Indian Arm River, we spotted a black bear. The bear had clearly seen too many people who
were mostly on motorized transportation, which was evident
because the bear was content to walk on the side of the road for
a while before it finally became annoyed with our conversation
and walked off into the bush.
With the mountain biking complete, we loaded up the canoe
and set off on our way. We set off in the canoe at eight-fifteen to
rain and a tail wind. The boat traffic had increased this day, and
we constantly had to make course corrections to point ourselves
at the waves correctly. We took on a bit of water during some of
these occasions, and due to our rear heavy orientation, the water
all drained back to Ben who bailed it out. The paddle back was
RVJUFFOKPZBCMFEFTQJUFUIFXFBUIFS"ęFSQBTTJOH%FFQ$PWF 
we spotted what looked to be a porpoise or small whale, along
with numerous seals and couple of bald eagles. We also took the
opportunity to check out an oil tanker up close. It was interesting to be so close to such a huge vessel. Soon we were headed
towards the McBarge and the glowing flare stack of the Chevron
Burnaby Refinery.
The paddle back took only four hours, which was probably
due in large part to the tail wind overcoming the tide. We arrived on dry land at about two in the afternoon and felt relieved,
CVU XF TUJMM IBE TPNF NBKPS GBČ UP EFBM XJUI 0ODF UIF CJLFT
and trailer were loaded, we started up the long hill that winds
beside the refinery. Soon we were swapping between biking
and walking the canoe as big hills were encountered. Reactions
from people ranged from “Oh, that is normal” to “Wow, what
the heck?” There were some people who took pictures, which
prompted the cop to give us a really long look as we rode past
him. Only one minor incident occurred as we were approaching
a cross walk, and there was a tight squeeze for us to get through
before the lights turning green again. Ben said that it would be
best to wait and apparently the bike thought so too, as the front
tire hissed and proceeded to relieve itself of its internal pressure.
Thankfully it was the front tire, as we could do the change without disconnecting the trailer from the bike.
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We continued on our way and made it to Faroe’s, where we
dropped off the canoe. Ben commented that with the canoe
gone, we would not be met with the same enthusiasm. I agreed,
but it wasn’t until someone yelled, “you got any dead bodies in
UIFSF wUIBUJUSFBMMZTVOLJOUIBUUIFUSBJMFSKVTUJTOUUIFTBNF
when it transports gear instead of a canoe. Finally at Piotr’s
place, we were able to return the trailer and get back to regular bike/backpack mode. It was still raining at this point, and
we were thoroughly drenched. We rode together up to Ontario
Street, where we headed our separate ways. Plentiful hot food
and a warm shower were very welcome as well as a comfortable
bed. I love how you really appreciate the simple things in life
after being in the outdoors.
The arrival home concluded our lesson in bushwhacking. It
was a great trip, and I thank Ben for being such a great trip partner and for being willing to suffer like the best of them (including charging hard in the dusk down a bushy hill while following
a creek with slippery rocks and trees).
Be sure to get out there and explore nature self-propelled!
Beta: The route to Meslilloet via Norton Lake is recommended
over my earlier attempt at Belknap Lake, due to the distance of
bushwhacking. Mountain bikes are a much improved form of
transportation on the logging roads. Canoeing or kayaking Indian
Arm is a great approach method and shouldn’t shy people away
from trying it. The bike and canoe combo has the added benefit
of giving you a full body work out, which allows you to not feel so
tired as after you have used your legs biking they get a rest in the
canoe and so on. Also, Piotr’s wheely device is amazing! Thanks
again, Piotr! It opens up so much more possibilities when you can
carry large cargo such as canoes.

MT. ALBERT BY SAILBOAT
PIOTR FORYSINSKI

M

ount Albert is a 2552 m glaciated peak by Princess Louisa
Inlet, an arm extending from Jervis Inlet near its inland
end. I first noticed Mt. Albert from the summit of Ashlu Mountain in July 2009, and immediately became fascinated by its imposing massif. It took me over two years to actually get to climb
it, and this is the story of how that transpired.
Ever since my friend Ed Estabrook bought a sailboat—the
awesome Salus—and started taking me out sailing, I had to add
yet another activity to my list of addictions. When our mutual
friend and Ed’s once-frequent-sailing-partner Philipp Zielke
announced that he was going to revisit BC for a holiday (he had
previously finished his postdoc at UBC and moved on to a real
XPSMEKPCJO(FSNBOZ XFJNNFEJBUFMZEFDJEFEUIBUBTBJMJOH
trip of some sort was in order. Philipp had regularly sailed with
Ed when he lived in Vancouver, and had participated in many
sailing races. The most noteworthy of these was probably the
infamous Southern Straits race in April 2010, during which a
storm inflicted carnage on participating boats and broke Salus’
boom in half. Salus made it to Nanaimo regardless. Philipp deDJEFEIFXPVMEDPNFPWFSKVTUBęFS*TVCNJUUFENZ1I%UIFTJT
The trip would be my first sampler of post-PhD freedom, which
I was only going to fully achieve a few months later after my defence. Ed’s girlfriend, Mary Rider—also a vehement sailor and
MPOHUFSN NFNCFS PG UIF DSFXXBT HPJOH UP KPJO VT GPS UIF
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“expedition”.
We had eight days to play with for the trip. It was agreed that
we wanted to sail somewhere cool, but also do something cool
at our destination on dry land. I suggested Mt. Albert, and after some pondering we concluded that it was actually a realistic
proposition. Mount Albert, rising some 2500 m straight from
the blue waters of Princess Louisa Inlet, seemed like a worthy
mountaineering cause; and Princess Louisa Inlet, allegedly one
of the most beautiful fjords in North America, was a worthy
boating destination. The scenery and beverages were going to
make up for the anticipated lack of wind in the sheltered Jervis
Inlet.
Philipp arrived in Vancouver on schedule. More surprisingly,
I managed to submit my thesis on schedule too, after a long and
painful thesis writing marathon. I handed it in some ten minutes before the deadline after effectively working on it for five
years. Soon thereafter we purchased a 38 L keg of the Highland
Scottish Ale from Storm Brewing.
The keg was stowed deep in the guts of Salus (known as the
“lazarette”) where its proximity to the water would keep it cool
even in the heat of the day. We ran a beer hose from the hatch
to the outside world, and attached a beer tap to the stern railing
(“pushpit”). We then had to thoroughly test the setup ahead of
our departure.
hen the day of departure arrived, we loaded Salus up
with a large amount of gear and provisions, both edible
and potable. Ed and Mary distributed these among the oodles
of hatches and storage compartments. The strategy of storing
alcohol on the boat such that not every alcohol-drinking-crewmember knew of every alcohol-storage-location proved successful.
Bacon—check. Beer—check. Grillables aplenty—check. Bacon—check. Boots, rope, ice axes, tents, sleeping bags—check.
Crampons—I managed to forget, despite being the one who reminded the rest of the crew to bring them the night before our
departure. Bacon—check. Never hurts to triple check you have
the most important things.
On the first day we travelled from Heather Civic Marina
near the Cambie Bridge, past Bowen Island, along the Sunshine

W
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PHILIPP ZIELKE

Coast past Sechelt,
past Thormanby
Island, past Pender Harbour, and
into Agamemnon
Channel. Along the
way I reaffirmed
my belief that the
distant, steep-sided island visible
from Wreck Beach
is indeed Texada.
I had stared at it
longingly for many
months. We didn’t
have as much wind
as we were hoping
for, which resulted Salus under sail, nearing Agamemnon
in alternating be- Channel.
tween sailing and motoring. It’s ironic that a stupid, stinking,
noisy little iron genny (sailors’ term for an engine) can propel
a sailboat as fast as it can ever sail, and always in the desired
EJSFDUJPO XIJDIDBOUCFTBJEPGTBJMJOH*UTKVTUUIBUTBJMJOHJTTP
infinitely more… romantic. We did manage to get a lovely spinnaker run in at sunset as we were nearing Agamemnon channel. We dropped anchor at Green Bay on Nelson Island. That
night we consumed copious amounts of tasty ribs from the Sea
B Que, and mashed potatoes from the old pressure cooker of
failed-sauna-in-a-snowcave fame.
Already the first day of boating exposed a fundamental flaw
in our beverage system which had to be seen to immediately.
The flaw had managed to evade our attention during the thorough testing procedure we undertook before departure. On
the actual trip, when beer consumption was slower than that
employed during the testing procedure, every cupful sat in the
beer hose for long enough to equilibrate to a tasty 40°C. Some
aluminum foil wrapped around the hose, together with a more
dynamic strategy applied to the frequency of beer-cup-filling,
solved the problem.
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he next morning we woke up and slow-cooked some bacon.
I’ve found few things more refreshing than waking up to
glorious sunshine on a gently rocking sailboat, to the smell of
Mary slow-cooking bacon. We motored out of Green Bay, past
Earl’s Cove (of Earl’s Cove – Saltery Bay ferry fame), and into
Egmont, which is the last place heading into Jervis Inlet where
one can buy gas. After leaving Egmont we headed north, desperately wishing to sail and desperately motoring in the windless
fjord most of the way. Motoring, although noisy and unnerving,
ironically does make for a very chilled out time on the boat. We
MB[FEPOEFDLFOKPZJOHUIFMPOHBXBJUFETVOTIJOF XBTOPU
the year for sunshine until about August) and admiring granite peaks which appeared and disappeared as we travelled past
them. We made good time and reached Malibu Rapids, the narrows at the entrance to Princess Louisa Inlet, long before dark.
Initially we boated past the narrows and landed at a private
dock beyond to investigate the beginning of a network of logging roads on the southwest flanks of Mount Albert. These
roads were visible on satellite imagery and were our initial plan
of attack for the ascent. Since the private dock was unsuitable
for anchoring, we motored across to Malibu, a camp located at
Malibu Rapids, to acquire some local knowledge. Malibu was a
high-end resort built for American VIPs during WWII, but it
was shut down in 1950 following financial troubles and a polio
PVUCSFBLćFGBDJMJUZXBTMBUFSBDRVJSFECZ:PVOH-JGF B$ISJTtian association, and established as a youth camp which it remains to this day.
Not entirely sure of what to expect, speakers turned down
and beer cups put away, Salus-in-stealth-mode docked at Malibu. The reception was actually very friendly, though, and we
were told that the youth camp uses a trail that starts by Macdonald Island—aka Hamilton Island, located about half way
into the 6-km-long Princess Louisa Inlet—to ascend Mt. Albert.
Located at the trailhead is another youth camp called Beyond
Malibu where we would be able to talk to a manager who knows
the trail well. I had read about that trail, but expected it to be
very overgrown. With this information the hopes of a straightforward ascent—instead of a logging road debacle or a glorious
bushwhack—were rekindled.
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And so beyond Malibu we went. There is a provincial maSJOFQBSLCZ.BDEPOBME*TMBOE BEKBDFOUUPUIF#FZPOE.BMJCV
camp, with very handy buoys for tying boats up to. Princess
Louisa Inlet is so steep-sided that there are virtually no shallow
spots for a boat to anchor at other than these buoys, or the pier
at the head of the inlet. We tied up to the mooring buoy at last
light and proceeded to consume a tasty dinner of Greek salad
and meaty pasta. Fed and beer-ed, we went to sleep.
he next morning we woke up and slow-cooked some bacon. I’ve found few things more refreshing than waking up
to glorious sunshine on a gently rocking sailboat, to the smell
of Philipp slow-cooking bacon. We pulled up to a dock at Beyond Malibu with Salus in stealth mode and walked up to one
of the buildings. The manager welcomed us and told us about
the Mt. Albert trail, but his description intentionally amounted
to very general pointers. Looking up at some 1500 m elevation
gain through dense forest, I sensed a glorious bushwhack. But
that was all the direction we were going to get from him. He did
tell us that a group from the camp was currently up there, and
that the following day was their summit day.
On the way back to Salus we came across a group of young
people hanging out by one of the docks. We started chatting.
They were guides working for the camp. A few minutes later we
were provided with a very detailed, step by step description of
the trail in the form of a printout. We won’t be publishing that
printout anywhere, and it was great to have it. Thank you.
We retreated to Salus and inflated “floating vessel Dink,” Ed’s
dinghy. We then returned sailing vessel Salus to the mooring
buoy, packed our gear up, and took the dinghy back to shore.
We stashed it in some bushes and hit the trail in time for an
alpine start, at about 3PM. The trail starts off on an old logging
road, crosses a creek next to a pretty waterfall, and heads steeply
uphill. We lost the trail, regained the trail, found logging roads,
and lost logging roads until it finally got almost dark, and we
decided to camp. We were fairly high up Mount Helena, a lesser
peak south of Mt. Albert, at the end of an old logging road.
he next morning we woke up and had to make do with granola bars. This was our big day—we were hoping to get up
high, set up camp, and summit that afternoon. In the sub-alpine
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The three happy campers (Philipp Zielke, Mary Rider, Edward
Estabrook) under Mt. Albert.

above the logging road finding the trail was significantly easier
than lower down, and we made good progress. We crossed the
Helena-Albert col and headed up the Mt. Albert massif, initially
by traversing to climber’s right and then following a broad ridge
feature up. By the time we hit this feature we were on continuous snow, and the views were getting better and better. The
crampons I had forgotten in Vancouver luckily weren’t required
at all in the soft snow. Salus, oftentimes visible as a little white
dot on the water a long, long way below us, provided ample motivation for photography which yielded a vast selection of digital
photographs which require massive zooming to tell Salus apart
from a speck on the screen. It was pretty darn sweet to see the
tiny sailboat down in the distance though.
The first thing we came across after gaining the ridge at the
top of the ridge, so-to-speak, was the Beyond Malibu group’s
tents. Nobody was around though, because this was their summit day—on a six day trip. We walked further up along the ridge
for a short while and set up our own tents beyond a rocky peak
so as not to needlessly invade anybody’s privacy in this vast wilderness. Microwave Bowl, the gentle glaciated feature between
us and the summit, was shrouded in mist as we set out for the
true summit. We navigated by compass and GPS, but came
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across lots of fresh footprints that we couldn’t really make any
sense of. At some point we heard surprised voices from somewhere ahead of us in the mist—they had also heard our voices.
A little while later a large group of about twelve surprised people
emerged in front of us. They weren’t expecting to come across
other humans up there, because apparently very few people ever
go up Mount Albert other than the Beyond Malibu groups. We
chatted for a while and then they headed back towards their
camp while we headed on towards the summit. They were walking in lateral formation—climbers roped up but walking side to
side, not in single file. When they wanted to turn, the person on
the inside of a turn would stop while the other people walked
around him/her in arcs of increasing radius. This is what had
caused the seemingly incomprehensible footprints in the snow.
The fog cleared up a bit as we neared the summit, and by the
time we were on top we could see enough to be sure we actually
were on the summit, and that it was very pretty up there. After
the mandatory summit shot we retreated to camp, made dinner,
and went to bed.
he next morning we woke up and thought we had to make
do with granola bars. However, as we were eating breakfast
and packing up, Mary asked the other three of us whether we
had forgotten a pile of chocolate bars and coffee packets in the
porch of her tent by accident. We all denied it. After a while we
figured out that the chocolate and coffee were presents from the
other group which they had dropped off for us at Ed and Mary’s
tent. How sweet!
We were up high on a glacier, there were white fluffy clouds
floating down below us, and we could see countless snowy peaks
around us. The summit of Mt. Albert which we had successfully
climbed the previous evening was finally visible in its full glory.
It was a delightful morning. The kind to live and die for.
We wanted to thank the other group when we walked past
their camping spot on the way back down, but they had already
packed up and left. We caught up with them near the bottom
of snow slopes above the Albert-Helena col, but they were going to spend one last night at the end of the logging road, while
we were planning to make it all the way back to Salus that afternoon. Salus grew bigger as the day went on and our knees
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got used up. We cut a shortcut through the forest, deciding to
commit to bushwhacking but always in the right direction, as
opposed to trying to find the actual route. The strategy worked
very well, although only thanks to the GPS. We made it back
down before dark, and Ed and Mary used Dink to get back to
Salus with all our gear. Philipp and I decided for the more purist form of getting back to our trusty sailing vessel, and swam
back instead. We did not, however, employ the most minimalist
form of swimming, deeming it inappropriate for the location.
Beer and bacon ensued. Ed even tried to consume the two while
swimming, but some seawater got consumed along the way as
well. The water is barely salty up there, so far away from the sea
and with so much freshwater inflow, so he didn’t suffer much.
As we relaxed on deck that evening, we could see the ridge we
had camped on up high, a long long way above where we were
now. Salus wasn’t a speck anymore.
*SFBMMZFOKPZFEUIFGBDUUIBUHFUUJOHCBDLEPXOGSPNUIFTVNmit didn’t have to be followed by a long drive home and going to
work the next morning. Instead, we woke up the next morning
in the lovely sunny
cabin and slowcooked some bacon. Then we lazily
untied Salus from
the mooring buoy
and motored over
to Chatterbox falls
and the marine
provincial
park
pier at the head
of the inlet. Huge
granite faces towered above us and
water thundered
down into the inlet right next to us.
We had, or perhaps
I should say I had,
Poured happiness. Aboard Salus.
planned to go for a
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day hike up the valley to a viewpoint. Group dynamics dictated,
however, that the other three busied themselves with the Sea#2VFXIJMF*XFOUGPSBGFXNJOVUFKBVOUVQUIFUSBJMUPBTTFTT
what state it was in. I didn’t mind not being able to go on the
hike – what I really wanted to do was traverse from there to
the Elaho valley over Mount John Clarke (formerly Sun Peak),
which wasn’t going to happen on this trip anyway. That afternoon we headed back down Jervis Inlet and dropped anchor in
a tight cove at the north end of Nelson Island. The stars were out
in full force that night, and we sat on deck sipping whisky and
chatting well into the wee hours.
he next morning we woke up and slow-cooked some bacon.
I’ve found few things more refreshing than waking up to
glorious sunshine on a gently rocking sailboat, to the smell of
Ed slow-cooking bacon. Since we were running low on—No!
Not bacon. One should never set out without sufficient bacon
to complete the trip—fuel, we headed over to Pender Harbour
to buy some. We also got humongous portions of ice-cream at
the well-stocked shop there. Once we hit open water we finally
got some wind and sailed around the south end of Texada to
Jedediah Island. We dropped anchor in Deep Bay at the north
end of the island, followed by some heroic stern tying action
performed by a barefooted Philipp on a vegetated V0++ boulder problem.
Jedediah Island is in its entirety a magical marine provincial
park. It used to be owned by Albert and Mary Palmer, who sold
it to the province for a price well below market value with the
intention of it becoming a provincial park. A further donation
from the estate of Canadian climber Dan Culver made this purchase possible. The Palmers’ old farmhouses still stand and a
substantial part of the island is abandoned farmland, now gone
wild. Jedediah Island has the air of fairytale—a witch or dwarf
emerging from the door of the old farmhouse would not seem
PVUPGQMBDF8FXBMLFEBSPVOEUIFJTMBOEUIBUFWFOJOH FOKPZing the tranquil sunset. Jedediah is only some 40 nautical miles
away from Point Grey, but its ultra-hippie atmosphere could not
be more distant from the academic rat-race prevalent at UBC.
he following day was unfortunately the last of our trip.
Nothing was quite right anymore. I woke up and there was

T
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no slow-cooked bacon. It was my bloody turn to slow-cook the
bloody bacon. Still, there was the glorious sunshine and the
gentle rocking of the sailboat…
Luckily for us there was some wind, so we managed to sail for
part of the day. Just as we were approaching English Bay, the tap
of our tasty Highland Ale ran dry. We were forced to complete
our voyage on single malt instead.
atire about the culinary luxuries on Salus aside, this trip reaffirmed my belief that ‘baconboats’ are an amazing means to
access remote mountains. The ‘getting there’ and ‘getting back’
parts of the trip become fun elements of the experience instead
of caffeine-drenched night-time driving ventures. Sailing itself
is a beautiful blend of science and art, and there’s something truly magical about a fully inflated spinnaker at sundown—or even
during the day, for that matter. And the gentle rocking of a boat
anchored in a calm spot as you lie on deck staring at the stars at
OJHIU:PVDBOHFUUPQMBDFTUIBUZPVXPVMEOUPUIFSXJTFCFBCMF
to get to, barring flying in. Sure, it takes a while, especially if you
want to maximise sailing and minimise motoring. And boats
are very expensive to own and maintain too. But in that regard
it’s best to have a friend who owns a boat and is happy to take
you out on it—it is here that I have to send a million thanks to
Edward!
The Pacific Northwest is an amazing corner of our planet for
FYQMPSBUJPO CZ XBUFSDSBę 'KPSET  JTMBOET  XJMEFSOFTT  XJMEMJGF 
waterfalls crashing straight into the sea, huge granite faces leading up to the clouds, glaciated peaks rising straight out of the
water… we have it all at our doorstep. I can’t wait to set out on
my next trip along the coast, preferably much further and lonHFSUIBOUIJTUJNF*KVTUIPQFUIBUCZUIBUUJNFXFXPOUIBWFUP
be dodging giant oil tankers left, right, and centre. That would
be a huge, huge shame.

S

SELF-PROPELLED VOYAGE
TO THE TOP OF
MT. GARDNER
JESSICA LITMAN

I

first moved to Vancouver in January 2011. I was drawn to live
here by the prospect of so many outdoor activities being close
to a big city—I had no idea that they would literally be at my
door step.
On the August long weekend Piotr Forysinski and I kayaked to Bowen Island and hiked Mt. Gardner self-propelled.
After getting our July turns in at Cypress that Friday evening,
we failed miserably at getting up early on Saturday. Nothing
was packed; we hadn’t bought food or really thought out the
logistics of the trip. After much faffing we ended up leaving his
house with two sea kayaks stacked and ratcheted down onto one
home-built wheely device. The weather was sunny and hot, so
I wore my sandals—not a bright move when carrying a ~60 lb
pack downhill. I blistered up most of the soles of my feet in the
first forty-five minutes. Nevertheless, we were paddling off from
4DJFODF8PSMEJO'BMTF$SFFLCZKVTUBęFS1.*NOPUHPJOH
to lie; even the enticing smell of False Creek couldn’t keep me
awake for the first chunk of the paddle. Luckily I was forced to
wake up when we crossed Burrard Inlet near the Lion’s Gate
Bridge so that we could sneak across without being hit by any
large boats. (Note: Crossing the first narrows close to the bridge
is allowed only under motor. However, the farther out you are,
the longer the distance is that you have to paddle, and the longer
you are exposed to shipping traffic. Our line was slightly too
354
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close to the bridge to be legal, but it only took us 8 minutes.)
This was about when I realised that paddling goes a lot faster
while singing. And so it began: voice cracking, off pitch, and
scrambled notes. I was surprised how well Piotr took it; not
even one complaint.
It was getting dark as we approached Lighthouse Park so we
UPPLPVSDIBODFTQVMMJOHVQPOBSPDLZCFBDIKVTUTIPSUPGUIF
lighthouse that looked reasonable. Parking the kayaks was a bit
sketchy but we made it work. The landing spot is very acceptable at low tide and manageable at high. There is a bench located
right above the cove by which we cooked dinner while watching the fireworks from the yearly Vancouver fireworks competition. It started raining hard soon thereafter and we retreated to
our tent to eat the monstrous quantity of mashed potatoes we
had made. I don’t know why, but being out on the water always
seems to make food taste better. With a very full stomach I happily passed out.
The next morning we were up at 7:30AM, and we were on the
water by 9AM—it was shaping up to be another hot, sunny day.
It took us about an hour and forty-five minutes to paddle across
to Bowen Island. We were able to track the time that it took the
Nanaimo ferry to loop back and forth so that we could avoid it
POPVSXBZCBDL$BNQXBTTFUVQKVTUCFMPX"QPEBDB.BSJOF
Park, near what looked like an abandoned mine. It was a beautiful spot next to a giant flat rock that looked out to a great view of
Passage Island and the North Shore. We used the rock as a place
for meals and camped closer to the mine.
Afterward, we paddled over to Snug Cove and stashed the
boats on the sandy beach. Nature called so I went to use the
outhouse where we saw a sign that said:

We had found the catch phrase of the trip.
After an elongated visit to the info booth (where the poor girl
working there was being berated by some demanding tourist)
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we grabbed a map and refilled our water and began hiking to the
top of Mt. Gardner. The north summit was easy to find and had
a wicked view of the city from the somewhat ugly microwave
tower viewpoint. We chilled for about an hour on the platform,
taking in the view of our entire route thus far, and having a late
lunch. Unfortunately I only had my crappy phone camera so the
TVNNJU TIPU EPFTOU EP JU KVTUJDF ćF TPVUI TVNNJU XBT MFTT
easy to find since the trail didn’t seem to be marked particularly
diligently. We were about to give up on it since it didn’t have a
view anyway, but we gave ourselves another fifteen minutes to
find it. About five minutes after this decision Piotr remarked,
“Wait a sec, the south summit is higher than the north one…
WE HAVE TO FIND IT!” So find it we did!
The descent from the south summit down to the kayaks was
along an initially steeper and more scenic route than the way up.
We saw a few massive black slugs, which I am ashamed to admit
made me scream. Once we were back in the ‘town’ we explored
the whole street and a half in hopes of finding water and duct
tape for my feet. Water was collected but my feet were told to
woman up. By the time we retrieved the boats, packed them up,
and got in them, it was dark and gorgeous. The sky was clear,
the water was calm, and we paddled back to camp by starlight.
That night we cooked dinner on the big flat rock under the stars
and watched the other boats at sea pass. It was a great end to our
seventeen hour day.
he next morning we woke up to another sunny day, so we
EFDJEFEUPFOKPZJUBOEUPPLPVSUJNFQBDLJOHVQ0OPVS
way back to the city there was a strong current that pushed us
most of the way to Stanley Park, but got kind of hairy when we
had to go against it around Stanley Park. That short section is
apparently known for its current and chop. Since I’m not 6’3”
I could use the rudder on the boat I was in; however, Piotr did
not have this luxury, and his boat had a hole in it. As the waves
became more dicey I saw Piotr moving farther and farther away
from shore. I initially assumed he was doing it to avoid the current, but when I saw him paddling towards shore backwards I
knew something was up. What happened was the front hatch of
his boat had almost completely filled up with water, to the point
that he lost all maneuverability. Paddling backwards solved that
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problem. We then pulled over to bail out both kayaks. It was
strange to be back on a beach that was full of people.
The rest of the paddle in was smooth, and the entire trip
only took about 5.5 hours. We victoriously pulled up to Science
World, got the boats out, and hauled them back to Piotr’s house
using the wheely device that we had locked up to the dock. The
dragon boat dock right beside the Aquabus stop is ideal for such
purposes. The walk back was a hungry one, as it was hard to
not think about the copious amounts of sushi we intended to
consume at Taiyo Sushi once back on the Drive.
Aside from the immediate gratification I experienced as I walked
back to Piotr’s house—that tired, hungry, and triumphant
feeling that comes from completing one’s first self-propelled
trip—what really struck me is how much more meaningful
Vancouver has become to me. Now I always pass Science World
thinking, “That’s where we put our boats in!” Terminal Avenue
JTOPMPOHFSKVTUBOPSEJOBSZIJHIXBZ-JHIUIPVTF1BSLJTOUKVTU
a place to walk your dog; and I cannot help but smile whenever
I see Bowen Island and Mt. Gardner’s south summit peak.

PERSPECTIVES ON
SEA KAYAKING
CAITLIN SCHNEIDER

I

am a white water kayaker by ‘trade’, but this season I have
learned a lot about the strange sport of sea kayaking. Previously, I had only had experience leisurely paddling up and down
the Indian Arm, and kind of thought that it was merely a manner of travel, a method of getting from point A to point B, rather
than a something to do for its own sake. In this article, I want
to outline some of the sea kayaking adventures I have had and
explain how I have come to appreciate the more adventurous
aspects of paddling around in a 16 ft boat.

HOWE SOUND

T

he first trip of the season started out as a mundane trip to
the Howe Sound. A small trip, 5 people, was going to travel
from Gibsons to Gambier Island and back again. I was able to
borrow a sea kayak from a new friend, Dmitri Oguz (he shows
up in later stories too), while the others were renting from a
place on the Sunshine Coast. We decided for logistical reasons
to head over on the ferry on Friday night and meet the others
in the morning. After not getting on the first ferry, we got to
Gibsons around 11PM. We drove in circles in the dark for a bit,
looking for a place to launch the boats and park the car, and
we finally found a place out in the corner of the marina. We
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launched into the black night, on glassy seas, heading to Keats
Island to camp at Plumper Cove. I would like to point out here
that the boats we had (in this and other adventures) were skeg
(no rudder) plastic sea kayaks. As a whitewater kayaker, I am
used to my boat doing certain things when I lean, in attempt to
navigate out of the marina, I soon learned that at slow speeds in
a long boat, everything is backwards… Eventually, I managed to
get things sorted and paddled after the light that marked Dmitri
in the water.
We crossed over to the island without issue; the sea was
calm and there were thankfully no boats to run us over. Upon
reaching the island we began heading along the coast to find the
campground. Suddenly, I heard a small gasp from ahead: “What
is it?” “There is bioluminescence!” For those who have never
seen this mystery of the seas, it is super cool! They react to disruptions in the water and GLOW. With every paddle stroke the
XBUFSXPVMETQBSLMF:PVDPVMEQBEEMFGBTUBOEDBVTFZPVSCPX
wake to glow in long whiskers, or running your hand through
the water would leave a trail of pixie dust. Needless to say, we
paddled around staring at the water for three hours…
The rest of the trip went well. We met the others the next
morning and paddled without incidents to Gambier Island
where we avoided racoons and explored some of the island. We
paddled back the next day, traveling along Bowen Island and
back to Gibsons were we caught the ferry home.

PORT RENFREW AND THE WEST
COAST TRAIL

M

y new friend Dmitri had spoken of this type of sea kayaking called ‘rock gardening.’ At first this brings up some
mental images of Japanese monks raking rocks around bonsai trees, but I figured this wasn’t really what he talked about.
Always up to try new things, and having a partner to take me
places, I was game to try out… whatever rock gardening might
entail.
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The plan was to take a three day weekend, catch the ferry
on Friday morning to Victoria and then drive up to Port RenGSFX8FBSSJWFEKVTUJOUJNFGPSUIFGFSSZBOEFOKPZFEBSFMBYJOH
trip to Vancouver Island. Once in Swartz Bay, we drove around
the south and up the west coast to Port Renfrew. Port Renfrew
is one end of the west coast trail, but there is really not much
there. We parked in the hiker’s lot and found a beach to launch
the kayaks behind the restaurant. All of our camping gear safely
stored into drybags and then tucked into the boats, we set off
into the inlet.
On the far side of the inlet there were some nice rock outcroppings: my first taste of rock gardening. The swell was pretty
small and the first “feature” we found was a little pass through.
Helmets on. Dmitri paddled up to the entrance, looking behind
him to watch the swells as they approached. An unknown (to
me) clue was seen and he paddled forward, catching the swell
and riding without incident through the rock arch. Huh, I
paddled forward cautiously. I couldn’t see through to the other
side, so I decided to paddle around and look at the exit. The
other side seemed safe enough and allowed me to see all the
way through the pass. Ok, I can do this. Paddling back, I lined
myself up with the opening. Looking at the swells didn’t tell me
much so I tried to pick a little one. Here goes nothing! I paddled
forward hard. Moving and manoeuvring a 17 ft boat is a little
different than my little whitewater boat, so I was a little slow off
the mark and about half through I realized that my paddle was
wider than the opening. Putting the paddle into the water in a
hard low brace, I attempted to bring the nose of my boat around
BOEKVTUCBSFMZNJTTFEUIFXBMMćFO*XBTUISPVHI BOETVOlight hit my face again!
We continued along the coast, paddling around and through
a few more rocks. The first/last camp of the WCT, Thrasher
Cove, was along our route, so we beached the boats for a few
minutes in order to climb the long ladder. We got a few strange
looks as we climbed and descended in our wetsuits and skirts,
but I am pretty used to that anyway.
As we were passing out of the inlet into the open ocean, the
character of the coast changed. We paddled through kelp and a
shelf extended from the cliffs out into the water. The swells grew
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a bit and crashed on the shelf, reminding me of the power of the
ocean. Glancing at the crashing waves, Dmitri gave me a few
tips: 1) try not to get caught between the wave and rocks, and
2) if you do, try to brace such that the bottom of the boat takes
the impact. Both good ideas. The weather was gray and overcast,
with the occasional drizzle but the mixture of cliffs and clouds
created some interesting and spooky surroundings.
After another hour or so, we had almost reached our camping destination, when we came upon one of the features Dmitri had wanted to show me, a series of three caves. These caves
are big enough to paddle into and out of, but very dark. The
mouths of the caves yawned big and dark and cormorants flew
in and out, roosting on the walls. Dmitri took out his dive light
as I gathered my courage. The swells were small enough by the
time they reached the caves so it wasn’t too terrifying. Dmitri
paddled in and I followed, keeping an eye on the swells. Inside
JUXBTEBSL BOEXFQBEEMFECMJOEVOUJMPVSFZFTBEKVTUFEćF
birds grumbled above us at the intrusion. We paddled through
to the far cave mouth and back into the sunshine. Of course it’s
more fun to do things twice, so we turned around and paddled
back in! This time we went slightly slower and spotted some
seals in the back of the cave where there was a little alcove. They
XFSFKVTUMBZJOHUIFSFPOFXBTBUUIFFEHFPGUIFXBUFS CFJOH
rolled back and forth in the little waves. They looked distinctly… dead? Dmitri paddled quietly ahead, and I stared at them.
Suddenly the noise of us paddling must have echoed unnatuSBMMZJOUIFDBWFBOEUIFTFBMTKVNQFEVQćFZXFSFBMJWFćF
seals looked at me and came running towards me and the water.
With a splash they were gone.
We spent some more time exploring the caves and then headed over to the camp site. Setting up camp we made friends with
the hikers and played on the cable car that crosses the creek. The
next day we continued to explore the coast and checked out a
beautiful waterfall. This involved my first, somewhat successful,
‘seal landing’ in which you must catch a little wave and ride up
onto the shelf. It’s nice to have someone on the shelf to catch the
nose of your boat when you begin to slide backwards.
We paddled leisurely back to Port Renfrew, through the caves
and to the restaurant where we had launched. I had never tried
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Ocean fog on the west coast of Vancouver Island.

to roll a sea kayak, especially one that was loaded with camping gear, so the end of the trip seemed like a good time to try. I
rolled over and back up easily, without giving myself whiplash. I
mention this, because when I came back up applause was heard!
The people at the restaurant were clapping for me!

CAPE FLATTERY

T

here is a beautiful spot in Washington State called Cape Flattery. It is the tip of the Olympic Peninsula and the northernmost point of the lower 49 States. It was so named by Captain
Cook on March 22, 1778. Cook wrote: “… there appeared to
be a small opening which flattered us with the hopes of finding
an harbour… On this account I called the point of land to the
north of it Cape Flattery.” It’s a long but scenic 7–8 hour drive
from Vancouver. The shortest route uses the ferry from Whidbey Island to Port Townsend (which is a bargain compared to
our BC ferries!) and then west along the coast of the peninsula.
We reached our destination, Hobuck ‘beach resort,’ in the dark
and checked out the surf before crawling into the tent for the
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night.
The next morning, we woke up to a bit of a gray and dreary
morning. After meeting some of Dmitri’s friends in the camp
site, we decided to try out the surf for a while. I have lots of
experience in surf; I did grow up in Florida after all. But in the
past, I had always been swimming and boogie boarding. This
was the first time I have taken on waves such as these in a boat.
Ok, to be fair, my brother and I had once tried to use an inflatable kayak, but given its propensity to fold over on itself, we
never got past the breakers without swamping.
So, we had brought three boats with us: two sea kayaks, and a
surf kayak, which is kind of like a surf board with a cockpit built
on top. It’s only a little longer than a whitewater boat, so much
more comfortable for me to paddle, even if it does have fins…
The first time out, I decided to forgo the fins. I set myself up on
the beach and waited for a wave to pick me up and carry me out
UPTFBćJTUBLFTBCJUPGUJNJOHXBJUGPSXBWFUPSFUSFBU KVNQ
into boat (not always an easy task), pull on skirt while holding
on to your paddle all before the next wave comes and either
swamps you or carries you in the other larger breakers that will
then swamp you.
Once this task is completed, you are faced with the incoming waves. It’s best to face them straight on. Take the blow to
the chest and face and hope that you come out the other side.
I did have the awesome experience a few times, in which the
oncoming wave is too big to paddle through or over. Typically
it is about to crash on your head, picks up the nose of your boat
and then proceeds to flip you over on your head. Roll fast before the next wave, paddle hard. Repeat. I would like to mention
here that it is recommended to point your paddle into the wave,
not hold it across your chest. The wave sometimes catches your
paddles and throws it back toward you. This position helps you
protect your face, especially your nose, from potential damage.
0ODFZPVHFUQBTUUIFCSFBLFST UIFTXFMMTBSFHFOUMF:PVDBO
relax and sit back to catch your breath and cough up the salt
XBUFSZPVKVTUJOIBMFE*HMBODFEVQBOEEPXOUIFDPBTU XBUDIing the others catch the waves. It didn’t seem so bad; most of
them were in long boats, so they could catch longer waves than I
could. I drifted back towards the shore, looking for some steeper
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waves.
This can sometimes be an issue; as you drift slowly forward,
looking for the perfect wave, a few little ones pass you by, you
glance around, you take your eyes off the upcoming swells. Suddenly, a big swell comes! It picks you up and suddenly you rise
above the water, looking down the face of the wave—the ocean
is now about 6 feet below the bottom of your boat. Weeeeeee!
With one stroke you tip over the crest and fly down the face
of the wave. It then crashes down behind you and a huge pile
of foam hits you in the back. If you keep yourself facing forward, then you ride the wave into the shore. Often times you
get turned sideways and brace like mad to stay upright. Then,
you get to break through the breakers all over again. There was
something about carving across the face of the wave, but to tell
you the truth, I never made it to that point.
The next day we explored the actual Cape. This was reported
to me by a reputable source (and my partner) as the best rock
gardening anywhere. We paddled out with two other kayakers and headed towards the very tip. The swell was not huge
but enough to cause some impressive crashing against the rock
cliffs near the shore. The rocks ahead loomed out of the water.
The mist flew up in the air as the swells crashed around them.
We played around the rocks for a bit; Dmitri paddled through
a few tight spaces—sometimes we followed and sometimes we
thought better of it.
Rounding the tip, the swell diminished and we were greeted
by some amazing scenery. I felt like I had paddled into another
world, expecting to see dinosaurs swooping through the air. No
dinosaurs, but we did see a whale! This was the first whale I had
ever seen, and to see it up close from a kayak was a real treat.
Paddling a little further we came into the network of caves in
the cliffs. Big caves connected by passageways! It was amazing
to paddle into the dark yawning caverns. The walls were covered
in little sea creatures, anemones and barnacles, some of them
were very brightly colored. The purple and orange starfish also
crawled up the walls.
After paddling around and through and under the rocks and
caves, we headed back to the beach. A tide race had formed between the coast and an off shore island. 6ft swells flowed through
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the water, and we paddled up and over them! On the backside
there was always a moment of weightlessness during the slide
down from crest to trough.

SUMMARY
My perspective on sea kayaking has definitely changed over
the past few months. I found out that it can be fun for its own
sake. Rock gardening is both exciting and rewarding, and a lot
harder and maybe more scary than I had imagined. I have also
seen some beautiful places and met some really awesome people. So if you to have been mislead to think that sea kayaking is
simply a way to move from A to B, think again and then come
KPJOTPNFPGUIFBEWFOUVSFT

The arches and pillars around Cape Flattery.

WENATCHEE RIVER
PADDLING

INTRODUCTION

T

IF8FOBUDIFFQBEEMJOHUSJQXBTSVOKPJOUMZXJUIUIF7BOcouver Kayak Club (VKC) over the long May weekend. Four
VOCers made the trip: Merick Moritz, Caitlin Schneider, Fiona
Breckenridge and Rich Lines, plus Eddie Rothschild at sporadic
intervals. Many adventures were had and the consequences apparently far reaching to the individuals concerned. Read on to
relive the wild tales of bravery, passion, adventure, and despair.
Before we begin, thanks must go to the VKC for organising
the campground, Merick for providing transport and energy
and Caitlin, Charlie Beard, and Anne Vialettes for kindly loaning Rich and Fiona their kit. And now to start the tale…

THE TALE

F

riday evening, Rich and Fiona cycled to Craig Alfredson’s
house and Merick drove to pick Caitlin up from UBC.
All were stoked for an awesome weekend’s gnarlfest on the
Wenatchee. At Craig’s, Fiona and Rich chose boats: Rich took
the venerable Topolino and Fiona took the challenge of Anne’s
366
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Pyranha Stretch. Caitlin of course had her lovely yellow EZ and
the team tied them all onto Merick’s already overloaded car with
lengths of confusing knotted twine. Ready to go! After picking
up Merrick’s stuff from White Rock the VOC were on their way
to the US of A! Rich and Fiona’s border crossing concerns were
VOGPVOEFE BT XJUI )FS .BKFTUZT HSBDF UIFZ CSFF[FE UISPVHI
with only so much as a finger imprint and a $6 visa.
A long drive down through Washington ended up at the
Tumwater Canyon camp ground after 1am and four weary travellers hastily put up tents and slept soundly in anticipation of a
big day of big water adventure in the morning.
fter a rushed breakfast and lengthy supermarket stop, the
four boaters arrived at the put in for the Wenatchee. Rich
was dissuaded from putting on the river by a safety cautious
VKC, with a resultant mood that redefines ‘incandescent’, leaving Fiona, Merick and Caitlin to tackle the first big bouncy section all alone! (except for loads of VKC members). Rich was
MBUFSUPKPJOUIFGVOBU3PEFP3BQJEGPSUIFTFDPOEIBMGPGUIF
trip (ironically the harder section). Rodeo Wave got the better
of Caitlin as the meaty white foam pile held her in a merciless
TJEFTVSG(BTQJOHGPSBJS $BJUMJOKVTUBCPVUIBEUIFFOFSHZUP
pop her deck and was whisked away downstream with the flow.
Swim Score: Caitlin 1. The flow was fast and the 12 foot waves
at snow blind caused no problems to the VOC crew, but the
VKC fared less well. As Caitlin and Joanna Barnet battled for
space whilst watching fish upside down in a monster hole, Caitlin righted her boat and paddled to glory whilst Joanna vacated
her craft and knew the meaning of being snowblind, swimming
through white foam with her rescuer Craig guiding her safely
through. Swim Score: Caitlin 1, Joanna 1.
During the first section of paddling, Rich was allowed the
privilege of driving Merick’s car to meet the paddlers at the Rodeo play wave. Driving an automatic after exclusively driving a
manual gearbox was enough, but what about these brakes? They
seemed useless and caused the car to dive violently to the right
when they finally bit. Merick had warned about the brakes, but
really? These were almost useless!
Back on the river, the crux rapid, Snowblind, had been run
and all that was left was Granny’s Wave. The feature was fairly

A
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washed out and was another large roller coaster wave train. Full
of confidence after rolling the temperamental boat earlier in
the trip, Fiona carved, surfed, and finessed her way through the
waves to be rudely toppled by the unruly swell. VOC watched
with baited breath; one attempt, (go on Fiona, you can do it!)
another and then another, then finally a head bobbed up, smiling as she was directed to the nearest eddy. Swim score: Caitlin
1, Joanna 1, Fiona 1. Ah, the end of an eventful run.
i3JDI UIJTJTOU&VSPQFBOZNPSF ZPVDBOUKVTUHFUOBLFEJO
front of children!” cried Caitlin, as Rich bared all whilst nonchalantly getting changed in front of a holiday weekend picnic.
Once clothed and fed, the VOC crew piled into Merick’s car
for the drive back and discussions over the afternoon’s activity.
However… “What’s wrong with my brakes?!” exclaimed Merick.
As it turns out, they were completely broken so the team
headed straight to the nearest town to find a mechanic, as Merick used his handbrake to slow down on the highway. Fortunately a friendly Mexican came to the rescue in Wenatchee and
two hours and a mere $20 later the car was fixed and our intrepid kayakers were on their way. I’m sure welding a leaking
brake calliper shut can’t be in the Haynes manual, but what the

(Richard Lines, Merick Moritz and Caitlin Schneider).
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hey, it worked… Thanks go to the friendly Mexican garage in
Wenatchee.
And now it’s Saturday afternoon, about 5PM. The unstoppable Merick and Caitlin want to paddle on so they propose
some playboating. Rich and Fiona don’t want to get cold and
wet again so sit the “park and play” surfing out, choosing instead to “chillax” and watch Merick and Caitlin from the car. As
the paddlers ferry out towards the wave opposite they are swept
swiftly downstream by the fast flow and are invisible to Rich and
Fiona. For an agonising 2 hours Rich and Fiona look nervously
up and down the river, wondering what befell their compadres.
Are they ok? Did someone swim? Did the angry farmer take a
waterline shot at them? Ah, what to do?! Rich and Fiona take
the initiative to call round some random numbers in Merick’s
phone to find someone who can drive downstream to find them.
Resigned to their proposition of mounting a full rescue effort,
Fiona decided to take a break from the waiting game to find
a restroom to ‘rest’ in. Whilst in the process, what, ho?!—two
paddlers scramble up the bank. Turns out the Surfwave was
further downstream than anticipated and the return ferry glide
back to the car involved a bushwack up to the road on the other
side of the river and a trek up stream. Disaster averted and reunited, the team returned to camp for dinner and bed.
unday arrived and the whole camp descended on the
Wenatchee once more. In slightly raised levels and with the
VKC beginners in tow a flotilla of kayaks negotiated the waves
once more. Not long into the river VKC suffered another casualty as Fuzz bailed into the icy waters—a scenario that was to
be repeated. Further down river Christina, after a remarkable
mid rapid T rescue from Erich further upstream, became victim
to the waves and merrily swam her way into an eddy. Halfway
down, at Rodeo Wave the beginners got off the river. Fiona took
the opportunity to borrow Christina’s boat, a nice and nippy
&;(*UTKVTUVOGPSUVOBUFUIBUXIJMTUUSZJOHJUPVUJOOFBSCZ3Pdeo Wave she made a hopeless roll attempt and swam her way
into the eddy. Swim score: Caitlin 1, Joanna 1, Fiona 2, Fuzz 3
(?), Christina 1. The rest of the river passed uneventfully with a
bit of nice surfing action, especially by Merick and Caitlin and
some VCK members. One exception was Rich’s decision to float
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The VKC and VOC paddlers at the Wenatchee takeout.

most of the way down the gnarl fest of snowblind upside down
after many unsuccessful roll attempts, only emerging later on in
flatwater the right way up. Epic effort.
That afternoon Rich and Fiona decided to go climbing whilst
the rest of the VOC including Eddie went to find some park and
play surfing, ending up running the whole section again! Caitlin’s tired response to “How was the river?” later that evening
was “Watery”—and a tired VOC crew sloped off to bedforshire
(in readiness for mayhem in the morning with a 5AM start for
some climbing action).
espite some of the team waking up bright and breezy (Merick!), others seemed to be thankful that Monday dawned
rainy and pre-paddling climbing was replaced with Washington’s own Starbucks. Eddie was absent from Starbucks as he took
himself off to drive up Icicle Creek to locate a paddle that he had
left in a random car whilst hitchhiking, after having paddled the
river solo. What a guy. Paddling plans were made over coffee
and two cars of VOC and VKC drove north east to check out the
Blackwater Canyon on the Methow. They only had to look at the
canyon rapids to see whole trees floating down and waves that
could engulf a truck to decide that this was perhaps not the best
line of action. Something more moderate was decided on and

D
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the VOC contingent drove further north to the Similkameen.
After a long drive taking the sights of the Wild West including
some lovely Palomino horses and eating at Taco Bell/KFC (Rich
and Fiona’s choice to sample the local delicacies) the river was
FOKPZBCMFBOEFWFOUGSFF&WFOUGSFF TBWFGPSUIFMPHTUIBUBQpeared to be following our progress downriver, lurking in holes
and then silently slipping into our eddies. We exited the river
at a camp ground in a golden late afternoon sun, resting after
an exhausting weekend in the dappled shade of the cedar trees.
Merick hitched to the put in to recover the car and came back
XJUITUPSJFTPGBXFTPNFMPPLJOHDMJNCJOHiKVTUPČPGUIFSPBEw
and reasoning that we still had two hours of daylight left and
that it would be mad to carry all the kit and not climb. Somewhat reluctantly we agreed. Fast forward two hours, after a
gruelling march up a scree slope behind the enthusiastic Merick (not quite roadside), the sun was setting and Rich was still
mincing up a climb that was a fair bit tougher than the anticipated 5.6 that it looked from below. The rock had likely never
been climbed, so large scale gardening and rock removal was in
full progress throughout. The pace was inevitably slow and Rich
topped out about 10PM. Merick followed and ventured a grade
as between 5.8 and 5.10, but perhaps it only felt tough as “some”
of the team were rather tired from the river. The climb was nice,
some tricky cruxes on arêtes and mantle moves with an unfortunate downclimb to free a stuck lead rope all on chossy rock
which was ready to slide at any point. If it was a first ascent, it
will be named ‘There’s always time for one more, right?’
The weary crew returned to the car about midnight for the
long drive back to Vancouver. Thanks go to Merick for providing a floor to sleep on at 4AM, and a power breakfast the next
morning, as he woke bright and breezy for work; how does he
do it?

EPILOGUE

S

ince the events recorded here, the wild adventurers have
taken a diverse route through life. As far as we know, Merick
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is now the multi-billionaire founder of ‘Pro Energy MaXXXX’,
the wonder pill on the grey limits of legality that reveals the secret of endless energy. Caitlin has spent a spell in detention as
she digests the trauma of the trip, but otherwise lives a peaceful life as a successful research engineer on the west coast. Rich
is now seldom in contact with society, preferring solitude and
the company of trees and his small herd of goats. Only Fiona
has returned to paddling and Wenatchee and now makes a living running raft tours of the river and the spots that took many
victims. Otherwise, she can be found drinking bourbon in the
many saloon bars of the Wild West, entertaining the punters
with tall tales of that fateful weekend in May. Eddie remains elusive and was last seen in the audience of Jerry Springer, taunting
the on stage security men.

“Welcome to the nut house…” say Fiona Breckenridge (front),
Merick Moritz, Richard Lines, and Caitlin Schneider (standing, left
to right).

Disclaimer: The authors take no responsibility for the accuracy
of the epilogue and will not be held responsible for slander or libel
as a result of its content.

A FOLK STORM ON THE
HORIZON
KAYAK EXPEDITION FROM
KITIMAT, BC
TO VANCOUVER, BC
FAROE DES ROCHES

THE PLAN
3 kayaks. 22 CHS marine charts. 135 Elevate-me! Bars. 10
loaves of vacuum-packed rice bread. Infinite amounts of oatmeal and vega. $40 in cash. 1 cotton t-shirt. 3 pairs of matching
Xtratufs. 5 cameras. 6 spare batteries. 11 SD cards. 1 trowel. 1
spare set of neck and wrist gaskets. 1 fiberglass repair kit. 3 VHF
radios. 6 paddles. 2 months. 12 weather days.
1 long ways.

O

ver 60 days in the fall of 2010, I kayaked more than 900 km
down the coast of BC. I undertook this expedition with
two co-workers, Ryan Vandecasteyen and Curtis White. For the
ĕSTUUISFFXFFLTPGUIFKPVSOFZ XFXFSFKPJOFECZ#SJBO%JYPO
of Seward, Alaska. We launched from Kitimat on September 1st,
after the first day of the Public Hearings for the Northern Gateway pipeline proposal, and arrived at Jericho beach in Vancouver to a noisy gathering of friends and family on October 30th.
We had paddled 900 km to oppose a pipeline.
In the months leading up to our departure, we gathered
sponsorships, researched our route, checked equipment off our
lists, and prepared to film our first documentary. “The PipeESFBNT1SPKFDUwXBTSFMFBTFEJO%FDFNCFS
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EXPEDITION JOURNAL EXCERPTS
Danube Bay

September 4th 2010

Movement. Our purpose in life has been greatly simplified.
It’s nice to have your thoughts reduced to putting one foot in
front of the other, or generating one paddle stroke after another.
I love the constant movement. It lends the same effect as crossing a desert; the wide-open expanses of untamed wilderness
and freedom from distraction allow the mind the follow every
thought to completion, and get distracted by those things that
we tend to overlook in their unimportance to the rat race of our
lives. There’s no other demand, no other expectation than that
of pushing forward into newness.
Flat Point

September 13th 2010

I no longer know what day of the week it is. It’s been thirteen
days since we left and we have begun, more or less, to find our
rhythm. The rhythm of the day flows from the first stir in the
tent and that hesitation as the warmth of the sleeping bag entices us back to sleep while the expectation of another stunning
dawn and the new horizons that await us lull us out of the tent.
As we pull on the same clothes we have been wearing for the last
two weeks, and crawl out of the tent, the excitement of another
day of discovery and adventure stirs within our bellies—or is
that hunger?
The water is heated for oatmeal and tea, and then begins the
ritual of taking down camp and loading boats. We have begun
to find our rhythm; gear begins to find its logical fit in our overloaded kayaks, and our familiarity with the process as well as the
lessening of our food supplies have transformed this three-hour
morning ritual into a mere two-hour morning ritual.
Cockel Bay

September 20th 2010

This beach at Cockle Bay is amazing! The island is an an-
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cient volcano according to Vern; the sand is black. This morning
we woke up to a rosy dawn, pink light illuminating everything
and little silver fish scattered up and down the beach at the high
tide mark, left dead or dying as the water traced its footsteps
back down the beach. We are waiting this morning because the
repair Curtis had to do on his boat last night is still not dry.
I laughed when he discovered it, because he kept opening his
hatch throughout the day and sponging out water. When I asked
him if there was a hole he said no, that it must be coming from
the bulkhead. When we finally pulled up on the beach to set up
camp and the boats were unloaded he flipped the boat over and
there along the keel line was a crack about the length of a finger,
the fibreglass on both sides so soft that we could push it together
with our fingers. Luckily Curtis is a master at fibreglass repairs.
We set up a tarp to make sure no dew or rain fell on it while it
dried and by mid-morning we will be ready to hit the water.
Goose Bay

October 1st 2010

I’ve started imitating the seagulls too now! Except for the
particular raven call that sounds like dripping water, which I
can’t even imagine how I would have to move my mouth to reproduce, copying raven calls has been a regular form of enterUBJONFOU:FTUFSEBZPOUIFXBUFS IPXFWFS BTXFQBTTFEBHSPVQ
of seagulls hanging out on a rock, squawking at our apparent
intrusion in their lives, I opened my mouth and out came a call
that surprised us all in its resemblance to that of a real seagull.
I was so proud of myself, in all its ridiculousness, for my newfound skill!
Little Bear Bay

October 15th 2010

Sometimes shortcuts don’t always turn out to be that short!
Three days ago (a day after my afternoon of mild hypothermia),
at high tide, we headed through between West and East Cracroft
Islands, tempted by the green intertidal zone on our chart and
reassured, though somewhat confused, by the wording of John
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Kamantus’ book: “kayakers will be tempted.” Well, yes, John, we
were tempted, and it would have been nice too if you had told
us whether that was a good thing or not! The days are getting
colder, and our lunch stops are getting shorter as we struggle to
FBUBOEKVNQCBDLJOPVSCPBUTCFGPSFXFHFUUPPDPME UIPVHI
hot tea is somewhat solving that problem. We paddled the channel between the two islands, and as the tide reached its peak,
we came across an area of round rocks and shallow water. We
saw evidence of a canoe slip and weirs. I pulled my boat ever
so carefully and gently around the rocks, getting a hand over a
few difficult parts, while Ryan and Curtis waited for the water
to rise, which it wasn’t doing. They finally unpacked their boats
and carried them, while I paddled in circles in the water on the
other side to keep warm.
We continued on, when all of a sudden, the forest closed in
front of us. This was no intertidal zone; this was a miniscule
boulder-filled creek through a forest! What to do? Turn around
and get through before the tide goes out!! “Hold on, hold on. I
think the other side is not far,” I said, and turning around would
mean another two days of paddling at least. Curtis got out and
KPJOFENFBOEXFXBMLFEĕęFFONJOVUFTUPUIFCBZPOUIFPUIFS
side. We came back and I said, “Guys, every adventure needs
a really crappy day, I think this is ours. Let’s do it!” So we unpacked our boats, making two trips to get almost all our gear
to the other side, scrambling over logs, ducking under low lying branches and carefully navigating rocky terrain covered by
tall grasses. Ryan was flushed, tired, and feeling somewhat ill.
Suspecting dehydration, we told him to sit and drink and that
we would take care of carrying the boats. Three boats later and
the same number of hours since the forest closed around us,
flushed and exhausted but running on adrenaline, night was
falling and we were still a ways from our anticipated camp spot.
A run down shack next to where we were standing, with a sign
IVOHPOBUSFFSFBEJOHi:06'6$,0''wEJEOUIFMQUPHJWFB
friendly air to the few inhabitants of the bay.
In the failing light we paddled across the bay to a small beach
backed by thorny wild rose stems and a small flat-ish grassy spot.
Tents were set up and water boiled for our dehydrated back-up
meals in record time, all three of us still in our drysuits. Night
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had long since fallen. As we packed up the last items into our
boats before crawling into our tents, we heard a whining, moaning, grumbling sound over the water. Curtis’ head snapped up
to look to me; “Faroe, what was that?” he asked. I didn’t answer,
unsure of what to say. He said to me, “It’s probably a sick moose,
or deer or something.” I didn’t have the heart to tell him there
were no moose on the coast. We went to bed, and all got the
good nice sleep we so needed.
The next morning as we were packing up, we heard the same
sound and a ways down the beach there was a mama grizzly
with her two cubs, poking their noses under rocks in search for
food. We continued to pack and got on the water before pulling out our cameras and smiling at our first bear sighting (not
encounter)!
Lang Bay

October 26th 2010

The wind has been blowing strong for days. Slowly, slowly,
little by little, we advance. Knowing that home is a four or five
day paddle away… is making it difficult. We have watched the
season change from summer to fall and as fall deepens we can
feel that winter is around the corner. The end is in sight but still
seems so far, out-of-reach. We wake every morning and the first
thing our senses notice is the sound of wind, wind blowing in
trees, and flapping at our tents, waves pounding on the beach,
crashing onto shore. Anxiety, wind anxiety is starting to develop as our bodies respond to the sounds, tired of what seems
like an endless slog against persistently strong southwesterlies.
ćF7)'SBEJPXFBUIFSGPSFDBTUEPFTOUCSJOHNVDISFMJFG KVTU
names to what we already know. And then, the swaying of the
trees seems less dramatic, the deafening rush of air past our ears
hollers less loudly, and our hopes rise as we pack up quickly,
hoping to make it a little further, a little closer to home and the
end that none of us want and all of us are pushing for.
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LIFE ON THE WATER

W

hat does it feel like to cover vast distances by the sole
strength of conviction and the power of tired muscles?
4USBOHFMZ JUNPTUMZKVTUGFFMTOPSNBM
Each day’s distance starts with the first paddle stroke, an eye
to the weather, the humbled realization that our destination is
well beyond our sight-line, or else we can see it on the horizon,
never the closer for our effort, until at last a hazy blue point of
land snaps into focus—a small pebbly beach in front of a backdrop of autumn forest, a washed up buoy hanging from a tree
to indicate the only barren flat pad suggestive of a much needed
night’s rest.
Endless steep-walled fjords, dense conifer forests meet dark
depthless blue valley floors—what would be a bleak, hopeless landscape to the distant observer reveals its bashful pride
and hidden riches to us as we pass with halting and laboured
QSPHSFTT"EPPSTUFQPGUSFBDIFSPVTMZKBHHFEBOETMJQQFSZCMBDL
rocks separates the steep slopes of impenetrable and inhospitable forest from the cold dark choppy fingers of ocean. Water
pours straight from the mountaintops above us to the sea, one
long white line we can follow with our eyes directly to where it
ĘPPETPWFSUIFGPSFTUBOESPDLTJOBEFTQFSBUFSBDFUPKPJOUIF
sea.
The ocean is a shape-shifter, never twice the same, always
in a state of transformation, changing from one mood to another, from playful laughter to merciless anger, melancholic
nostalgia to flat indifference. The desolate depth of frigid salt
water, wearily noted for the danger it poses to the unprepared
and unsuspecting, can transform itself from hostile master to
life-sustaining confidante of the persistent and daring. Close to
the rocky doorstep between these two worlds, the water, seen
from our kayaks, is a playground where the strangest looking
friends meet. Sea cucumbers fan their orange tentacles; humourous hooded nudibranchs dance bizarrely to the rock and
roll of the waves; heads of bull kelp bob up and down, nodding
to the flow of the current, while feather boa kelp keeps the party
classy; colourful anemones, sponges and worms vie for attention. Beneath the myriad of reflected skies and breaking crests
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BSFNBKFTUJDDSFBUVSFTXFDBOPOMZDBUDIHMJNQTFTPGoEPSTBMĕOT
and disappearing tails, and occasionally an explosive display of
KPZPSNBDIPBUUFNQUBUEFDMBSJOHUFSSJUPSZ
'KPSETHJWFXBZUPTDBUUFSFEJTMBOET CSPLFOCJUTPGMBOEGSFF
to cultivate their own personality. Long sandy beaches marked
by eons of faded wolf prints washed by eternal tides and draping estuaries hiding eagles, bears, wolves, and decaying salmon
swimming into the forest mark our passage along this coast.
As we slowly put nautical miles behind us, move off one chart
and on to the next, we develop an intimate relationship with our
surrounding environment. The subtle changes in wind, the way
the water ripples, how the waves reflect the light, the height of
the clouds—we learn these as we learn the geography of a lover’s
body. Our days are dictated by the weather; we converse according to the barometric pressure, contemplate life in accordance
with the clouds, our migration ruled by the wind.
The dawdling pace of our chosen mode of transportation alters our view of the landscape; daunting and insolent in all its
grandeur, inch by inch we creep along and in our patience are
graced by a more humbled and unpretentious coast. And yet,
what is friendly and inviting in the morning can quickly turn
to a competition of might and will. Teeth gritted in determination, we battle relentless thirty knot winds and frothing seas,
unsure we are making any progress, unable to stop, look back or
give in to exhaustion and screaming muscles. Endless fog banks
play mind games in a depth-less world, twisting dimensions
and confusing the senses. Distant storms send us mountainous
waves, nauseous roller coasters colliding with god-like power
into unmoving cliffs and sharpened rocky spires. Rain-dampened spirits droop in weary defeat only to be wrung out by one
of us feigning high spirits and energetic resolve; or when none
of us are able to peer beyond the suspended droplets of water
nor have the energy to care beyond everlasting sleep, we are
SFBOJNBUFECZUIFSFNBSLBCMFQFPQMFXFNFFU:FUXFQFSTJTU
Perhaps it is for the promise of tomorrow or for the challenge of
the moment and eventual relief that makes life feel truly lived,
but in some ways it is because we have no choice.
his space in which we feel most comfortable exists on the
edge of two worlds—our zone, where the oceans and lands

T
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RYAN VANDECASTEYEN

meet and melt into one another, feeding each other, inseparably
dependent on one another. We are knotting ourselves into this
world and with each passing day we place ourselves so thoroughly at its mercy. Saluting every tree and rock, watching shadows move to uncover nooks and crannies living life without a
thought about us, hailing pebbles and boulders, mossy outcroppings and late-season flower, our minds strive to recognize, seek
to commit to memory the shapes and forms that surround us.
These become our memories; these memories feed our identities and we suddenly find we have become this place.
Somewhere between Kitimat and Vancouver, we were transformed from city-dwellers seeking novelty and adventure to one
insignificant part of this formidable coast.

Curtis White, Ryan Vandecasteyen and Faroe Des Roches consult
a chart.

SURFING AT
SKOOKUMCHUCK
CAITLIN SCHNEIDER

I

magine that you are paddling down a quiet, beautiful inlet.
:PV DBO MPPL EPXO UISPVHI UIF DMFBS HSFFO XBUFS BOE TFF
TUBSĕTI BOE BOFNPOFT BOE TFB VSDIJOT :PV BOE ZPVS GFMMPX
kayakers paddle a bit further down the inlet in the slack tide and
come to a rock outcropping. The sea lions bark in the distance as
you pull your boats ashore. Glancing at your watch you notice
that the tide has turned: flood tide has begun.
The point of the rock marks the edge of the eddy; an eddy
line has begun to form, a gentle line that separates the now flowJOHPDFBOGSPNUIFTUJMMXBUFSCFIJOEUIFSPDLZQPJOU:PVDIBU
with your friends for a few minutes, contemplating the coming
fun. As you glance back out across the water, there is a gentle
oscillation in the water. The wave has begun to form.
The long boats eagerly cross the now stronger eddy line to
catch the gentle undulations. Distracted by the surfing long
boaters, you fail to notice the growing white water that stretches
out behind the mounting wave. One of the long boats misses
UIFXBWFBOEHFUTXBTIFEPVUJOUPUIFDIPQ:PVOPUJDFOPXOPU
only the unsettled water but also the boils and whirlpools that
have formed in the strip of water that separates the large eddy
along the shore from the rushing ocean. This is referred to in
ominous tones as ‘the tour.’
The wave begins to steepen as the tide picks up speed. The
white water boaters wander down to the water and get in their
381
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boats. A bit of foam forms at the top of the wave. Carnage is
beginning to form behind the beautiful wave at the beginning
of the train. As the foam pile grows, the wave becomes easier
to catch, and one, two, or even three boaters venture into the
rushing water.
:PVHBUIFSZPVSDPVSBHFBęFSXBUDIJOHUIFPUIFST1BEEMJOH
up the crowded eddy to the point of the rock, you gently maneuver the boat over the eddy line, and catch the edge of the wave.
Paddling and edging carefully, you surf the little wave out away
from the safe confines of the eddy, towards what has become a
white pile of sea foam.
Reaching the center of the wave, the foam pile is much gentler than you expected. By gently shifting your weight, you carve
across the wave. Side surfing, and back surfing. Sometimes
XIFUIFS ZPV MJLF JU PS OPU :PV QBEEMF TUSPOHMZ UP CSJOH ZPVS
bow back forward and look down into the water. The water is
as smooth as glass as it rushes under your boat; you can see the
rocks of the ocean floor. Mesmerized by the feeling of the wave,
you inadvertently get pushed to the far edge of the wave, the
edge away from the eddy.
:PVESPQPČUIFXBWFBOEQBEEMFIBSEBDSPTTUIFSPVHIXBter towards the eddy… miss! you don’t make it. Looking back in
the direction of the water, you are confronted by some serious
class-three rapids. Staying away from the whirlpools, which are
ready to eat your small whitewater boat, you navigate through
the shifting waves and finally break into smoother water which
BMMPXTBDDFTTUPUIFFEEZBMPOHUIFTIPSF:PVDBOĕOBMMZSFMBY
and drift back towards the rocky point.
ćBUXBTBOBESFOBMJOFSVTI:PVHFUCBDLUPUIFXBWFUPĕOE
it has grown again, and it’s now too hard to cross the eddy line
CZUIFSPDLZQPJOU:PVHFUPVUPGZPVSCPBUUPDMJNCBCPWFUIF
wave, in order to drop in from above. Stopping to grab a few
bites to eat, you pick up your boat and climb up the trail. There
is a slide where you can easily get back into the water.
From the water you can see the wave below you. The water
TFFNTUPESPQUFOGFFUUPUIFHJBOUQJMFPGXIJUFGPBN:PVXBUDI
the person before you ferry out to the middle of the flow. They
back down into the trough, thrown forward as they hit the foam
pile. But then they are surfing!, carving back and forth with
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something resembling grace.
:PV HFU UIF OPE GSPN UIF QFSTPO PO UIF SPDL  TJHOBMMJOH
that it’s your turn. Cautiously you ferry out. Glancing over
your shoulder, you can see the wave behind you. There is a
section that has greened out—this is your escape route, if you
TP DIPPTF :PV CFHJO UP TMJEF EPXO UIF XBWF BOE UIFSF JT OP
NPSFXBZPVUZPVSFDPNNJUUFE:PVQBEEMFIBSEUPTMPXZPVS
backwards momentum. The wave hits you in the back, throwing
ZPVNPNFOUBSJMZGPSXBSE:PVQBEEMFPOFTUPLFGPSXBSEUPSFHBJOZPVSCBMBODFćFOZPVUPPBSFTVSĕOHUIFHJBOUXBWF:PV
glance to your left, back to your friends—they are cheering and
yelling. The most amazing feeling ever.
:PV FWFOUVBMMZ GBMM PČ UIF XBWF  CVU UP ZPVS TVSQSJTF  UIF
OFYUXBWFCBDLIBTGPSNFEJOUPBOJDFTVSGXBWF:PVBSFBCMF
to catch it as well. A steeper wave allows you to carve with ease.
:PVBSFHFUUJOHUJSFE TPZPVIFBEUPUIFFEEZ:PVTVDDFTTGVMMZ
catch the close eddy and avoid taking ‘the tour.’
The tide is beginning to wane as you take a few more rides on
the wave. But eventually, the foam pile is gone and the wave is
green again. Time to head back to the campsite for a well earned
dinner and maybe even a pumpkin carving contest!!
This wave is an amazing, magical place. It is a treasure, both
fun and breathtakingly beautiful. Even if you are not going to
surf the wave, it’s worth making the trek up Sechelt inlet to see
this wonderful place.
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Caitlin Schneider carving.

Merick Moritz grinning.

ROWING THE TASMAN SEA
MARTIN BERKA

A

fter graduating from UBC in 2005, I flew to Auckland, New
;FBMBOE GPSBKPCJOUFSWJFX*TQFOUĕWFEBZTBęFSUIFJOUFSview hiking around the north island. Prior to boarding my plane
back to Vancouver, I bought a book titled “The naked rower,”
by Rob Hamil. It describes a crossing of the Atlantic ocean by
two Kiwis as part of the inaugural Trans-Atlantic rowing race
in 1997, which they won. This was exciting and exotic stuff
to someone who has read stories of land-based exploration (I
mean from Amundsen and his less lucky predecessors through
to Hillary, Messner and the more recent folks) while growing up
in Slovakia. I had a sea kayak for a few years in Vancouver and
had managed a trip up the Inside passage from Prince Rupert
to St. Petersburg, Alaska, but that, and a rough ferry ride across
a shallow and windy Hecate Strait to Haida Gwaii, was as far
as my sea experience went. I had always eyed kayaking across
Georgia Strait. It never happened.
In early 2008, by chance, I noticed an article in the NZ Herald in which Rob Hamil, as a manager, was looking for a fourth
guy to row across the Tasman Sea. I was into my third year in
Auckland and had picked up rowing competitively. I replied to
the ad and, a few months later, after a number of interviews and
a psychological assessment, I made the team. I was excited but
my mother was in tears. Back then, you were able to count on
one hand the number of people who have crossed the treach385
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erous Tasman Sea in a self-propelled craft. And only one has
done it unsupported: Collin Quincey, back in 1977. The other,
an Australian four-person row boat, crossed the Tasman from
NZ to Australia in 2007. That was also the year when a solo
Australian kayaker, Andrew McAuley, drowned some eighty kilometers short of New Zealand’s Fiordland National Park after
crossing from Tasmania (due to gear failure).
My excitement faded as we spent years trying to get funding. We all lost hope at some points, but eventually the good
news came in two and a half years later, on Christmas Day of
"ęFSTFDVSJOHPVSNBKPSTQPOTPS JUXBTNVDIFBTJFSUP
get the rest of money when it became clear the expedition was a
go. And so, with some delays, four of us (James Blake, Andrew
McCowan, Nigel Cherrie and yours truly) started rowing out of
Sydney harbour on November 27, 2011, and landed, unassisted,
in the Bay of Islands in New Zealand 51 days later. By this time
we were in a growing company: a kayak double paddled across
“the ditch” from Australia in 2009 unassisted, while Collin’s son,
Shaun Quincey, completed a solo row (with some assistance)
in 2009.
The Tasman Sea crossing should be, in principle, only around
1800–2000 km. But one never goes straight. Currents, wind, and
the inability to steer straight manually lead to a course that can
resemble a strangled centipede. Moreover, we aimed to land on
the east coast of New Zealand, in Auckland, completing in the
process the first-ever rounding of Cape Reinga and the North
Cape by a self-propelled vessel. That explains why our course
took more than 3100 km from Sydney to our initial landing
point in the Bay of Islands.
As sailors know, the Tasman is a particularly nasty sea. I
think this is because of its openness on the south to the Southern ocean with its roaring forties, and on the north end, its viDJOJUZUPUIFUSPQJDTUIBUHJWFCJSUIUPDZDMPOFT#VUUIBUTKVTUNZ
theory. In any case, the Tasman Sea is notorious for bad weather
and waves, in particular frequent rogue waves that travel in unexpected directions (not with the wind, as the prevailing swells)
and are unpredictable. Prevailing winds change with the season,
as we learned the hard way by starting two months later than
was optimal. Storms brew more frequently in the Tasman, caus-
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ing larger average waves and swells. The bottom line is that an
ocean rower is bound to spend a smaller percentage of days on
sea rowing in the Tasman than a rower in the Atlantic’s “conveyor belt” (a general one-way current and wind combination),
which has a nice circular pattern that takes you across even if
you never touch an oar, and is generally less stormy—which is
not to say it is easy.
e waited in Sydney for nearly three weeks, during which
I got engaged. We waited because the weather was consistently bad, with easterly winds. After getting a three-day window we blasted away, making some one hundred nautical miles
(1 nm = 1.852 km) in the first two days. The feeling was hard
to describe: a mix of excitement, anticipation, fear of the unknown, and relief. It was hard to be pushing away from land. We
thought we would see it for a few days, but the top of the Sydney
harbor bridge arch, visibly poking above the coastal cliffs for
many hours, disappeared by midnight. We saw lots of boat traffic, big ships which paid no attention to our radio calls. It later
turned out that our active radar deflector which was supposed
to make the boat more visible on others’ radar did not work.
This was not good; yachts have been destroyed before by big
ships on autopilot, but thankfully the traffic disappeared after
day two. The first gale came early, on the third day, forcing us to
spend the next five nights and four days in cabins, not rowing.
This predominance of unrowable conditions turned out to be a
rule.
Our boat, Moana (Maori for ‘large body of water’), is a
10.5 m-long 2 m-wide row boat with two cabins (one on each
end) and three rowing positions. Loaded with approximately
350 kg of food, it weighed around 1.4 tons. Add to that some
50 kg of water we typically carried for a period of one to two
days, and nearly 400 kg of people, the overall weight of the contraption being dragged through water was nearly two tons. That
is about the same weight as two and a half mens’ heavyweight
eights, each with eight 200 lb/90 kg men and a 110 lb coxwain.
(JWFOUIJTXFJHIU PVSTQFFEPOBHPPEEBZXBTKVTUCFMPXXBMLing speed (though we did go much faster on occasion). Over
time the weight decreased as people shrank, food was processed,
and gear got destroyed or abandoned.

W
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The plan was to row 24/7 in pairs, swapping every 1.5 hours.
This gave everyone in principle twelve hours of rest (in the first
few weeks we also rowed three-up, which was faster but more
tiring). During time off, you boil water and rehydrate food, eat
(hot food and snacks alike), run the desalinator, maintain or repair equipment, or go to the toilet consisting of a bucket (the
views from the toilet changed often and were hard to beat). During the day, it was usually not possible to sleep during the first
half of the trip because of the high temperatures near Australia.
So one could only sleep at night or in the morning. Because our
shifts were so fragmented, it wasn’t uncommon to sleep around
three hours per day. After finishing a shift, one lumbers into a
cabin, forces himself to eat, drink, and check the GPS for progress. Then it’s time to take off the undies if you’re wearing any
(we found out that dryness is key for a healthy backside) and
drop down to sleep. By this time 15 minutes may have gone by.
'BMMJOHBTMFFQJTBUSJDLZCVTJOFTT:PVBSFNPTUBXBLFBUUIFFOE
of the row shift (you have finally woken up!), and so telling your
mind to shut down and sleep ASAP is an acquired skill. The
guys who are starting their shift are trying to wake up, talking
with each other, making it harder to fall asleep. If you fall asleep
in fifteen minutes there are sixty minutes until your next shift
starts. Ten minutes before your shift starts you hear a warning
call of “ten minutes”. If you don’t respond, you’ll hear a louder
“nine minutes” shortly after, and the volume will keep on rising until you do, too. So this scenario gives you fifty minutes of
sleep per three hours of night time. There are four night shifts,
giving you three hours and twenty minutes of sleep. I tended to
be a better sleeper but for Andrew a week went by when he slept
less than three hours a day.
here is a respite from sleep deprivation on an ocean row. It’s
called a storm. In strong winds, you either cannot row or
you can row in dodgy conditions in big following seas and wind.
We found that 15 kt (1 knot = 1.852 km/h) was about the maximum wind speed we could row against while making negligible
progress (maybe 0.5 kt). At that point you’re spending lots of
energy to mostly stand still. It is time to put out a sea anchor, a
parachute going into the water on a 100 m rope (about 2-3 wave
lengths away). Once in place, a sea anchor essentially keeps your
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position fixed relative to the sea, and the boat drifts with the
current and a little bit with the wind. Cabins were great given
the alternative, but far from comfortable. There about as much
personal space as in a coffin, with the other guy in constant full
TJEFCPEZDPOUBDUBOEUIFXBMMIVHHJOHZPVPOUIFPVUTJEF:PV
can only stay on your back, which caused pressure sores, mainly
in the tailbone area. The amount of sleep was limited by the sea
movement; in a storm you get thrown around a lot by waves. In
my land-based person eyes, these grew to gigantic proportions
at times. The biggest swells in a large storm we experienced were
approaching 8 m, which would be a size of a two story building (with floors as in G, 1, 2). These massive waves were not
crashers but they still travelled fast, from different directions,
and caused a fair bit of violent movement. There were plenty of
smaller crashers, too, creating an initially rather scary mix of
noise and shaking. Without the foam coating inside the cabins,
we could have ended up with a few broken bones or at least
bad bruises in the bow cabin (the bow cabin was where the sea
anchor attachment points were, so it was facing the waves and
wind and got smashed around more). The biggest seas we had
was a gale, Beauford scale 8, with a brief period of strong gale. I
could not sleep those nights, and remember that the sensation
of traveling down the steeper waves made me think of falling
down an elevator shaft. But after the first storm, there was no
SFBMGFBS KVTUNPSFSFTJHOBUJPO0ODFXFSFBMJ[FEXFXPVMEOU
EJF XFKVTUUSJFEUPSFTU TMFFQ BOEXBJU
And was there a lot of waiting in store for us! On and off,
we spent over twenty days getting tossed around in the Tasman
Sea. I stopped counting, although our log book has an exact
count. This unlucky draw on the weather front was unexpected
not only by us but also by our very experienced meteorologist,
with an appropriate nickname, Clouds. Near the halfway point,
when Clouds started talking about one of us being born under
an unlucky star, I got concerned. The worst of these unlucky
times was a period of around fourteen days when we were unexpectedly (with a 2-day warning) approached by strong E winds
(pushing us back to Aussie) and a strong S current pushing us
North. At this point, we were too far north already, and there
was a cyclone (the Pacific brother of the Atlantic hurricane) de-
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veloping N of our location in the tropics that Clouds warned
would be coming towards NZ (yet another uncommon development this year). That day, his brief satellite text message (which
we always tended to analyze for hours on end) said “must row
south.” We tried to oblige but for four days we were moving
3 nm S during the day of rowing in heavy E seas, and drifting
back 5 nm N overnight on sea anchor (the waves from the side
were too big to row safely during the night). After this episode,
Clouds told us that the cyclone was downgraded to a tropical
storm and may still head our way. On December 24, 2011, after
inching our way down S and being spat back up N, we got the
news that the weather was not looking good for the upcoming
two weeks (the tropical low inched its way right over us), and
that as far as the weather models went, at least the following
nine days would not be rowable. It would not be until noon on
January 3, 2012 that the wind and waves allowed us to row, still
in 10–15 kt E winds.
This was not what we expected. The only other four-person
boat, with two women and no rowers on board, crossed the Tasman in 2009 in 31 days, of which they spent 10 on sea anchor.
So when leaving Sydney we were confident about going fast; after all, we were all rowers, some of whom had won NZ rowing
championship titles. And here we were, 35 days since starting,
and still nearly 800 km away from NZ. The evening of December 24 was mentally very hard, particularly because we were going really fast between December 13-16, making about 120km/
day. I remember vividly how we were planning to reach NZ before Christmas. The forecasts were fairly supportive at that point
also. A lot can change in a few days—especially the forecasts in
a middle of the Tasman! We responded to our misery by making our own version of “The twelve days of Christmas,” coordinated, filmed, and composed by James, which mocked all the
gear that broke. We sent it to NZ via a satellite link, and it ended
up on the national evening news on Christmas Eve. Very few
sane souls watched the news, but we later found out that we had
greatly lifted the spirits of the TV technicians who had to work
over Christmas. Before the start I had thought that the mental
and physical difficulties of the crossing would be approximately equal. But I found out that the mental side, of not knowing
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when—or if ever—we would reach land, for weeks on end, was
easily ten times harder than the physical side of rowing.
)BMGKPLJOHMZ  * LFQU XPOEFSJOH JG * IBE BUUSBDUFE UIF CBE
weather with my foolish proclamations in the days leading up
to Christmas. In mid-December I had developed a problem
with my foot, which had gotten infected and looked ugly. The
first three types of antibiotics on board did not work. After a
week the foot was the size of a tennis ball and we were working on a plan B which involved approaching the Rescue CoorEJOBUJPO$FOUFSJO/;UPHFUNFPČUIFCPBU BOEKPLJOHMZ*
hoped—also on plan C, involving the axe. But the last antibiPUJDPOCPBSE JOKFDUFEPODFBEBZJOUPNZVQQFSUIJHI UIBOLfully did work. It was both unpleasant and exciting. Three and
a quarter centimetres of the four centimetre needle had to go
JOUP UIF NVTDMF QSJPS UP JOKFDUJOH BCPVU  ڀNM PG MJRVJE ćJT
was a challenge because we were in the storm most of that week.
I was the designated medic on the team but wasn’t sure I was
VQGPSJOKFDUJOHNZTFMG*USJFEBOEJUXBTOPUUPPCBE*UIFMQFE
that I knew when to let go of the syringe as waves hit. I remember thinking how funny the syringe with the needle in my leg
looked, swinging around a bit in the waves. It was challenging
UPTUBZSFMBYFE JOKFDUJOHBDPOUSBDUFENVTDMFIVSUT BOEJTRVJUF
hard, I hear) while using nearly every other muscle to brace myself steady in a cabin tossed around in the waves. But I am sure
it was better than having someone else poke around inside my
leg with the needle when a wave hit. By the end of the five days
I both dreaded and looked forward to it, because I always felt
good when it was over. By that time the foot was clearly healing
(later nearly 100ml of pus had to be pushed out of it to release
pressure, and it took weeks for the 0.5 cm hole in my foot to
close up). I was happy as Larry1 and loudly proclaiming that I
could take any bad weather there is (I think I was talking specifically about one or two weeks). And it came!
espite all this, the trip was dominated by the positives.
It was easy to forget two weeks on a sea anchor. All one
needed was a few beautiful days of rowing with the royal albatrosses, gannets, and the dolphins, the odd whale or a sun-

D

1 The NZ phrase “happy as Larry” is equivalent to the North American
“happy as a pig in mud.” That’s pretty happy. –Ed.
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fish, hundreds of flying fish, the glorious ever-changing sunsets and sunrises which seemingly grew more beautiful each
day, the amazing clouds, and the wind in your face (one faces
backwards while rowing). When in a current, we were typically
accompanied by millions of other passengers, most visibly coMPVSGVMKFMMZĕTI PęFOUSBOTMVDFOUCMVFXJUIPSBOHFQBSUT ćF
albatrosses were particularly amazing; we were constantly in
awe of their size and gracefulness. On occasion we were stung
by the deadly Portuguese Man-o-war, but fortunately they were
small and the stings were minor. Surfing down big waves, we
were full of the rush of adrenaline and excitement—and speed
was also a sure cure to negative thoughts. The ever-changing sea
shifted colours, displaying a myriad of blues, greens, greys, and
black. For days on end we talked about what we would do when
XFSFBDIFEMBOENPTUMZBCPVUGPPEćFTFKPZGVMEJTDVTTJPOT
would always follow periods of bad weather spent in tight cabins. I read James’ book, “The Cloudspotter’s Guide,” which gave
us yet another discussion topic. (I also spent time reading the
Bible, but could not quite get into it.) We were looking for the
‘mackerel sky’ for days on end, and thought we saw it a number
of times, but without the effects the book referred to. Rowing
XBTBKPZ BSFXBSEUIBUCSPVHIUVTDMPTFSUPIPNF
The experience brought all of us closer together during the
SPX1FSIBQTXFXFSFKVTUBSFBMMZXFMMNBUDIFEDSFX PSNBZCF
it was the threatening circumstances we were in, but I always
drew strength from the other guys’ presence and our discussions. We talked all the time, mostly to kill the boredom and
so as not to fall asleep while rowing at night. The range of topics quickly narrowed down and we resorted to various games
(a memory game was a favourite; two laps of the full alphabet
pretty much took the whole shift).
There were no real opportunities to clean the hull until about
half-way through our row, because the sea was too rough. But a
calm day did arrive. I opted to do the shark-spotting while guys
KVNQFEJOUPDMFBOUIFIVMM*UUVSOFEPVUUIBUUIFKVNQJOHJO
was one of the greatest rewards of all trip. It was refreshingly
cooling and weightless. It took about an hour to clean the boat
the first time, as it was covered with barnacles. Our speed rose
by nearly one knot as a result! We were thrilled with that, and
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cleaned the hull twice more afterwards, about once every ten
days. Cleaning it was a great reward, combining weightlessness,
the cool pleasant feeling of water, and the amazing depth of blue
with light shining like a pyramid into the void.
rriving to the sight of land on day 48 was emotional. At first
we saw Three Kings Islands, small islets some 60 km N of
the North island. The land was hard to tell apart at first as it was
shrouded in cloud (New Zealand’s name in Maori is Aotearoa
– ‘the land of the long white cloud’). But around 7AM I was
able to distinguish a familiar hill formation near Cape Reinga.
We first saw Cape Maria Van Diemen and the orange-yellow
sands of Te Werahi beach. Cape Reinga came next. It took us all
day to reach the cape, with currents swirling around underneath
us. For days now, the sea was slowly changing colour but today it was particularly dark green and full of rich nutrients (and
cold!), a stark contrast from the pristine blues of Australia’s side.
It all started looking much more familiar. Then we had our first
land-based radio contact in two months, with the Coast guard
station. They were expecting us, and welcomed us home. I am
pretty sure I was not the only one shedding tears that day.
Cape Reinga is where the Tasman Sea meets the Pacific. Because of large tide differentials on the E and W coast of NZ, it
experiences large currents. Clouds told us that we had to cross
by 9PM when the tide turned. We crossed around 8:30PM, hearJOHUIFMPVESPBSPG$PMVNCJBCBOLKVTUBIBMGNJMFBXBZGSPN
us, a large shallow area (down to 0.5 m in depth) a mile off the
coast with big standing waves from the large contradicting currents. Cape Reinga sits 168 m above the sea, and after not seeing
land for a while it looked massive, covered in the lush green
bush New Zealand is famous for. The guys kept saying it looked
like the opening scene of the Jurassic Park movie, and promptly
played the music from the film loud on our speakers. A squall
came and left, and the sea changed shape and colour every ten
minutes as we passed various swirling areas. At one point, the
whole sea was simultaneously covered with thousands of tiny
pyramid-like waves, maybe 20 cm tall each—I don’t know what
they came from. Then a first yacht came by with some people
who had heard we were coming on the radio. It is an amazing
feeling to see fellow humans after nearly two months. We were
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very happy to have some company and not to have to worry
anymore. I realized this would have been a lot harder alone—I
am not sure if I could have done it alone.
After crossing to the cape, the tide turned against us. For the
next six hours, until the next tide change at 3AM, we rowed
hard while standing still. Shift after shift we crawled out of the
cabins to see the same view: a lighthouse 1 m on our right. After the tide change we were pushed towards the North Cape,
the northern-most point of NZ, some 40 km E. Rowing here
was quite tricky because it was pitch black and we could not
quite make out the dark shoreline studded with 100 m cliffs (we
were not used to rowing near obstacles). We relied heavily on
the GPS map, while also trying to conserve our dwindling battery, and nearly ran into one of the cliffs where the shoreline
abruptly changes direction. There was some urgency to row towards the North Cape because of concerns of an upcoming tide
change, this time pushing us north. We raced towards the cape,
BOEJUXBTIFBWZHPJOH8FNBEFJUKVTUBTUIFUJEFTDIBOHFE JO
six hours, and were really happy that the currents were weaker
there. The morning was our first of looking at a shore, and the
eastern shores full of brilliant white beaches surrounded by attractive outcrops of lush green bush were the prettiest sights beyond our imagination.
The rest of the next two days rowing south to the Bay of Islands were very new to us. The water was nearly flat so we could,
for the first time since the beginning of the row, walk on deck
only on our legs and not on all fours. Although the albatrosses
disappeared, we saw baby sharks, over one hundred dolphins,
lots of gannets and small birds, and increasing numbers of people in boats. Coastguard put out a notice to ships warning of our
presence at night, as our navigation lights which normally alert
boats to our presence had died over a month ago.
anding in the Bay of Islands on the 51st day was another
emotional experience. I had decided to leave the boat early
as I had found out after crossing the North Cape that my fiBODÏFXPVMECFMFBWJOHGPSBQFSNBOFOUKPCPWFSTFBTJOBCPVU
two weeks. Her departure was originally supposed to be sevFSBMNPOUITBęFS*MBOEFE CVUIFSKPCIBECFFONPWFEVQ PVS
TUBSUIBECFFOEFMBZFE BOEPVSKPVSOFZIBEUBLFOMPOHFSUIBO
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anyone had expected. I was grateful for the opportunity to have
fifteen days with her instead of further reducing that time to
eleven days or less by continuing on to Auckland. We landed on
a picturesque little beach, by now with a small flotilla of pleasure
boats following us. The biggest immediate challenge was walking. We were like drunken sailors. It took me more than a week
to walk confidently. I had also lost 13 kg of weight, half of which
I managed to put back on in the first two weeks after landing.
As I reunited with my fiancée on dry land, the remaining three
crew members took on fresh food and then continued on to row
UIFBQQSPYJNBUFڀONUP"VDLMBOE#FDBVTFPVSKPVSOFZVQ
to our landing point in the Bay of Islands was unsupported, the
whole trip is considered to be unsupported. Could the trip have
continued to Auckland without stopping and refuelling in the
Bay of Islands? I think it could have.
"GBJSCJUPGPVSFRVJQNFOUCSPLFEVSJOHUIFKPVSOFZćJT
highlighted the need for people attempting this in the future
to better test and consider the lifespan of gear. Our navigation
lights stopped working a few weeks into the trip and posed the
biggest concern (together with the broken active radar deflector)
because we were invisible to passing ships. We broke two oars,
which was inevitable. Our marine-grade stove stopped working
EVFUPSVTUJOHBCPVUUXPUIJSETPGUIFXBZJOUPUIFKPVSOFZ OP
doubt in part a result of it being smashed off its usual stand into
a flooded well where it stayed for a week during a storm. (After that we warmed up the freeze-dried food in bags under our
armpits or in the crotch.) Five of the six seat axles broke, most
within two consecutive days of rowing—probably due to overuse. This was a worry because legs and glutes provide nearly two
thirds of the power while rowing, and require a moving seat.
One of three seats was taken by the sea during a storm (while
tied to deck), the rudder broke (twice), the autopilot steering
column stopped working (about half way), the sea anchor rope
snapped from overuse, one of our communication antennas got
taken by a big wave, various chargers left in (supposedly) watertight bags got wet and rusted, and a poorly insulated hatch
door leaked, leading to the contamination of about 10 kg of our
food. Fortunately, we learned that we can deal with all sorts of
unexpected situations. But prevention would have been better.
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JAMES BLAKE

There were things that surprised us in a positive way, too: the
solar panels easily and reliably recharged our battery on most
days, so we never had to tap into the expensive fuel cell system
we had in case of electricity shortage. The boat itself was very
strong and had no problems with the Tasman sea.
I learned a lot from this. Mostly, I became more self-confident, knowing now that I can handle more than I expect. I
became more patient in learning from bad experiences, not only
the good ones. I became more persistent, able to take things as
UIFZDPNF#VU*BMTPMFBSOFEUIBU*FOKPZUIFMJUUMFUIJOHTJOMJGF
the most. And that I depend on others very much.

Martin Berka, rowing.
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VOCers laying it on the line at Longhike.

Brew Hut renovations.

Sarah Flick conquers the crux of a campus croquet route.

Roland Burton celebrates his 70th birthday at the hut that bears his name.

Beach bums skiing the sand.

CHARLIE BEARD

IN DEFENSE OF FAFFING

I

n recent years, the timeless activity of faffing has come under
renewed criticism by some in the VOC. In this note, I’d like
to offer a humble defense of a certain qualified notion of faffing.
Now, before you turn the page in disgust, I’d like to concede up
front that some faffing is in fact bad. Perhaps most. Nonetheless,
I think that it is in the club’s best interest to distinguish between
the different sorts of faffing, and appraise each on its own merits. Some we will certainly find should be dispensed with, but
others I would suggest deserve our enthusiastic sanction. Consider this a case study in such a pluralistic approach.
Faffing is defined in the club glossary as:
Faffing: Wasting time by doing absolutely nothing, see also
Clusterfuck. Technically you have to waste the time of others
on your trip; just wasting your own time is not sufficient. Arriving at the trailhead with nothing in your pack and most everything scattered in your car is classic faffing.
I’d like to consider a very prevalent example of faffing: the
early morning Tim Hortons run, typically in Squamish en route
to a trip up the Sea-to-Sky. Some would certainly say that this is
a complete waste of everyone’s time, between the long lines, the
slow sipping of hot drinks, and the lure of ceramic toilet bowls.
:FU *ECFNPSFJODMJOFEUPDMBTTJGZUIJTBTBOexcellent use of ev401
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erybody’s time. To see where I’m coming from, take a moment
to consider what it is we do every weekend.
After finishing a long week of work/school, we frantically
pack our things on Friday night. All of our meals for the weekend must then be decided upon, obtained, and basically prepared. And one mustn’t forget to have a good meal on Friday
night either. Often, we’re running around town picking up bits
PG HFBS PS EPJOH KVTU VOEFSUIFXJSF .&$ SVOT  PS TUBSJOH BU
Bivouac trying to find GPS waypoints. Usually, I can’t get all of
this done before 11 PM. Reason would say to go to bed now, to
be up at some unholy hour like five. But many choose to burn
the candle at both ends, at this point heading out to dance the
night away in full awareness of what awaits them in the morning
(Duncan et al, 2011). And that’s not even the end of it; our kilocalorie burning weekend begins bright and early with an inhuman battle to stay awake through foggy darkness and the gentle
sleepy patter of rain on the car roof.
When set in the context of this self-inflicted madness, the
twenty minute Tim Hortons stop seems almost too little. This
is our one and final chance—between leaving behind the minutia of our daily lives and entering the discomfort, exertion, and
critical decision making of the backcountry—to sit in a warm
building, still coddled by the convenience of modern affluence,
and tend to our most basic needs (nourishment, caffeination,
and evacuation of the bowels). It is a time to gather as a community to be introduced to one another and look at maps, to
transition from crusty-eyed fatigue to stoked-ness for the coming adventure. Just as the old truckers sit over towards Wendy’s,
and the Whistler kids run their food back to their cars, we have
BEJTUJODUMJUUMFOJDIFXJUIJO5JNNZT:FU UIFTFDPOTJEFSBUJPOT
can all be separated from the idea of supporting a giant chain
GBTUGPPEKPJOUUIBUJOTJTUTPOCVSZJOHZPVSCBHFMJOFOEMFTTMBZers of wrappers. There’s Galileo coffee near Squamish, Mount
Currie coffee in Pemberton, and don’t forget the time-tested
VOC tradition of eating your own breakfast in Tim Hortons.
So is the breakfast stop really even faffing, if as I say it constitutes a truly prudent use of time? The degree to which it is depends on the trip and the group, of course. But, if wasting someone’s time is a sufficient condition for faffing, then it’s safe to say
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that for practical purposes, all Timmy’s stops are faffing. If we’re
prepared to agree on that, then one’s mind is naturally led to the
following question: should we stop for breakfast? To this I can
only appeal to your own sense of right and wrong. Whether to
GBČJT JOUIFFOE BKVEHNFOUDBMMJOXIJDIXFTPNFIPXBHHSFgate the preferences of all the parties involved. In that spirit, I’m
not categorically opposed to setting a Tim Hortons leaving time,
as opposed to meeting time; surely some would rather sleep a bit
longer than spend time sitting under fluorescent lights waiting
for the rest of the gang.
Thus far I’ve only talked about one type of faffing—what
about the others? I think that these considerations carry over, at
least in part, to ice-cream stops while bike touring, snow-angels
XIJMF TLJJOH  BOE KBN TFTTJPOT XIJMF DSBHHJOH ćFZ FBDI EFserve a place, though a limited one, in our lives. Of course, if we
always welcomed them, then we may as well stay home on the
weekends. And not having your bag packed to the maximum
extent possible at the trailhead is inexcusable. But I should hope
that I’ve at least encouraged you to see the bright side of a particular type of faffing: what might be dubbed Relax Faffing. To
Relax Faff is simply to slow down and laugh and remember that
no matter what you do, time will always pass.

LESSONS LEARNED ABOUT
QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE
BACKCOUNTRY

A

GFX ZFBST BęFS KPJOJOH UIF 70$ * TUBSUFE UIJOLJOH BCPVU
how big of a difference my current gear would have made
in my camping trips back in the day. My memories of camping
when I was a teenager are mostly a mix of type 2 and type 3 fun
(see VOC glossary). A standard one week camping trip to the
Los Azufres forest in central Mexico was as good an introduction to Vancouver fall climate/vegetation as can be had down
there. Descending from the bus we would all stare at the beautiful blue sky and would have our hopes up that this year would
be different. Half an hour later the clouds would close in and a
six and a half day rain would settle in.
The trip involved about forty teenagers, average age about
fourteen, organized in groups of six. Each group would organize gear and food independently. The days were spent hauling
logs and tying them to trees, and eventually building structures
a few meters off the ground. Rather than attempting a Burning
Man-esque artistic happening among the trees, we went for dining rooms, and kitchens; sometimes we hauled the tents up and
slept off the ground. We all came from a city in the desert, so
in theory this sounded pretty cool. We spent a lot of time preparing by practising knots and designing constructions on an
Autocad version that ran on clay tablets and cuneiform symbols
from those olden times.
The logistics of the trip involved shipping people in school
404
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buses, and gear in a four ton truck. There was a lot of gear; a
VOCer would pale looking at the loads we had to carry. The
standard cooking implement was the Coleman double burner
stove and each group carried at least a couple of Coleman gas
lamps, plus shovels, axes, etc. The term ‘dehydrated food’ was
completely unknown. We were young and financially dependent on our parents, so we tried to poach as many things as we
could from home. I remember once having to carry a twenty
liter water bottle made out of glass. The kid that brought it told
us that the water tasted way better than the plastic ones. Our
weight optimization algorithm was to camp and build as close
as possible to where we got dropped off.
espite the awe inspiring sea of green all around us, the reality was that as soon as we set foot in the forest we started
to get wet, and often everything and everybody got wet and remained wet for the remainder of the trip. We knew of the rain,
and heard vague stories about the discomforts of being wet, and
we tried to plan accordingly. We carried plenty of tarps, and we
would all harass our immediate and not so immediate family to
lend us rain gear. Waterproof-breathable was another unknown
term. Some people got lucky and managed to score yellow plas-

D

The Raramuris and Ignacio Rozada, about to be traumatized for
life on a camping trip in central Mexico.
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tic fishermen outfits, although unless they were careful rips
would soon appear, or their own body fluids would substitute
for the rain.
As an added bonus, two out of three times the truck with the
gear got stuck or lost along the way, and would arrive the day
after. We unloaded from the bus with the clothes we were wearing and a small backpack with clothes. On my first trip, I spent
the first night huddled around a tree with a bunch of other kids,
soaking wet, shaking, and muttering crazy words about hut tubs
filled with pizza cheese. Solid type 3 fun.
n my second year there I was in charge of one of the groups.
Still scarred from the previous year I instructed my charges
to be sure to bring the tarps on the bus. The tarps were put in
backpacks which somehow managed to not fit in the bus and
ended on the gear truck. The gear truck got lost again. We arrived and it started
raining. Rinse and
repeat.
Not quite wanting to repeat the
soul-scarring experience from the
previous year, we
KPJOFE XJUI BOother group and
decided to build
a refuge. We instructed
everybody to go and
get branches and
logs, with the idea
of building a basic
A-frame refuge.
The hidden agenda was that we
wanted people to
be active to hope- These structures probably would have
every single construction guideline
fully prevent or at failed
in the world.
least forestall the

O
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state of total despair. I was in charge of rounding up people who
TFFNFEMPTU BOEEJEKVNQJOHKBDLTXJUIUIFN8FEJEFOEVQ
building a pretty decent looking refuge, next to a huge pile of
wood, although it was completely non waterproof. Luckily not
long after we got the word that the truck had finally arrived.
I remember that sleeping in tents was consistently miserable.
Some managed to stay dry the first night, but by the second
night every sleeping bag was at least a bit moist. I tried to keep
them working as late into the night as I could, although I’m not
too sure that was such a good strategy. Lunch time when we
had a big warm meal was probably the peak of our days, and
each day the food seemed to taste better. The last day we did
competitions and races, and on the last night we had a huge fire,
probably to try to exorcise the memories of the cold wet days.
t was not until I started going out with the VOC that I realized
that camping out did not necessarily imply masochistic ways.
That it was possible to go out and do things, all the while staying
warm and dry, even under inclement weather. And even if you
got a bit wet, it was still easily doable to get dry and warm inside
a nice sleeping bag. Moreover, you could pack all of this, along
with food and stove, and carry it all in a backpack of reasonable
size, rather than in mini shipping containers that had to be awkwardly carried by two people.
I’ve often thought about what I would change if I were to go
back to one of those trips. Goretex, down sleeping bags, and
light tents are all very nice, but even if we had known of them
we would have not been able to afford them. We could have
shaved some weight by using light stoves—the soda can stoves
are definitely affordable—but the key advantage that the Coleman suitcases have is their ruggedness. Some people had the
same type of ingenuity that also exists in the VOC; I remember
a few custom tents (from circus tent plastic!), and a cool lightweight dolly.
One thing that I know would have made a difference would
have been us knowing the axiom that ‘cotton is evil.’ Some of us
knew that walking around in wet t-shirts was not fun, and we
urged people to take theirs off if we saw them get wet, but pretty
much everything else was also cotton.
Another easily doable thing would have been sleeping pads.

I
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For some strange reason I never saw anybody take a sleeping
pad, and I credit sleeping pads with finally making it possible to
have a good sleep while in a tent. Despite the rain, the temperature outside must have been 12°C at the least, and I’m sure any
closed-cell foam pad would have made a huge difference. In one
of the trips we found a huge stash of moss and used it under the
tent. It wasn’t really as nice as we all imagined it, and I suspect it
was probably a huge environmental sin.
Lessons learned after five years in the VOC: do not use cotton, and sleeping pads rule.

FROM THE LAND OF SAND
TO THE LAND OF SNOW

S

OPX JT FYPUJD :FT  JO UIF QMBDF XIFSF * DPNF GSPN  TOPX
is exotic. Snow is reserved for fairy tales and stories about
magical European cities. Before moving to Canada I had only
seen snow a few times in my life. The first time was probably
when I was five years old when it snowed in Jerusalem, the city
where I grew up. Every now and then it does snow in Israel.
It’s usually for no longer than a day or two, and it shuts the city
down. My brother and I built a snowman, and when we were
done, I asked my parents if we could let the snowman inside, so
he wouldn’t be cold. This story has been repeated for many years
in my family.
When I was in grade eleven I went on a school trip to Poland,
to visit the concentration camps and other holocaust related
sites. It was mid March and we were warned that it was going
to be very cold. It could even snow. I borrowed a coat from my
uncle. About three sizes too big, it still kept me warm. On the
first day it snowed in Warsaw. Everyone was ecstatic.
After a few days we were taken to Zakopane, a ski resort village. The school wanted to give us a day off from the camps and
horrible war stories. So here we were, a bunch of 16 year olds
from Tel-Aviv walking in the snow. We weren’t allowed to ski,
of course, as it was way too dangerous. But my friends and I
took the gondola up. Skiing looked like so much fun. One day,
I thought, I will try it too, one day. I ran in the snow, forgetting
409
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about my pants getting wet, and my feet getting cold. “What are
you doing, crazy girl?” my friends called, staying far behind. I
was having fun.
ight years passed and at age 24 I went snowboarding for the
first time. I admit it, my first ‘skiing’ experience was actually
snowboarding. We went with a friend, an ‘expert’ snowboarder,
and the possibility of skiing did not even occur to us. Snowboarding was cool; skiing was reserved for the nerds.
Now, most people will be surprised by this fact, but there is
actually a ski hill in Israel. It’s pretty small, crowded, expensive,
has a very short season, and like everything else in Israel, it is
complicated. The peak of the mountain is actually in Syria, and
the ski hill is on occupied territory—one day, hopefully, when
there will be peace, this whole area will be returned to Syria.
I spent most of the day on my ass. Practicing on the bunny
hill was OK, but in order to go back up we had to take the T-bar.
Like many others, I kept on falling off the T-bar, and everyone,
especially the workers, was screaming “If you don’t know how to
use the T-bar, then don’t take it!” So why the hell is there a T-bar
on the bunny hill? Most of the beginners did not know how to
use it. We slowly marched back up with the snowboards.
Taking the lift for the first time was also an experience. The
woman in front of us fell while trying to get off, and the lift
didn’t stop and hit her in the head. As we were coming off the
lift she was in our way, bleeding all over the place… I was left
traumatized, and was scared of taking lifts and T-bars for years.
n September 2006 Gili Rosenberg and I moved to Vancouver. The fall was so beautiful that year that we were convinced
that it never rains in Vancouver and there was no way that the
mountains on the other side of the city would be covered in
snow in time for the ski season. But two months later a huge
snow storm hit the city that left the UBC area with no power for
about a day. Classes were cancelled, I didn’t have to go to work,
and we could play in the snow. An Israeli friend was visiting us,
and the three of us were like kids seeing snow for the first time.
We also reflected on how Vancouver was not prepared at all for
this snow storm. It felt like a snowy day in Jerusalem where no
one knows what to do. The snow stayed on the ground for about
two weeks, and for several days the 99 could not go down the

E
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hill, and had to take a different route.
We decided to take the opportunity of our friend visiting and
go on a snowshoeing overnight trip. None of us had any experience with snow, driving on snow, avalanches, shoveling, and so
on. Our destination was Joffrey Lakes. When we reached the
Duffy Lake Road and I woke up from my sleep I was amazed
by the amount of snow. Everything that we had always heard
of in fairy tales, a magic white land, was now in front of us.
We couldn’t park at the parking lot because there was so much
snow, so we had to dig a place for our car on the side of the road.
It was the first snow fall of the year and no one had been
there before us. We had no trail to follow, the snow was deep,
but at the same time was not deep enough and we kept on falling
between the boulders. At 4PM we had only reached the second
lake, and decided to stay there for the night. The distance we
covered seemed huge, and yet it was only a few kilometers. The
night was very long, the three of us in the tent trying to get used
to winter camping, and the snow kept on falling outside. When
we woke up in the morning it was raining unfortunately, so we
decided to back track and not continue to the third lake. At that

Gili Rosenberg and Ronen Lazarovitch digging a space for the car
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time I thought Joffrey Lakes was one of the most remote destinations in BC, not being aware that this is one of the most
popular destinations, summer and winter. It was only four years
later that I finally reached the third lake, during a summer hike.
It took us about two hours to get to the third lake, and I was
quite surprised how it took us the whole day to get to the second
lake back then…
Then in December the ski season started for real. It was preOlympic days and to ski on Cypress was still reasonably priced.
We got the adult learners pass which included five full days with
lessons and one evening each week. On the first lesson we didn’t
even know how to put the skis on, but by the end of the day
we could ski green runs. Skiing was so exciting during that first
year, learning something completely new, like babies learning
how to walk. It felt like we were flying up on the mountain, with
Vancouver, our fabulous new city below us. By the end of the
season we skied blue runs easily and started skiing a few black
runs. Skiing on Whistler for the first time felt like my first visit
to Disney World when I was six, only better.
t the spring MEC gear swap Gili slept out on the street and
got us two pairs of backcountry skis. Even though we had
tried telemark at Tele School that year, we decided to go with
alpine touring. Learning to ski at age 26 was challenging enough
that I didn’t want to add the complication of tele-turns.
Getting into backcountry skiing was more of a challenge
for me. The experience included: icy switch-backs, fish tailing
on the Diamond Head road, camping in -30 degrees, frozen
egg sandwiches, finding Brew hut in a blizzard, survival skiing
through dense steep trees, many many blisters, and five different pairs of boots. Coming back from every weekend trip, I felt
like I had survived a crazy mission, and every time I swore that
I would not go back out there. By the next weekend I was of
course on my skis again.
On the positive side, the experience also included: great
powder turns, spending time in huts with friends, cheese fondue, amazing views, and most importantly, getting out of the
city and spending time outdoors, even in winter.
In Israel backcountry skiing is unheard of. Our friends and
family thought we were crazy. When it rains in Israel every-
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one stays indoors and everything is cancelled. Snow is only for
viewing from the window. Before moving to Canada we mostly
hiked in the desert, where you take a light sleeping bag and no
UFOUCFDBVTFZPVDBOKVTUTMFFQVOEFSUIFTUBST"SPVOEOPPO 
when it gets really hot you stop for a long break which includes

Maya Goldstein taking a nap in Ein Hava, Israel, during a three
day desert hike; a world away from backcountry skiing in BC.

from hiking in the snow.
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MVODIBOEBOBQ:PVPOMZTUBSUIJLJOHBHBJOXIFOJUDPPMTPČ
We had to get used to short breaks, several lunch breaks, peeing in the snow without falling into a tree well, and wearing the
right clothing.
Every winter I find it tough to get into backcountry skiing
again, trying to think about the good things that it brings. It’s
not always easy, especially if the first trip of the season sucks.
But by the time spring skiing comes I am more than excited
to get out and get those turns, but also to know that winter is
almost over, and soon cycling season will begin…

Maya Goldstein enjoying spring turns on the Deception Glacier.

HOW TO SNOWSHOE THE
GARIBALDI NEVE
(HOW TO FIND A GIRLFRIEND IN
THE VOC)

T

here are many different methods to accomplish this goal,
but I can only reflect on my experiences. They go a little
something like this:
1. Finding someone to snowshoe the Neve with you.
If you are not currently involved with the VOC, become
involved. Don’t worry, you don’t have to be hardcore or
even go on trips. Make sure you buy a couple of T-shirts,
attend some slideshows, and most importantly go to the
pub afterwards. If you feel like you’re not doing enough,
buy some VOC Voile straps for good measure—these will
be important later. Find the people who are ‘regulars’ (I
recommend Phil Tomlinson if he hasn’t graduated yet) and
befriend them, regardless of whether you like them or not.
Remember your goals and don’t lose sight of them.
Sooner or later there will be a large VOC social event at
a pub. Make sure you go to this - this is very important.
Out of the VOCers you’ve befriended using the instructions above, find the drunkest girl at the pub. This is not
bad form and you will not be accused of being sleazy; you
are simply trying to convince her to cross the Neve at this
point. Depending on her drunkenness either suggest skis
or snowshoes. If you wait until later in the evening snow415
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shoes may be an easier sell. Suggest the idea, and leave it at
that…
2. Follow-up.
This step is very important as chances are you and the girl
you tried to convince both got very drunk and forgot the
DPOWFSTBUJPO :PV NBZ IBWF FWFO USJFE UP DPOWJODF NVMtiple girls that this was a good idea—this is okay, playing
the numbers is not a bad idea. Make sure to send texts reminding them of this idea, or better yet meet up with them
BOEEJTDVTT:PVDBOFWFONBLFDSB[ZQMBOTJUTQVSFMZIZpothetical at this point. I recommend phrases such as “oh
ZFBI XFMMKVTUEPJUJOBEBZUPSFEVDFUIFBNPVOUPGHFBS
XFOFFEUPDBSSZwPSiXFMMKVTUUBHBMPOHXJUIBTLJHSPVQ
and be an independent party.” The trick here is to mention
it often and remind them of their poor decision making
abilities.
3. Planning.
This step is the least important. If you’re lucky you’ll have
found a ski trip to tag along with. They’ll find the presence
of a snowshoer kind of novel and will organize the whole
thing. If you don’t have a car you should make sure you get
a ride, but that should be the extent of your involvement. Be
sure that you don’t end up organizing anything, as this will
be perceived poorly by the girl you’re trying to win over, as
well as by all of the skier types who really want to organize
things and be hardcore.
4. The trip.
By now you should have realized that the trip is the most
important step. There are several key elements to it:
(a) Gear.
Make sure you offload as much gear as possible onto your
snowshoeing partner, lest she think you’re some sort of
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hardman (remember, these types of definitions are best left
to skiers). I suggest ensuring she can’t give any of it back to
you by bringing a hilariously small pack. I brought a 30 litre
pack and this was too big—so I recommend smaller. If she
tries to offload any of this gear onto the skiers in the party
remind her that you’re an “independent party” and that for
safety reasons she must carry the stove, pots, and food.
(b) Whimsy.
If you are to win over your snowshoeing partner, it’s imQPSUBOUUPFOTVSFZPVJODMVEFTPNFFMFNFOUPGXIJNTZ:PV
would hate to be classed together with all of the other people who snowshoe the Neve. For my trip I brought a crazy
carpet which worked fairly well. It proved not to be useful
in any way, shape, or form, but remember that its purpose is
not to make you go faster but rather to add whimsy.
(c) Making the other person feel needed and important.
If your devious plan is to work you need to ensure the other person feels important on the trip. There are many strategies for this, so I will only recommend a few. One method
that works quite well is to let them break trail. This method
will prove even more successful if they are able to pace the
skiers, even if you left before them. Another potential stratFHZJTUPHJWFUIFNBSBEJPFWFSZPOFMPWFTSBEJPT:PVDBO
ensure the success of this method by planting comments
over the radio of incorrect descriptions of location (“we’re
almost on top of Pringle Ridge, where are you?”).
(d) Crossing the Neve.
Least important of all, ensure you actually cross the Neve.
:PVEPOUOFFEUPEPUIJTJOBOZTUZMF CVUZPVEIBUFUPIBWF
failure as the first impression.
5. After the trip.
So you have now successfully crossed the Neve on snow-
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shoes—congratulations! However, chances are you still
EPOUIBWFBHJSMGSJFOEPVUPGUIJT:PVOFFEUPĕOEXBZTUP
spend time with her. I recommend sabotaging someone’s
car so you can’t leave the trip, but try to avoid doing anything too damaging. For example, you could unattach the
hose for the transmission fluid; this will result in a call to
BCAA, which will give you the time you need but no longterm consequences. If you read the ‘do not end up organizing the trip’ section (see step 3), you should have ended up
being a passenger, not a driver, so you should not need to
sacrifice your own car.

PHIL TOMLINSON

After that, you’re on your own. If you haven’t succeeded in
your goal, there’s always next year. As for me, well… I took up
skiing.

Dan Eagen decides skiing beats snowshoeing.

DISPATCHES FROM
THE FRONTLINES OF
ETIQUETTE
MS. MANNERS

W

e live in a challenging and sometimes chilly world. As
the forces of a global economy push our ethics into the
crosshairs and threaten the very environment upon which we
rely, we must decide what we as human beings value, and fight
for it. To do that we need to be informed about the reality we
face, and not through the lies of the corporate media. We need
hard-hitting, fact-driven analysis that is honest about ideology
and driven by practical hope.
That’s where I come in. As your trusty field-correspondent,
I make no apologies about the things that I stand for: spooning, type II fun, and embarrassing situations. Since 2008, my
Ask Ms. Manners column in the VOCene has helped wellmeaning VOCers navigate the complex world of etiquette in
the backcountry. Often there are no second chances out there:
one smelly sock incident might have you blacklisted from your
favourite vehicle for good. But not to fear, even though I get reincarnated slightly differently every year or two, one thing stays
the same: I’ve got your back.
This year my advice ranged from poetic:

D

ear Ms. Manners,
I thought Vancouver was supposed to be so much fun for the
outdoors. But it’s raining all the time and I keep getting assign419
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ments at school. What gives?
Sincerely,
Bored

D

ear Bored,
Let me answer your question in limerick form:

The season is past for scrambling
:PVSQSPGFTTPSTBSFDVSSFOUMZSBNCMJOH
There’s nothing to do?
Well this is not true
Towards hotsprings you could now be ambling
It’s pouring, blue skies you’re not seeing
Midterms coming and life is not freeing
But do not despair
It’s snowing up there
In the mountains you’ll soon be ‘a skiing
by Ms. Manners
(with assistance from Anne V. and Marcin M.),
…to conceivably (but probably not) useful:

M

s. Manners,
When on hut trips, I keep getting blinded by people who
can’t seem to remember to stop shining their headlamps in my
eyes when I’m talking to them. I’ve also noticed a correlation
between these folks and those who fail to recognize the distinction between an Outside Voice and a Hut Voice. How should I
get them to stop?
Thanks,
Veteran

H

ey Vet,
Thanks for your question. I’ve been thinking about it while
I regain my night vision to pen this response in my notebook,
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bivouacked high on an alpine ridge.
The best thing you can do about those pesky Shiners is to
remind them that they are doing it, since they are likely unaware
that they are. One method to do this is to passively turn your
headlamp on without missing a beat while in conversation with
them. Continue talking as they begin to squint and cringe, open
their mouth to complain, and suddenly realize that they are doing exactly the same thing, turn their headlamp off, and walk
away in shame. This is best when your headlamp way outpowers
theirs (like Zebra vs. Tikka).
The above approach is also beneficial if you never wanted to
talk to the Shiner in the first place, but may not be a great strategy if it is someone whom you are into and are trying to chat up.
In that case, you need to somehow convince them to turn off
their headlamp without driving them away. I recommend “Hey,
let’s go outside and look at the stars”, but others have tried the
Division of Labour strategy: you offer to do the cooking (and all
of the other things that require moving about in the hut) while
the Shiner be the team ‘thinker’. In their new role as resident
philosopher, the Shiner will patiently sit with their headlamp
turned off, lost in a sea of plans and platitudes.
The correlation between Shiners and people with no Hut
Voice is well documented. Scholars have found that most of this
correlation is explained by the fact that in both cases, the perpetrator is unaware that they are being annoying. Significant correlation has also been observed between Shiners and those who
UFOEUPTJOHBMJUUMFUPPMPVE :FMMFST QFPQMFXIPEJEOUSFBMJ[F
that thing was supposed to be a secret (Tellers), those who spill
wine all over the hut (Drink Fellers), and the folks that don’t
realize that their feet really stink in the car on the way home
(Smellers).
Oh sorry, has my headlamp been on this whole time?
Sincerely,
Miss Manners
…to just plain taking it too far:
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D

ear Ms Manners,
My friends in the VOC like to call me a stroker (not quite
a wanker) and they’re right. I’m really apprehensive to go on
trips that are longer than 3 days since I go a bit nutty if I don’t
get some alone time. Obviously this issue could be solved with
a significant other or the guts to take aggressive spooning to
a whole other level, but on behalf of all the strokers out there
I ask, what is the self-love protocol for week + longer trips in
a shared tent? (I’m sure the guys on Denali could lend you a
hand with this one.)
Stroker
PS - Typing with one hand is harder than you think :P

D

ear Stroker,
Thanks very much for your question. This is an issue that
is very close to my heart (less than a meter, really). What’s more,
you have given voice to the hundreds of VOCers that surely
share your, uh, frustrations. So, through my secret network of
libidinous contacts, I’ve obtained some well-used and somewhat
stale smelling suggestions for you. I may or may not have gotten
a helping hand from the boys on Denali, but that’s really none
of your business.
1. Outhouses: Fair game, so long as there’s no line. Or if there
is a line, make it quick. But ‘peeing in the trees’ or under the
cover of darkness works as well.
0CWJPVTMZ ZPVSUFOUQBSUOFS T NJHIUOPUMJLFJUJGZPVKVTU
start taking care of business in the tent while they are trying
to fall asleep. One strategy to deal with this would be to tell
them that you are freezing cold, and need to move around
JOZPVSTMFFQJOHCBHUPXBSNVQ3FBMMZWJHPSPVTMZ:PVBSF
really cold. If they catch on, ask them to quit being such a
party-pooper and suggest that they “get warm” themselves.
3. Aggressive spooning of course requires consent, and is
not a particularly efficient means of solving the problem.
Team-based problem solving strategies can be effective in
this context, but can only be recommended for advanced
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parties.
4. Make sure that you are not starving, terrified, or badly
JOKVSFE CFGPSF UVSOJOH ZPVS BUUFOUJPO AJOXBSET EPXOwards?). It’s also probably best to not be roped up, though
I know some people are into that. Remember, this is not
your most immediate need. However, one of my contacts
reports having once ‘woken himself up’ a bit after getting
quite tired on a solo hike. Maybe this is the reason people
do solo hikes.
- Intermission - Sorry I’ve got to take care of something…
…OK, I’m back, much better.
One more tip for you Stroker. On a high altitude mountaineering expedition, one satisfied VOCer recounts:
“I woke up one morning before the rest and was like, ‘this
needs to happen’. So I got up, grabbed a shovel and dug a
4ish foot deep hole by an abandoned tent wall and took care
of business in it. It was weird when people walked by, but
UIFZTFFNFEUPKVTUBTTVNF*XBTQPPQJOHw
Well, there you have it. No need to deprive yourself while
JOUIFCBDLDPVOUSZ 4USPLFS UIFSFBSFKVTUTPNFCBTJDSVMFTUP
play by.
.BZZPVSKPVSOFZTCFGVMĕMMJOHBOEDMJNBDUJD
Ms. Manners

HOW NOT TO TRAIN FOR
DENALI
MICHAEL DUNCAN

D

ay 12—5100 m: My headache is unbearable. It is virtually impossible to concentrate on the task at hand. I know
there is a steep cliff to my right, and crevasses all around. I have
to concentrate to stay alive, but the lack of oxygen is wreaking
havoc on my body. It’s as though I’m a chain smoker. I’m consistently out of breath, yet I’m only going at the pace of a tired
three-year-old. I stop for another break, holding back the rest
of the team attached to our rope. “We have to go slower,” I yell
again, much to the despair of Laura Morrison up at the front
who needs to keep a quicker pace to stay warm. Will I make it?
That is definitely something the rest of the team is wondering to
themselves repeatedly.
Welcome to the adversity of taking on high altitude mountaineering. The funny thing is that I’m not a smoker; I’m actually in amazing shape. I’ve completed long distance triathlons—including Ironman distance races—in good time. I have
the highest VO2 Max (a measure of maximum oxygen uptake)
of our team, and the biggest power output from my legs. I train
for triathlons for at least an hour a day almost every day of the
week. On the lower half of the mountain, I was the fastest. What
happened up here that turned me into this incapable mess of a
man at high altitude?
After reading a number of papers on the topic and finding
relatively little research, it seems that the effects of high altitude
424
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are still a largely unknown phenomenon. It is very hard to perform good research at altitude because of the lack of controls
and the high number of variables. It is generally believed that
your susceptibility to altitude sickness is a very individual trait,
and that your age, sex and physical capabilities don’t have sigOJĕDBOUFČFDUTPOJU4PNFQFPQMFXJMMKVTUCFNVDINPSFTVTceptible to altitude than others.
That being said, the medical doctor/researcher who we had
been consulting with did mention that large young males seem
to experience stronger side effects. Well, at 6’5” and 200 lbs, that
description fits me perfectly. The problem is that it’s likely that
UIJTIJHIFSTVTDFQUJCJMJUZJTKVTUQFSDFJWFE#FDBVTF*NVTFEUP
QFSGPSNJOHBUBIJHIFSPVUQVU JUKVTUATFFNTUIBUNVDIXPSTF
when I’m taken down a number of notches. What I can tell you
is that, out of our entire team, I was definitely the most adversely
affected by the altitude. And that Laura, the lone girl on our
team, was the least affected.
kay, so presumably my body is more susceptible than Laura’s to altitude. But let’s take a look to see if we can find any
reason why we performed so differently at altitude.
Clearly Laura got something right that I didn’t. Laura didn’t
train in a traditional sense. She went on a number of backcountry trips beforehand, like she normally does. She didn’t bother
running, or performing any sustained cardio activities. Meanwhile, I trained a lot for long distance cardio (running, biking,
swimming). I went on a few trips. I didn’t put any emphasis on
speed work, but rather on long sustained output.
Since the trip ended, I’ve done a bunch of reading and found
out some interesting information. Apparently long distance endurance doesn’t help much at all with altitude. When you train
for endurance at sea level, your muscles get used to performing
aerobically with as much oxygen as they can take at sea level
(your blood oxygen levels—SpO2—are saturated). When you
decrease the amount of available oxygen, they have to perform
more anaerobically, which they are not prepared for. Furthermore, your breathing technique can have a significant effect on
your ability to cope. Pursed lip breathing has consistently been
shown to improve gas exchange in your lungs, which increases
the oxygen dissolved in your blood and simultaneously decreas-

O
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es the carbon dioxide. This is primarily due to the deep and slow
breathing that it promotes, but it is also reliant on the recruitment of terminal air spaces, getting a better ratio of oxygen vs.
blood reaching the alveoli, increasing the pressure inside the
lungs, and slowing the blood flow (Sleep and Breathing, Volume
13:2, pg 119). The stress on your cardiovascular system is huge
at altitude, and if you aren’t prepared for that stress, then bad
things happen.
Throughout the trip, we were participating in a high altitude
study done by a UBC research team. We were equipped with
PulseOx analyzers in order to collect data for them. These were
connected to iPods that displayed our heart rate and SpO2 levels. At sea level, a healthy individual has an SpO2 of between
97% and 99% (their blood is basically saturated with oxygen). At
sea level, venous blood (blood that has been de-oxygenated and
is going back to the lungs) has an SpO2 of 55%. So, at sea level,
ZPVS CPEZ VTFT KVTU PWFS  PG UIF BWBJMBCMF PYZHFO JO ZPVS
blood. When I hooked up the analyzer at Camp 3 (4500 m), my
SpO2 was 63% and my resting heart rate was 130 beats per minute. That is more than double my resting heart rate at sea level,
and my SpO2 was about fifteen percentage points lower than the
SpO2 levels of all of the rest of the team. When I got back home
and told a few doctors and nurses about my Camp 3 SpO2, they
were stunned. Apparently if you have an SpO2 level that low at
sea level, it basically means you’re dead—or about to be.
It looks like my body doesn’t handle the high altitude enWJSPONFOUWFSZXFMM'PSPOFSFBTPOPSBOPUIFS *NKVTUNPSF
susceptible. When you combine that with the fact that I neither
prepared by doing anaerobic exercises, nor trained my body
how to breathe properly, the result is that I essentially became
a recipe for disaster. Fortunately, it wasn’t my inability to climb
that ended our trip. It was the 2 m of snow that dumped on us
right before we were supposed to summit, making the entire top
of the mountain one massive avalanche waiting to happen. But
it could have been; I’d made the decision at our high camp that
if the team was able to climb the day after we got there, then I
would stay back at the camp and wait for them because I needed
a few extra days to acclimatize and would have been a liability
that high up.
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I

miss the high altitude. I really do. Despite the fact that it was
definitely type 2 fun, and was the hardest thing I’ve ever done
in my life, I want to go back. But if I do, I know there are a few
things that I’ll have to do to make sure the team is safe. Next
time round, this is what I will do (and these are also my recommendations to anybody climbing at high altitude):
t

t
t

t

t

t

If you haven’t climbed at high altitude before, you don’t
know how your body will react. Be ready for anything
and make sure you have a few extra days planned in case
you need them.
%PJOUFSWBMUSBJOJOH5SBJOZPVSCPEZBOBFSPCJDBMMZ:FT 
you do need to have a general level of cardiovascular fitness, but at high altitude this doesn’t mean much.
Develop a better breathing system. Work on maintaining a breathing rhythm and practice deep breathing
(from the navel). Pursed lip breathing is your friend;
train your body to do this under heavy exercise before
you get to the mountain.
If you can train at high altitude, do it. Nothing is better
at acclimatizing your body than training in the environment in which you’ll be climbing. Even 1000m is better
than nothing and will give you a significant base to start
from.
The best thing to train for is the suffering. Go on trips
where you know you are going to suffer, where you have
to push harder, faster, and longer, and where you’re going to be colder and more miserable than a reasonable
person would want to be. When you want to be done,
keep on going. That is the best way to train for high altitude expeditions.
Bring the appropriate drugs: Diamox and Dexamathazone. Diamox helps you acclimatize faster by increasing
the acidity of your blood. Dexamathazone is a steroid
that, in an emergency, will kick your body into overdrive
so that you can descend and get help.

And have an amazing time. Climbing Mount Denali was one
of those life experiences that I will never forget. It certainly was
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BEN,

A FRIENDLY CLIMBER

no picnic, and I can even say some parts sucked, a lot. Even
though we didn’t summit, we worked to overcome the challenges presented to us by the mountain—and this was the most
rewarding thing I’ve ever done.1

Champagne, and Laura Morrison showing the peak some love after
descending to Camp 3 without summiting.

1 Turn to page 278 for the full story of this epic adventure: “Denali’s West
Buttress: The Great One and Its VOC Visitors,” by Geoff Martin.

25 THINGS THE VOC HAS
TAUGHT ME

1.

%POUUFMMQFPQMFZPVFOKPZUSBNQJOH JF AIJLJOHJO/FX
Zealand English) unless they’re a fellow Kiwi. It turns out
that it doesn’t mean the same thing here as it does back
home.

2. Always follow the trail markers. Especially if you think
you’re following someone who knows where they’re going.
That is, unless you want to be reminded of the time you “got
lost” FOREVER.
3. Winter trips require more layers than Australians think
they do. And so do autumn trips.
4. A ukulele is a perfectly logical item to take on a trip. A cotton sweatshirt is not.
5. Trees are supposedly fun to ski through, but I’m not convinced of this yet.
6. If you are skiing telemark and wearing an overnight pack,
leaning forward when you lose your balance will likely result in a face plant.
:PHJMJLFĘFYJCJMJUZTIPVMECFBQSFSFRVJTJUFUPMFBSOJOHUP
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ski, particularly in dense trees where there are tree roots
under which to get your skis stuck.
8. Voile straps are an essential part of everybody’s kit and can
be used to fix anything.
9. Always make sure that you have enough charged batteries. Always. And bring a few extras for people who haven’t
learned this yet.
10. Sleeping with your boot liners/skins/water bottle is a very
HPPEJEFB VOMFTTZPVFOKPZTQFOEJOHBMPOHUJNFBOEBMPU
of body heat defrosting them the next morning. Also, store
your water bottle upside down so it doesn’t freeze.
11. Putting skins on without taking your skis off is actually possible, but really not worth the effort.
12. Ten people on a trip is a small group.
13. Bringing wine, hot chocolate, cake, or chocolate on a trip
makes you very popular very quickly.
14. Some people say down booties aren’t essential. Go on a
trip without them and you’ll see that they’re well worth the
223 g of extra weight.
15. Telemark skiing really is as hard as they say it is. When
you’re learning, going downhill is even more work than going up!
16. Always pack twice as much food as you think you’ll need.
.BZCFFWFOGPVSUJNFTBTNVDI:PVMMFBUJUBMM BOEJGZPV
don’t, see number thirteen).
17. MEC (Mountain Equipment Co-Op) is a dangerous place…
18. People are identified by what colour coat they’re wearing.
If you take your coat off, don’t expect anyone to remember
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your name.
19. When you put your ski back down on the snow after taking
the skins off, make sure it’s on a flat surface, or be prepared
to get a little extra exercise chasing it down.
20. ‘Beginner friendly’ does not necessarily mean ‘easy’ or ‘a
good place to learn to ski.’ It does mean that there will be
experienced people—Katherine Valentine and Len Goff are
very patient people—willing to help you out.
21. Being able to walk on Mondays is overrated.
22. Hero powder is wonderful! That is, until the next weekend
when the snow is icy, and you realise you can’t actually ski
quite as well as you thought you could.
23. Nudity is not only socially acceptable but actually quite encouraged.
24. The skill you pick up quickest when learning how to ski is
how to get up from deep powder while wearing a heavy
pack. Again, and again, and again.
25. Just because it’s September doesn’t mean it’s not ski season.
“Why stop at September? It’s ski season all year!” says Jessica Litman.

A GUIDE TO
BACKCOUNTRY POOING
JESSICA LITMAN

I

know that I cannot be the first person to broach this topic.
If anything, this should be a non-topic since technically the
backcountry is where we first did it anyway. Nevertheless, there’s
something inherently hilarious about poo/the act of pooing and
as long as we keep doing it there will always be someone writing
about it.
My first real backcountry skiing trip was a giant beginner
friendly 20 person poo-bag fest. I never had a dog, nor did I
grow up using a squat toilet, so I had to learn the tricks of trade
from scratch and through trial and error; this guide is here to
save all backcountry newbies from being like me.
1. Skip the burrito the night before your trip.
I don’t care how regular/irregular you are in the city. The
second you’re out there moving all day long, I guarantee
you that your insides will follow suit.
2. Squat as low as you can go.
Gravity is your friend, especially when you need that extra push and there are no tree branches to be of service.
3. Start with snow, end with toilet paper.
432
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Might as well take advantage of nature’s washcloth since
it’s everywhere in BC. The two go hand in hand: one gives
it a good clean scrub while the other dries and gets at the
hard to reach places.
4. GO SOMEWHERE PRIVATE.
Those were the wise words of Katherine Valentine as she
handed me my first poo-bag. “Private?” I was mystified.
“But we’re in the alpine what is private out here?” Let’s start
with what isn’t private: Camp, the hill people are yo-yo
skiing, and the skin track connecting the two; the latter is
where I decided to take my first backcountry poo. I decided
it was ‘private’ because no one was around and for some
reason thought I would be stealthy and fast. I began by disobeying rules 1, 2 and 3 since I had forgotten my toilet paper and had no idea how to squat—it was a shit show. Frantically I tried to clean up the area, bag the poo and shovel
snow over any remains. As I was sheepishly patting down
clean snow over the last of the evidence, Caitlin Schneider
and Katherine came skinning by with looks of confusion
BOECFNVTFEIPSSPSPOUIFJSGBDFTćFZKVTUTIPPLUIFJS
heads and said, “Jess, we told you to go somewhere private
on your first time,” and I scuttled off to camp to learn rule
number 5.
5. Chase after your toilet paper, not your poo.
When I returned to camp I learned that there was a designated washroom spot (somewhere private!) at the top of
a small ridge alongside our campsite. After clomping up to
the top of it, I immediately dropped Vicky Alfred’s giant
bag of toilet paper off the side. Damn you rule number 3.
So off I went - down, down, down to retrieve that rogue bag
of TP. When I finally returned to camp I held that bag high
and proudly announced to everyone that “It had fallen off
the edge but I went after it and got it!”
…Not everyone realised that it was the TP I was talking
about.
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Moral of the story: if you somehow manage to make your
waste travel as far as that TP did, don’t you dare bag it and
take it captive. That poo has earned its freedom.
6. Just because you’re in a food group with someone, doesn’t
mean you’re in their poo group.
:PVSFOFXUPUIF70$BOEQBJSFEVQUPTIBSFBUFOUBOE
food with an older, more experienced VOC member (who
might be your lab mate). While gearing up to leave, the
person automatically packs the tent, pot and fuel canister
JOUPUIFJSPWFSĘPXJOHQBDL:PVCPUIBSFMFęTUBSJOHEPXO
the 4 frozen poo bags. He turns to you and says, “My pack
is really full, it’s going to get squished if I put my poo bag
in there.” The next thing you know you’ve been scammed
into carrying down one giant communal poo-bag. While
this may not seem bad at the time, remember that every
time you fall, that giant communal poo bag will be catching you…with open arms. And when you arrive back in the
city there are no take-backs; the burden is on you to dispose
of the goods.
So, next time, be quick: shove some tent poles in your bag
PSPČFSUPDBSSZUIFTUPWFPSNBZCFKVTUTLJBXBZBTGBTUBT
you can, but whatever you do avoid avoid avoid the raccoon
sized poo bag that your tent-mate is trying to unload.
7. Make sure you bring a big enough bag.
Now, my dear newbies, this advice does pay off and you’ll
find that there is no end to learning in the life of a backcountry pooer. My last anecdote involves a trip that took
place long after I had come up with rules 1 through 6. We
were camped out on the Matier-Joffre col and once again
had to bag it out. I walked over to the ‘designated pooing
area’ only to find the aforementioned tent-mate looking
confused with a shopping bag in one hand and a monster
sized poo on a large flat rock in the other.
“Jess, I can’t fit it in the bag…”
Priceless.
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And yes, he had to carry it out himself this time—that is
not to say he didn’t at least try to make me take it.

PIOTR FORYSINSKI

8. Don’t forget to stare up at the sky and enjoy the beauty around
you, because no washroom will ever be as gorgeous as the one
you’re in right then and there.

Romantic sunset over a beautiful glacier. But nothing is quite as
Wedgemount Glacier, summer 2007.

THE LAZY CITY-BOY
SURVIVAL GUIDE TO THE
VOC
RON MAHARIK

N

ew recruits to the club come in different flavours. The standard-issue ‘keeners’ are probably the most numerous and
have an easy time fitting in, regardless of previous experience.
Let us for the moment leave those people aside to bask in their
own glory, and focus on everyone else. At the other end of the
spectrum are those who thought it would be cool to go do stuff
outdoors, but quickly discovered that they have an aversion to
soggy clothing, mud patches, and lack of flushing toilets. Nothing wrong with that, but it does make the VOC a less-than-ideal
home for their outdoor pursuits.
What about the in-betweens? Their voices are not often
heard—those who aren’t out hiking, climbing or skiing every
single weekend; who think suffering is something to be ready
for, rather than actively seek out; who don’t secretly dream of
finding a cozy cave in the mountains and living there yearround. We’ll call them city folk, in honour of the idea that a
weekend spent in the city is not necessarily wasted time.
As a city boy, I can testify that the club actually has plenty
to offer our kind. My list of accomplishments over two years
with the VOC is not exactly impressive—a smattering of overnight hikes, day trips and hut trips, some snowshoeing, a work
hike or two, a couple of scrambles, and a few occasions where
I tried (and largely failed) to figure out this backcountry skiing thing. Still, this is far more than I would have been able to
436
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achieve without all kinds of support from the club. In the process I also learned some useful do’s and don’ts for the city boy
(or girl) looking to ‘optimize’ their experience as a VOCer, and I
shall now share these insights. Results may vary, but with a bit of
MVDLUIFUJQTCFMPXXJMMNBLFZPVSKPVSOFZNPSFFOKPZBCMF ZPVS
pack and mood rather lighter, and won’t earn you too many enemies within the club (at least until you start dispensing your
TFMGTFSWJOHBEWJDFJOUIFQBHFTPGUIJTKPVSOBM 
So without further ado, here it is—the lazy city-boy guide to
surviving and thriving in the VOC.
1. Choose your trip leaders carefully.
This really is the crux of the matter and the number one
skill you need to develop. Club trips cater to everyone from
complete beginners to military-grade bad asses, and while
trip leaders tend to be of the bad ass variety, their styles
can still vary considerably. For example, some will call off
a mission rather than have their flock navigate the woods
after dark; others will press on, hoping to keep the sun up
by sheer force of will; still others will set out at dusk, arrive
at the summit in time to watch the stars come out, stay and
howl at the moon for a while, and finally half-walk halfcrawl back to camp, trusting in good old St. Petzl to light
the way.
To some extent, choosing your leaders is a skill that must
be picked up via trial and error, but for the most part you
should learn from the mistakes of others—as the saying
goes, you won’t live long enough to make them all yourself.
Fortunately, two of the most cherished pastimes in the club
are (1) retelling of horror stories about past epics, and (2)
critiquing the skills of trip leaders and participants outside
the present company (in accordance with Scott Adams’ rule
that “the only constructive criticism is the kind you do behind people’s backs”). Use every opportunity to collect this
valuable inside information that will help you in selecting
future trips.
Remember that ‘trip leader’ and ‘trip organizer’ are not always the same person. In practice there is often more than
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one leader on a given trip. Go over the list of people who
signed up, and ask yourself whether following them into
the woods would be a good idea. As a first-order heuristic,
trips led by retired persons with white facial hair are usually
a safe bet.
2. Be a driver.
The experiences of VOC drivers en route to the trailhead
can surpass anything that happens on the trail itself. Ask
any driver and you’ll hear plenty a story of debts unpaid,
generosity unrewarded, basic responsibilities ignored, and
so on. Clearly, nothing in UBC’s screening process prepares
a student for the role of passenger in a five-person carpool.
That said, there are also advantages to being a driver—especially if you are a lazy city-boy. Because of the chronic
shortage of functioning cars in the club, a willing driver is
seldom turned away, which means you are free to pick and
choose the trips that work for you. But more importantly, as
a driver you hold considerable sway over matters of scheduling and pacing: your car-mates have no incentive to move
GBTUFSUIBOZPV TJODFUIFZMMKVTUFOEVQTJUUJOHBUUIFUSBJMhead getting cold and bored. If they are in a hurry, you can
always suggest that they expedite matters by carrying some
of the heavier items in your pack, or even the entire pack.
A cynic would say that your passengers are like your hostages—they stay or go at your pleasure. But I’m no cynic, so
I won’t say that.
3. Learn social packing.
Packing in general is a broad topic and is beyond the scope
of this guide. But while VOCers are always in a race to pack
less and pack lighter, somehow on every trip a few people
are bound to show up with surplus equipment, clothing, or
supplies. Social packing means ensuring that you are the
person adopting the spare gear. Be warned though—you
can never count on a specific piece of gear being ‘available,’
and gear-related crimes will quickly earn you a reputation.
Nobody wins if that happens, so use great care in choosing
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which items to social-pack. In some situations it may be
possible to convince others to donate their non-spare gear
for your use, but you generally have to experience a significant amount of discomfort before someone hands you their
PXOKBDLFU PSUFOU PSIFBEMBNQ TPQFSIBQTUIBUJUFN
was worth hauling up yourself in the first place.
Food is by far the easiest item to social-pack. I have yet
to see a VOC trip that came anywhere near running out
of food. And since most trips end up as potlucks anyway,
you can usually help yourself to other people’s food without
even having to ask. But don’t be a moocher—be generous
when you can, so that you can rely on others’ generosity
when you must.
 *O BMM TFSJPVTOFTT  OFWFS TPDJBMQBDL ZPVS IFBEMBNQ
Always have a headlamp, including on day trips. And fresh
batteries too.
4. Stay in huts.
Recent conversations helped confirm my suspicion that
the widespread fixation with camping is a North American
phenomenon. On a number of occasions I’ve heard people
here ask “but why stay in a hut when you can camp instead?”, which from an old-world perspective makes about
as much sense as “why walk across the street when you can
crawl across on your belly?” In large swaths of the planet,
PVUEPPSKPVSOFZTBSFOPUOFDFTTBSJMZBTTPDJBUFEXJUIDBSSZing tents, setting up tents, trying to keep rain out of tents,
etcetera. In Europe, in parts of South America, in New Zealand and other places, massive networks of cabins let you
VOEFSUBLF TPNF QSFUUZ TFSJPVT QSPKFDUT BT IVUUPIVU USBverses. Here in our part of the world such infrastructure is
almost unheard of, but there is still a good number of cabJOTPVUUIFSF BOEQFSTPOBMMZ*UFOEUPKPJOUIFIVUCPVOE
trips whenever possible.
Now, the desire for self-sufficiency and the total freedom
that comes with camping are understandable, but these
aren’t top priorities for the lazy city-boy. Lighter loads and a
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A classic crowd at Phelix Hut.

dry place to spend the night will always prevail. Obviously not every trip can be to a hut, and even lazy city-boy
VOCers are able to survive the occasional night in a tent,
but given the option I will gladly put up with cramped spaces and a symphony of snores if it means I can have a roof
over my head.
5. Sign up for massive gong show type trips.
It’s a statistical observation—large ‘beginner-friendly’ debacles are bound to include some folks who are even slower
and less prepared than you are. This means you can not
only proceed at a leisurely pace without drawing unwanted attention, but you may even be able to play the hero by
helping the slowest persons cope. My usual tactic is to stay
at the very back, ostensibly acting as ‘sweep’ when the reality is I couldn’t move much faster to save my life.
Conclusion:
The VOC can be a great resource for soft-core urban types,
XIP FOKPZ UIF PDDBTJPOBM CBDL DPVOUSZ PVUJOH QSPWJEFE UIFZ
don’t have to stay there for very long. Just make sure to know
the rules, play nice, and don’t forget that headlamp.

12 MONTHS IN THE VOC
KATHERINE VALENTINE

T

he 2011 Banquet was held at the ANZA club. Even though
they didn’t serve tap beer upstairs, this was a fantastic location. The budget was passed, awards were given out to recognize/embarrass members, and the new exec was voted in.
Since the Banquet, the club has run more than 140 trips,
NBOZPGXIJDIZPVDBOSFBEBCPVUJOUIFSFTUPGUIFKPVSOBMćF
GPMMPXJOHQSPWJEFTBTVNNBSZPGUIFNBKPSBOOVBMDMVCFWFOUT

SUMMER BBQS

O

n the first Wednesday of every month we held a BBQ at
Spanish Banks. Piotr Forysinski’s home-built trailer is still
going strong, although the same can’t be said for the BBQ—even
the police were concerned at the amount of smoke and flame
that it was producing. Ultimate Frisbee games happened most
Wednesday nights, sometimes followed by swimming.

SON OF ROCK

O

n a summer weekend, over thirty VOCers swarmed the
Chief campground. Saturday consisted of an instructional
441
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day with plenty of singing and stories for the evening. Instructors passed on invaluable knowledge and skills which were
practiced not only on Sunday but also throughout the rest of
the summer.

MOUNTAINEERING CAMP

J

offre Lakes was the location for this year’s Mountaineering
Camp. As Nick Gobin put it, “It was a great weekend and I
thought it was very cool that VOCers stood on top of every peak
in the Joffre group on Saturday, other than Tszil. Slalok, Joffre,
Matier, Hartzell, Spetch and Howard is a pretty good catch for
one club in one day.”

GLACIER SCHOOL

T

his was my first Glacier School. After hearing the stories
about how it always rains at Glacier School, I threw in a
couple of extra layers and the weather didn’t disappoint—but
the rain (I think) made Mike Duncan’s Vodka Spiked Mulled
8JOFKVTUUIBUNVDICFUUFS BOEUIFTJOHJOHUIBUNVDIMPVEFS
Er, we (at G1) also taught and practiced glacier travel and crevasse rescue skills.
ick Matwyuk helped out with G2—the advanced group—
this year. Here’s what he had to say about the weekend:
“After throwing around a wide range of ideas in terms of location we finally decided on Semaphore Lakes. After beating
our vehicles into submission on the Hurley FSR washboard we
reached the trail head. We got up onto a snowfield and practiced
running belays, self-arrest, crevasse rescue, and general glacier
travel aspects. It even started snowing while we were there and
I wish I had brought my skis to crank some turns on the fresh
pow. Once we had become hungry and satisfied with the learning for the day we headed back towards camp. It was raining the
next day, so plans of climbing Face Mountain were squashed.

N
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ćF WJTJCJMJUZ XBT UFSSJCMF TP XF KVTU IPQQFE VQ POUP B MPXFS
snowfield and gave each person a turn in leading a crevasse rescue. I believe it is very beneficial for each person to get in the
“hot seat” so they really have to think about the process. AfUFSPVSCSBJOTXFSFTBUVSBUFEGSPNMFBSOJOHXFTUBSUFEKVNQJOH
rope. This was lots of fun and got people moving to warm up.
While on the hike out, Ira Sutherland led the charge and went
for a swim in one of the lakes. I followed suit along with a couple
of other people. All in all, a very productive glacier school.”

LONGHIKE

W

ow, Longhike, what can I say. It’s an event that you have to
experience to understand. My highlights from the weekend were Craig Alfredson standing at the back of the tent explaining that when he was new to the club, Longhike was where
older, experienced guys in the club picked up new girlfriends
for the year. A few hours later he was still standing at the back
of the tent explaining that he was going to get a girlfriend. Mike
Duncan’s use of bike lights on the dance floor and Shuvi Haramati wearing nothing but a t-shirt were both extremely memorable. Before I headed back to Vancouver I ended up checking
the foundations of the hot tub with the management of Sunwolf,
as they weren’t sure how we had fit that number of people in it
without the foundations giving way. And I think there might
have been some climbing at some point…

JARED STANLEY
MEMORIAL LECTURE

I

n Phil Tomlinson’s words:
“In January 2005, Jared Stanley, a UBC student, passed
away while back country skiing on Mount Seymour. Every year,
the VOC hosts a memorial lecture in his name; this year was the
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seventh. While Jared wasn’t a VOCer, he’s the sort of guy that
probably would have ended up knocking on the VOC’s door at
some point, so we sort of adopted him and the lecture.
Jared’s family, Anna and Bob Parton, fly out every year to
attend the lecture and speak a little bit about Jared. The Partons are great speakers and great people. Last year, after learning
about SPOT devices from our guest speaker, a Search and Rescue team member, they promptly went out and bought the club
three devices because they felt that if such a device had existed
back in 2005, then maybe Jared would still be with us. Much
like the VOC sort of adopted Jared, the Partons sort of adopted
the VOC.”
n Stephen Mullen’s words:
“As always, the Partons are great speakers. Their words are
deeply moving and hit a tone that I think is glossed over with
much of the ‘organised’ outdoor world (ie. guiding, SAR, Scouts,
clubs, etc). Chris Lawrence had a bunch of first-hand stories that
I think people could glean some take-home messages from. A
big thanks to those who helped out with all aspects of the organJTBUJPOPGUIFMFDUVSF1IJMEJEBHSFBUKPCPGIPTUJOHćF.$JOH
was done very professionally, and the emotional moments were
handled with tact & dignity.”

I

FORMAL/ UGLY SWEATER
WINTER SOCIAL

A

n awesome Winter Social was held at the gallery: a potluck, music, and dancing, with our VOC DJ Oker Chen.
Elections for a couple of second term exec positions ended in
possibly our very first tie in voting, accompanied by some interesting methods of persuading voters by the nominees (certain
clothing items were removed). We danced into the wee hours
of the morning, and many of us didn’t quite make it to school
early the next day.
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ANNUAL BREW DEBACLE

C

hristian Veenstra took the lead on this trip this year. This
trip is as always in classic VOC skiing style—a bunch of
keen VOCers, never having been on telemark skis before,
toughed their way up to the hut and discovered that (despite the
suffering) they really love the mountains in winter.

A

gain this year, Phelix did not disappoint. Stable hero snow,
blue bird days, singing, and of course naked laps of the hut
were some of the highlights. A small party headed up to Brew
UPSJOHJOUIF/FX:FBS.VSSBZ%PXOTUBLFPOUIFTOPXQBDL
“We went for a ski, but no gnar slopes were tried, for the
avalanche rating was still kind of high; we examined the snow
pack, we prodded and poked; then had a nice run down a mellow slope.”1
lthough not an official VOC trip, fifteen VOCers headed
up to Roger’s Pass in search of powder. It was only the second time in my life that I had wanted it to stop snowing. With
BWBMBODIFDPOEJUJPOTBUIJHIEPXOUPCFMPXUSFFMJOF PCKFDUJWFT
were scaled back, and hut time was increased.2

A

CAC FUNDRAISER

A

night at the Gallery watching ski porn and drinking from
a shot ski… what more can you ask for in an evening in
the city? Raising over $1500 for the guys that put the avalanche
bulletin out every day to help keep us safe (the CAC) made the
night that much better. Some awesome prizes were donated for
1

See Murray’s poetic verse in full in “Dedededede de do… Brew New
:FBST wQBHFo&E
2 Take a gander at Phil Tomlinson’s “Too Much Snow, and Too Many
Bombs,” page 202, for the full story. –Ed.
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the raffle from Westcomb, MEC, the CAC, and yourselves.

WINTER LONGHIKE

F

ifty VOCers headed up to Seymour with hopes that there
would be enough snow to make snowcaves feasible and we
wouldn’t have to make quinzhees instead. Luckily it was snowing by the time they reached the camping spot. Unfortunately
the snow turned to freezing rain which decreased the enthusiasm to the level of hanging out singing in the kitchen area.
When I arrived on Sunday morning the whole camp was covered in three inches of ice. People started surfacing, and since it
was still raining the main aim of Sunday was to head down back
to town to warm up and dry off.

TELESCHOOL

A

s in the past, teleschool was held at Seymour; it is where old
VOCers can pass on their knowledge of the art of “freeing
the heel and skiing for real.” And so they did.

INTRO TO BACKCOUNTRY
CAMPING

N

ick Matwyuk posted his Intro to Backcountry Camping
USJQ JO %FDFNCFS  CVU IBE UP DBODFM EVF UP JOKVSJFT 1IJM
Tomlinson then posted his Intro to Backcountry Skiing but had
to cancel due to beginners bailing because of road and avalanche
conditions, leaving only experienced people. Finally, Skyler Des
Roches stepped up to the plate, and ran an awesome trip to Iago.
Frans Kouwenhoven’s take on the Iago trip:
“VOC trips don’t disappoint. Saturday night, things were
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looking grim for my overall satisfaction with the trip. After my
not so awesome skiing in the dark, I came back to camp and
TPPO EJTDPWFSFE UIBU OFJUIFS NZ KBDLFU  OPS NZ QBOUT  XFSF
as waterproof as I had thought. This led to a cold, wet Frans,
not often a happy fellow. However, Sunday turned everything
around. Skiing through trees is a lot easier when you can see
where you’re going and pick nice lines. While the evening of the
first day may have been full of type 2 fun for me, the second day
was nothing but type 1. I gained a lot of experience skiing in
powder, my faith in telemark was restored once Skyler imparted
the wisdom of “back foot, back foot!” and even face planting to
the laughter of my peers was met with smiles of my own.”

SPHINX CAMP

A

s we all know, weather and avalanche conditions can never
be controlled, so although a good number of us headed up
to the Burton Hut for Sphinx camp this year with some big obKFDUJWFT NPTUPGUIFUJNFXBTTQFOUTLJJOHTNBMMNFMMPXTMPQFT
A couple of the deception pinnacles were climbed. In the hut,
cards were played, stories of past trips were told, and of course
there was singing, all of which made the time spent in the hut
NPSF FOKPZBCMF 0O UIF MBTU EBZ  UIF XFBUIFS TIPXFE VT XIBU
Sphinx Bay can be like, and some epic skiing was had. ‘Twas
all capped off with a beer at the Shady Tree to mark the end of
Reading Break.

